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ABSTRACT
The thesis examines social structure as a product of human experience in the 
domain of "five villages" (Lewolema) towards the eastern end of the island of Flores 
in what is now the Republic of Indonesia. This entails an emphasis on the processual 
aspect of cultural themes, as well as a recognition of the temporality of structures. It 
thus involves consideration of the dynamic inherent in the model of exchange 
described here and a continuing shift from more formal modes for the analysis of 
asymmetric alliance to an approach which takes seriously the local symbolism 
embedded in such structures. In exploring local representations of life, therefore, I 
follow the trajectory of human life from its initiation in the womb through birth and 
death to notions of the afterlife and relations with the ancestors. Equally salient to an 
exploration of the nature of life in this area are representations of the developmental 
cycle of cultivated crops and I refer to this complementary scheme of ideas and 
practices throughout my account.
Within the political structure under the Raja of Larantuka, Lewotala the central 
village of Lewolema was the historic seat of the "regent within the house" and, as 
such, an adjunct to the ten regents of the districts in the realm. The ethnographic 
data in the thesis focus on this village, now known officially as Bantala, comprising 
over 1,500 people and consisting in recent times of two relatively separate 
communities distinguished as Lewotala and Rian Kotek. The study concentrates on 
the social and ritual organization of contemporary village life. In so doing, it depicts 
social structure as an historically constituted framework for the culturally elaborated 
strivings of local men and women in pursuit of their aspiration for life in its fullness.
In Chapter One, I focus on the local categories "blood" and "heat", then on the 
concept of a person and, finally, on an iconic form and the ritual agency evoked in 
rites of the life cycle in Lewotala. The next five chapters follow the path of human 
beings from birth to death, drawing attention to the social structures and ritual 
processes which both shape and are shaped by men's and women's experience. Thus, 
Chapter Two describes birth rites as a transition to personhood. Chapter Three 
explores not only men's and women's differential rights in clans, but also clans' rights 
in people and their prerogatives in the social and ritual life of the community. Then 
Chapter Four deals with marriage through a consideration of the strategies and 
idioms, rites and exchanges that define it. In Chapter Five, I analyse relations of 
kinship and affinity, looking at the principles involved as well as the characteristics 
of social process which limit their range. Chapter Six considers what local treatment
of death can tell us about the nature of life and examines mortuary rites for insights 
into relevant aspects of eschatology and cosmology.
In conclusion, Chapter Seven provides an overview of local features of alliance 
and exchange particularly salient for comparison with other accounts of structure and 
experience in eastern Indonesia and the Austronesian world. In this comparative 
dimension, the thesis is an instance of how it is possible to see each eastern 
Indonesian society as "an expression of a set of common concerns about the nature 
of life" (Fox 1990:21).
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Linguistic Preface
LANGUAGE, ORTHOGRAPHY AND TRANSCRIPTION
Throughout this thesis, except in bibliographic citations and apart from the 
linguistic analysis in this note, languages other than English are distinguished by the 
use of different type-faces: phrases in the Lamaholot language of the east Flores 
region appear in bold type-face, instances of Malay or Indonesian are in bold italics, 
while all other foreign language terms are in ordinary italics.
VOWEL INVENTORY
My orthography for Lamaholot represents the six vowels consistently 
distinguished by analysts of the language and its dialects (Arndt 1937:4; Fernandez 
1977:19, 1983-4:23; Keraf 1978:29), as follows,
Lamaholot International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)
e e
e a
a a
o o
u u
The issue of whether there are phonemically salient additional vowel series 
characterized by nasalization and/or length, I leave ultimately for the linguists to 
resolve. (See Fernandez 1977: Ch.3 and Keraf 1978: Ch.l for discussions of this 
complex matter with respect to two different Lamaholot dialects). There are, no 
doubt, various ways of representing the linguistic situation and these may reflect the 
range of dialectal data included in the analysis.
NASALS
Any interpretation of nasality must take the diversity of spoken Lamaholot into 
account. As Arndt (1937:4-5) points out, the realization of final nasals varies
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somewhat with individual speakers. In his view, it also evinces a degree of more 
regular assimilation to the place of articulation of the initial consonant of a following 
word. As he argues, however, there does seem to be a cline of variation in this 
respect across the dialect areas arrayed more or less geographically west to east from 
the Lamaholot-speaking districts of Flores through the islands of the Solor 
archipelago.
The transcription in this thesis is based on the dialect used in the domain of 
Lewolema, as it is spoken in the village of Lewotala. There, nasal consonants are 
hardly ever heard in word-final position. To my knowledge, ng and m only occur 
word-finally in a very few instances: specifically in the words Kedang (a clan name) 
and nem (the number six), respectively. The alveolar nasal consonant n, as far as I 
am aware, is not heard word-finally at all in the Lamaholot spoken in Lewotala. 
Rather, what one hears is nasalization of final vowels, in contrast to otherwise 
similar phonological forms without nasalization. Thus, as minimal pairs, the 
following contrast,
[tekä] = (we) eat * [teka] = to come into contact with;
[mete] = clever * [mete] = to be in the process of;
[koli] = dry season * [koli] = lontar palm leaf;
[horö] = to hide or conceal i t [horo] = to cut;
[bofi] = turtle dove * [bou] = large pot for cooking rice.
To the extent that Lewotalans utilize suffixes or infixes consisting of nasals which 
indicate various forms of possession and nominalization, such morphemic nasals are 
also realized through nasalization of the preceding vowel when these processes affect 
final syllables. Thus, a non-final syllable infix may include a nasal consonant, which 
is realized as such as in,
[siat] = to tear [seniat] = that which is torn off,
but final syllable nasal infixes and suffixes are realized as nasalization of the 
preceding vowel, as in
[mo'e] = I —» [mo'e] = my
[mae] = good —» [mae] = goodness
[lodo'] = to come down —> [lodö'] = the coming down.
This situation can be phonetically transcribed by placing a tilde atop vowels 
which are nasal in character, as is done in Keraf s (1978:262-297) Swadesh lists from 
35 Lamaholot-speaking areas, including his list no. 27 from Lewolema. Use of that 
orthographic convention may not, however, be so appropriate to a phonemic 
transcription, nor is it familiar to Lamaholot-speakers eager to read works which deal 
with their cultural heritage. Particularly for this latter reason, I prefer to follow the
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local convention established in eastern Flores of representing nasalization of final- 
syllable vowels by means of an 'n' following the vowel in question. Given the 
limitations on the distribution of the alveolar nasal in the Lamaholot spoken in 
Lewotala, my use of the symbol 'n' to indicate this nasalization in no way interferes 
with its use as a consonant elsewhere in the Lamaholot word. Thus, for example, in 
my orthography tekan (we eat) is realized as [tekä] and lodon' (the descending) is 
realized as [lodö']; none (to show), however, contains two alveolar nasals each in 
syllable-initial position, [none], and as discussed below rentu has an alveolar nasal 
as the first member of an intervocalic consonant cluster.
Comparison with accounts of other Lamaholot dialects suggests that a 
historical process reducing post-vocalic nasal consonants in final syllables to 
nasalization of the preceding vowel has gone further in parts of eastern Flores than in 
some other areas where the language is spoken. Indeed in Lewolema, loss of post­
vocalic nasals is also evident in syllables which are not word-final. This is seen in 
the tendency, in Lewotala at least, for loan words to lose any nasal consonant which 
closes their initial syllable in the process of their being absorbed into Lamaholot. So, 
for example, many words borrowed from Indonesian into Lamaholot are simplified 
in this way,
Bahasa Indonesia Lamaholot in Lewotala
banding = to compare -> [badT]
kandang = stable, corral ->  [kadä]
Such loss is not uniformly the case, however, as a small number of words -  
borrowed or otherwise -  do feature intervocalic consonant clusters having nasals as 
their first member. Of those which occur in my linguistic data, some terms retaining 
this form clearly derive from Larantuka Malay and presumably spread with the 
influence of cultural practices from this centre of Portuguese-derived Catholicism. 
Thus,
genta [genta] = bell
kantar [kantar] = to sing
komperia [komperia] = the Konfreria Catholic Brotherhood.
So too in a few other words, known to me from their use in Lewotala but of 
indeterminate origin, nasals are still realized as part of an intervocalic consonant 
cluster,
kalanggae [kalanggae] = prevaricator
rangko [rangko] = man's plaited shoulder-bag for carrying tobacco
rentu [rentu] = ankle bells for dancers.
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These instances in which a non-last syllable vowel is followed by a nasal as part of a 
consonant cluster accord with the pattern identified by Arndt as sometimes occurring 
across word boundaries, when a syllable-final nasal becomes homorganic to the 
following initial consonant. In any case, in my orthography, 'n' 'm' and 'ng' in such 
non-final syllables indicate nasal consonants, just as they do when representing the 
initial consonant of any syllable.
SCHWA
Besides the phonemic schwa cited in my vowel inventory above, in Lewotala 
other vowels in some linguistic environments are weakened and realized as schwa 
[3]. This may be related to stress patterns in the language. Whenever I am aware of 
such weakening, I represent it phonemically with the original vowel, rather than with 
schwa. Hence, the final 'o' in ono (within), rather than [on3] as it is usually 
pronounced.
Unless considerations of vowel harmony or phonological specificity come into 
play, word-final e is generally realized as schwa. Informants in Lewotala considered 
the stronger sound e harsh to the ear word-finally. They explicitly contrasted the 
Lewolema preference for realizing the phoneme e as schwa in these cases with the 
stronger pronunciation which they ascribed to residents of a neighbouring domain 
and considered less refined. Thus, for example, the Lamaholot word I transcribe 
puken (trunk, stem, origin) may sometimes be pronounced [puke] in Lewotala, but is 
more likely to be realized [puke]. Occasionally, two such pronunciations are even 
culturally discriminated as allegedly unrelated words. The single but significant 
instance of this, that I have come across, concerns huke in the phrase huke tana (a 
rite to assume or acknowledge ritual responsibility for a tract of land) and huke (to 
measure out), which terms are regarded in Lewotala as separate lexical items. In this 
possibly unique case, I have retained the local distinction in my orthography, but 
mention my doubts about its phonemic status in an endnote.
Finally, given my reliance on phonetic transcription when learning the 
language in the field, there may be instances where I have failed to recognise that a 
schwa in pronunciation is in fact a weakened form of some other vowel. It is, for 
instance, possible that ipe' (tooth), might properly be phonemically represented as 
ipe'. To the extent that I have unwittingly let any weakened forms of this kind slip 
through, then my orthography may err now and again on the side of fidelity to 
pronunciation, rather than a consistently phonemic representation.
INTRODUCTION
This thesis highlights the local categories, including "blood" and "heat", that 
inform social and ritual processes through which people in the domain of Lewolema 
seek to promote the fertility of human beings and the regeneration of cultivated 
crops. In other words, my study focuses on cultural representations of the nature of 
life and its transmission. To explore this fundamental issue, I examine the social 
organization and ritual facilitation of the reproduction of life in people from its 
initiation in the womb of a woman, through the stages of birth and death, to notions 
of the afterlife. In so doing, I analyse social structure as it bears upon diverse human 
experiences of fertility and health, welfare and prosperity, in this domain of "five 
villages" towards the eastern end of the island of Flores, Indonesia. Given the 
requirement for a thesis of specific length, a fuller account of related issues including 
the rites of the agricultural cycle, local religion and cosmology must await more 
detailed treatment elsewhere.
As an ethnographic account, this work is inherently partial in the selection of 
voices it echoes and inevitably limited in its spatial dimension and temporal depth. I 
am primarily concerned with local idiom in the contemporary period, rather than 
with analysing its geographic range or charting its development over time. As a 
study, this work derives from the research method most characteristic of 
anthropology: those personal interactions during protracted field work, through 
which the apparent ordinariness of social life becomes increasingly complex and 
compelling.
Anthropological research is often depicted as a journey through another culture 
from its initial strangeness to its becoming familiar. On this view, the intellectual 
effort involved is a quest for comprehension, which renders apparently bizarre 
behaviour finally understandable in its own terms. A colleague once told me that he 
knew it was time to conclude his field research when nothing in that previously 
foreign way of life seemed peculiar to him any more. My own research trajectory 
was, if anything, quite the reverse. I began my fieldwork in Larantuka, a small port- 
town of Malay-speaking Catholics, whose Christian piety seemed all too familiar 
from my own Catholic schooling. Already fluent in Indonesian, I understood all bar 
the distinct and idiomatic expressions of the local dialect of Malay, which perhaps 
for that very reason became one focus of my attention. Even when I moved into a 
nearby rural community, where the regional language Lamaholot was the normal 
medium of communication in all local contexts, I did not feel any particular
2dissonance. Village officials, my host families, young to middle-aged people and 
even some elders could communicate with me in Indonesian/Malay, so I was never 
mute and their behaviour never without ready explanation. Only gradually did I 
come to appreciate just how different from my own were the ideas which animated 
these villagers who are the prime subjects of my study. My intellectual journey, 
then, is from the deceptively familiar to some understanding of the differences 
characterizing a scheme of thought and action whose reference points became more 
complex and more elusive, as I became increasingly aware of them.
SITUATING THE RESEARCH THEORETICALLY
As regards the academic discipline of anthropology and its preoccupations, my 
research was also a movement of this kind, a process of going beyond the relatively 
well-known form of a social system towards the set of culturally-encoded human 
concerns which motivate it. In respect of anthropological theory, studies of eastern 
Indonesian societies stand in a venerable tradition, whose landmarks include 
analyses by de Josselin de Jong (1977), van Wouden (1968), Fox (1980a). When in 
1935, J. P. B. de Josselin de Jong delivered his inaugural address as Professor of 
Indonesian and General Cultural Anthropology at Leiden University, he took the 
opportunity to outline his approach to the Indonesian archipelago as a "field of 
ethnological study". In so doing, he delineated the "structural core" of Indonesian 
societies in terms of a number of features, prominent among which was an 
asymmetric connubium linking exogamus clans (1977:68-69). About the same time, 
van Wouden, a student of de Josselin de Jong, made a comparative analysis of types 
of social structure in eastern Indonesia, in which he set out to demonstrate that this 
"marriage custom" was the "pivot" of social organization and "firmly rooted in the 
totality of the culture". In his view,
the scheme of social categories thus found serves as the model for an all-
embracing classification. Cosmos and society are organised in the same
way...(van Wouden 1968: 1-2).
One strength of van Wouden's work was his exploration of the formal features of a 
model of asymmetric connubium. If he mistook the logical possibilities of his model 
for the empirical form, or at least the original form, of Indonesian societies, it only 
served to highlight the need for field research to test anthropological theory against 
ethnographic reality.
3It was forty-five years before a collection of essays based on field studies in the 
region finally appeared and offered a critical commentary on van Wouden's thesis 
(Fox 1980a). Taken together, these essays tend to reinterpret the "structural core" of 
eastern Indonesian societies in terms of particularly crucial shared social categories, 
which are given distinct and often variable articulation both within and between 
cultures. This shift of emphasis explicitly broadened the comparative framework to 
include those
societies of eastern Indonesia [which] do not structure their alliances on 
the basis of exclusive cross-cousin marriage, as van Wouden conceived 
of it, or on the basis of prescriptive alliance, as it has come to be defined 
(Fox 1980c: 330).
Between the publication of van Wouden's thesis and this collaborative 
commentary on it, what has become known as "alliance theory" in anthropology 
grew out of a series of disparate studies by Dumont, Levi-Strauss, Leach and 
Needham. Over time it took somewhat different forms, partly because these scholars 
had varied interests, but also because refinements were introduced that clarified or 
modified their positions. In some early studies (Needham 1957,1958) alliance units 
were identified as pre-existent descent groups, if not at the level of the exogamous 
clan, then at the level of its constituent lineages. Accusations of positivist bias 
ensued and, as Dumont (1968:22) points out, the concept of alliance was 
reformulated as a more structural and less empirical notion. Ultimately, it was 
stressed that "alliance is a relationship, and, as often as descent, it serves to define 
the units to which it applies" (Fox 1980b:8). Particular analyses had long shown 
that, where marriage alliance does not necessarily result in a system of exchange "at 
the level of the group as a whole", it may nevertheless still be an integral part of the 
system of categories and roles, as conceived by the people studied (Dumont 1957).
As part of this process of refinement and clarification, Needham (1973) 
defmed prescription as "a formal property of a system of categories of social 
classification" constituted by "the regularity of a constant relation that articulates 
lines and categories". This definition formalized the analytic priority he had earlier 
accorded the terminological level, given the lack of any necessary correlation 
between relationship terminology, jural rules, and marriage practice in alliance 
systems (Needham 1966-7). Initially, this focus on categorical injunction, together 
with Needham's (1973:79) description of prescriptive systems as "examples of 
absolutism", tended to obscure the variability within those social systems. More 
recently, however, formal analyses have demonstrated the diversity within and
4between relationship terminologies, which may be characterized in whole or in part 
by a "prescriptive relation" (Needham 1980:77). Given this diversity, it has been 
suggested that prescriptive terminologies should be regarded as constituting, not a 
monothetic, but a polythetic class (Needham 1975:361 cf. 1980:79 n.6)
Another approach to the study of prescriptive systems focuses on the 
comparative analysis of jural and institutional arrangements in societies of this kind. 
In one such study, Barnes (1978) has contrasted the different sociological correlates 
of alliance ideology among the Ema, Kedang, and some Lamaholot communities in 
eastern Indonesia. He points out that a categorical obligation in respect of spouse 
must not be confused with a lack of choice (1978:20). Furthermore, his comparison 
demonstrates that,
societies with a positive marriage rule enjoining marriage into a single 
category can vary greatly regarding the nature of alliance groups and the 
pattem of unions among them, without deviating in any large way from 
the prescription itself. In other words, an individual's freedom of action 
is greatly restricted only when classification is supplemented by binding 
jural and institutional arrangements (Barnes 1978:25).
As this indicates, materials on the Lamaholot have featured in analyses of the 
nature of alliance systems (see Barnes 1977a, 1980b; Graham 1987). The classic 
ethnographic accounts of Lamaholot-speakers are the publications of the German 
museum ethnologist Vatter and the German Catholic missionary Amdt, together with 
the unpublished field notes of the American anthropologist Kennedy. Vatter (1932) 
provides a diary of his investigations during an eight-month tour through the area in 
1928-29. Amdt provides a number of articles and four monographic studies which 
deal with the language (1937), the Demon-Paji1 opposition (1938), religion and 
cosmology (1951) and, in rather general terms, the social organizaton of these 
peoples (1940). Kennedy's (1955) raw field notes are interesting, but require careful 
handling due to the provisional and sometimes even self-contradictory nature of the 
material in them. Ouwehand, at one time a Dutch colonial official (Controleur) in 
eastern Flores, has provided some important information in one short article (1950). 
While these authors do provide useful material, as well as giving some time-depth to 
our knowledge of the Lamaholot, their studies were usually conducted in a manner 
which falls short of modem scholarly standards.
Besides, with each advance in the dialectic of theory and ethnography, new 
studies are called for to fill gaps in existing data, explore extant issues from novel 
perspectives and in turn provide the basis for further refinements to theory. As well 
as the work of R.H. Barnes and Ruth Barnes in Lembata and Nancy Lutz in Adonara,
5recent research among the Lamaholot has been carried out in eastern Flores. 
Linguists who have worked in the area include Keraf (1977, 1978) and Fernandez 
(1977, 1983-4, 1988). Undergraduate theses have been researched there by Borden 
(1979), Kotten (1979), Jebarus (1981) and Liwun (1986), as have Masters theses by 
the anthropologist-priest Amanue (1983) and the political scientist Bayo Ala (1991). 
Research in progress, as well as my own, includes the work of the anthropologist 
Kohl (1986, 1988, 1989, 1990) and the historian Dietrich (1983, 1984, 1985, 1989). 
Limitations of space, together with my delineation of the subject matter of this thesis, 
mean not all this work is discussed or drawn on here. Nevertheless, I see my own 
research as one part of this broader effort towards the documentation of social and 
cultural life in eastern Flores and the comparative analysis of societies linked 
historically in the region (the Malay-Indonesian world) or linguistically beyond (the 
Austronesian language family). In this regard, Fox (1990) has recently set a 
challenging agenda:
Discussion of the categories glossed as 'wife-giver' and 'wife-taker' in 
eastern Indonesia opens up an elaborate metaphoric epistemology of 
origins, itself a reflection of a distinctive Austronesian view of life. In 
accord with this view of life, various social groups in eastern Indonesia 
(and perhaps elsewhere) may appropriately be regarded as 'origin groups' 
since what they claim to share and to celebrate is some form of common 
derivation. This derivation is socially constructed and may be variously 
based on the acknowledgement of a common ancestor, a common cult, a 
common name or set of names, a common place of derivation, and/or a 
share in a common collection of sacred artefacts. In eastern Indonesia, 
comparative sociology begins with a study of 'origin groups' and their 
relationships to one another.
Furthermore,
[a]ll 'origin groups' in eastern Indonesia perpetuate themselves by 
reference to either 'genitor' or 'genetrix' lines of derivation. Internal 
relations among these lines that share a common origin are based on 
various forms of precedence, such as elder/younger, male/female, 
inside/outside, first-bom/last-bom. Relationships between different 
origin groups are structured on other criteria of precedence. All origin 
groups give precedence to a 'progenitor' line (or lines). By this, I mean a 
line (or lines) that stand in relation to a genitor/genetrix line as 'life- 
giving' pro(to)-genitor. This relationship is critical -  particularly in an 
epistemology of origins -  since this line is the 'origin of life' for another 
origin group (Fox 1990:3-4).
In many ways, this thesis begins just such an account in respect of the Lamaholot of 
eastern Flores.
6LOCATING THE STUDY ETHNOGRAPHICALLY
The island of Flores has a population of over one million people. Within this, 
sub-groups may be distinguished by the regional languages they speak, their diverse 
cultural heritage and the varied relations with one another and outsiders which 
characterize their history. By these criteria, numerous ethnolinguistic categories are 
recognized on Flores and another must be added if we include, as I do, the islands of 
the Solor archipelago off the eastern end of Flores. Thus, arrayed west to east 
through Flores and on to Solor, Adonara, and Lembata are the peoples characterized 
as Manggarai, Rembong, Riung, Ngadha, Nage, Keo, Ende, Lio, Sikka, Lamaholot 
and Kedang (see Map 1). This enumeration does not include those coastal 
communities, whose lingua franca is a dialect of Malay. Within the Lamaholot 
region, there are three such communities: Larantuka, Konga, Wureh (see Map 3). 
Some of these Malay-speakers trace their origins in the area back to the rivalry 
between European powers in Southeast Asia during Malacca's heyday as an entrepot, 
falling to the Portuguese in 1511 then conquered by the Dutch in 1641. When 
Malacca changed hands on this latter occasion, groups of Malay-speaking Catholics 
embarked with their Portuguese brethren on journeys eastwards looking for other 
places to settle. Nascent Christian communities in eastern Indonesia, including the 
Lamaholot area, received many of these migrants and/or their descendants fleeing 
Dutch ascendancy initially in Malacca and later in Makassar as well.
When I set out for Flores, I was keen to do research in these three Malay 
language coastal settlements and/or a Lamaholot-speaking community with historical 
links to the centre in the rajadom of Larantuka. Between February 1986 and July 
1988, I tried to do a little of each, spending two years in the village Lewotala and a 
total of four months in the Malay communities, where I focused on the structure and 
meaning of Easter ritual (in Larantuka, Easter 1986; in Wureh, Easter 1987; and in 
Konga, Easter 1988). I soon decided that research on these communities must be a 
long-term project involving historical and ethnographic approaches, in any case too 
much for one person and clearly a subject of interest to a number of foreign scholars, 
as well as local cultural historians.2 I also concluded that the study of Larantuka 
should be informed by a knowledge of the regional traditions which have been 
transformed there. In this respect, I hope one of my contributions to the ethnography 
of the east Flores area will be an account of the political structure of the former 
rajadom (Kerajaan Larantuka) from the perspective of Lewotala, the seat of the 
"regent within the house" (kakan lango ono). The insignia of this office and the 
corresponding title kakan Lewotala are held by the segment of clan Ama Hurit
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8which is pre-eminent in Lewotala, making it an adjunct to the regents of the ten 
districts (kakan lewo pulo) otherwise distinguished in the history of the raj adorn. 
The regent "within the house" had the duty and prerogative to act as host whenever 
the other ten kakan were summoned to Larantuka for a meeting or a ceremonial 
meal (Couvreur 1908:565; Seegeler 1932:85).
These ten kakan districts were described by Heynen (1876:79) as vassal states. 
He reports that they each had their own internal administration, but acknowledged 
the suzerainty of the Raja of Larantuka, in recognition of which they were obliged to 
deliver tribute in times of peace and to supply troops in times of war. According to a 
version of the origin of the realm recounted by Seegeler (1932:73-77), the kakan 
organization was established by Sira Demon (in this instance identified with the 
ancestral figure Lianurat). This Sira Demon was credited with bringing the ten 
districts of the Demon people (Demon Lewo Pulo) under his authority by 
demonstrating his control of natural phenomena. On this account, he also prescribed 
a four-clan social structure to be headed by four functionaries, who were to officiate 
at sacrifical rites following the construction of a ritual community's temple. In the 
oral tradition recorded by Arndt (1938:42-45) in Lekung, however, the kakan 
organization stems from Igo, who, as Raja of Larantuka some generations after Sira 
Demon, created the office and installed the ten kakan. In either case, these ten 
kakan districts correlate with the ten regions of the Demon, as against the five coasts 
of the Paji.3 In colonial times, the former were consolidated under the Raja of 
Larantuka, with the title Raja Koten Demon Lewo Pulo, and the latter were grouped 
under the Raja of Adonara, then known as the Raja Paji Watan Lema (Arndt 
1938:45-49; Beckering 1911:172).
In the version in which Sira Demon establishes the ten kakan, he sacrifices a 
buffalo in both Lewoleba (Lembata) and Tana Bolen (Adonara). Each time, he 
leaves the head behind and takes the rest of the carcass to distribute among the other 
kakan (Seegeler 1932:76). These two kakan are, thus, accorded precedence over 
the other eight, so we have a model of political organization featuring a double 
centre surrounded by two times four other units. The ten kakan were spread 
throughout the Solor archipelago with four in eastern Flores, two on Solor, two on 
Adonara and two on Lembata, intermingled with areas allied to the Raja of Adonara 
(see Map 2). The ten kakan cited are Kakan Hadun of Lewoleba, Lembata; Kakan 
Bolen of Tana Bolen, Adonara; Kakan of Lamalera, Lembata; Kakan of Horowura, 
Adonara; Kakan of Mudakaputu, east Flores; Kakan of Wolo, east Flores; Kakan of 
Lewoingu, east Flores; Kakan of Lewotobi, east Flores; Kakan of Pamakayo, Solor; 
Kakan of Lewolein, Solor (Seegeler 1932:85). In the oral tradition of Lewotala,
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the Raja of Larantuka belatedly appoints the one additional kakan as "regent within 
the house" to soothe the offended Lewotalans, when he finds himself dependent on 
their military might to quell a rebellion in the neighbouring Baipito domain.
Power struggles in both the pre-colonial and colonial eras were often 
articulated and their outcomes expressed in terms of possession of insignia of office. 
In Timor, sacred objects were distributed to vassal states; at the western end of 
Flores, the Sultan of Bima established his suzerainty in parts of Manggarai by 
presenting nobles in those areas with a golden dagger (kris), on acceptance of which 
they became his vassals and owed him tribute (Heynen 1876:21). The story of Jogo 
Warilla, well-known in the Flores area, tells of wealthy strangers from Portuguese 
Malacca, who established the raj adorn of Sikka to the west of Lamaholot by making 
presents to local leaders in order to win their allegiance. When, later, problems of 
succession arose, these were resolved by reference to the Portuguese of Timor, where 
the usurper, the secondary raja (raja kedua), in possession of the regalia was 
confirmed in the office of raja4 (Kleian 1891:519-522).
In the colonial period, the Portuguese and the Dutch bestowed a government 
stock, which often took the form of a silver- or gold-topped rattan cane, on local 
leaders as a sign of their authority (Heynen 1876:25; Kluppel 1873:379-381; Anon. 
1877:324; van Lynden 1851:325). The Dutch regalia generally featured that 
government's coat of arms, while the Portuguese made particularly imaginative use 
of titles of rank, as a means of incorporating and restructuring local hierarchies 
(Abdurachman 1983:108; Forman 1977:104-109; Boxer 1947:9; Biermann 
1924:272). In Larantuka, even Portuguese baptismal names were prestigious and 
sought after (Hangelbroek 1977:137). This practice apparently meshed with earlier 
forms of political process and idiom. Solorese adoption of a Javanese title for 
nobility (Sang Adipati) and a Javanese or Malay title also used in Temate (Sang Aji), 
as well as Tematan-Tidoren titles for prince and princess (Kaichili and Nyaichili), 
may attest to direct contact with Hindu-Javanese and Muslim-Javanese states. Use of 
such titles certainly reflects the Sultan of Temate's claim to suzerainty over Solor, a 
claim which was acknowledged by at least some sengaji of Solor and Adonara in the 
late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries (Abdurachman 1978:171, 174; 
1983:92, 102; Barnes 1987:219, 224-226, 231, 233-234; Ellen 1979:56).
Regalia, as an idiom of political dominance, also featured in claims to 
independence. Thus when, during the colonial period, Sikka was treated as a vassal 
state of Larantuka, its leaders protested that they had never been under Larantuka's 
authority, pointing out that the Raja of Sikka had received his staff of office directly 
from the Portuguese (Heynen 1876:25). Similarly, local leaders in the Lobetobi
Regalia of the Kerajaan Larcintuka
Don Servus Diaz Viera de Godinho holding the dagger and staff of office which 
one of his forebears as Raja of Larantuka conferred on Lewotala as "regent 
within the house".
Insignia of the office "regent Lewotala"
On a visit to Lewotala for the inauguration of its reconstructed temple in 1987, Don 
Servus examined this regalia held by the clan segment Ama Hurit Lango Belen
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district, who claimed never to have heard of the Raja of Larantuka let alone the 
Dutch East India Company, avowed they were subjects of no-one but the Raja of 
Lobetobi and, to prove it, produced the signs of his authority that he had presented to 
them: a gun, a sword, and the remnants of a Dutch three-cornered hat (Kleian 
1891:507-508). This evidence attests Wichmann's (1891:261-262, 290-292) 
observation, that rajas might claim sovereignity over people who knew nothing of 
them, and supports his conclusion that the Raja of Larantuka ruled over little more 
than a narrow coastal strip.
Incorporation and legitimation via the acquisition of sacrificial office also 
characterized all levels of political organization in the rajadom centred on Larantuka. 
Two episodes from the myth of origin of the realm demonstrate and justify these 
processes. On an occasion when one of the early rajas Sira Napan was asked to help 
the Demon of Belela village complex in a struggle over fishing rights with three 
coastal villages of the Paji, he called upon newcomers from Keroko-Puken to render 
assistance. They did so, driving the Paji away to the Tanjung Bunga peninsula, 
whereupon in gratitude the Raja gave the newcomers land on which to establish 
gardens and a village, Lohayong, and the Demon of Belela gave them some of their 
own land on which to establish a second village, Lewolere (Seegelerl932:79).
On another occasion, when the immigrants from Keroko-Puken were still 
living on their ships, the same Sira Napan, as Raja Koten, was endeavouring to 
slaughter sacrificial animals in the temple. When the secondary raja (raja kedua/Raja 
Kelen) held the hind legs of the animal, its head could not be severed from its body. 
Others present held the hind legs, but to no avail, so Sira Napan summoned the 
refugees from their ships. Their leader, Suban Main Kaki, initially refused to hold 
the hind legs, saying that he would not be recognized as an official even if he did so. 
Sira Napan then asked for proof of his high status in his homeland, whereupon Suban 
Main Kaki produced two elephant tusks, two moko drums, a whetstone, a Chinese 
ceramic plate, and, finally, as these were insufficient to make his case, a rattan cane 
with a flower pattem carved on top of the handle. At this, Sira Napan promised 
Suban Main Kaki that, if he held the hind legs and the sacrifice were completed, he 
would be recognized as Raja Kelen from then on. In this way, the Keroko-Puken 
people acquired office as secondary raja and, subsequently, even held the position of 
Raja of Larantuka, when there was no suitable candidate from the appropriate line 
(Seegeler 1932:82-83; Eerde 1923).
Episodes of oral tradition,5 such as those just recounted, give the full titles of 
the raja and the raja kedua as Raja Koten Demon Lewo Pulo and Raja Kelen Demon 
Lewo Pulo respectively (Seegeler 1932:81). The Demon Lewo Pulo, "ten regions of
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Demons", refer to the ten kakan districts, constituting the rajadom. Use of the terms 
koten and kelen in these titles suggests that an exploration of the sacrificial offices 
koten and kelen may provide some insights into the positions Raja Koten and Raja 
Kelen in the history of the realm. Indeed Seegeler (1932:47) reports that the raja was 
referred to as the "the great koten" (koten belen') and that in Larantuka the temple 
(korke/koko), together with its ceremonial plaza (nama) and sacred stones (nuba 
nara), was adjacent to the residence of the raja. The four wooden pillars of this 
temple were named for the Raja Koten, the Raja Kelen, and the other two offices of 
sacrificial rites, Hurit and Maran, as assigned to two members of a royal line from 
the village of Belela.
According to Heynen (1876:94-95), the temple and the rituals associated with 
it symbolized, at every level of social organization, the unity of the group involved 
from the clan to the state. Wichmann (1891:291-292) reports that the mountain 
villagers of the lie Mandiri and the hinterland districts acknowledged to some extent 
the suzerainty of the Raja of Larantuka: they would come and pay their respects 
when rites were held in the temple. However, once the temple was no longer used in 
this way, given the increasing influence of Christianity in Larantuka itself, the 
mountain people stayed in their villages and their loose ties with the centre became 
looser still.
In 1986-87, the people of Lewotala reconstructed the building, that in its 
capacity as a temple gives their village the status of a ritual community, lewo, as 
against a subsidiary settlement, rian. Although participation from other villages of 
the domain in this important event was limited, given the context of a frightful rainy 
season and an impending national election, the son of the deceased last Raja of 
Larantuka ever to hold office took his place at the right-hand pillar of the 
reconstructed koko6 during rituals for its inauguration.
In Lewotala, as elsewhere in the Lamaholot region, the temple and through it 
the ritual community concerned is oriented to the mountain which is associated with 
the origin of life for those people. For specific clans this mountain represents the 
origin place from where their clan ancestor emerged, while for other clans with 
different ancestral origins the mountain still represents a link to the source of life in 
Divinity. In many rituals, the orientation of the participants in respect of the 
mountain is crucial, especially in sacrificial rites, transition rites and the conferring 
of blessings understood to entail the saliva of ancestors and Divinity. The way 
temple orientation is expressed in the lay-out of the building vis-ä vis the mountain 
varies, as do the architectural features and their decoration, according to the diverse 
kinds of origin (from the west, the east, or local) espoused by the clans which have
Sacrificial rites in Lewotala
The four main ritual chanters in Lewotala recite the prayers, while 
representatives of lines having sacrificial roles "cut" eggs and a chick in a modest 
ceremony at the stone "centre" of the square beside the village temple with its 
newly reconstructed roof of corrugated iron.
Agricultural rites in Lewotala
"Source mothers" for the two segments of clan Ama Hurit nurse the "rice 
maiden" in the form of sheaves of rice in plaited baskets covered by red 
women's cloths and topped with the trays on which betel-nut is offered as a 
sign of welcome. They are seated facing the newly harvested rice (stored in 
an adjacent field granary) within the enclosed area in which threshing is about 
to begin in Ama Hunt's representative field for rites of the agricultural cycle.
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ritual precedence nowadays in particular communities. Furthermore, the extent to 
which villages of a domain are oriented to a single or a number of separate 
mountains depends at least as much on the recognition of a common origin 
characterizing most if not all the villages' founders and/or precedent clans, as on the 
topographic features of the domain. Thus, in Baipito the imposing Mount Mandiri is 
regarded as the origin place of the ancestor whose offspring founded most of the 
villages of the domain, whereas in neighbouring Lewolema a series of smaller peaks 
are recognized as the origin places of ancestors of particular clans, often no longer 
having even ritual precedence in the villages separately oriented to each of these 
mountains.
People speaking dialects of the Solor or Lamaholot7 language inhabit the 
eastern end of the island of Flores and are distributed over the smaller adjacent 
islands of Adonara, Solor, and Lembata. Closely related peoples, speaking 
languages which may be dialects of Lamaholot, are found in coastal settlements on 
the islands of Pantar and Alor to the east of Lembata (Vatter 1932:275-77; Barnes 
1973). The people of Kedang, the north-eastern peninsula of Lembata, speak a 
language once thought to be a particularly aberrant dialect of Lamaholot (Barnes 
1972), but now recognized as a language in its own right (Barnes 1974a; Keraf 
1977). The people of Kedang are, nevertheless, closely related culturally to the 
Lamaholot (Barnes 1980a).
Although the American anthropologist Kennedy (1955:37) wrote in his field 
notes that "Larantuka is the end of the world....", the Lamaholot communities have 
not necessarily been quiet backwaters, given their proximity to the trade routes 
which Asian and European merchants followed to the spices of the Moluccas and the 
sandalwood of Timor. Some Lamaholot villages have had continuing contact with 
representatives of European powers since Portuguese and Dutch traders followed in 
the footsteps of the Dominican friars, who established themselves in the mid 16th 
century on Solor and subsequently at Larantuka on Flores. Other villages had little 
or no such contact until the Dutch tightened their control and intensified their 
colonial administration at the beginning of the 20th century. Islam had arrived in the 
archipelago at least as early as Catholicism and both these religions claimed 
adherents spread throughout the islands in a changing and irregular pattem. The 
pattern was influenced by events in the turbulent struggle between emissaries of 
Makassar claiming suzerainty; traders and missionaries from Portugal concerned 
with "gold, glory, and gospel" (feitaria, fortaleza, a igreja)', Eurasians of Portuguese 
and occasionally Dutch extraction amassing wealth and power; and, finally, 
representatives of the Dutch East India Company trying in vain to establish a
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monopoly over trade in the area. Makassar withdrew from this struggle during the 
17th century and Portugal sold its "official" interests to the Dutch in 1859. Actual 
transition to Dutch rule came somewhat later and no political unity characterized the 
whole area until the Dutch set about amalgamating local domains and "rationalizing" 
villages under the Raja of Larantuka and the Raja of Adonara (Abdurachman 1983; 
Barnes 1980a, 1987).
The Lamaholot peoples generally practise shifting cultivation of dry rice and/or 
maize, as a staple crop, together with a variety of secondary crops. The majority of 
them once lived in upland villages, but they were encouraged and in some cases 
obliged to move to more accessible locations during the "pacification" of Flores by 
the Dutch in the early 20th century (B. and O. 1905; Departemen Pendidikan dan 
Kebudayaan 1981-2).8 A number of coastal villages depend primarily on trade and 
the manufacture of trade goods, such as cloth and simple agricultural tools, while just 
a few villages live almost exclusively from large-scale fishing (Barnes 1974b, 1984, 
1986b).
The ecology of the Lamaholot region shows some variation, but in general the 
area suffers from a short rainy season, during which heavy downpours cause erosion 
of the topsoil (Hangelbroek 1977:148-149). Lembata and parts of Adonara are 
reported to be more fertile than Flores and Solor (Heynen 1876:30; Kleian 1891:487; 
Wichmann 1891:255-256). If early European sources are not exaggerating, Solor 
was once forested and fertile, in which case it has suffered particularly badly from 
erosion and deforestation, as in more recent times even dry-season feed for horses is 
reportedly lacking there (Vatter 1932:11). Within the region, there is some 
economic specialization, a network of local markets, and a history of inter-island 
trade.
Apart from early and continuing contact with Muslim Javanese traders (Barnes 
1987:209, 225; Dietrich 1984:318-319), much of the long distance inter-island trade 
was in the hands of Endenese, Timorese, Butonese and especially Buginese and 
Makassarese (van Lynden 1851:324-325). The Dutch East India Company had 
forbidden Makassarese to trade at Flores, but in 1756 allowed them to do so again, 
provided they did not bring out any wild cinnamon, a product in which the Dutch 
had an interest (Flores 1869:323). The items and the conduct of this trade were 
described by Kluppel (1873:387-388) as follows:
In the months of December, January, and February the Makassarese 
come bringing spices, arak, knives, tusks, cloth, etc., which they sell to 
local people on credit. In June, July, and August they return from Timor 
and other islands and receive in exchange wax, coconut oil, turtle, whale 
oil, sharkfins, birds' nests, etc.; while the Butonese in exchange for their
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cloth receive cotton, maize, or rice. The tobacco from Geliting on the 
north coast is mostly taken to Kupang, Alor, and Atapupu; last year the 
export to these places alone was around 450 pikols; how much was 
exported to Makassar I do not know. The trade consists, therefore, for 
the most part of barter exchange. The Solorese themselves also take their 
oil and cloth to Kupang, Alor, or Atapupu.
The long distance trade in natural products also included sulphur (Dietrich 1984:318) 
and possibly at some time sandalwood9 (Veth 1885; Moor 1837).
Colonies of outside traders on Flores recognized the claims of local rulers, but 
only to some extent (Heynen 1876:27,66). So, the Buginese and Makassarese traders 
of the port and coastal settlement at Geliting on the north coast of Flores may have 
had a syahbandar [habour master] who was appointed by the Raja of Larantuka, but 
they considered themselves independent just the same (Kleian 1891:512; Wichmann 
1891:292). Geliting and its hinterland (see Map 2) formed part of the territory 
claimed by the Rajas of both Larantuka and Sikka, over which neither of them 
exercised much real control.
In the Lamaholot region, as Kluppel (1873:387) put it, "wealth consists of 
elephant tusks". These used to be acquired at every opportunity and, as 
circumstances allowed, small tusks in someone's possession were "upgraded" to 
larger ones. The tusks formed part of marriage prestations, but were not alienated in 
ordinary barter trade. As evidence of this, Kluppel cites the occasion when the Raja 
of Adonara kept a Butonese merchant waiting nearly twenty days, while the raja 
raised from other sources the 40 Dutch florins which he owed the merchant, although 
the raja had in his possession, all the while, tusks worth over 6,000 florins.
The origin of the elephant tusks treasured in eastern Indonesia remains 
uncertain. Like the Gujerati patola silk textiles, known as ketipa in Lamaholot, 
they may well have been introduced to the area through the Asian trading network, 
prior to European contact (Ruth Barnes 1989a: 136). On the other hand, one 
Florenese oral tradition describes them as an import from Malacca, which perhaps 
supports the view that they were introduced into Flores by the Portuguese (Hens 
1916:11:59). A recent article by Barnes and Barnes (1989:409-410) makes the 
following salient points:
Ivory and silk cloths were mentioned as trade items in the Moluccas by 
Tome Pires in his Suma Oriental of 1512 to 1515 (Pires 1944:198). 
Lamaholot interest in patola and ivory was mentioned as early as 1624 
(Basilio de Sä 1956:480) (for a summary see Barnes, Ruth 1989:126-29).
They continue to be mentioned from time to time in historical documents 
thereafter. Of interest is Rademacher's report (1786:181) that at the end 
of the eighteenth century Makassar ships included elephant tusks in the
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goods they traded on Flores for, among other things, slaves, oil and rope. 
Hogendorp (1780:427) describes great trading in the same century on 
Solor of iron, elephant tusks, silk patola and other cloths which the 
islanders obtained for slaves, wax, ambergris, birds' nests, fish (i.e. 
whale) oil, and other products. Beckering (1911:178) supposed that the 
elephant tusks brought into the islands in former centuries derived, like 
the patola, from India. According to Comelis Speelman's 1670 report on 
Makassar trade, the Makassarese acquired the elephant tusks they 
brought in to Flores and Timor from Siam and Cambodia (Noorduyn 
1983:119).
Tusks appear in the shipping lists of the Dutch at Batavia [Jakarta] from 1665 
onwards (for earlier years there is no information) and were transported from there to 
the eastern islands (Dietrich 1984:323). Van Lynden (1851:323) reports that a tusk 
of 30 to 40 pounds could be acquired for "three good slaves". Both the Portuguese 
and the Dutch sought slaves as a profitable item of trade from the Flores/Timor area 
(Biermann 1924:14-15; Boxer 1947:11). Tusks and textiles are discussed below in 
their capacity as clan heirlooms (Chapter 3) and items of affinal exchange (Chapter 
4, 6). In this respect, they linked the practice of taking slaves for participation in 
external trade, with the internal circulation of prestige goods exchanged for the life 
of human beings in various forms. As Barnes and Barnes (1989:10) point out,
Bridewealth objects are generally not items of utility, but stores of wealth 
and prestige. The silk cloths and the tusks derive from outside, in fact 
international, trade. Their acquisition originally took place in the same 
context as barter for utility goods. In this way they link the internal 
values of the community, in particular marriage alliance and its 
exchanges, with this foreign trade.
CONTEXT
My study of Lamaholot language and culture is focused on Lewotala, which 
together with Rian Kotek, makes up the central village of the "five villages" forming 
the domain or traditional area (wilayah adat) known as Lewolema in eastern Flores 
(see Maps 3 and 4). The five villages and their populations in the 1985 village 
census were as follows:
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Village10 Communities Households Population
(.Desa) (Kampung) (Kepala Keluarga) (Penduduk)
Bantala Lewotala -» 295 1541
Rian Kotek J
Painapang Lamatou 121 694
Sinarhading Kawaliwu 185 820
Balukhering Belogili 203 1069
lie Padung Leworahan 208 1059
1012 5183
None of these villages are situated at a high altitude, indeed Kawaliwu, Belogili, and 
Leworahan are virtually coastal. Lewotala is 150 metres above sea level and located 
at a point almost equidistant from the south and north coasts, which are 
approximately five kilometres away in either direction. In all, Lewotala is less than 
17 kilometres from Larantuka, by the coast road from that port-town westwards, then 
turning inland a little way past the weekly market-place at Oka. Nowadays, mini­
buses travel between Larantuka and Lewotala/Rian Kotek/Lamatou a number of 
times each day during market hours in Larantuka and at least one mini-bus daily, 
weather permitting, makes a trip onwards to Kawaliwu and even Leworahan. 
Belogili is the least accessible of the villages by public transport. It is usually 
approached on foot from the road connecting Larantuka with the Tanjung Bunga 
peninsula or along a walking trail from Kawaliwu; otherwise by boat from 
Kawaliwu/Leworahan or across Hadin Bay from the local district (kecamatan) 
government centre at Waikliban.
Although Larantuka has been a locus of Catholicism for hundreds of years, it 
was not until the early decades of the 20th century that evangelizing began to have a 
significant impact in the villages of Lewolema. According to parish baptismal 
records, two people were converted to Catholicism in Lewotala in 1897 and another 
31 received baptism in 1910.11 In the official Bantala census for 1985, all 1,541 
members of the village were cited as adherents of one of the religions recognized in 
the Indonesian state ideology (Panca Sila): eight members of one family (stemming 
from a village woman's marriage to a man from Maumere) were counted as followers 
of Islam, while the rest of the village population were counted as Christians of the 
Catholic faith.12 Indeed, all these villagers may well have been baptized at some 
stage of their lives. Nevertheless, what constitutes and what contravenes Catholic 
principles in the village context is a matter of considerable difference of opinion. 
The relationship which holds, or should hold, between Catholic and local traditions
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is also a very mute point and the balance has shifted back and forth in recent 
decades. During the 1980s, Church leaders considered all bar a small group of elders 
to be Catholics, while the elders considered all bar a few families of troublemakers to 
adhere to the precepts of local tradition (adat), which they are careful to avoid 
describing as religion (agama) given the political implications of so doing.
The Lamaholot language, referred to locally as "the language of the uplands" 
(koda kiwan), belongs to the Central Malayo-Polynesian branch of the Austronesian 
language family. It was classified by Esser (1938) as one of the Ambon-Timor 
group of Malayo-Polynesian languages and included by Dyen (1965) within his 
Moluccan linkage of the Austronesian languages. Lamaholot dialects and their 
relationship to one another have been analysed by Keraf (see 1977 and the 
appendices to 1978). Throughout my two years in Lewotala, I struggled to achieve 
mastery of Lamaholot and did attain reasonable, but not total fluency. Till the last, 
many morphological complexities probably escaped me and my vocabulary was still 
somewhat limited. Whereas I was quite at home discussing a fair range of topics, 
less common themes would inevitably draw on items of vocabulary which were 
unfamiliar to me. Besides a good command of daily conversation, I did, however, 
also develop a facility in ritual language through working with the elders on the texts 
of chants I recorded from them during rites of all kinds. My research methods 
reflected this ever-increasing, but always less than perfect, command of Lamaholot. 
With most village people my interaction moved from initial Indonesian to 
predominantly Lamaholot. Village survey and census work, including interviews 
with the collection of genealogies in every household, was conducted entirely in 
Lamaholot. Among the elders, I usually spoke Lamaholot with women and with 
those men who preferred Lamaholot or did not know Indonesian. I supplemented 
these discussions through others in Lamaholot and Indonesian with the two bilingual 
male elders who were accorded the greatest authority and competence in ritual 
matters in Lewotala at the time. When I worked on the texts of ritual chants with 
these elders, they switched back and forth between Lamaholot and Indonesian, as did 
I, in our mutual attempts to analyse Lamaholot concepts and idioms and find ways of 
translating them into another language.
My first chapter demonstrates how the problem of translation and 
interpretation is at the heart of this thesis, just as it is crucial to any anthropology that 
endeavours to render the cultural concerns of one society comparable with those of 
another. In Chapter One, I focus on the local categories "blood" and "heat", then on 
the concept of a person and, finally, on an iconic form and the ritual agency evoked 
in rites of the life cycle in Lewotala. The next five chapters follow the path of
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human beings from birth to death, drawing attention to the social structures and ritual 
processes which both shape and are shaped by men's and women's experience. Thus, 
Chapter Two describes birth rites as a transition to personhood. Chapter Three 
explores not only men's and women's differential rights in clans, but also clans' rights 
in people and their prerogatives in the social and ritual life of the community. Then 
Chapter Four deals with marriage through a consideration of the strategies and 
idioms, rites and exchanges that define it. In Chapter Five, I analyse relations of 
kinship and affinity, looking at the principles involved as well as the characteristics 
of social process which limit their range. Chapter Six considers what local treatment 
of death can tell us about the nature of life and examines mortuary rites for insights 
into relevant aspects of eschatology and cosmology. In conclusion, Chapter Seven 
provides an overview of features of alliance and exchange particularly salient for 
comparison with other accounts of structure and experience in eastern Indonesia and 
the Austronesian world.
COMPARISON
In its comparative dimension, this study is one instance of the way it is 
possible to see each eastern Indonesian society as "an expression of a set of common 
concerns about the nature of life" (Fox 1990:21). At one level, I seek to refine our 
understanding of the anthropological model of marriage systems characterized by 
asymmetric alliance, through documenting the very flexibility, as against the rigidity, 
with which local people interpret their social system in one ethnographic instance 
which might indeed be regarded as a classic case of circulating connubium. On 
another level, I pay particular attention to the ideas and values which inform and, I 
argue, motivate the system in just such a way as to imbue its sociological correlates 
with the status and flexibility of little more than epiphenomena. This shifts the focus 
of attention, in analysis of such a system, away from the formal features of 
prescriptive alliance to the specific local elaborations of the more common cultural 
concern for life and its transmission. This concern is variously articulated in eastern 
Indonesia and beyond, in societies whose structures differ markedly as regards the 
presence of prescriptive features and the sociological manifestations of alliance. 
Furthermore, exploring exchange relations associated with the transmission of life 
couched in a range of local idioms, broadens the analysis from transactions among 
just humankind, to include those which engage the ancestors and Divinity.
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ENDNOTES
1 The terms Demon and Paji mark a distinction within the Lamaholot between two rival and 
antagonistic populations. As Barnes (1974a:5) summarizes the situation:
The division is found on each of the islands, and the two groups are traditional enemies, 
formerly in a state of perpetual if sporadic warfare. The Demong of East Flores 
consider themselves the militarily stronger late-comers who drove the original 
population, Padji, out of the good lands in the centre of the islands into the rougher and 
less productive extremities. In most areas this seems to Fit well with the distribution of 
the two groups but not everywhere, certainly not in eastern Adonara where the Padji are 
strong. All of the areas are either Demong or Padji, but there was no over-all system of 
alliances, nor was there any over-all political structure based on the division before the 
Dutch stepped in.
According to Ruth Barnes (1989a:5), the Demon-Paji division was "fust mentioned by Europeans in 
1636 (Basilio de Sä 1956:486)." Arndt (1938) explores representations of the opposition in the oral 
traditions of the area, which he collected from mostly Demon sources. Some of these focus on the 
rivalry of brothers over the mother's breast or the wife's loins, including accounts which assimilate Igo 
(as Raja of Larantuka) and his brother Enga (as Raja of Adonara) -  whose lifetimes Arndt (1938:42- 
45) places at the end of the seventeenth century -  to waring, fueding siblings of mythic status. Other 
accounts depict a cosmological dualism in which the two aspects of the moon relate to two aspects of 
Divinity -  friendly and savage -  in terms of which Demon and Paji are two sides of an eternal 
struggle. In this respect, Arndt (1938:28) suggests the Demon were immigrants who brought with 
them an idea that found form in the enmity between Demon and Paji.
Vatter (1932:35-36) says that nara is Javanese and means "people", thus the fuller designations 
Demonara and Pajinara are akin to the Malay terms for "Demon people" (orang Demon) and "Paji 
people" (orang Paji). Apparently drawing on Rouffaer (1923-4), Vatter regards the local opposition 
as indicative of ancient connections between Java and Bali and these islands to the east. Be that as it 
may, in Lamaholot nara means name. But just as Arndt (1938:29-42) saw Hindu influences and 
migration history evinced in the Demon-Paji antagonism, others (Rouffaer 1923-4:59; Abdurachman 
1983:91) have seen the Old Javanese tides Panji and Demung (for characters of the Javanese Panji 
cycle and the Balinese wayang wong theatre) implicated in the Demon-Paji opposition. The 
Lamaholot tendency to drop initial nasals from intervocalic consonant clusters (see Linguistic 
Preface) is at least consistent with an interpretation of the Lamaholot Paji as a transformation of the 
Javanese Panji. Furthermore, Lamaholot speakers in eastern Flores refer to Larantuka as Ja wan, but 
the interpretaton of this requires more careful consideration of the early history of the area in oral 
tradition and documentary sources than I can give here (but see Barnes 1982a, 1987; Dietrich 1984).
Arndt (1938:9-11) makes particular reference to the Läwolöma villages when he reports from a source 
in Kawaliwu that the Demon and Paji are different peoples, with a history in which the Demon came 
as immigrants from Keroko-Puk6n and pushed the Paji away into the northern peninsula (Tanjung 
Bunga), where peace was made only on account of the Dutch. Continued enmity did not then prevent 
trade relationships, peace pacts between particular villages and even Demon-Paji marriages. In 
eastern Flores, according to Arndt (1938:47), the Paji were more numerous than the Demon who lived 
in their own villages spread among the Paji villages. The Paji were provoked to defend themselves 
against the boastful talk and the attacks of the Demon and were then driven away to Tanjung Bunga. 
Finally, Arndt (1938:47-48) notes:
Enmity existed in recent times only still between the Padzis [Paji] and the villages to 
the northwest of the lie Mandiri, and here it had a religious character if, in the building 
of a korke [koko:temple] in a Demon community, a peg did not enter its slot, then one 
beheaded a Padzi, moistened the peg with the blood and thus made it Fit immmediately.
In the villages to the west of the lie Mandiri it was necessary to place a human head 
under the main post of the korke; the head would, then, usually be taken from the 
Padzis.
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Lutz has long expressed an interest in researching the Larantuka area; Dietrich is carrying out 
research there at present building on his knowledge of Dutch and German sources; and Marques Viola 
has proposed a study based on Potuguese materials if not field work as well. Local historians and 
elders in the community interested in committing oral traditions and memoirs to paper include my 
nene Bapak Andreas Fernandez and his nephew, the late Bapak F. K. Fernandez, author of "Hari bae" 
di Larantuka (1984) and Larantuka "Kota Renha"{\9%6).
3 Barnes (1974a:5) describes this as "an ancient league called in Malay 'the five coasts' {lima pantai) 
among the five Muslim and Padji radjas of Adonara, Trong and Lamahala on Adonara and Lawajong 
(Lohajong) and Lamakera on Solor." Given the two most powerful rajas in the Lamaholot region, the 
Raja of Larantuka and the Raja of Adonara, were Demon and Paji respectively, Barnes (1974a:5-6) 
goes on to suggest, "the Dutch saw in the real and putative holdings of the two radjas of Larantuka 
and Adonara the embryo of a convenient administrative division. By 1931 all the land had been 
consolidated under Larantuka and Adonara, which were the only radjas still holding office (Dijk 
1925:34)".
^ According to this oral tradition, the same Portuguese from Malacca converted the young headman 
of the lie Mandiri area to Christianity and established the Christian communities at Konga and Wureh 
(Kleian 1891:517-518). In this thesis, I can not go into the genealogy of the Raja of Larantuka, nor 
the differences in the various sources, which deal with the conversion of members of the royal house 
to Christianity (see Rouffaer 1923-4:257).
5 Dietrich (1984:321) suggests,
a hypothetical calculation of the time depth of these traditions, guided by the genealogy 
of the Rajas of Larantuka (assuming 30 years for each successive generation), and 
taking the baptism of Ola (Don Francisco) in 1646 as a base-line, would place the 
arrival of the Keroko Puken group at the time of Sira Napan (the 4th raja) in the early 
16th century; the First recognized raja, Sira Demon, could then be located in the first 
third of the 15th century.
6 The reconstruction of L6wotala's koko will be analysed elsewhere, as an instance of contemporary 
social process and for insights into the intersection of social and ritual prerogatives in the forms of 
precedence which characterize the domain and the realm. In the literature on the Lamaholot, the term 
generally translated as "temple" or "ritual house of a community" is usually transcribed korke. So 
long as the r is not actually sounded, this is a reasonable rendering of the pronunciation [kskä]. 
Although tempted to adopt this established transcription, I have with some ambivalence decided to be 
consistent in my orthography and yield to native speaker intuition, which depicts the term, in 
Lewotala at least, as having a final 'o' phoneme realized as a schwa (see Linguistic Preface). Hence, 
my phonemic transcription koko, which coincidently is precisely the way Lewotalans rendered the 
term on the notice they erected outside their newly reconstructed temple in 1987.
 ^ Arndt titles his study of the language Grammatik der Solor-Sprache (1937). In a Foreward he says 
that the inhabitants of Solor called their island Lama Holo a term "in which the initial h changes to s 
in different areas and to which an r or t is appended". Arndt continues:
Zum Solor-Archipel rechnet man gewöhnlich noch die beiden Inseln Adonare und 
Lomblen, die bedeutend grösser und wertvoller sind als Solor. Doch war Solor durch 
die Portugiesen als politischer Stützpunkt in jenen Gewässern und als Ausgangspunkt
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der Dominikanermission in jenem Gebiet zuerst bekannt geworden und hatte so dem 
Archipel den Namen gegeben.
Keraf argues that while Solor refers to a limited geographical area of island or archipelago 
respectively, Lamaholot is the usual name for the whole area (excluding Kedang) and the term is 
known by the majority of inhabitants of this area as referring to the language and culture of their 
region, daerah Lamaholot. Both Arndt and Keraf may be correct, if the early European traders and 
missionaries based on the island of Solor picked up an indigenous term and gave its abbreviated form, 
in a particular phonetic realization, a somewhat more restricted geographic locus of meaning than was 
the case with the local term (Lamaholot).
Keraf (1978:6-7) acknowledges a sound correspondence between the phonemes /h/ and /s/, but notes a 
paucity of examples in the language to support a sound correspondence between /t/  and /r/. We 
should note in this respect that Rouffaer (1923-4:259) draws attention to the Dagh-Register of 1681, 
p.620, which records "two Solorese chiefs still speaking in an old-fashioned way of Solot/Soelot." 
Indeed, reference to the area in the Javanese panegyric Nagarakertagama (Canto 14) composed by the 
14th century Majapahit court chronicler Prapanca takes the form "Solot". Furthermore, Pigafetta used 
the denotation "Zolot" (Le Roux 1929). I would analyse the t in Lamaholot as a verbal suffix, 
matching the person of the subject. This pattern affects a class of Lamaholot verbs and the form of 
the suffix apparently varies regionally, as in third person singular '/ja/fa and second person plural 
t/te/te (Fernandez 1977:74; Keraf 1978:21). Thus, the third person singular in Lewotala is na'e holo', 
but the second person plural is tit6 holot. Indeed, on the few occasions I heard the term used, it was 
in the phrase "we Lamaholot" (tit6 Lamaholot) analogous to the more common expression of village 
community identity "we Löwotalans" (tite Lewotala).
Keraf (1978:7) defines lama as meaning place (tempat), territory {daerah), settlement {tempat orang 
hidup bersama-sama) or community (<kampung). He also notes the frequent appearance of the term 
in village names such as Lamal6ra, Lamalere, Lamakera, Lamadua, Lamatuka, Lamabaka. A primary 
school headmaster in L6wotala, a native speaker of many decades teaching experience in a wide range 
of Lamaholot communities, put forward his view that lama in this sense derives from the term lamak. 
He translated lamak as "receptacle for cooked food used by local people" in the time when household 
members ate scoops of rice in turn from one large bowl. Nowadays lamak refers to rice cooked ready 
to eat; it also means a share or portion of any foodstuffs generally, as in the sentence "Divide that fish 
into three portions" (Wekan ikan pe, lamak telo). It has this sense of share/portion in ritual language 
too. My informant's etymology assumed the Final k of lamak was elided in compound forms, as 
commonly used in village names and the term Lamaholot. He understood Lamaholot as a more 
encompassing term than the autonym "people of the uplands" (ata kiwan). In his view, it was 
particularly favoured by those Europeans and locals who wanted to avoid the negative "backward" 
connotations acquired by the term ata kiwan in the colonial era.
This headmaster derived holot from the verb holo which he translated as "to scoop up a number of 
things all together as one". My Lewotala village informants defined holo as to string things like beads 
together and to extend anything long and narrow by attaching something else to the end of it. An 
elder pointed out its metaphoric use in the ritual language couplet hewin holo in prayers to make 
amends for errors committed against the precepts of local tradition. Here holo in the sense of "to 
extend" is paired with hewin meaning "to reinforce", literally to repair an old mat by interlacing a few 
fresh strips of lontar palm leaf into it at the weak points. Thus, one of a series of prayers for making 
amends, following repentance for wrong-doing, is as follows:
go de' i kala hewin holo 
sadik kala daun remet 
mete puna dike kae 
go ba'an liput sare kae;
I reinforce and extend 
I sew up and make complete 
making whole and good again 
carrying full and healthy again.
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Keraf translates holot or olot as a word meaning attached (melekat), glue (lern), tree sap (getah), 
adhering together (melekat bersama-sama). He mentions also its use in phrases, such as the 
Lamalera term for sorghum, fata holot. Interestingly, when speaking Indonesian, people in Lewotala 
refer to sorghum as "solor maize", jagung solor, while the Lewotala expression when speaking 
Lamaholot is "long maize", wata' belolon. Arndt defines holo as follows:
Holo bedeutet zusammenfügen, Zusammenhängen, einmütig sein. Demnach würde der 
Name also Eintrachtsinsel bedeuten. Doch heisst es in sehr alten Texten auch: der 
Mensch. Menschenland ist dann auch die wahrscheinlichere Bedeutung.
As to use of the term, Barnes (In press a:l) notes, "The Lamaholot speak the Lamaholot language. 
The name has been applied to the ethnic group only recently and only in academic writing". 
Certainly, the headmaster of the Lewotala primary school was of this opinion, saying he first learned 
the term from instructional materials in his days as a trainee teacher. Indeed, my own use of the term 
on occasions, whilst understood by villagers who had had some schooling, did seem unfamiliar to 
other local people. My village friends rarely used the term, generally referring to themselves as 
"people of the uplands" (ata kiwan) or by the name of their community as "we Lewotalans" (tite 
Lewotala). About the only time I came across the term’s unsolicited use in L6wotala was in one ritual 
language clan history, where the clan ancestor's stone for divining the suitability of places to settle in 
a journey through eastern Flores was someUmes qualified by the phrase lama holo. In this instance, 
the ancestor was testing a series of places as he travelled through the area, which is indeed now 
known as part of the Lamaholot region (characterized by language and culture referred to by that 
name). Keraf (1977:12) suggests the phrase Lama Holot might be translated as "territory which forms 
a unit" (daerah yang bersatu padu) and I would suggest the rendering "places strung together," 
emphasizing the historical action which inscribes a language and culture rich in diversity on a 
territory made up of a series of places.
 ^ Some villages (like Lewotala) forced to establish settlements nearer the main coast road in Dutch 
Umes soon returned to their upland locaüons, which they occupy to this day. Other villages, 
especially those affected by the disastrous mud-slide on the slopes of Mount Mandiri a decade ago, 
now occupy main residential sites nearer the coast, while their people still farm and live temporarily 
at the mountain sites, such as those indicated for Lewoloba and Wailolon on Map 3.
9 Veth (1855) mentions sandalwood among the items acquired from ports on Flores by Makassarese 
and Buginese traders. Moor (1837:11), speaking of a period when Larantuka was still under the 
control of the Portuguese, goes so far as to say that "large quantities of bees' wax and sandalwood" 
were sent annually from Larantuka to Dili in Portuguese Timor. If so, the sandalwood may well have 
come from Solor, as it is said to be native to that island (Barnes, pers. comm.). Whether there were 
ever extensive sandalwood groves on Solor is a question concerning the historical ecology of the 
island, about which there is much speculation but very little knowledge.
Departemen Dalam Negeri, Potensi desa series for 1985. Names in the first column are official 
village names which have been given to the administrative desa and may be used in government 
documents; names in the second column are the longer-established local names of communities used 
in everyday parlance. In this thesis, I use the colloquial names, except when I want to refer to 
Lewotala and Rian Kotek as a single unit, which they are historically as well as administratively. 
Then I use the official name, Bantala, taken from the mountain adjacent to these two communities, 
Mount Bantala.
11 Figures from Buku Induk Permandian Paroki Lewotala discussed in Liwun (1986:7).
12 For an account of the activities of the Christian Churches in this part of Indonesia, see Webb 
(1986). Another approach to development issues and programmes in the area may be found in 
Barlow, Beilis and Andrews (1991).
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Ritual "heating" to fire the swiddens
Men gathered at the roofed platform structure associated with warfare (Buan Boki, 
see p.35) for the "heating" rite which initiates firing of the swiddens in Lewotala
Chapter One
CATEG O RIES OF BEING AND BECO M ING
INTRODUCTION
Alongside the significance of alliance and exchange for anthropological theory, 
this study was prompted by a more specific challenge. A puzzle I encountered early 
on in my field research in eastern Flores was to understand why an apparently 
infertile couple might be described as having "bloods which are not the same". In 
Flores, I heard this expression used as if it were an explanation for infertility, 
initially in Larantuka Malay (darah tidak sama) and soon afterwards in Lamaholot 
(mei hama hala'). In the latter case, an elaboration provided for my benefit, 
describing such dissimilar bloods as "one hot, one cold" (to'u pelate, to'u gelete), 
did not immediately enlighten me. It did, however, stimulate me to investigate not 
only the Lamaholot concepts "blood" and "heat", but also whatever else was deemed 
relevant to the constitution of life.
In Lewotala, it quickly became apparent that blood, especially, was something 
of a leitmotif in the considerations of those elders involved in arranging the 
marriages and interpreting the reproductive success or otherwise of their fellow 
villagers. Of course, a concern with blood is not new to the ethnography of eastern 
Indonesia. In a comparative account of the "flow of life" as understood in the area, 
James Fox (1980b: 12) described this notion as "synonymous with the transmission of 
a woman's blood, the vital fluid that, united with semen, produces the human 
person". In Lewotala, it is white blood (mei buran), as distinct from red blood (mei 
me'an), which is crucial to human reproduction and, as I will demonstrate more fully 
elsewhere, relevant to notions of agricultural productivity as well.
In Lamaholot culture, as among some other peoples speaking languages of the 
Austronesian family, the term heated (pelate) and its corollary cool (gelete) form a 
fundamental axis for conceptualizing forms of potency, whose modulation is the 
focus of a good deal of ritual. While these concepts are more fully elaborated in the 
cycle of ceremonies that mark the stages of the agricultural calendar, they cannot be 
ignored in any adequate treatment of the human life cycle and its societal 
implications. It is, after all, ideas of this kind which inform and motivate social and 
ritual practices. Without reference to them, accounts of community life too easily
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devolve onto sets of jural rules and/or behavioural norms, whereas the institutional 
fabric of Lewotalan social organization is neither static regulation nor self- 
replicating structure. Rather, it provides a cultural framework that reflects as well as 
shapes the contingencies of human experience, in terms of an aspiration towards an 
ideal. Thus, the structure is socially constituted and ritually reconstituted by people 
in their efforts to attain life in its fullness: fertility and prosperity, health and welfare.
This first chapter places in the foreground those ideas and values which are 
intrinsic to the refinement of structure and the interpretation of experience depicted 
here. Without any attempt at a comprehensive treatment of local ideology, it 
introduces key concepts and ritual practices which are culturally accorded a bearing 
on the transmission of life in the Lamaholot-speaking communities of eastern Flores.
WHITE BLOOD/RED BLOOD
Good-humoured banter is a favourite pastime in Lewotala, characterizing a 
great deal of social intercourse. Among the elders, especially, much subtle and 
sometimes not so subtle humour is parlayed, when they are gathered together, as for 
instance during the interstices of a long day's agricultural ritual. During 1986, my 
presence as a lone female ethnographer, often accompanying groups of senior men 
on these occasions, immediately provided welcome new scope for repartee. As a 
result, the subject of marriage in its many and varied aspects arose frequently in 
these contexts, with some of the elders offering rhetorical advice on the selection of a 
good husband and sometimes proffering candidates from amongst the men of the 
village. Such suggestions were almost always in jest and often amounted to gentle 
teasing of one of the shyer men present or surreptitious boasting on the part of the 
speaker. In either case, much humour revolved around the feigned panic and 
speculative discussion which ensued concerning the imagined cross-cultural 
consequences their various scenarios might entail. In the course of sharing this 
rather ribald banter, I was always frustrated by what I could not understand of 
Lamaholot language and its use for double entendre. Nevertheless, in these public 
contexts and more private conversations, I did learn something of attitudes to sex and 
marriage in general and of ideas about blood in particular.
For my part, I made great play of the fact (amongst the elders at any rate) that I 
would not marry anyone old enough to be my father. This view was at once 
accepted and ridiculed, but among the humorous responses one elder took it upon 
himself to advise me seriously. When choosing a spouse, he insisted, I should bear
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in mind that women age much faster than men. After all, in bearing offspring a 
woman contributes to them more of her white blood than the children's father ever 
does. This white blood (mei buran) was so-called, he explained, not because it was 
especially white in colour, but in contra-distinction to the red blood (mei me'an) 
which otherwise courses through our bodies.1
On subsequent occasions, I soon discovered that, as in my own society, 
different people in Lewotala do not have identical understandings of reproductive 
biology, nor are they all equally willing to discuss it in any detail. Nevertheless, the 
category "white blood" is well attested as the blood which is involved in sex, 
marriage and procreation. The biological identity it confers is traced equally through 
male and female links, though these are elaborated rather differently in terms of the 
sociology of clan affiliation and the ideology of affinal alliance. White blood, as it 
was explained to me, is conceptualized as a single vital fluid which takes a number 
of different forms in men's and women's bodies. Only one informant, the male elder 
mentioned already, ever proffered an account of how white blood is actually 
generated in the human body. His interpretation of the genesis of white blood, with 
which I begin here, might be somewhat idiosyncratic, though it is quite concordant 
with more widely attested ideas about forms of the vital fluid and its transmission.
According to this particular elder, then, all white blood is formed from red 
blood and bone marrow, which may seep into one another and mix together in the 
heart. This process occurs as a result of sexual arousal and the white blood that 
descends through the body spills over as its climax. Sexual fluids are thus off-white 
in colour and of a consistency somewhere between congealed white bone marrow 
(kerun) and ordinary flowing red blood (mei me'an). Elaborating, my informant 
explained that babies have only a little bone marrow at birth. As they mature, their 
bone marrow fills up and by the teenage years, youngsters have enough to start 
producing white blood consequent on sexual arousal. In old age, however, the bone 
marrow dries up again, although it does so much later in men than in women. In 
each case, there is a concomitant decrease in white blood. By middle age, women's 
bodies have only half levels of bone marrow (kerun lola) and blood (mei lola), such 
that they conceive less readily and eventually not at all. Men lose their bone marrow 
gradually and, as a result, produce less semen as they get older. If people are not 
engaging in any sexual activity, their bone marrow and red blood does not have 
occasion to generate white blood, but these substances decrease in later years 
anyway, given numerous forms of incidental loss through the orifices of the body. 
Pursuing this point, I asked whether bone marrow was associated with saliva, spittle 
or nasal mucus. My informant denied any connection. In his view, bone marrow is
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quite separate from saliva and spittle (ilu' kebaak), both of which come up from the 
digestive system, and also from nasal mucus, which he considered comes down from 
the brain. On his account, none of these substances belong in the category white 
blood.
What, then, is generally understood to fall into the category "white blood"? 
Men, I was consistently told, produce only one form of white blood, that which they 
ejaculate during sexual intercourse. This is termed ratun, in the formal language of 
ritual speech, and penis fluid (uti wain) in more intimate talk, as between lovers. 
Women secrete various forms of white blood in their sexual and reproductive 
activities. Just as men produce fertilizing ratun, so women secrete a fecund 
substance as part of sexual relations. It is known in intimate contexts as cunt fluid 
(mena wain) and in ritual language as kuma. This is distinct from a woman's 
preliminary vaginal secretion (kaak), which is regarded as purely lubricative. 
Conjoined in a ritual speech dyad, the formal terms for male and female sexual 
substances (kuma ratun) are a polite way of referring in public to these procreative 
fluids.
Conception depends on there being a sufficiency of male and female white 
blood coalescing in the woman's womb. As a result, repeated acts of sexual 
intercourse are thought necessary for a pregnancy to ensue. Young people whose 
white blood is at its most fulsome will, however, conceive in a shorter time than 
those past their peak. Drinking the milk of young coconuts is said to enhance one's 
procreative fluids and this practice is recommended to newlyweds in both Lewotala 
and Larantuka. For the first three months or so of a pregnancy, the couple should 
continue frequent sexual intercourse as this will benefit the baby during its 
embryonic stage. Traditionally, the male contribution of additional semen was 
considered crucial to the establishment of a viable foetus. A woman without a sexual 
partner at this early stage (if, for example, her lover were killed or absent) would be 
advised to eat the flesh and drink the milk of young coconuts as an essential 
substitute during the first trimester. Such advice is indicative of a symbolic equation 
between the milk of young coconuts and male fertilizing fluid, which is indeed well- 
developed in the ritual practices associated with the agricultural cycle.
Beyond the first trimester, a couple should not indulge in such frequent sexual 
intercourse, nor should a woman continue consuming the flesh and milk of young 
coconuts, otherwise her baby will be too fat and the birth difficult as a result. After 
the initial three months of pregnancy, the foetus is understood to have taken on 
human characteristics and to draw its own nourishment primarily from the fluid 
accumulated in the womb. This fluid (ra’a) is another form of white blood.2 It is
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regarded as stemming partly from the woman herself, but more specifically as a 
residue of male and female bloods which accumulated in the womb before and after 
the man's semen, acting somewhat like "glue", solidified the conjoined procreative 
substances of the couple to initiate the embryo.
During the middle trimester of pregnancy, then, sexual intercourse is no longer 
considered essential, but nor is it detrimental to foetal development. By late 
pregnancy, however, the couple should cease having sexual relations or the baby, it 
is said, will be born covered in white mucus with the fontanelle unduly large. This 
latter point suggested to me that male white blood nourishing the foetus must be 
understood to enter it at the fontanelle, but I could not get any confirmation of this 
idea. One elder even explicitly rejected the suggestion, insisting it was the 
hammering action of the penis in intercourse that prevented the fontanelle from 
narrowing.
In Lamaholot, both the initial waters, which break prior to the birth, and the 
blood of afterbirth are classified together as that form of white blood known as ra'a. 
The difference in colour and consistency of these substances is referred to the length 
of time over which the fluids have been accumulating in the woman's womb. With 
commencement of labour, the fresher ra'a flows out as liquid to moisten the birth 
canal, while the older ra'a, which has darkened in colour and thickened with 
impurities over time, emerges after the birth of the baby. By one account, any blood 
which collects in a woman's womb, either not yet implicated in a pregnancy or in 
excess of that which forms an embryo, ideally stays in the woman's body 
contributing to her imminent fecundity, her own vitality or the health of the existing 
foetus. Otherwise it flows out of her body in periodic menses or eventual birth 
waters, indicating the loss of a potential child in the former instance and 
accompanying the delivery of an actual child in the latter. Either way this discharge 
of white blood is understood as draining the woman's reproductive vitality for the 
time being, only briefly in the case of menses or more long-term in the case of 
childbirth. Nowadays, women and younger men are more attuned to the regularity of 
menses than appears to be the case with men of the older generation, whose wives 
were after all usually pregnant or nursing for most of their reproductive lives.3
Breast milk (tuho wain) is another form of white blood, which women 
transmit to their offspring. Following a birth, the couple should desist from vaginal 
intercourse for two years, during which time the woman breast-feeds the baby for a 
year before weaning it. While breast milk and semen are distinguished as forms of 
white blood produced by men and women respectively, one informant did point to a 
connection between these substances. Were a couple to engage in vaginal
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intercourse too soon, this elder remarked, a baby not yet weaned would then receive 
semen in the breast milk as it suckled.4 Nowadays it seems not everyone follows the 
post partum taboo, but couples whose children are not spaced at least two years apart 
are regarded as showing inadequate concern for the health and strength of both 
mother and child.
Women are said to become thin, weak and sickly, if they do not rebuild their 
own vitality between breast-feeding a child and conceiving the next one. Indeed, 
some women are regarded as lacking kuma sufficient to the tasks of female 
fecundity. Such a woman is said to have perennial problems with sickly children, if 
she has succeeded in bearing any, poor health on her own account and a shorter life 
span than the more well endowed of her sex. This accords with the local 
conceptualization of white blood, as so many forms of vital fluid, whose 
transmission entails conferring on others part of one's own life-force. Women are, 
thus, continually depleting their individual life-force, more so than men, in their 
reproductive activities. This is why women in general are said to age faster than 
men: precisely because women confer so much of their own vitality in the form of 
white blood on their offspring from conception through gestation, loss of birth fluids 
and breast-feeding, whereas men's contribution is limited to initiating the process and 
to nourishing the foetus during its first three or more months in utero.
Despite these differential contributions, referred to in some contexts, children 
are formally said to carry the blood of both parents equally and to represent 
emanations of the blood-line of both their genitor and genitrix. This notion finds 
different sociological interpretations and institutional elaborations, as regards the 
ideology of clan membership on the one hand and the motivation of alliance cycles 
on the other. Affinal cycles are regarded as a circulating of the white blood carried 
by women, between the pools of ancestral blood which ideally constitute clans.
The idea of co-substance through shared white blood also informs another 
distinction between the concepts of red blood, mei me'an, and white blood, mei 
buran. To kill an enemy in warfare is termed mei me'an, whereas a homicide 
between those who share blood, through links traced via male and/or female 
ancestors to any depth, is termed mei buran. As in some European cultures, here 
killing another human being leaves one with something like blood on one's hands, 
which will exact revenge in the future as the killer experiences all kinds of 
misfortunes. To escape these consequences, the blood of the victim must be ritually 
distanced from the person of the murderer, by means of a rite said "to push away the 
blood" (odo mei) and "cool" the killer. The relevant point is that a mei buran 
homicide is more invidious, as ritual specialists differ over whether it is even
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possible to push away the white blood which is affinally linked with one's own. In 
this case, the violent act terminates any affinal alliance between the descendants of 
the victim and those of the killer, as the flow of white blood between them has now 
been interrupted by the severance of death, rather than continued with the 
transmission of life.
HEATED/COOL
In the perplexing expression I set out to explore, "bloods which are not the 
same", the blood referred to is not blood in any general sense, but specifically the 
white blood crucial to conception. The quality in terms of which these procreative 
fluids are said to differ in an infertile couple is heat, as was pointed out to me in the 
elaboration "one hot, one cold" (to'u pelate, to'u gelete). I use the English words 
hot/cold here to designate oppositional states, as in the local expression. 
Nevertheless, the morphology of Lamaholot allows a distinction between that which 
is hot due to a process of heating and that which is hot of its very nature. Items of 
the former kind, whose state of heatedness is conditional and may fluctuate are 
designated pelate, whereas items of the latter kind whose heat is an inherent 
characteristic are denoted pelatin.5 Thus, while the term pelate is properly 
translated as "heated" emphasizing the process involved, it may also be translated as 
"hot", if one is referring to the resultant state, with the proviso that the state is 
understood to be neither inherent nor necessary to the subject described.
So far, I have argued that in Lamaholot contexts of kinship and marriage white 
blood implies the transmission of life. By contrast, in the context of homicide white 
blood refers to the severance of that life-giving connection, while red blood denotes 
the killing of a person to whom no blood relationship is traced. In Lamaholot terms, 
even an unintentional homicide (as occurs nowadays in road accidents6) places the 
killer in a parlous state, unless a cooling rite deflects the blood of his victim and 
allows him to have confidence in the positive outcome of his prospective 
endeavours. Cooling thus removes the threat to his welfare entailed in the
antithetical conditions which preceded it. But if ritual "cooling" evokes a benign or 
at least neutral state, what does its corollary "heated" imply and how do these ritually 
manipulated states bear on notions of blood and procreation?
In Lewotala, the paradigmatic case of ritual heating occurs during warfare, in 
the form of a rite which prepares warriors to set out for battle. In recent decades, the 
same rite apparently preceded competitive soccer matches between villages and
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districts. In peace time, the annual firing of the swiddens forms a crucial counterpart 
to warfare and is described in precisely those terms: waging war on the felled timber, 
which must be completely destroyed if the season's agricultural endeavours are to 
yield a good harvest. In the idiom of this truly dangerous activity, all the men who 
take part are ritually heated beforehand, just as if embarking on the warpath. 
Although most of these men are cooled in the conclusion of the ritual once the firing 
is over, the four youthful runners who actually initiate the burning remain in their 
heated state, like the fire-drill and the fire itself, until a subsequent ritual, which only 
occurs when subsidiary burning has been completed. Although a detailed account of 
this aspect of the agricultural cycle would be out of place here, the prohibitions 
associated with it reveal much of what it means to be heated.
The first point to note is that men who are heated are antithetical to women. 
Whereas I was clearly welcome to join in everything else that interested me during 
my stay in Lewotala, men and women alike from as far away as Larantuka warned 
me that for my own sake, I must keep my distance from the men involved in firing 
the swiddens. The elders themselves suggested I participate in the early stages of the 
ritual, until the moment when the heating was effected by each man swallowing a 
mixture of raw foods, including uncooked rice and root ginger. At that stage, they 
signalled me to drop back and watch from afar until the firing was over and the 
majority of the men were cool once more.
Before I understood the agency involved in heating, I caused considerable 
amusement in the village by asking men and women alike, if men were always or 
intrinsically hot. "Oh no, just imagine if they were," was the gist of people's 
bemused responses. Although particular people may be regarded as hot and others 
ritually heated, this is not a characteristic inherent in gender. Nevertheless, in local 
terms it is consideration for the reproductive health of women, which requires that 
they keep their distance from men who are in a heated state. Thus, I was told, that 
should a pregnant woman fail to keep clear of the path to the swidden on the day 
appointed for firing and come into close proximity with the men while they were 
heated, she would surely experience a miscarriage as a consequence. So, too, any 
woman's white blood is said to flow from her body in these circumstances and, as a 
result, her fecundity is understood to be adversely affected.
Once day breaks on the morning of the heating ritual for firing the swiddens, 
the men involved ought not eat at all and should drink only hot water, if any. 
Furthermore, while they are away from their homes that day, their clothes and 
belongings should be placed outside in the sun, so that everything they possess 
becomes hot. The men's heat, thirst and hunger is likened to that of the fire, which
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may then be expected, on analogy, to consume ravenously all the fallen timber lying 
in the swiddens. When the firing is over, men who have participated gather once 
more in the centre of the village at the roofed bamboo platform (Buan Boki), that 
houses artefacts associated with warfare and the great ancestral warrior of the clan 
Ama Hurit, named Boki. This is where all such heating rites take place prior to 
warfare, soccer, and firing and here the ritual which began the day's events is 
concluded, leaving all but four men cooled and without further prohibitions on then- 
behaviour. These four men, who remain heated until the subsequent rite to cool the 
fire and set it aside for another year, may now mingle with other people, male and 
female, but given their residually heated state they must not wash their bodies and 
should abstain from sexual intercourse with their wives. Were any couple to ignore 
this latter prohibition, I was told, no harm would come to the man concerned, but his 
semen would feel as hot as chilli in his wife's vagina, with the result that her 
immediate health and also her fecundity would be damaged. The thought of such 
abstinence over the long term, not to mention the inimical consequences this would 
have for human reproduction, probably accounts for the somewhat embarrassed 
laughter which greeted my initial inquiries about whether men were always and 
intrinsically hot.
From this, it seems, that to be heated is by analogy to have the destructive 
potency of a swidden fire raging through dried-out timber, consuming and destroying 
everything in its path. It is also to be set to slaughter the enemy in battle or 
overwhelm the opposing team on the sports field. In any case, such heat is clearly 
antithetical to life and specifically threatening to the reproduction of new life in and 
through the bodies of women. There is, however, a paradox here which prevents any 
straightforward association of heat with death and cool with life. The timber felled 
in the swidden and destroyed like an enemy under attack is only consumed by the 
fire in order to provide a fertile field for the regeneration of life, occuring in the 
crops to be sown and harvested during the remainder of the agricultural cycle. Each 
season, the destructive potency of such intense heat must be conjured and unleashed 
as an essential element in the series of productive activities, which subsequently 
includes much additional ritual to cool the land, fertilize the crops and bring a good 
harvest to fruition. Thus, something heated has a destructive potency, as against 
something being cooled to enhance its regenerative qualities. But these antithetical 
acts must each be understood as necessary moments in a cyclic life-enhancing 
process, which subsumes them both. Just as men as such are not intrinsically hot, 
heat is not inherently negative in its effects, although it is dangerous, so its
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destructive potency must be carefully controlled through ritual means and its 
application limited to appropriate social contexts.
Applied to people outside such ritually manipulated states, the idiom of heat 
retains its destructive and threatening connotations. Tales of forceful ancestors 
sometimes depict them as men to be reckoned with in precisely these terms. A 
cameo, which I heard a number of times, indicates how the birth of such a person 
might portend great things. This characterization depicts the hero as a baby, whose 
emergence from his mother's womb onto a bamboo platform, as is usual in 
childbirth, causes the bamboo slats to burst spontaneously into flames. Such is his 
potency. Heat of this kind can be directly threatening in competitive situations. One 
man told me that when a son of his was born, he could not hold the baby without 
feeling drained of all his strength: his eyes would involuntarily close and he would 
feel himself losing consciousness. This baby, he concluded, was so hot that either 
father or son would not survive. In the event, my informant's son lived only a few 
weeks, which implies that the heat of the father had prevailed after all.
In daily parlance, as well as in ritual, heat is a metaphor for an ever-present 
threat which resides in the destructive effects of illness upon one's health, vitality and 
well-being. Cooling rites, many and varied, form part of most life cycle rituals, often 
as a pre-emptive measure to guard against the possibility of people becoming heated, 
which in this context is synonymous with suffering misfortune, illness or sterility. 
Just as plant materials like chilli and ginger are exploited in the ritual manipulation 
of heat, so other substances are accorded cooling properties, not only as part of rites 
of this nature, but also more generally. Thus, the milk of young coconuts is 
recommended to newlyweds for its cooling and invigorating effects on their health 
overall, as well as for its action in augmenting their white blood and so facilitating 
procreation.
Given the association of heat with destructive potency of various kinds, I 
wondered whether a couple must be cool for conception to occur. Some informants 
responded to an open-ended question on this subject, in ways that did emphasize the 
association of cool with vigour and life. More specific inquiries led to an explication 
that it does not matter whether a couple are cool or not, so long as their degree of 
heatedness is similar and, hence, compatible (hama). The problem, on this 
interpretation, with "bloods which are not the same" is that, if one is significantly 
more heated than the other, conception cannot occur because the cooler blood will 
suffer from the destructive potency of the more heated. So long, however, as the two 
are compatible and not opposed as "one hot, one cold", then conception should occur 
and neither party will have their health and vitality damaged by the heat of the other.
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COMPONENTS OF THE PERSON
In Lewotala and presumably elsewhere, the relations of human experience to 
theology and cosmology are particularly problematic to formulate, both for local 
people and for ethnographers. On the one hand, it takes a fine line not to overdraw 
the distinctions informants recognize and so separate what they perceive as unitary; 
on the other hand, it is not always easy to identify distinctions where they exist in 
local conceptualizations of the processes which generate new human beings and 
embed them in social structures. In Lamaholot, for instance, the idiom of blood for 
procreative fluids intersects with the botanic metaphors used to represent 
reproductive processes in people, as well as plants. Sometimes, it is hard to know 
whether talk of blood and recourse to botanic images are different ways of making 
the same point or whether these forms of expression actually highlight differential 
aspects of the complex process to which they allude.
In Lewotala, therefore, I set out to investigate whether the idiom of blood 
exhausted local ideas of conception and the generation of a human being. This is a 
question of whether all aspects of a person are thought to stem from the mixing of 
compatible male and female procreative fluids in a woman's womb.7 I concluded 
that the blood here politely designated kuma ratun is implicated in forming all 
aspects of a person, but with the important qualification that the agency understood 
to work through this medium is refracted beyond the couple involved to other human 
and non-human beings, from the closest human sources of this vital fluid to Divinity 
and the intermediary between them, identified as the mountain to which the village 
community is oriented. In this account, I rely heavily on the views of one of the 
ritual chanters, who was the most philosophically-minded of the elders in Lewotala.
This man used to tell me that the nature of human beings was three-fold: weki, 
tuber, manger. As he liked to note a homology between the three-fold nature of the 
Holy Trinity and that of human men and women in this and other respects, I was 
never sure whether his emphasis on the number three might not owe something to 
the Christian doctrine to which he had been exposed as a child. Nevertheless, 
everyone agreed that in local theology human beings were characterized by a body, 
visible to all, and tuber manger visible only to a shaman. Ritual specialists insisted 
that the admixture of male and female procreative fluids (kuma ratun) constituted 
all these aspects of the person. The chanter, who discussed this with me in more 
detail, considered tuber manger to be present in the womb, from the time the foetus 
began to take shape as a recognizably human form.8 The range of items culturally 
accorded tuber manger describes beings and things which embody or envelop life.
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Thus, not only human beings, animals and plants, but also the earth, the village 
temple, and people's houses each have tuber manger. So do a range of objects, used 
as containers of various kinds, such as the plaited baskets for storing rice. By 
contrast, a wooden table for instance is thought not to have tuber manger, because, I 
was told, it is not possible to fill it with anything.9
In ritual language, the term for body (weki) is usually paired with the word for 
height (odan), as in chants to promote good health:
eka weki kesin do not let the body be small
eka odan rere do not let the height be short.
Otherwise, weki may be paired with a particular part of the body, as in prayers to
restore the favour of the rice maiden evinced in the growing crops,
wekin noro lae wai her body washed clean with water
koton noro ben kuren her head shining with coconut oil.
The terms tuber and manger together form a dyad and are spoken as a phrase in 
everyday contexts and in the formal speech of ritual language, where tuber manger 
is further paired with the dyad uke lalon. Reference to the invisible aspect of a 
person does not usually distinguish tuber from manger and most of my informants 
found it impossible to differentiate the concepts, even when requested to do so. 
Amdt (1951:32) also reports diverse opinions about there being just one soul or more 
than one soul, depending on whether these concepts are distinguished.
A person has according to one opinion only one soul, named 'tuber' or 
'tuber-manger (tube-mange)'; according to another opinion, two: 
'tuber' is one soul and 'manger' is a second. Some suppose yet a third 
and say 'ukel, ukele', the shadow, the silhouette of a person is also a soul; 
then again it is said, the shadow is really the same as 'manger'; only that 
we do not see 'manger', in the 'ukele' it becomes visible, it is its 
representation (Amdt 1951:32).
Elsewhere, Amdt (1937:102) cites the remark "the soul derives from the shadow" as 
"tubere pe asare te ukene". Vatter (1932:88) found a similar diversity of views. 
He does not distinguish tuber and manger, referring merely to "tuber" (eine 
Lebenskraft) and "ukele" (noch eine Art Seelenstoff). Furthermore, he (1932:131) 
mentions that while "uker" is the shadow, "ukele" is the reflection and the soul 
participates in both of these. Thus, from the Tanjung Bunga peninsula, he reports 
that,
The person is divided into the body 'wekin' and a kind of soul or vital 
energy 'tuber', which has its place in the heart; if Lera Wulan [Rera 
Wulan] takes away this 'tuber', the person dies. It is also contained in,
but not identical with, the shadow 'uker' and the reflection 'ukele' of the 
person (Vatter 1932:131).
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From the villages around Mount Mandiri, Vatter (1932:88) comments that in respect 
of life and death, the souls of the dead and their relationship to the living, "the 
statements were rather inconsistent and each of the informants seemed to have his 
own particular notions about these things".
For the neighbouring Kedang, Bames (1974a:166-169) reports the idea of a 
single or pair of souls, alongside a tradition of seven souls. These notions, he argues, 
are not in conflict, but rather represent the "undifferentiated or germinal as opposed 
to the differentiated (uneven) version of the same thing." This tradition of seven or 
multiple souls is also reported for the Lamaholot. Thus, in Adonara (Arndt 
1951:181-183) people attested "two souls" and "seven souls" in Lite and "five or ten 
souls" in Wayong One. In his grammar of the language, Arndt (1937:51) cites as one 
of many examples of the use of possessive pronouns, the sentence "tite tuberet 
pito", which he translates as "we have seven souls" and which I quoted to people in 
Lewotala. My informants strongly rejected any such assertion, one of them adducing 
contrary evidence to the effect that if we did have seven souls, we would have seven 
shadows (uke). Thus, the notion of multiplicity in this regard is not applied in any 
straightforward sense to a person during their lifetime as a human being.
Nevertheless, in this cosmology, people are understood to die not once, but 
numerous times. The number quoted is usually five times, in association with the 
five layers of the earth. On one occasion, an elder did inform me that we human 
beings die seven times. He soon corrected himself, however, as he tried to 
demonstrate a concordance between this number of deaths and the layers of the earth 
to which he immediately began referring. He then attributed his mentioning seven 
deaths to a momentary confusion between the seven levels of the heavens and the 
five layers of the earth. Such a slip suggests that though people are said to die five 
times, as they move down through the five layers of the earth, this movement 
through distinct layers is not unrelated to the seven levels up above, which constitute 
the rest of the cosmos. Indeed, if in Lewotala there is a notion that "at death ... it is 
as if the soul principle was splitting into seven parts" (Barraud 1990a:223), this 
ramification might be seen as something of a gradual process, not only an initial 
event: as a consequence of passage through the cosmos over an extended period, 
people die a series of subsequent deaths, each of which removes the person further 
from the specificity which characterized life as a human being.
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The diversity of informants' opinions notwithstanding, on the basis of my 
enquiries some characteristics of tuber manger may be attributed to the different 
relationships in which these aspects of the soul principle are involved. In relation to 
the body, the emphasis is on the aspect of the soul considered essential for the 
continuance of human life. One informant insisted that in this sense the soul may be 
felt to the touch just below the breastbone, its accessibility and condition giving an 
indication of whether someone seriously ill or injured is likely to survive. Departure 
of this aspect means there is no more life in the body or, as an elder put it, the breath 
is finished and the person dies. The soul is further attested as an underlying presence 
in each part of the body, recognized in the pulse. In one of its aspects, the soul 
principle can travel away from the body for a temporary period in which its 
peregrinations are experienced as dream encounters. In this sense, the soul is 
characterized by separability from the body, which entails susceptibility to attack by 
witches and other spirits. When the soul in this separable aspect is distracted by 
spirits or falls prey to witches, the person concerned is understood to become weak 
and ill. If so, the witches reputedly consuming the soul little by little must be 
prevailed upon to return it before the person's health is irreparably damaged. When 
someone dies, the aspect of the soul which enters the place of the dead is then termed 
kewokot. As best Vatter (1932:88, 131) could make out, this soul comes into 
existence as a transformation of the blood or the soul of the living and takes up 
residence in the grave or in the place of the dead four days after the person's death. 
That the place of the dead itself is also known as kewokot raises the question, to be 
considered when I return to these issues in Chapter Six, of whether it is not more a 
distinct state of being, than a separate spatial location.
The Lamaholot notion of the person includes, alongside body (weki) and tuber 
manger, another concept, uke, or more fully, uke lalon. Arndt (1951:32) notes that 
the shadow (uke) is conceptualized as a visible manifestation of a person's soul 
principle. Like the soul in its vital aspect, the shadow is considered an ever-present 
component of a human being, during the course of his or her lifetime. Lewotalans 
regard the shadow as there, even during the night, something which they say may be 
readily confirmed on moonlit evenings. In the middle of the day, when no shadow is 
visible on the ground, people are said to be standing on their uke. When someone 
dies, the shadow is thought to accompany the soul entering the place of the dead, 
wherein however, it is said to reverse its direction. The term lalon, which is paired 
with uke in ritual language, is more problematic to interpret. The phrase uke lalon 
refers to an invisible presence, akin to a person's prescience or foreknowledge of 
situations concerning them. Following my chanter friend's insistence on this point, I
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must say that lalon, as used in Lewotala nowadays, does not specify a component of 
the person in its own right as distinct from uke. Rather, lalon seems only to amplify 
the concept of uke, as a quality pertaining to it, in the way that catching sight of 
someone's shadow portends their presence before any other indications confirm it.
Indeed, just as the notion of prescience (lalon) adheres to that of shadow (uke), 
so in my understanding of these terms does the notion uke lalon adhere to the 
concept tuber manger. Whilst distinctions may be drawn between these terms, 
multiple associations link the ideas which constitute them into the compound phrase 
tuber manger uke lalon. An instance of this inherently relational view is captured 
in the phrase from Arndt's (1937:102) linguistic examples, "tubere pe asare te 
ukene", which he translates as "the soul derives from the shadow" (die Seele stammt 
aus dem Schatten), although, according to my Lewotalan informants, the 
interrelationship between these aspects is a mutual rather than a one-way 
implication.
Another compound phrase, similarly made up of two related concepts, guna 
dewa ike kelawir, also refers to components of the cosmos, which may form 
attributes of human beings. In Indonesian, guna means the use or purpose to which 
things may be put, while the reduplicated form guna-guna means "black magic" 
(Echols and Shadily 1963:134). In Malay, guna has the sense of "fortune, luck" 
(Andaya 1990:10). Dewa may also be a borrowing from Indonesian or Malay, where 
it is a concept referring to divine powers (Echols and Shadily 1963:84). A bilingual 
ritual specialist, asked how he would translate the Lamaholot expression guna dewa, 
gave it considerable thought before suggesting Indonesian rezeki, in the sense of 
"good fortune", as the most appropriate rendering. The word ike, which has no other 
reference in Lamaholot, he could only paraphrase as strength (kekuatan), pointing 
out that a person's fortitude and courage are due to their ike kelawir. The term 
kelawir appears to be a derivational form, whose root I have not been able to trace. 
Informants sometimes used instead of the dyad ike kelawir, the alternative ike 
kewa'at, where kewa'at is derived from "heavy" (ba'at). Both guna dewa and ike 
kelawir are characterized as foils, which repulse or parry (tangkis) the attacks and 
blows of an enemy. Each is said to be normally present in the body of a person to 
whom they are attributed, though an individual's ike kelawir are sometimes, and a 
clan's guna dewa are often, represented as inhering in various unusual found objects, 
which are carefully stored and ritually lustrated.
Aside from the objects which represent them, guna dewa are seen only by a 
shaman, unless they specifically manifest themselves to others in a visible shape. 
Such a shape might have male, female, or animal features, but it is almost always
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terrifying to behold. In general, guna dewa are conceptualized as a form of agency, 
which can be co-opted in support of human beings, those who summon the guna 
dewa and promise them suitable rewards for their services rendered. Thus, to make 
your clan's origin known to outsiders is to risk defeat in any future confrontation, as 
the others can then summon your clan's guna dewa and bribe these invincible agents 
to turn against you.
In dangerous activities, such as warfare or firing the swiddens, guna dewa are 
both the front line of attack and the last line of defence, reputedly accompanying 
each person and guarding their bodies from assault or injury. It is in this sense, that 
guna dewa are said to constitute a person's daring and audacity (keberanian kita), as 
well as render them invulnerable, so long as the guna dewa are summoned 
appropriately and rewarded in due course. The guna dewa attributed to individuals 
are regarded as residing with the person, entering and leaving one of the cavities of 
the body through an associated orifice, when not perching, visible only to a shaman, 
on the head or the shoulder of the person concerned. In these and other respects, 
guna dewa are, in my view, somewhat akin to the Christian notion of a guardian 
angel, only here protecting people from threats to their mortal and not just immortal 
selves. Whether they should be termed components of the person is a matter of the 
sense an analyst chooses to assign that phrase. Guna dewa may, after all, change 
allegiance and they only protect people from the outside (jaga kita dari luar tubuh 
kita). In any case, there is no doubt that guna dewa are a way of speaking about and 
representing the good fortune that everyone in Lewotala seeks to draw to themselves 
and maintain in their clan.
To the extent that there is a distinction, ike kelawir are rather more inalienable 
than guna dewa. For one thing, ike kelawir seem to be lodged more firmly in the 
organs of the body, often taking the form of invisible stones or flints inside the heart. 
Furthermore, such items are said to have been placed there by Divinity or 
surrendered to a child in utero by its father. Otherwise, men in particular, may hope 
to acquire ike on the death of their father, through sitting beside the corpse, prior to 
its burial, ready to absorb any emanation they alone see coming from the corpse’s 
right eye. Unlike guna dewa, which are thought to be invincible, ike kelawir are 
comparatively more or less forceful. A person may lose out in a conflict with 
someone else, precisely because the latter's ike is the heavier (ba'at) and the hotter 
(pelate). According to one informant (male, I should say), men's ike are, generally 
speaking, heavier than women's.
Without wanting to overdraw the distinction, guna dewa might be understood 
as referring to historically acquired personal or clan good fortune, whereas ike
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kelawir constitute inherited personality traits of endurance and courage. 10 The 
former can be alienated, though this should never be allowed to happen. The latter 
are not alienable as such, though they are subject to some fluctuation in intensity 
over time, associated with a man's conferring these attributes on his offspring, 
especially, but not exclusively, his sons. On a person's death, the guna dewa ike 
kelawir attributed to the deceased are thought to remain with the living, passing into 
objects which become clan heirlooms or directly into other persons, who are usually 
affiliates of the same clan. Apart from the guna dewa at large, like those adhering to 
particular places and/or village communities, guna dewa ike kelawir remain 
indefinitely attributes of persons and clans, who reward them in very this-worldly 
terms of ritual feeding and lustration.
Of the cosmic resources which human beings draw on, guna dewa ike kelawir 
are, thus, associated with clan groupings and ancestry traced through men. They 
represent links to Divinity and a notion of origins which emphasizes the ancestral 
locations and figures of one's own clan. Despite the passing of individuals, guna 
dewa remain attached to human existence in place and time, without relocating 
through different layers of the cosmos. By contrast, tuber manger uke lalon are 
associated with Divinity and origins of a different kind, traced through the medium 
of blood and the contribution of women, which generates relations to "origin groups" 
outside one's own clan. Furthermore, tuber manger uke lalon move on following a 
person's death, to begin a series of transformations in passing through the levels of 
the cosmos.
While ike kelawir may be absorbed by the son of a deceased man, my 
informants denied any possibility of tuber manger passing from the deceased into 
the living in a circular or rotating fashion. In this regard, in Lewotala at any rate, 
foetal miscarriages and stillborn babies are assimilated to the categories of the 
unborn and the deceased respectively. When I asked if tuber manger might 
circulate in any sense between the deceased members of a clan (kaka bapa) and its 
new-bom affiliates, I was told that on the contrary each embryo received distinct 
tuber manger, unconnected with those in the place of the dead (kewokot), just as 
each new-born baby had a body, which was unique to it as a person. Names, 
however, are reused in alternating generations.
In Lewotala, children are usually named after their grandparents, thus, the 
blood which generates new life, in the form of a child, is evoked in the name given. 
Names should be re-used every second generation, so once the grandparents have 
namesakes in a sibling set, then additional children will often be named for other 
relatives of the grandparents' genealogical level, especially those without direct
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descendants. Some skewing exists in the naming process, as couples tend to draw on 
the husband's parents' names before the wife's parents' names. To the extent that 
men's names are passed down a male line, they concentrate in a clan or clan segment, 
but to the extent that men's and women's names are passed on to daughters' children 
they circulate amongst clans. Most elderly people in Lewotala already have 
numerous namesakes at the time of their death and any who do not are usually 
assigned a replacement (tudet), still in the womb at that moment, who will then 
carry the name of their recently deceased forebear. Thus, the body is in the grave 
and the tuber manger has departed, but the name goes on in new human beings, like 
the blood implicated in "the provisional conjunction of elements constituting a 
person" (Barraud 1990a:227). Each new person may have a unique body and tuber 
manger, but he or she emanates from sources of blood, which are reflected in the 
sharing of a name with one of those sources. Thus, while tuber manger may not 
circulate between kewokot and human beings, names, like blood, flow on amongst 
the living, highlighting the movement of life both within and between clans.
In Lewotala, human beings are said to do the work (in sexual intercourse) 
which, through the medium of blood, generates new life on behalf of Divinity and in 
keeping with the mediation of the mountain, lie Bantala. These associations are 
expressed in ideas about the imminence of life and articulated in rituals enacted to 
call on Divinity, via the mountain and the human "sources" of life, to come to the 
assistance of couples who have not conceived as they would wish.
THE IMMINENCE OF LIFE
In anticipating the instigation of new life in the womb, Lamaholot-speakers 
draw on botanic images of growth and fertilization. In a verbal idiom, these 
concepts represent particular processes in the natural world, as similarly applicable 
to plants and persons. They depict the preconditions for bearing fruit and allow a 
framework for ritual intervention, if and when reproductive success is yet to be 
achieved. The key image in this regard is "the stem and the eye" (kolen matan),11 
highlighting these features of the betel catkin and areca nut respectively. When any 
obstacles to fertilization have been removed, reference is made to "the flower" of 
fruit-bearing trees and "the fruit", which is implied within it (puhun wuan). At this 
point, the idiom switches back to white blood, specifying "female fluid and male 
semen" (kuma ratun) as the medium for conception in human beings. During 
rituals by means of which a couple request a child from Divinity, a whole betel 
catkin and an unopened areca nut play a crucial role, not just as male and female
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symbols, but as a physical icon to evoke the imminence of life and effect its 
transmission.
The stem from which a catkin of the piper betel grows (malu kolen) and the 
eye from which an areca nut emerges (wuan matan) are the literal referents of the 
dyadic expression "stem and eye" (kolen matan), which Lamaholot speakers apply 
in a wide range of contexts to specify the potential living things have for "bearing 
fruit" (see Figure 1.1). Kolen matan refers, not to the animation of a living thing as 
such, but to its regenerative qualities that can be actualized under certain 
circumstances. Although one elder translated kolen matan for me as the spirit 
(jiwa) of living things, he stressed it should not be confused with tuber manger. 
Rice, for instance, is characterized by both kolen matan and tuber manger. After 
harvest in the prime village field each year, the threshed rice, including that which 
will be used as seed for planting the following season, is stored in the village 
granary. From then on, the "rice-maiden" complete with tuber manger is said to be 
secluded in the granary, which is not opened again until the evening before the next 
season's planting begins. The kolen matan of rice, however, is acquired each year 
from the ancestors, who are understood to surrender it afresh, on the eve of planting, 
into a small plaited container of rice from the previous year's crop, but so far kept 
aside from the granary. Only after this evening ritual, the container of rice (and now 
kolen matan) is taken to pass the night in the granary. Next morning a woman 
identified with the rice maiden, carries it to the village field where planting is to be 
initiated. There the container of kolen matan is placed amidst the seed rice 
(conceptualized as the rice-maiden). At this point, the kolen matan is understood to 
pass into the seed rice, imbuing it with the imminence of life, the potential to 
regenerate once more.
Like plants, human beings are thought to have, besides tuber manger, kolen 
matan or the ability to procreate. In respect of a person's own gestation, the matan 
is located in their mother's womb, while the fontanelle of a baby is said to be the 
trace of the kolen from which the new-bom has separated. When the expression 
kolen matan and a whole betel catkin/areca nut are used in a ritual to facilitate 
conception, these words and images are indicative of what the couple concerned are 
seeking: the stem and the eye, which bespeaks the promise of fruitfulness, a promise 
to be actualized through the subsequent conjoining of the parties' respective white 
bloods.
In Lewolema, if a couple have failed to conceive for some time or have 
conceived children of one sex only and hope for a child of the other, they may take 
various steps to acquire the kolen matan they seek. The most direct approach is to
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FIGURE 1.1
BETEL CATKIN AND ARECA NUT (WUAN MALU')
wuan
matan
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go privately to their village temple (koko) and make a personal plea to Divinity. To 
do this, they enter the temple from the landward side, then sit together facing the 
right-hand pillar, which is oriented towards the mountain and represents the place of 
the deity inside the temple. They should bring with them a whole betel catkin, which 
is held by the man, and an unopened areca nut, which is held by the woman, as they 
request the beneficence of the deity. If, subsequently, the woman conceives, the 
couple must inform the elders of their private entreaty and provide the offerings 
(eggs, chicken, goat or pig) for a thanksgiving ceremony, which the elders will 
arrange.
Another approach is to ask a shaman (molan) to perform a divination, with a 
view to identifying some "error" as the specific obstacle to conception. Such errors 
are generally attributed to past life-denying behaviour, on the part of the man or 
woman concerned or any of their parents and grandparents. If someone shows little 
respect in word or deed for the gift of offspring, their ingratitude is thought likely to 
result in barrenness visited upon one of their descendants. A ritual is then held to 
make amends for the disrespect previously shown to Divinity and/or any 
intermediate sources of life, in order to clear the way for the couple concerned to 
conceive. This ritual may also be performed without seeking a divination to identify 
the specific problem. In this instance, the couple will usually consider the problem is 
on the woman’s side and if action accordingly does not achieve results, then they 
may shift attention to the man's side. Whatever party is deemed the focus of the 
conciliatory ritual must call on a representative of a clan they regard as belake, that 
is, a clan which stands in a "life-giving" relationship to an individual or another clan 
having conferred upon them life/blood in or through the person of a linking woman. 
(Following this sense of the term, I render the word belake as "progenitor", pending 
a fuller analysis of its meaning and connotations in Chapter Five below). For this 
ritual role, the couple usually call on the brother of the woman, if the problem is 
regarded as on her side, or the mother's brother of the man, if the fault is identified as 
coming from his side.
At the request of the couple, this representative of a progenitor line goes some 
way up the mountain to which the village community is oriented. He deposits there 
an offering of a chick and symbols of sustenance in the form of miniature plaited and 
bamboo containers of food and drink. He carries with him and brings back a whole 
betel catkin and unopened areca nut, as well as his clan's small elephant tusk (bala 
dopi labi) for parrying evil forces. Returning to his clan house, he presents this betel 
catkin and areca nut to the woman who is seeking a child. He also gives the couple 
his blessing (nilu'), by anointing both the woman and her husband with his own
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saliva imbued with masticated candle-nut. This intervention, in which both the 
progenitor and the mountain are intermediaries to Divinity, is intended to wipe away 
any past error impeding the couple's fertility and, in so doing, to confer upon them 
the kolen matan of a child in the iconic form of the betel catkin/areca nut. In return 
for the saliva blessing, the couple give the progenitor, who performed the rite, a pair 
of silver earrings (belaon), the usual reciprocation for nilu'. Over the next four 
nights, the couple should chew slices of the betel-nut with lime, just as newlyweds 
are instructed to do. They must save the rest of this betel-nut indefinitely, along with 
the shell and the masticated remains of the candle-nut used in their saliva blessing. 
Throughout, the betel catkin and areca nut must be kept secure and not allowed to 
fall on the ground, for its loss, even momentary, is understood to mean loss of the 
child the ritual is intended to confer on the couple. During the ritual, this betel-nut is 
the focus of the progenitor's plea to Divinity, conveyed by the mountain on behalf of 
the couple. In the words of the prayer, the deity is requested to: 
sera kolen nein matan transfer the stem, provide the eye
sera puhun nein wuan transfer the flower, provide the fruit
sera kuma nein ratun transfer the female fluid, provide the male semen.
If this ritual is not efficacious, then the couple may repeat it on any number of 
occasions. Each time they do so, they will ask a representative of a different 
progenitor clan (progenitor to the woman or the man and/or their respective clans) to 
intercede by going to the mountain on their behalf. If and when a pregnancy does 
occur, the progenitor who last performed the ritual and gave the couple his blessing 
is accorded credit for facilitating this flow of life towards them. To repay his 
efficacy, they should present him with an elephant tusk. A tusk of up to half an arm 
span in length is considered most appropriate and so, if a longer one is provided, then 
a quality woman's textile must be offered in return. Should the couple be unable to 
provide a tusk at this time, the obligation may be deferred for an extended period, so 
long as they inform the progenitor of the child's birth, before performing the rites 
associated with it some days later.
If the parents go ahead and hold the birth rites for such a baby, without first 
informing the progenitor responsible for the life of the new-born, they run the risk of 
that life itself being withdrawn. A Lewotala elder told me he once performed this 
ritual for a couple residing in another Lewolema village, after which they had two 
children for whom they performed birth rites, without letting him know. When he 
learned of it, he was so offended that he cursed them, saying: "If those children are 
my saliva, then one will die and the parents will not conceive again". While Divinity 
through the mediation of the mountain ultimately confers life, stories like this
Seeking a child from progenitors and Divinity
A young woman nurses the "stem and eye, flower and fruit" in the form of areca 
nuts and betel catkins from the two stages of a rite to request of Divinity, 
through the intercession of progenitors and the mountain, that she and her 
husband be blessed with children.
Saliva blessing
Masticated candle-nut spat into the anointer's left hand is used to confer the 
blessing with his right hand to the forehead, chest and nape of the neck of 
each of the recipients.
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indicate that progenitors, who intercede on behalf of "sisters’ children" (opu) hoping 
to orient the flow of life towards them, are also deemed capable of blocking its 
coming to fruition.
ORIENTING PROCREATIVE FLUIDS
As Barnes (1974a) observed for Kedang, the neighbouring language group, so 
too, in Lewolema, orientation is crucial to life. Here the efficacious flow of 
procreative fluids is construed as directional in a number of ways: women's white 
blood travels from clans which are categorically belake to those classified as opu 
and not vice versa’, men's white blood joins with that of women of their own and not 
adjacent genealogical levels. When human desire between a man and a woman does 
not accord with these articulations between divisions of social structure, the parties 
may be ritually realigned with a view to their having a fruitful marriage. In such 
cases, either party may be relocated into a different genealogical level, or the woman 
may be removed from her natal clan and ritually placed within a clan which has 
belake status vis-ä-vis her future husband. These moves are intended to fit irregular 
human relationships, which are otherwise thought likely to be barren, into an 
established pattem for the oriented flow of life/blood between clans.
This oriented flow of life through a socially differentiated structure is marked 
in a number of ways: it is expressed in categories of the relationship terminology; it 
is evinced in the asymmetric exchange of prestations characterized as male and 
female; and it is evoked in the saliva blessing, ritually conferred on "sisters" and 
"sisters' children" by those they regard as progenitors. While two of these 
characteristics are commonly attested in the literature on asymmetric alliance, the 
third is a more novel feature. The sociology of saliva blessing is a complex matter, 
best dealt with in context in the chapters that follow. At this point, I concentrate on 
the ideational aspect in relation to blood, in order to point out how I see blessing with 
saliva as focusing and orienting procreative fluids.
Saliva is not in itself a procreative fluid, in as much as it is explicitly excluded 
from the category white blood. Nevertheless, a saliva blessing is understood to have 
cooling qualities, so it enhances health, while it marks recipients as agents 
appropriate to the transmission of life. This blessing (nilu'), which takes its name 
from the word for saliva (ilu*), ideally anticipates and vouchsafes a flow of life from 
the clan, represented as conferring the blessing, into and through the persons 
anointed. Since women are accorded the more significant role in procreation, a 
woman usually comes forward to receive saliva blessings, when these are directed at
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either her own or her husband's clan. Thus, the woman concentrates nilu' conferred 
on a couple by the progenitors of both herself and her husband. This is analogous to 
the way in which she collects the white blood, from these same sources, in her womb 
through sexual relations with her husband.
That nilu' presages a flow of life and engages the idiom of common blood 
between anointer and recipient is clear from the doubts, which arose about its 
applicability, in an unusual case involving an adopted "sister's child". In this 
instance, which was recountered to me, a Lewotalan elder was approached by his 
father's sister's adopted son, who had been married for over a decade, but remained 
childless. The couple requested the elder to go to the mountain seeking kolen matan 
on their behalf and to nilu' them, so they might conceive. The elder protested that 
his intervention would likely have no effect, given his clan's white blood, as carried 
in the body of his father's sister, did not actually flow on into the body of a son who 
was adopted. As the elder explained it, his saliva did not extend that far (ilu' go'en, 
sega hala'). The couple insisted, the elder demurred. Finally, he told them that if 
they must have his nilu', they should come to his home each night, enter 
surreptitiously, then lie down one on either side of him on his sleeping platform. 
After twelve nights of this, the elder felt he had sufficient justification for asking 
Divinity to sympathize with his predicament -  these people were bothering him so -  
and forgive his audacity in extending his nilu' to such unrelated people, in the hope 
that Divinity might be compassionate enough to empower it anyway. He then 
offered to nilu' the couple on a try-and-see basis, but he did not allow them to 
present him with the usual pair of earrings in return, as he stressed that in the absence 
of a progenitor blood relationship, there was no guarantee this nilu' would work. 
The story, like most of its kind which get recounted, has a happy ending. When the 
couple subsequently did have children, the elder was pleased to accept an 
excessively large elephant tusk, as testimony to his efficacious intercession with 
Divinity.
Although circumstances for saliva blessing are many and varied, this anecdote 
testifies to the local conceptualization of nilu' as strengthening and reinforcing an 
oriented flow of life, in the form of blood disseminated through women, from 
progenitor clans to their "sisters' children". In this way, it could be said that saliva 
blessing outlines the paths, which blood follows from Divinity down through 
generations of people. Thus, when a belake anoints an opu, he marks them as a 
person into whom his blood is already flowing and/or is expected to flow with 
renewed vigour.
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Before returning to these systemic issues, I go on now to examine the way new 
life emerging from the mother's womb is located within a differentiated social 
structure and how personal experience, through the stages of an individual's life 
cycle, is constituted within this structure and interpreted in terms of the concepts 
outlined above.
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ENDNOTES
* I should perhaps point out that in Lamaholot, the phrase mei me'an also has the sense of 
"ferocious." In clan histories ancestral figures, thus, proclaim themselves "red-blooded" to strike fear 
into the hearts of their enemies.
2 Although I was introduced to the Lamaholot terms for blood in the manner depicted here, through 
mei buran as a category covering a number of forms of white blood, this discussion does not exhaust 
the semantics of these terms and their proto-forms. Indeed, the Lamaholot ritual language dyad kuma 
ratun and the ordinary language terms mei and ra'a require further investigation in the comparative 
linguistics of the eastern Indonesian region and the Austronesian world. Cognates of both mei and 
ra'a appear in ethnographies on neighbouring peoples, including Sikkanese mein (Lewis 1988:188) 
and Mambai lar (Traube 1986:93).
3 Women of the middle and younger generations, better nourished than their forebears, now 
menstruate earlier in life. At a time when opportunities for education and labour migration lead some 
young people to postpone marriage and child-bearing beyond the traditional norm, this generates a 
more significant gap between the onset of menstruation and a woman's first pregnancy than was the 
case with women of the older generation.
4 This is reminiscent of, although it shies away from endorsing, the view of the Mambai in Timor 
"that a woman’s milk... derives from male white blood left over from the 'moulding' of the fetus" 
(Traube 1986:93-94). Mambai symbolism, with what Traube describes as "its insistent emphasis on 
complementarity" evokes a circular process in the transfer of substances as maternal milk generates 
male semen, which in turn forms breast milk to "mould" the new-born child. To my knowledge, 
Lewotalan notions although positing a single category of white blood, whose male and female forms 
conjoin in the human body, do not trace the processes of transfer "full circle" in quite this manner. 
Indeed, the ideal post partum taboo indicates that any conversion of male to female blood and vice 
versa is not appropriate as a simultaneous substitution, though this need not discount recognition of a 
generalized process of conversion occurring in stages extended over a person's lifetime. Even so, the 
L6wotala version of these matters has a more bilateral character to it, without the differentiated 
complementarity of those cultures which, like the Mambai, identify "flesh and bone...as the respective 
products of maternal blood and paternal semen, or more precisely, of maternal 'red-blood' (lar meran) 
and paternal 'white blood' (lar butin)" (Traube 1986:93).
 ^ Here -n is a productive suffix indicating the intrinsic nature of the quality concerned. The extent to 
which the suffix modifies the preceding form, especially in the case of vowels 6 and o, varies in 
different Lamaholot regions (see Arndt 1937:38-39). This distinction in adjectival form, marking 
qualities as contingent or inherent attributes of nouns, was not a subject I pursued systematically in 
Lewotala. It was initially pointed out to me as the reason why I should not say of a cup of coffee that 
it was pelatin -  it had become hot (pelate) and might rapidly get cold. I then made the further 
mistake of referring to the sun as pelatin -  intrinsicly hot in my understanding -  only to be instructed 
that the sun too was pelate, after all its heat fluctuated from day to day and it certainly went through a 
process of heating up between sunrise and midday every morning. Given this experience, I would not 
like to specify what may be described as pelatin, without further research. Arndt (1937:38) cites as 
items appropriately designated pelatin: hot chillis, curative herbs, poisonous fish and cold water in 
the place of the dead.
6 Misfortunes afflicting men from Lewotala working as drivers in areas of labour migration in 
Malaysia are sometimes attributed to their having been involved in such a homicide, without the 
subsequent benefit of a ritual "to push away the blood".
7 Another account of an eastern Indonesian society (Barraud 1990a) has recently considered blood in 
relation to conception, pregnancy and rituals of childbirth. Approaching Kei society through local 
ideas attached to the notion of the person, this study delineates two types of relationships, each having 
an association with blood.
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With regard to the constitution of a person, we thus observe a shift from one order of 
relationships to another. If in the relation to the god, life in general or the soul principle 
- inya - is attributed to all human beings without differentiation through the 
intermediary of spirits, melikat, a specific life is given to each person in the form of 
placenta (that is, body, itumun) by a particular category of this person's ancestors, the 
duad-nit (mother’s ancestors). A differentiation thus occurs in the categories of human 
beings in terms of their relationships, by reference to interrelated social units 
constituting the society as a whole, the houses. However, uniting both orders of 
relationships and both soul and body principles, is the main element which characterizes 
a human being: blood (Barraud 1990a:222-223).
The intriguing feature of this analysis of Kei ideas is that "blood" there is implicated not only in the 
generation of new life in its bodily aspect, but also in the attribution of the "soul principle" to human 
beings. A similar idea prevails in Lewotala.
^ This view differs from that which Arndt (1940:50) reports from the Tanjung Bunga peninsula, 
"after six months pregnancy, the soul in the opinion of people here enters into the body".
9 While I would agree with Barraud (1990a:218) then, that this kind of principle does not so much 
distinguish life from death, as acknowledge "the social value of things and beings", there may yet be a 
sense in Lewotala in which the more specific value of harbouring or embodying life is diagnostic of 
the presence of tuber manger .
*0 Kennedy (1955:178-179) translates "no'o ike(ng)", literally with his ike or having ike, as "magical 
power" akin to "mana".
It means to have power literally. Everyone has some of the soul stuff or Lebenskraft, 
even the rice, animals, iron and trees have it. If an animal lives for a long time despite 
many blows, he is in possession of a lot of this power. Men differ in the amount of this 
power they may have. The radja has lots, and so on down the line. Thus power is a 
combination of ancestor sanction and real, indwelling power which comes with the 
blood of legitimacy. The stones and other fetishes linked with office reinforce and 
symbolize this power.
H In Lamaholot, matan is an adjectival or possessive form of the word mata meaning "eye" among 
other things. Discussing the uses of this word in a range of Austronesian languages, Barnes 
(1977b:302) regards,
mata as corresponding to a significantly interrelated family of concepts. Culturally, this 
family shows persistent connections with the idea of transition; and in this respect the 
word often expresses ideas of spiritual influence, growth and the general movement of 
life.
Referring to Malinowski's Trobriand material on mata, Barnes (1977b:307) observes, "above all there 
is a pervasive association with reproductive potential, growth, emergence, and becoming". As regards 
occurrence of the term in Austronesian languages, Barnes (1977b:302) notes that mata is
identified as Common Indonesian by Brandstetter (1916:109) and given as the proto- 
Austronesian root for eye by Dempwolff (1938, 3:106). It occurs in all the 
Austronesian languages of the Flores and Timor region with generally the same range
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of applications. In fact, mata is one of the most widely-spread and phonetically stable 
elements of Austronesian vocabulary (Tregear 1887:482).
Chapter Two
BIRTH RITES: INDIVIDUATION AND INCORPORATION
INTRODUCTION
When a woman gives birth in a village house, other women gather inside to 
assist with the labour. Men concerned wait outside, unless they are called on to enter 
the house and attend the woman for some particular reason. On hearing the baby's 
first cry, men outside might call to the women attending the birth: "Is it tuak or 
wai?" The answer informs them of the gender of the new-born. "Tuak", the juice 
men tap from lontar palms, indicates a boy, whereas "wai", water fetched from a 
mountain spring or village tap by women, indicates a girl child. Alternatively, 
expressions common in the language of myth and ritual can be used to communicate 
the gender of the child: "bai beda" for a boy and "tonu wujo" for a girl. Bai means 
baby and Beda is a male personal name. Tonu is a woman's name and the phrase 
tonu wujo refers to females in life as well as in myth, including those local accounts 
in which this expression designates the maiden from whose body rice and other crops 
originate. Gender roles in local production also characterize the tools of trade 
prepared for birth rites and used as play things thereafter.
Being born and becoming a person in Lewolema involves more than the 
physical sequence of an infant's conception, gestation and emergence from the womb 
of its mother. The ceremonial recognition of the new-bom as a person separate from 
its genetrix ideally takes place once four days have passed since the birth of the 
baby. At this time the infant attains individual integrity and receives its social and 
spiritual identity during birth rites usually referred to as ohon kewae. Kewae means 
wife and ohon, a verb common in ceremonial contexts, means to wash the hair using 
water infused with coconut. During ohon kewae both mother and baby are ritually 
bathed. The infant is then anointed with masticated plant materials, in a process 
which affiliates it to a particular clan or clan segment. The key ingredient for 
anointing the baby is supplied by the clan to which it will be affiliated and in whose 
house the ceremony is usually held. Following the Lamaholot term, which 
highlights the significance of the ritual ablutions, I refer to ohon kewae as a bathing 
rite.
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Apart from their involvement in determining clan affiliation, men are not 
participants in these aspects of ohon kewae. Women conduct the bathing rite in an 
all-day ceremony with a briefer finale the next morning. If and only if the infant is a 
first-bom child there is a reception on the evening before the bathing for men 
regarded as its mother's brothers. Otherwise, it is not that men are debarred from 
attending, since they may be present during any part of the rite. It is rather that their 
presence is superfluous: as women have responsibility for the rite, so men generally 
go about their subsistence activities. Of the bathing rites I attended in Lewotala, on 
one occasion the proud young father was present most of the time, while on other 
occasions, a male head of the host household sometimes looked in to be sure that all 
was well.
When asked to explain the bathing rite, women tended to describe its beneficial 
effects on the health, strength, and character of the infant, while men were quicker to 
point out that affiliation of the new-born to a particular clan or clan segment 
occurred in this way. Only ritual specialists mentioned that the ceremony also 
effected an introduction of the baby as a new member of the ritual community to the 
Divinity. A group of Indonesian scholars (Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan 
1984:189) have suggested that a similar ceremony be understood as an indigenous 
baptismal rite. Indeed some villagers explained ohon kewae to me in precisely those 
terms. To the best of my knowledge, all villagers of whatever religious persuasion 
perform the bathing rite following the birth of a child to members of their household. 
Catholics, however, do focus on the social aspect of the ritual in assigning the infant 
a place within the clan structure of the Lamaholot world. Their interpretation of the 
bathing rite as a secular part of local tradition, in no way compromising the Catholic 
faith, is facilitated by the absence of ritual chanting and the lack of any explicit 
reference to Divinity in these most common birth rites.
The range, format and content of birth rites overall in Lewolema vary 
somewhat according to the particular customs (wungun nelan) of specific clans and 
clan segments. Such customs are part of a clan's identity: the characteristics and 
taboos which must be acknowledged and adhered to by its affiliates and associates, 
including wives of male affiliates. Besides the bathing as a birth and affiliation rite, 
some clans have more elaborate rituals, such as Liwun's lodon' ana* and 
Lamahewen's legat kenaok, which terminate for a mother, father and their first-born 
child a post partum period of liminality characterized by a set of prohibitions.
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THE BATHING RITE 
Preliminaries
When a mother hen shelters her young beneath her wings protecting them from 
interference, she is said in the Lamaholot language to gurun her chicks. This 
concept of protective cloistering, termed gurun gawak in the parallelism of more 
formal speech, occurs in many ritual contexts. It is one of a number of themes 
common to Lamaholot modes of effecting the transitions associated with birth and 
death. In the case of birth, it is the mother between her parturition and the bathing 
rite, who is said to gurun her new-bom child keeping it cloistered within the house.
Ideally, the mother and baby do not go outside at all during this time. As one 
elder put it, the rays of the sun should not fall upon them. In keeping with this view, 
a woman married to a man of clan Liwun is expected to cover herself outside the 
house between parturition and the bathing rite with a long pandanus leaf hood of the 
kind used locally as an umbrella. Furthermore, the baby must not come into direct 
contact with the earth. Even its faeces should be intercepted before they drop to the 
ground. Strictly speaking neither the mother nor her baby may be washed. While 
that prohibition is generally relaxed nowadays, it is stressed that the mother should 
not wash her hair. Nor may she leave the baby alone at any stage. To some extent, 
the entire community is restricted by the liminal state of the new-born. So, for 
instance, rituals may take place within the village proper, but not outside it. Thus, 
during the time between a new-bom baby's physical birth and its social birth in the 
bathing rite, any community ritual due to be performed in, say, the village's swiddens 
must be postponed so as not to affect adversely the infant's future.
Following a birth in the village, local custom deems that the baby's umbilical 
cord be cut with nothing other than a knife of very sharp bamboo (meran). The cord 
(tale) and the placenta (kebote) are placed in a small cylindrical container (nuti) 
plaited from strips of lontar palm leaf and lined with a layer of ashes from the 
cooking hearth. After the tale kebote is placed inside it, more ashes fill and seal the 
container. It is then kept near the mother and baby on the interior bamboo couch 
until disposed of during the bathing rite.
Nowadays some young village women prefer to go and give birth at a 
maternity clinic run by Catholic nuns down on the south coast at Waibalun. Those 
concerned to follow the counsel of village elders ask the nuns in attendance at the 
delivery of their child to save the umbilical cord and placenta. The young mother 
then brings these home to the village along with the new-bom infant.
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For these circumstances, the male ritual leaders in Lewotala have instituted a 
brief rite. It is held at the residence of the infant, following the mother's return to the 
village with her baby and its "cord companion" {tali kawannya), as a ritual chanter 
once referred to the contents of the plaited container. This rite involves a series of 
ritual chants as the white of five eggs and the blood of a sacrificial chick are daubed 
on a candle-nut. The candle-nut is then masticated by an elder of a "lord of the land" 
clan. He uses the resulting saliva to anoint the mother and baby and touches with the 
back of his fingers, thus recognizing but not anointing, the container holding the cord 
and placenta. The purpose of this rite is to summon the birth waters (ra'a loma), 
which fell outside the domain, into the territory of the community (lewo tana). In the 
process, an offering is made acknowledging the local spirit of Judgement (Nu'un 
Wai), who is thought to withdraw life, if an offence warrants it, acting on Divinity's 
behalf.
Day One: Adding Bracelets
If and only if an infant is a woman's first-born (ana' weruin), an evening 
viewing of the child by the young men who are classified as its mother's brothers, 
precedes the bathing part of the rite. This preview is termed tali gelan, literally, to 
add bracelet(s). The mother, holding her infant, sits on a bamboo couch inside the 
house. Beside her is another young woman, while a winnowing tray next to them 
displays a metal bracelet and perhaps a finger ring and/or an old Dutch East Indies 
coin. As the young men whom the mother refers to as her brothers (na'a) file by to 
see her first-born child, they place gifts on this tray. Nowadays, presents of baby 
clothes or envelopes with money inside are common, but in a formal sense, these 
gifts count as the additional metal bracelets from which this occasion takes its name. 
The young men then eat a meal and usually enjoy some rowdy card games outside 
before departing. The woman or girl sitting beside the mother makes a list with 
details of each brother's gift, as a record of benevolence to be reciprocated in similar 
circumstances on some future date. During the next day's bathing rite, most of these 
gifts, especially the presents of cash, will be shared out among all the women 
participating.
The bracelet displayed with the baby at the start of the evening generally 
belongs to the baby's father's parents. If the phrase tali gelan referred to that 
bracelet, the reception and its name might be interpreted as recognition of the start of 
a new line within the father's clan. That bracelet, however, is not specific to a given 
point of potential segmentation in the clan, given its use again and again, as the
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baby's father's brothers each sire first-born of their own and so on over the 
generations. Furthermore, any such interpretation of this occasion is undermined by 
instances where a tali gelan is held for a child who is not the first offspring of its 
widower father, but is the first-bom of his new wife.
When I asked about tali gelan, Lewotala people consistently explained it as an 
occasion on which young men view the first-born, but only ever the first-bom, child 
of each of their classificatory sisters. "Adding bracelets", then, initiates the 
relationship between a woman's brothers and her children. It focuses on her first­
born because, I suggest, her first-bom provides proof of a woman's fecundity and 
establishes her own natal clan's status as progenitor of her children. The affinal 
significance of this reception is also attested in another albeit rather different account 
of it, which suggests that the host clan must present pairs of earrings to progenitor 
lines involved.1
Day Two: Bathing The Wife
If there is an "adding bracelets" preview of a baby by its classificatory mother's 
brothers, this will be held on the eve of the daytime bathing rite. The bathing itself is 
reckoned to take place once four days have passed from the physical birth. While 
this is the formal timing, which is always cited, the actual performance may be 
postponed somewhat in any given instance for various reasons, including the need to 
gather provisions for the ceremony.
Although not generally involving particular food taboos for the baby's parents,2 
the bathing rite does entail some food symbolism. Throughout the day's festivities, 
fish is the only food offered as a garnish with the rice staple served to guests and 
participants. Informants explained this practice as an ancestral stipulation. Some 
phrased it negatively, saying garnishes of pork or goat were not allowed, while 
others put it positively, including one man who said that fish was the basis of the 
bathing rite. Sociologically, fish and chicken are important symbols of affinal status 
in Lewolema communities. Thus, in prestations between wife-takers and wife- 
givers, the former, who are regarded as the female and inferior party are served fish, 
while the latter who are considered categorically male and superior each receive a 
whole chicken cooked in a prestigious manner (manuk koten koan). The gendering 
of these foods in association with their role in such prestations thereby characterizes 
fish as female and chicken as male. Reliance on fish at the bathing rite is thus 
entirely consistent with this birth rite's local characterization as a ritual by and for
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women. Indeed, in this context women representing wife-giving lines as well as 
those representing wife-taking lines are served fish.
Dried fish must, therefore, be stockpiled in advance of an impending bathing 
rite. Other preparations include carving, and perhaps colouring, miniature versions 
of tools of trade appropriate to the gender of the new-bom. Girl babies receive toy 
textile-working implements, while boy babies receive tools of warfare, hunting, and 
garden work. In instances I witnessed, a new-born girl was given a spindle and a 
piece of bamboo which could be the bobbin of a spinning wheel, as well as a bow 
and hook used for fluffing seeded cotton; a new-bom boy was provided with a 
miniature painted shield and spear, along with a bow and arrow and a wooden model 
of a long-bladed knife. These markers of the infant's gender map its future in 
keeping with a culturally conventional, though rather anachronistic, division of 
labour between men and women. During the bathing rite, these tools are placed on 
the bamboo couch where the mother and baby sit. Afterwards, the miniature tools 
serve as play things, till they eventually break or are discarded by the child.
Also close to the baby on this bamboo couch is the plaited container holding its 
umbilical cord and placenta (tale kebote). Between the birth of a baby and the 
bathing rite, a few pinches of cooked food are offered to this container (pa'u kebote) 
every time the mother and baby eat. The same Lewotala elder, who used the phrase 
"cord companion" in Indonesian in this regard, once referred to the umbilical cord in 
Lamaholot as a baby's younger sibling (ade'). Indeed, earlier researchers 
(Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan 1984:165-171) have reported that, in the 
view of Lewotala people, the umbilical cord is a creature regarded as the younger 
sibling of the new-born. Since two of the four Lewotala male elders interviewed by 
this research team, however, pointed out to me that they were under no illusions as to 
the lack of personhood in the umbilical cord, the nature of this sibling analogy must 
be carefully considered.
The sibling connection is explicitly drawn in accounts of the ancestral origins 
of particular clans. Thus, clan Liwun reputedly stem from two birds, male and 
female, who gave birth in the tree-tops to an egg which hatched into the Liwun 
ancestor. The ancestor's tale kebote was then hung in the Liwun clan's rita tree, 
used for this purpose back in their island homeland, Keroko-Puken. After three 
nights, crying was heard and another clan, Mukin, went to investigate. They found 
in place of the tale kebote a baby crying in the treetop. Mukin named this foundling 
after the tree, so its descendants are known as clan Rian Ritan and regarded as a line 
emanating originally from clan Liwun.
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In some ritual contexts, a prescient communicative role is attributed to items 
said to derive from the tale kebote of ancestral figures. When I put to Lewotala 
elders a sibling interpretation of the umbilical cord, one of them responded with the 
view that it might rather be considered something of a prophet. He pointed out that 
certain spears and stones used for divination are regarded as the petrified tale kebote 
of particular ancestors. Thus, in divinatory contexts these ancestral umbilical cords 
are communicative links through which human beings seek the guidance of unseen 
forces in the cosmos.
In everyday conversation, a notion of the umbilical cord as a link between 
children of the same mother appears in the expression kaka arin tale kebote to'u. 
The terms kaka arin refer to elder-younger same-sex siblings. The phrase is also 
used to express a relative age distinction between clan siblings, clan segments, or 
clans as such. To denote genealogical siblings actually born of the same mother, 
therefore, one may qualify the kaka arin as being of one tale kebote or more simply 
"one cord" (tale to'u), indicating emergence from the same womb. Thus, the 
umbilical cord is referred to in everyday social contexts as a sibling marker, 
attaching children to each other through their common maternal origin.
On the morning of the bathing rite, the container with the umbilical cord and 
placenta is given a little food, rice and fish, for the last time. It is then disposed of 
(hagak kebote) by being hung in the particular tree which ideally bears containers 
with the umbilical cords of all babies affiliated to a given clan. Thus, persons of clan 
Liwun and its segments use a particular tree of the rita species. The populous clan 
Rian Tukan, whose members are spread over a number of the Lewolema villages, 
use a particular tree of the kepapa species located on the outskirts of the village 
Lewotala.3
Such a "placental" tree must never be burned nor interfered with in any way. 
Care is taken to leave a stand of other trees and shrubs untouched surrounding it, 
even as swiddens are made adjacent to it. If anyone were to damage, say, the Rian 
Tukan placental tree, they would be subject to a fine, because cutting the tree is 
considered the same as physically attacking Tukan clanspeople. It is said that, when 
a branch of the tree dies off and falls to the ground of its own accord, some Rian 
Tukan affiliates will surely die. According to one clan elder, Rian Tukan people 
should never burn kepapa wood, as to do so would be tantamount to burning their 
own mother. Even from other Lewolema villages, a container with the umbilical 
cord of each baby affiliated to clan Rian Tukan should, I was told in Lewotala, be 
brought and hung in this particular tree. If this is not done, it is said, the baby
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concerned will not live long. Informants readily attest to instances in which infants, 
whose umbilical cord was simply discarded, died at an early age.
The person who carries the container with the umbilical cord and hangs it in a 
clan's placental tree should be a woman, who has borne children and is now past 
childbearing age.4 On one occasion in 1986 I joined in this trip, when a mature 
woman, widow of a Rian Tukan man with grown-up children, took the container and 
the baby's toy tools of trade to Rian Tukan's kepapa tree. There she hung the 
container from a limb of the tree and struck it with the baby boy’s miniature 
weapons. Using the weapons in the case of a baby boy is apparently matched by 
using the cotton bow in the case of a baby girl. Discussing his own clan's customs in 
this regard, Liwun (1986:32) says of the umbilical cord in its container,
Then the courier shoots it with an arrow or stabs it with a spear and 
strikes it with a short sword four times. The purpose is to kill it and 
terminate its relationship with the baby which still lives.
Another interpretation (Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan 1984:170,187), 
which posits an analogy between disposing of the umbilical cord and burying a 
corpse, nevertheless sees the use of the toy tools here not so much as an aggressive 
act and more as promoting the live baby's mastery of the relevant skills.
On our return from the placental tree down the slope of the ridge and into the 
village, the mature woman courier I accompanied and her two young companions 
collected small fruits from trees and bushes along the way. They then used these to 
pelt the women waiting expectantly for us outside the house where the bathing rite 
was taking place. According to Rian Tukan custom, a mock battle occurs between 
women returning from the "placental" tree and those awaiting them in the village. 
While this ritual battle lends support to the view that women returning from the tree 
have just killed and disposed of a younger sibling of the live baby, not all clans 
follow this custom.
Inside the house, other women were now keen to get on with those stages of 
the rite which "cool" the new mother and her baby and affiliate the infant to a clan, 
in this instance, Rian Tukan, the clan of its father. Another older woman, again the 
widow of a Rian Tukan man and mother of grown children, raised a coconut and 
split it above the head of the young mother as she nursed her baby on the interior 
bamboo couch (don). This coconut is later used in the washing and simultaneous 
oiling of the mother's hair. Water infused with freshly grated coconut is the 
customary solution for treating women's hair in ordinary and ritual contexts, 
especially those in which a woman is undergoing a significant transition.
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Placing the umbilical cord in the "placental tree" of the clan
Plaited lontar leaf pouches each containing the umbilical cord of an affiliate of a 
given clan are hung in that clan's particular "placental" tree on the outskirts of the 
village. This photo shows clan Rian Tukan's tree near Ldwotala.
Splitting the coconut at the bathing rite
A coconut is cut in halves over the head of a woman and her new-born child 
during the bathing rite held a canonical four days after the infants' physical birth.
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The tasks of preparing the coconut solution and applying it to wash the 
mother's hair are the right and the responsibility of women representing a particular 
affinal line. These women are the wives of men related to the host clan as the first 
ever to receive, in marriage, women bom of that clan. Just as progenitor lines have 
particular prerogatives, so this first-born (weruin) line of sisters' husbands (opu) 
have special rights and obligations in respect of rituals hosted by the wife-giving 
line. So for instance, women representing the opu weruin wash the hair of the 
mother in the course of the bathing rite and do the same to a woman's corpse as it is 
prepared for burial. During the bathing rite, the wives of opu weruin also render 
service by preparing, cooking, and serving food throughout the festivities. It is 
solely their prerogative to release the store of coconuts and take down the strings of 
fish which the host clan have set aside for the occasion.
There is no rigid order of events during the actual bathing activities. In the 
Rian Tukan instance I am describing, the wives of the first-bom affines grated the 
coconut once it was split open and completed the hair washing when it was 
convenient to do so later in the day. Meanwhile, the older woman, who had split the 
coconut, gave the mother a symbolic bath using water infused with sprays of lite and 
tewawa leaves.5 These plants are regarded as having cooling properties and are used 
accordingly in agricultural rituals when the rice maiden is thought dangerously hot. 
In the case of the bathing rite, the mother has been heated by parturition, I was told, 
so to cool her the leaf sprays are passed over and around her body and finally pressed 
against her breasts to encourage her milk to flow. The baby is also washed using 
water that has been infused with these cooling leaves.
After its "cooling” bath, the baby is anointed in a rite termed kelapu gere, 
literally, the kelapu arises. Kelapu is a plant and the skin peeled off its roots is the 
chief ingredient in the treatment which confers clan affiliation on the infant.6 In the 
Rian Tukan bathing rite, the older woman, who had split the coconut and "cooled" 
the mother and baby, anointed the infant. To do so, she masticated four plant 
materials at once and smoothed the resulting saliva all over the baby's body, 
massaging it gently as she did so. The chewed remnants of these botanic items were 
then pressed together so as to attach to the baby's fontanelle. If the mother took the 
liberty of washing the baby prior to this rite, of the four plant materials only candle- 
nut should have been used in this way. The three other ingredients are applied to the 
baby for the first time on this occasion.
In providing the kelapu for this rite, a clan both acknowledges and claims a 
baby as its affiliate. A debate about who is going to unearth the root of the kelapu 
for a particular woman's baby is thus actually a discussion about which clan is going
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to affiliate the baby concerned. As far as I know, clans do not have particular 
kelapu bushes reserved for their use from which the root must be collected. Rather, 
anyone may uproot kelapu from any bush convenient to them. Nevertheless, a 
clump of kelapu growing just behind a particular clan house and commonly used by 
that clan as a source of kelapu root may in some people's eyes acquire a clan- 
specific association. This association, then, provides an idiom in which the clan 
affiliation accorded a particular child may even be disputed, as occurs occasionally 
in clan historical narratives.
In most cases the baby's genitor's clan provides the kelapu, but should they 
refuse to do so for any reason, another clan can step in and provide it. When 
paternity is disputed or uncertain, the clan of the husband of the baby's genitrix may 
well provide the kelapu, even though he and/or others consider that he is not actually 
the baby's genitor. Indeed, if paternity is not disclosed or not acknowledged, an 
unmarried woman's baby will usually be affiliated to her own clan, whereas a 
married (or widowed) woman's baby will most likely be affiliated to her (deceased) 
husband's clan, who have acquired a lien on her fecundity through bridewealth. For 
any other clan to affiliate the woman's child entails assumption of those bridewealth 
obligations. Thus, affiliation to the father's clan is common, but not universal. As I 
discuss further in the next chapter, clans and clan segments are regarded locally as 
lines of male derivation, although as I have indicated here this is not strictly nor 
necessarily the case.
After anointing the baby with the masticated plant materials, the same woman 
then chews betel-nut with lime (wuan malu'). She uses the resultant red-coloured 
saliva to make a cross7 on the baby's forehead and to massage its body once more. 
The masticated remains of the betel-nut are pressed onto the plant remnants already 
adhering to the baby's fontanelle. One informant pointed out that masticated candle- 
nut would be placed on the baby's fontanelle in this way each day to protect that 
vulnerable area from intrusion, to strengthen and cool it till it became thick (letu* 
geluor). The woman who anoints the baby's body is said to complete her tasks by 
strengthening its joints and limbs. She does this by sucking on each of the baby's 
joints and various other body parts, including the buttocks to indicate the anus. Next 
she takes first the baby's arms, then its legs, in her hands and brings them together 
four times each, across the baby's body, before lifting the baby up and tossing it four 
times in the air "so it will be daring and not know fear".
The baby's mother must herself prepare the final medicinal substance to be 
applied to the baby, on any or all of its body, as a general purpose cure-all. This is 
turmeric root (kuma) masticated with a few grains of uncooked rice. The mother
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strains the mixture that results through her teeth into a coconut shell. She adds lime 
to redden it, after which it is heated and set aside for use at any time. Since kuma 
ratun is a euphemism for procreative fluids in the parallel speech of ritual language, 
this association of kuma with life-giving white blood may account for the stipulation 
that only the baby's actual mother can prepare the kuma for use on her baby.
The waste products of all these activities must not be disposed of 
indiscriminately. One large plaited container is used to collect the remains of items 
relating to the bathing of the mother. These are the husk and shell of the coconut, as 
well as its grated flesh which provided the solution for washing the hair, and the 
sprays of cooling leaves which infused the bath water. A smaller plaited container 
holds waste products specific to the baby: its faeces from the time of its birth to the 
conclusion of the bathing rite (its urine is ignored as mere water); the specially 
knotted lontar-leaf grip, which held the candle-nuts as they were cracked open 
against a stone; the shells of the candle-nuts and areca nut, as well as any remains of 
the masticated candle-nut, betel-nut, kelapu, and other plant materials, in excess of 
that pressed onto the fontanelle of the baby during the kelapu gere part of the rite.
Next morning, after the concluding phase of the rite, the young mother herself 
must dispose of the waste products from her own bathing. In Lewotala, she takes 
them to the old section of the village, where she deposits them at the base of a 
particular banyan tree (bao puken). A male elder, assuring me that all the Lewotala 
clans used this same tree for the purpose, added that each clan in the village had its 
allocated place around the base of the tree. He likened this to the way each clan has 
its stipulated seating place around the village temple and its adjacent ceremonial 
square. The young mother, whom I accompanied to the banyan tree, was not aware 
of any allocated places around its base and simply deposited the contents of her 
container beneath that tree which nearby residents pointed out to her as the 
appropriate one. The smaller container of waste products specific to the baby, 
stemming from the period between its birth up to and including the bathing rite, 
should be stored inside the house for the time being. When the child can walk it 
must carry this container, or at least walk with its mother who does so, in order to 
deposit it personally at the base of the same banyan tree.
Ethnographers of the Lamaholot agree that the new-born is not given a name 
immediately after birth. Arndt (1940:29-30, 47, 50) stipulates the grandparents or 
the mother's brother as name-giver in different parts of eastern Flores, where the 
naming takes place after disposal of the umbilical cord either during, or on the 
evening before, the bathing rite. In my experience, the infant formally receives a 
personal name as of the bathing rite, although no particular activity marks either the
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selection or the conferral of this name. Vatter (1932:117) says the child's name is not 
usually conferred until a couple of years after the birth. He suggests names are 
preferrably chosen from among the venerable ancestral names of the clan or a child 
is given the name of a recently deceased family member. Contrary to current 
practice in Lewotala, Vatter reports that the child is never named after a family 
member still alive, "because the name is considered not a mere designation, but an 
intrinsic part of the living person and therefore as something single".8
The bathing and anointing, recounted here, replicate and bring to completion 
the hazardous transition entailed in the mother's giving birth. In so doing, these acts 
mark the baby as a separate person and promote its health and welfare. The 
anointing allocates the infant an appropriate place in the clan structure of the 
Lamaholot world. Its umbilical cord is now hanging in the placental tree of the clan 
concerned, linking the baby to its clan brothers and sisters through their common 
attachment to a unitary living point of origin. Despite what is usually and ideally 
affiliation to the father's clan, this social group thus reproduces itself by modelling 
and reconstituting maternal processes in the form of a botanic icon. The infant, then, 
becomes a person through individuation from its biological mother and at the same 
time acquires a social identity through incorporation into an historically constructed 
and ritually articulated clan persona.
But if the clan thus constitutes itself as the baby's genitor, it must also pay due 
respect to the progenitor lines involved. Without the fecundity of other clans' 
women a generation ago, in bringing forth the present infant's parents, there would 
not be any new-born for the host clan to incorporate today. To paraphrase the 
Lamaholot way of putting it: the new-bom may be the focus of attention now, but it 
owes its life to the women who brought forth its mother and father before. So, for 
instance, during the bathing rite I have been describing here, the clans of the infant's 
mother's mother (MM) and father's mother (FM) were regarded as progenitor lines of 
the baby's mother and father respectively. Both were acknowledged with a pair of 
metal earrings (belaon), given to the key representatives of these lines present at the 
rite: the young mother’s mother's brother's wife (that is, her MBW) and the young 
father's mother's brother's wife (that is, his MBW). Thus, if on the eve of the bathing 
rite the infant's own classificatory mother's brothers were accorded a preview of the 
baby, this next day the baby's parents each honour their mother's brothers with this 
presentation of earrings for which no reciprocal gift is required (belaon oen). It is 
these mother's brother's wives, together with other women standing in an equivalent 
affinal relationship to the parents of the new-born, who arrive for the bathing rite in 
procession and in their best clothing, bringing with them some rice and fish as
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contributions for the day's feasting. They must be formally welcomed by the young 
mother with betel-nut and palm wine, as they reach the door of the house, and they 
will be served two meals during the course of the day. They are the honoured guests.
Should either of these progenitor lines wish to do so, they may exercise their 
prerogative to receive at the bathing rite an elephant tusk, rather than merely the 
subsidiary gift of earrings. If so, they are required to reciprocate with a textile. 
Indeed, by letting it be known in advance that they plan to dress the child, placing a 
cloth on its head and shoulders (towe ana'), they are in fact giving notice that the 
host clan must have an elephant tusk ready for the exchange.9 One Rian Tukan elder 
described how such an exchange occurred in respect of his first-born child, a woman 
now in her forties. My informant's mother's brother was invited to send his wife to 
collect a pair of earrings at the bathing rite. The mother's brother agreed to send his 
wife, but indicated he anticipated she would collect a tusk (hode bala) and he was, 
accordingly, sending her with a textile. The Rian Tukan elder was, thus, obliged to 
provide a tusk. He says he went to Larantuka and bought an arm's length tusk in the 
Muslim quarter there (Kampung Baru) for the price of twenty-five rupiah of that 
time. The mother's brother's wife came from their residence in Leworahan bearing a 
red textile (kewatek me'an), which she presented as a protective shawl for the new­
born child in exchange for this tusk. Nowadays the prerogative for either parent's 
mother's brother to insist on this exchange of items having greater value than the 
earrings is rarely exercised. Indeed, as earrings themselves are becoming scarce, it is 
common to substitute for them a small, rather token, amount of money on this and 
other such occasions.
Another affinal aspect of the bathing rite, never common I was told and 
becoming even less so, is infant betrothal. A new-born baby's parents' sibling of the 
opposite sex may place a metal bracelet (gelan) on the infant's arm during its bathing 
rite. If they do so, this is a sign that they are reserving the child for a mother's 
brother's daughter-father's sister's son (MBD-FZS) union with one of their own 
children. Thus, a girl baby may be reserved by its father's sister for a marriage with 
its father's sister's son, while a boy baby may be reserved by its mother's brother for a 
marriage with its mother's brother's daughter. The infant's parents should not object 
to this request for their child in marriage, given it is a reciprocal prerogative and 
relates to a form of marriage which articulates and reinforces the sibling bond 
between the brother and sister concerned. This infant betrothal (sige) does not 
always eventuate in marriage, but its subsequent rejection by either party involves 
sanctions of various kinds. I return to this point later in the chapter on marriage 
strategies.
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Day Three: The Water Of Dawn
The morning following the ritual bathing and clan affiliation, one of the baby's 
father's classificatory sisters (FZ) who has already married a man of a wife-taking 
line, usually opu weruin, performs the series of activities which conclude the rites as 
a whole. This morning's events are termed gokok wai and, though in my experience 
they usually take place between seven and eight o'clock, they are said to occur at or 
just before dawn. Wai means "water" and gokok is the verb "to crow", as in roosters 
crowing at the break of day. Every baby is given gokok wai regardless of its place 
within the birth order of its sibling set.
The mother holding the new-bom baby must sit just inside the open front door 
of the house. Though my observations indicate considerable variation in the siting of 
houses, one Rian Tukan elder volunteered the view that houses should all be aligned 
so their front door faces towards the rising sun. He pointed out that even some 
modem brick houses (construction of which is one of the aspirations pursued through 
circular labour migration) are actually built in keeping with this orientation. Others, 
sited facing different directions, might nevertheless stand adjacent to an earlier east­
facing house of local forest materials, now used as a separate kitchen for the 
household. In the case of these compound dwellings, rites such as gokok wai are 
likely to be staged in this "indigenous house", often considered a more appropriate 
setting for the performance of local rituals.
Beside the seated mother and baby, a bowl is set down containing uncooked 
rice topped with a piece of dried fish. This fish may mark the morning's activities as 
a continuation of the previous day's bathing rite, which as I mentioned is 
characterized by fish. Here, however, the fish is also explicitly said to be an affinally 
appropriate prestation which serves as a symbolic payment to the father's sister who 
officiates.
In the 1986 Rian Tukan rite I am describing, the gokok wai took place just 
inside the front south-east facing door of the infant's grandfather's (FF) modern brick 
house. The baby's classificatory father's sister removed a ring from her own finger 
and slid it over an elongated wad of fluffed cotton. With her ring surrounding it at 
the centre, the father's sister dipped this cotton wad into some water she held in a 
glass (replacing the old-style coconut-shell bowl otherwise used for this purpose). 
She then moved the damp cotton in a circular motion around, but not actually 
touching, the baby's face. The day before, a similar circular motion passing the 
damp "cooling" leaves around the mother's body was expressly described as bathing 
her. Thus, I interpret this action with the damp cotton as a sign of ritually bathing
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the baby. Certainly another description of the rite (Departemen Pendidikan dan 
Kebudayaan 1984:176), which says it may be termed gokok wai or ohon baha\ 
analyses it as a further bathing of mother and child. Ohon means washing the hair 
and baha' is the verb to wash something other than oneself, most commonly used of 
washing clothes.
Replacing her ring on her finger, the father's sister pulled chunks off the wad of 
cotton and rubbed them between her palms to make strands of thick cotton thread. 
As she formed each section into a strand, she tied it around one of the baby's joints, 
beginning with each ankle, then each wrist and finally around the neck of the infant. 
Any cotton which remains is hung from the lintel of the door, as a sign to indicate 
the rite has been performed. The cotton strands on the baby must be left until they 
gradually fall off of their own accord. After this rite the baby was taken back to the 
bamboo couch, where it was given an ordinary bath and a repeat of the previous 
day's treatment: massage with the kelapu-kemie, then with betel-nut and finally with 
the turmeric extract prepared by its mother. Once again, the masticated remains of 
these items were pressed together so as to adhere to the baby's fontanelle and the 
baby was lifted and tossed into the air four times.
Few people attend this early morning rite, generally only those immediately 
involved in its performance. In answer to my questions about the significance of the 
cotton strands tied around the baby's joints, women responded that the cotton was 
decorative, like jewellery of an earlier era. At a different gokok wai the infant's 
grandfather, who was a senior ritualist in the community, looked in just as I was 
discussing this matter with the few women present. They immediately referred my 
queries to him and he reiterated their interpretation of the cotton as "like jewellery" 
for the baby. In Lewotala I observed that following a death, similar cotton strands 
are tied around the wrists of the deceased's immediate kin. Elsewhere in Indonesia 
such practices have been analysed as a means of securing, within the body, the soul 
of persons vulnerable for some reason. When I mentioned this in the discussion 
following the gokok wai, my interlocutors accepted it as an interesting comparison, 
but neither those women present nor that male ritual specialist were prepared to 
acknowledge this interpretation of the cotton strands in relation to their own custom.
Subsequently another knowledgeable male elder volunteered his view, that the 
cotton strands were to prevent the mother's milk from flowing straight through and 
out of the baby's body. When I put the "securing a vulnerable soul" interpretation to 
him, he responded somewhat curtly that this was precisely what he had just told me: 
the two interpretations were surely "all the same". The weight of this man's 
argument only became apparent, once I recognized the generative relationship
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between procreative fluids, including breast milk, and the soul principle in human 
beings.
Similarly divergent explanations are proffered in respect of the use of cotton 
strands on the wrists of mourners. Thus, people might say the cotton is a mark of our 
grieving for the deceased, or a sign that the deceased has not forgotten those 
mourning. These sorts of comments always turned on the close relationship between 
the mourners wearing the cotton bracelets and the deceased. A different clan leader 
from those referred to above, once elaborated on this use of cotton strands as 
necessary to prevent the deceased from carrying off the mourners (nete* tite). 
"Carrying off', that is, in the sense of the deceased taking their loved ones with them 
to the place of the dead. The cotton strands, then, on this interpretation are to retain 
that aspect of the mourners' soul principle which might otherwise precipitously and 
involuntarily join that of the deceased in the place of the dead.
These various comments and explications were elicited in Lewotala and Rian 
Kotek. It seems, therefore, that in those Lewolema communities at least, the cotton 
strands tied on the joints of new-bom babies and the wrists of mourning relatives 
(particularly daughters) do guard against involuntary release of the soul and 
consequent loss of life for the human beings experiencing the separation inherent in 
both birth and death. Notions of retaining the white blood and securing the soul 
principle are thus evident in deed and sometimes articulated in words. In the birthing 
rite, this securing of the life force takes place following the baby’s ritual 
individuation from its mother, just as the sun rises on the infant's first day as a fully 
social person affiliated to a clan and as a religious being recognized by the Divinity.
Although the elders said that these birth rites over two to three days drew 
Divinity's attention to the infant as a new member of the ritual community, this was a 
characteristic they ascribed to the ceremony as a whole, rather than any particular 
part of it. So, with the rites complete, the infant has been spiritually as well as 
biologically and socially differentiated as a person and simultaneously aggregated to 
units of the cultural landscape having societal and religious connotations.
THE COMING DOWN OF A CHILD
"The coming down of a child" (lodoiT ana') is a ritual of clan Liwun, 
conducted by its major segments in Kawaliwu (two of which are known as Ama 
Koten and Ama Hurit in virtue of the sacrificial offices they hold there) and 
subsidiary Liwun lines resident in some other Lewolema villages. ^
The water of dawn
Resting on its mother's lap, an infant just affiliated to clan Ama Hurit has cotton 
thread tied around its joints by its father's eldest sister to secure its life in the 
concluding phase of the bathing rite.
A raised hearth of clan Liwun
The kind of hearth on which food is cooked for a new-born child, affiliated to 
clan Liwun, and its parents for four nights from its bathing rite and until the 
ritual "coming down of the child" in the case of a first-born.
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My informants stressed that this Liwun ritual is in addition to the bathing rite 
and applies only to an eldest child. For younger siblings, the Liwun variation of the 
bathing rite, which they term ohon ana' howar kelapu perik hoi, suffices. In this 
phrase, ohon ana' relates to the washing with coconut infused water of the hair of 
the mother and in this instance, presumably, of the child, which other clans term 
ohon kewae. Howar kelapu is another way of saying kelapu gere, referring to the 
use of masticated kelapu root and other plant materials to anoint and affiliate the 
infant. The raising of the hoi (perik hoi), however, is not a feature of the bathing 
rites of other clans with which I am familiar. Towards the end of the Liwun version 
of the bathing rite, a special hearth is placed on the bamboo couch where the mother 
and child are secluded. For the next four nights any food cooked for the mother, 
father and their child may only be prepared on this hearth (hoi). The hoi, which 
must be made from a particular forest timber,11 is a 60 x 70 cm shallow tray, bearing 
kitchen ashes and three hearth stones. It is raised up off the ground in contrast to 
ordinary hearths, which take the form of a fire lit between three hearth stones placed 
directly on the earth. Liwun (1986:35) points out that hidden in the ashes beneath 
the three hearth stones in the hoi is a single stone (wato kenikat) 12 that is reused in 
the hoi of each child. The hoi is raised by one of the baby's father's sisters (bine 
ana') who ritually nourishes its four corners and any implements to be used with it 
before the fire is lit within the hearth. From then on, the fire must bum continually 
in the hoi until it is required no longer. If the Liwun infant receiving the bathing rite 
is nol an eldest child, the post partum food taboos on coconut, bananas and yams are 
lifted when the mother and child eat a little of these foods, before the hoi is discarded 
following its four nights of use. With the disposal of the hoi, the infant and its 
parents may once again eat food cooked on the ordinary household hearths.
For an eldest child, the bathing rite is performed in the usual way complete 
with the special hearth. When, however, the four nights of cooking on the hoi are 
completed, then the more elaborate ritual for "the coming down of a child" (lodon' 
ana') should be held, rather than simply feeding the mother and child coconut, 
banana and yam. An overnight vigil, as elders dance and sing the narrative of clan 
Liwun's origin and history, attends the coming down of the child the following 
morning. Finally, the baby's father’s sister disposes of the hoi (tudek hoi), by 
leaving it outside the village in a kenutin tree where it should never be burned 
(Liwun 1986:46).13 If the parents cannot afford to provision the more elaborate 
ceremony to coincide with the bathing rite of their eldest child, they may postpone it 
until the bathing rite of a subsequent child. Even then though, as I understand it, the 
ceremony refers back to the eldest child, for, as a woman who did this told me, the
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mother initially sits on the bamboo couch inside the house with all her children in her 
lap arrayed in their order of birth.
Until a woman married to a man of clan Liwun has gone through the ritual 
"coming down of a child", she is prohibited from eating forest deer or wild pig. The 
lifting of this taboo by means of the ritual requires, in preparation, the collection of 
an uneven number of legbones of these animals -  bones, that is, with scarcely any 
meat attached known as belego. Apart from going hunting themselves, the hosts rely 
on a prestation of such bones from the baby's progenitor. They also seek out anyone 
who has been successful in a hunt and request the bones from the legs of forest deer 
and wild pig amongst the kill. It may take months or years of such requests, 
including visits to numerous other villages, before sufficient bones are accumulated 
for the ceremony. Arndt (1940:60) mentions specifically seven legbones, whereas 
Liwun (1986:36) points out that any uneven number is appropriate. He suggests that 
of a possible eleven legbones, the hosts might accumulate six and the progenitors 
contribute five. The total number must be uneven, according to Liwun (1986:36-37), 
in order to signify perfection: an uneven number characterizes the child's future as 
shining and its personality as clever and wise. Accounts of the connotations of odd 
and even numbers among linguistically and culturally related populations indicate 
that uneven numbers are associated with life and its continuity, while even numbers 
signify completion and death (R.H.Bames 1982b: 17; Ruth Barnes 1989a:94-95, 
1989b:51-53).
For the ritual itself, one legbone is kept separate inside the house. This bone, I 
was told, should be an animal's right hind leg and may be hung from the lintel of the 
front door. Ideally, the ritual takes place at the Liwun residence regarded as the 
"great house" (lango belen') of the clan in Kawaliwu. When preparations are 
complete, the baby's mother's brother nominates the time when the ritual will be 
held. He arrives on the appointed day with a predetermined number of legbones, a 
quantity of the foods tabooed post partum and a textile in which to wrap the child. 
Liwun (1986:40-41) says the mother's brother or another representative of this 
progenitor line cuts through a cord holding leaves forming a barrier to the mother 
and child's room, after which the mother presents him with a pair of earrings. Then 
the baby's father's sister and other women whose husbands have the status of wife- 
takers to Liwun organize cooking of the foodstuffs, those to be distributed, as well as 
those to be consumed during the ritual. After the night of dancing and singing the 
clan history, as dawn approaches a senior woman married to a Liwun man splits a 
coconut above the head of the mother and her child, who are seated facing the 
mountain to which the community is oriented.
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In the morning, this senior woman carries the child wrapped in the textile out 
of the house with the mother following. While the mother and child sit outside on a 
mat, the senior woman arranges a distribution of the foods concerned in the ritual 
and known as kenaok: meat from the cooked legbones, as well as sliced coconut, 
banana and yam. Before any of this food may be eaten, a Liwun man must 
acknowledge the earth giving it a little of the kenaok foods, just as in other rituals 
the earth must be given precedence in receipt of rice and the choice meat from 
sacrificial animals. Even then, Liwun (1986:44) points out, none of the ritual foods 
may be consumed by women who are potential wives of Liwun men. Back inside 
the house, according to my informants, the mother and her eldest child are fed 
coconuts, bananas and yams, lifting the post partum prohibition on those foods. If a 
legbone was hung in the doorway, the mother will have touched her head against it 
as she came down out of the house. This bone is then cooked to be eaten solely by 
the mother, father and child marking the end of the taboo on the woman's eating 
meat of this kind. According to Liwun (1986:45), the legbone set aside for this 
purpose is touched to each joint of the mother's body thereby lifting the taboo on 
forest deer and wild pig.
In common with the bathing rite, this one brings to an end, for a mother and 
child, a period of post partum seclusion. More so than most other clans' birthing 
rites, Liwun's emphasize the mother and child’s liminality through their use of the 
pandanus leaf shade out of doors and their cooking on a hearth up off the ground 
indoors. Liwun's birthing rituals entail the mother and child eating foods (coconut, 
bananas, yams) previously prohibited to them since parturition. Furthermore, "the 
coming down of a child" lifts the possibly long-standing prohibition on the woman 
eating forest deer and wild pig.
Liwun (1986) interprets "the coming down of a child" as the child's initiation 
into membership of the clan and of human society in general. Indeed, the ritual may 
be seen as a more elaborate version, provided for an eldest child, of the bathing and 
affiliation rite accorded every Liwun child. The additional element in this ritual, 
however, is the lifting not only of the post partum taboos which apply to each 
confinement, but also the once-and-for-all removal, now she has become a mother, 
of the prohibition on a Liwun wife eating forest deer and wild pig. This suggests to 
me that the ritual is as much a transition in status for the new mother as for her first­
born child.
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SPLITTING THE COCONUT
Like other clans, Lamahewen, one of the "lord of the land" clans in the village 
of Lamatou, perform their version of the common bathing rite to affiliate the new­
born after the formulaic four days have passed. In addition, however, Lamahewen 
accord a first-born child (ana' weruin), together with its mother, another more 
elaborate ritual to terminate a range of post partum prohibitions. This ritual is 
known as legat kenaok, a phrase translated for me as, "to split the coconut", 
referring to the coconut as one of a number of items coming under the taboo lifted by 
this ceremony.
Until the ritual is performed, the mother and child are still relatively secluded 
inside the house, although they may move around freely within it and, since the 
bathing rite, in its immediate vicinity as well. During this time the father, mother 
and child must not eat coconut, bananas or yams. Furthermore, the mother may not 
use any coconut products at all. Since she cannot oil her own or the infant's hair with 
coconut infused water, she applies instead the juice of candle-nuts she has 
masticated. Food cooked for the mother, father, and child must be prepared on a 
special fire, which may only be lit by either of the methods of fire-making regarded 
as traditional: a split bamboo fire-drill (kemehe) or iron struck on a stone (keluli). 
This stipulation on the type of fire used for cooking is, however, relaxed for the 
father when he is away from the house (e.g. working his garden). Ritually "splitting 
the coconut" involves eating the prohibited foodstuffs and serves to lift these taboos 
from mother, father and child alike.
Unlike the bathing rite and like Liwun's "coming down of a child", this ritual is 
not a specifically female affair. On the occasion in 1986 when I was present in 
Lamatou at the legat kenaok for a child about six months old, large numbers of both 
men and women participated. The link with the simpler bathing rite is stressed, 
however, in the serving of fish as the proper garnish for rice eaten by the many 
guests during the ritual itself. Though a pig will be killed, most of the pork is 
distributed raw at the conclusion of the rites, to be cooked and eaten subsequently.
The infant's mother's mother's brother (MMB) is an honoured guest whose 
presence is required for the ceremony. The infant's father's mother's brother's clan 
(FMB) has the prerogative of decapitating the sacrificial pig. Throughout the ritual 
the affines (opu weruin) accorded historical precedence among wife-taking lines of 
the father's and child's clan have numerous tasks to perform in respect of 
provisioning the ceremony and lifting the taboos.
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The ceremony did not begin till after dark, when the older men and women of 
the community began to dance (hama opak) in the open area outside the 
Lamahewen clan house. As they danced, a few of the men took the lead in singing, 
phrase by phrase in the parallel forms of ritual language, the historical narrative of 
clan Lamahewen down to its present position in the village of Lamatou. The rest of 
the dancers acted as a chorus to those taking the lead.
Within the house, the mother and child sat facing the mountain (lie Kerewak) 
considered the origin place of the ritually precedent clan in this village. Beside the 
mother on the elevated platform lay a clan heirloom: the elephant tusk regarded as 
representing the clan ancestors. Here, the father's mother's brother ceremonially 
offered a little food to the short sword (pa'u belida) he would soon use to kill a large 
domestic pig. Having thus "sharpened" the sword for its work to come, he and a few 
other classificatory mother's brothers of the infant's father were honoured with a 
formal meal termed mati, consisting of a plate of rice shaped to resemble a 
mountain, served with a whole chicken accompaniment.
The mother's brothers of the infant's father then went outside, where the men 
and women singing and dancing paused, having completed one rendition of the clan 
history. Now the Lamahewen clan leader recited this narrative in rapid chant style 
(tutu' marin) entailing an initial call on the Divinity to be present. As the elder 
finished the chant, the infant's father's mother’s brother severed the head of the pig 
being held ready by representatives of two other clans, whose right it is to hold the 
head and tail respectively of animals for sacrifice in Lamatou. As in the more 
common bathing rite, this progenitor line of the host clan may present a textile to 
wrap the child and, if so, they exercise their prerogative to collect an elephant tusk in 
return. While younger people then worked for hours, dismembering the pig and 
chopping most of it up for the next day's food distribution, the older men and women 
recommenced the dancing and began another sung rendition of the clan's history. 
This time they interspersed sections of the narrative with singing of spontaneous 
riddles and suggestive paradoxes to add light relief and lengthen the performance 
which, apart from breaking for a meal of fish and rice, must continue as a vigil until 
dawn.
Inside the house, a representative of Lamahewen's first-bom wife-taking line 
prepared to split the coconut above the mother and child. He stood behind the 
mother who sat on a banana leaf, facing towards the mountain, and held another 
banana leaf over herself and the infant. As he cut the coconut in two, its milk 
splashed down towards the mother and child, lifting the taboo on their use of coconut 
products. This shower of coconut milk echoes the "cooling" of the mother in the
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bathing rite, although informants were equivocal about whether ritual cooling was 
involved here.
Overnight and into the next day, food was prepared for a distribution to all 
those attending the ritual. Each person initially contributed one small plaited 
container's worth of uncooked rice and would receive in return two such containers 
quantity of cooked rice to take home. The other items for distribution were all 
uncooked: the three tabooed foodstuffs (coconut, bananas, and yams), as well as 
cubes of raw pork from the sacrificial pig. By mid morning, these items were placed 
ready for distribution in large plaited containers in the courtyard outside the house. 
The raw pig's head was placed on a banana leaf on the ground nearby, with an 
heirloom Chinese platter beside it.
Adjacent to the pig's head were plates with the small portions of cooked rice 
and pork necessary for the rite acknowledging the earth (huke tana). In Lewolema, 
this rite must be performed with the cooked meat of any sacrificial animal prior to 
human consumption of its flesh. Huke entails one or more men from each of the 
"lord of the land" clans present at a ritual slaying offering a little of the beast's 
cooked flesh with rice to the earth, while the raw head of the animal lies on the 
ground nearby. Those who perform the offering then eat the remains of the food 
prepared for it, after which everyone may eat of the rest of the sacrificial animal. 
Until the earth has been acknowledged, it is considered unwise to make a food 
distribution lest someone eat of the sacrificial animal precipitously, resulting in 
disaster.
Once the huke had been performed at this "splitting the coconut" ritual, men of 
Lamahewen's wife-taking lines moved around the courtyard dividing cooked rice, the 
raw pig meat and uncooked coconut, banana and yams among the plaited containers 
placed open on the ground in front of their owners. At the conclusion of this 
distribution, guests attending departed for home with their containers of feast foods. 
Significantly, parents and those men and women who may yet become parents of a 
Lamahewen child may not eat of the coconut, bananas and yams distributed in this 
way, until they have taken a child through the ritual themselves. This prohibition 
applies only to the "splitting the coconut" instance of these foods, not to their 
everyday occurrence. Should any of these categories of people (Lamahewen men, a 
woman married to a Lamahewen man, or an as yet unmarried woman of any of 
Lamahewen's wife-giving lines) not have a child whom they have taken through this 
ceremony, yet nevertheless eat of these feast foods , they will fall ill.
After the guests had departed from the courtyard, the mother and child sat 
inside the house on the bamboo couch facing the mountain once again. A man of
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Lamahewen's first-born wife-taking line fed the baby and the mother a little banana, 
coconut, yam, boiled rice and cooked pork in that order. He fed by hand first the 
baby, then the mother this sequence of items four times over and, in so doing, lifted 
the post partum prohibition on their eating these foods. For any younger siblings, a 
similar ritual feeding to lift the food taboos on mother and child following parturition 
is incorporated into their initial bathing rite. In either case, eating these previously 
tabooed foods seems to indicate the mother and child are no longer heated from 
parturition and may incorporate items regarded as "cold" (coconut, banana, and 
presumably yam) and eat foods cooked on an ordinary household fire (the rice and 
pork). Women who have just given birth, as indeed the rice maiden immediately 
following the harvesting of rice into the field granary, are forbidden to consume 
things that are cold (e.g. cold water) because the coldness is regarded as inimical to 
them at this time.
Although the father is not ritually hand-fed the prohibited foods as part of 
"splitting the coconut", he too may eat of these foodstuffs once mother and child 
have been fed in that way. Lifting the taboos marks the end of legat kenaok, after 
which, the affines who performed particular tasks throughout the ritual are given a 
meal of rice, fish and pork. On the occasion I witnessed this meal, affines of 
progenitor lines were seated inside the house, while affines of wife-taking lines were 
seated outside in accordance with their differential status.
Interpreting this ritual requires some care. Affiliation of the infant to clan 
Lamahewen has already occurred in the bathing rite soon after its birth. This 
subsequent ritual clearly terminates for a mother, father and their first-born child a 
period of liminality characterizing the early phase of that child's life. Within limits, 
the ritual assimilates the father to the condition of his wife and child, thereby 
articulating their identity as a unit in some respects. Sociologically, during the ritual 
Lamahewen (the clan of the father and child) honour their two closest progenitor 
lines, one of whom kill the pig on their behalf, and also benefit from the services of 
their first-bom wife-taking line, who prepare and administer the foodstuffs required 
for the ceremony. The twin emphases of the ritual seem to be the recitation before 
Divinity of the clan's account of its history from its origin to the present and the 
symbolic movement of the mother, father and child from their reliance on a more 
restricted inventory to a wider range of cultural forms and practices.
Informant's explicatory statements were few, although their comments 
uniformly evoked notions of attaining a greater range of cultural items and processes. 
Thus, the forms of fire used prior to the ritual were described as "original" and 
"natural" (api alam); the banana leaves were said to symbolize the clothing worn by
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the ancestors long ago; and the Chinese platter was regarded as representing those 
manufactures subsequently introduced from the west (Sina-Jawa). According to one 
such account, the pig had a place in the ritual because the ancestors only began to eat 
coconuts, bananas and yams when they imitated pigs they saw doing so.
While some of these comments resemble just so stories or ipso facto accounts, 
they each articulate an understanding of the ritual as a recapitulation and re­
enactment of local cultural history. If so, the ritual may be regarded as the 
socializing and civilizing of the mother, her child and its father, in the context of clan 
Lamahewen's own historically constructed self-image and in the light of a local 
representation of the evolution of cultural practices. Recalling now the categories of 
persons who must not eat the distributed feast foods, we might conclude that men of 
Lamahewen and women who are their wives, themselves only become fully human 
with the reproduction of life in the person of their eldest child. Thus, while the ritual 
is a form of birth rite for an eldest child, it actually effects a life cycle transition for 
the child's parents. If those who may later become parents of a Hewen child took it 
upon themselves to eat of the distributed feast foods which mark this transition, they 
would be assuming a status which they have not yet achieved. Illness is the usual 
sanction for such presumptuous behaviour.
Furthermore, this ritual takes place in a village of co-resident clans of diverse 
origins -  some recognized as autochthonous, others acknowledged as immigrant -  
who have established rights and obligations in relationship to one another in the 
community of Lamatou and therefore in the domain of Lewolema. The clan 
narrative history recalls Lamahewen's own origins and recounts its entry into 
Lamatou, implying its negotiation of a certain position there. The ritual itself enacts 
and highlights the clan's distinctive approach to life cycle rites for parents and their 
first-born. This celebration of difference, however, is encapsulated in a broader 
frame which articulates other clans' precedence in the ritual life of the community. 
Thus, men of those two clans which have the right to hold the head and tail 
respectively of sacrificial animals in Lamatou do so during the evening slaughter. 
Next day, their wives receive the men, who acknowledge the land, by offering them 
betel-nut and palm wine after they perform this crucial task. What is more, the 
Lamahewen child and its mother undergoing the transition sit facing the mountain 
from which emerged the ancestors of the ritually precedent clan, Limahekin, who 
hold the head of sacrificial animals in Lamatou. Hence, in the performance of this 
ritual, Lamahewen assert their different traditions and their separate origins, but at 
the same time acknowledge the ritual precedence and sacrificial prerogatives of other
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clans in the village in terms of which they have now established themselves in this 
locality.
CONCLUSION
Birth rituals in the five Lewolema villages show some variation in the details 
of the common bathing rite (ohon kewae or ohon ana') and considerable differences 
among clans as to whether, and if so how, they mark attainment of full humanity in 
subsequent rites focusing on first-born children and their parents. Although my 
account of the rituals here is not exhaustive, it does cover all those performed by 
clans represented in the community of Lewotala.
On my analysis, the bathing rite replicates and completes the hazardous 
transition of childbirth. It marks the individuation of the new-born from the body of 
its genitrix and applies ritual "cooling" to promote the health and welfare of both 
mother and child. As symbolized by cotton strands securing the infant's joints, the 
life inhering in white blood and by implication the soul principle is ritually fixed in 
the new-born, while Divinity now recognizes this person as a member of the ritual 
community. A personal name is bestowed on the infant and clan affiliation occurs 
through the anointing with selected plant materials. This incorporation into a clan is 
articulated in the treatment of the baby's umbilical cord, which is hung from the 
"placental" tree uniting all clanspersons to one another through a putative common 
origin imaged in a botanic icon. As "descent" lines are thus generated, so crucial 
affinal obligations are acknowledged with the infant's mother's brothers formally 
witnessing the fecundity of their sister and establishing themselves as progenitors in 
relation to her offspring.
Becoming fully human is further elaborated by some clans in additional rituals 
effecting and expressing the significance for the parents, especially the mother, of 
reproducing life in the person of the eldest child. This subtle transition for the 
parents is couched in a reiteration of local cultural history, which involves both 
endogenous and exogenous influences. These rituals situate the recitation of a clan's 
account of their origin and distinctiveness within a performative acknowledgement 
of positions of precedence negotiated among clans within particular communities.
Since birth rites not only individuate persons but also, as I have argued here, 
incorporate them into "clans", I go on in the next chapter to examine this social 
category which features so prominently in the Lamaholot world.
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ENDNOTES
* Those specified in the report to which I am referring here (Departemen Pendidikan dan 
Kebudayaan 1984:172-174) are the infant's mother's brother (MB), mother's mother's brother (MMB) 
and mother’s mother's brother's wife's brother (MMBWB), that is, representatives of the three 
increasingly removed progenitor lines.
2 Not many clans place specific food taboos on the mother or father following the birth of a child. 
Among those who do impose post partum taboos of this kind are clan Lamahewen and clan Liwun, 
including the Liwun clan segments known by the names of their sacrificial offices in the village of 
Kawaliwu. Both these clans prohibit the mother, father and their new-born infant from doing certain 
things and eating particular foods, notably coconuts, bananas, and yams. For each of these clans, the 
prohibitions in the case of an eldest child and its parents continue beyond the bathing rite and are only 
lifted in subsequent rituals -  legat kenaok and lodon* ana* respectively. In the case of younger 
siblings, these separate rituals are not performed and the prohibitions which apply are lifted during the 
bathing rite. As consideration of the post partum food taboos imposed by these two clans entails 
discussion of the relevant rituals subsequent to the bathing rite for the eldest child, I analyse them 
when I deal with legat kenaok and lodon' ana' below.
3 Verheijen (1990) indentifies rita as Alstonia scholaris of the Apocynaceae family. The term I 
learnt as kepapa is presumably that recorded by Verheijen as kapape and equated with kapuka, 
which he identifies as Eucalyptus alba of the Myrtaceae family.
4 According to my informants, this woman may be kept company by as yet unmarried girls affiliated 
with the clan concerned. A different account of this (Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan 
1984:170) reports that there should be two women, each genealogical father’s sisters of the infant, 
both of whom are already married with children of their own. If so, then the task is assimilated to 
those services performed by representatives of wife-taking lines (opu), but in my experience this was 
not always the case.
5 Liwun (1986:34) also mentions lit6 and tewawa leaves used for this purpose by his clan. 
Unfortunately, he does not provide the Indonesian designations of these plants. Verheijen (1990) 
cites two kinds of lite, one a tree, Mallotus ricinifolius of the Euphorbiaceae family, and the other an 
unidentified shrub. His list does not provide an entry for tewawa.
6 I am not sure whether each clan uses the exact same set of ingredients, as I have not attended 
bathing rites conducted by every clan in the domain. The key ingredient, however, the kelapu, is said 
to be used by all the clans for affiliation purposes. In the case of Rian Tukan, the skin peeled from the 
kelapu root is accompanied by candle-nut (kemie), seku root, kajo runuk leaves and possibly its 
flowers. Kelapu is Fatoua pilosa of the Moraceae family (Verheijen 1990) long known for its use in 
the local medicinal practices of the Indonesian archipelago (de Clercq 1927:100). Verheijen (1990) 
cites seku as Kaempferia galanga of the Zingiberaceae family. I have not been able to identify kajo 
runuk to date.
 ^ The cross as a protective marker elicited some difference of opinion between those informants who 
insisted it was a pre-Christian local device and a few of the Catholics, who suspected it derived from 
missionary influence. One group of women with whom I followed textile production processes 
always placed a cross on the diagonal in what they said was the indigenous way to protect each of 
their vats of dye stuffs and containers of cotton. Wherever its origin, the cross-marker is understood 
nowadays as a sign which deters any external forces from entering and interfering with the thing so 
marked.
8 Vatter (1932:117-118) and Arndt (1940:30) both mention that until a child grows up, it may 
actually be called "no name" (naran tak£) or something unpleasant, for example "dog turd" (aho 
tain), in the hope of deterring the interest of spirits thought to have caused the childhood death of
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some of its elder siblings. When it is safely grown-up, it then reverts to the name formally conferred, 
but never used, in childhood.
9 Towe ana* is the Lamaholot equivalent of the Rotinese expression which Fox (1971:230) 
explicates as implying a relationship of protection. Although in Roti the standard frame may be filled 
with prestations of different material content and more or less extravagant form, the gifts must accord 
with a series of opposed categories in which cloth from the mother’s brother is set against gold, silver, 
or other valuables from the sister's children. In Roti, too, this gift is an optional prestation. There, "it 
validates a relationship that might otherwise be disputed" and since it also inaugurates a relationship, 
"it is the conventional procedure by which clients, immigrants from other islands or other states on 
Roti, seek to gain mother's brothers for themselves" (Fox 1971:230-231). Of eastern Flores, Arndt 
(1940:30, 50) says that in Lewokun the mother's brother receives an elephant tusk, while the father’s 
eldest sister receives a textile and the father's other sisters receive jewellery; in the Tanjung Bunga 
peninsula the mother's brother receives a tusk if he gives the child a name and in return he presents his 
sister with a textile.
10 To my knowledge, no lodon' ana' was performed during my time in eastern Flores, so the 
discussion here relies on descriptions I was given and the account provided by an affiliate of the clan 
in Liwun (1986).
11 Liwun (1986:33) says the hoi must be made of kedanga wood "because this wood constitutes part 
of the ancestral estate of the clan". Verheijen (1990) identifies kedanga as Kleinhovia hospita of the 
Sterculiaceae family.
12 Wato means "a stone". Kenikat otherwise means a bent piece of dried lontar leaf used as a guide 
for the knife, when slicing a whole lontar leaf into strips, so that the strips for making plaited 
containers of various kinds are cut from the whole leaf at an even and constant width. A related term, 
nikat, refers to a bamboo digging-stick used in planting the first field each agricultural season. Both 
terms derive from the verb sikat, meaning "to fit" or "to jibe" and in the expression sikat tahan', 
Indonesian bercocok tanam, "to till the soil and plant the rice".
12 Materials disposed of in this way seem to be regarded as a token of a cultural item of a particular 
type which is reconstituted for use over and over again and, therefore, must not be destroyed by fire. 
Verheijen (1990) identifies kenutin/nuting as Lagerstroemia flos-reginae of the Lythraceae family.
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Indigo dyeing skeins of hand-spun local cotton
Textile production is culturally prestigious women's work. Indigo dyeing is done on 
an individual basis, often as here just outside the house by the household granary.
Chapter Three
CLAN RIGHTS : GENDERED PERSONS 
AND CORPORATE CULTS
INTRODUCTION
In Lewolema, people have rights in and obligations to their natal clan, but 
these rights are fundamentally differentiated according to the gender of the person 
concerned. A man's relationship with the clan to which he is affiliated during his 
birth rites remains relatively constant over his lifetime and beyond. In special 
circumstances, he may activate residual rights in a progenitor clan, that of his mother 
or his mother's mother, while he has clear prerogatives in respect of his sisters’ 
children affiliated to other clans. The position of women in respect of clans is more 
complex. Any analysis must take into account not only a woman's affiliation to her 
natal clan, but also her intense involvement with the clan of her husband and 
children. For most though not all women, these will be two different clans and the 
relationship with each of them at any time depends on the point a woman has 
reached in her own life cycle.
This chapter, then, begins with male and female persons and their differential 
rights in clans. It delineates clans as corporate cults and goes on to examine the 
context-dependent segmentary nature of clans as well as the rights of clans in 
persons. As cults, clans contribute to shaping the social identity of persons and 
promoting their good fortune. As corporations, clans have definite rights in persons, 
which at least in the case of women are, I suggest, more socially significant than the 
person's rights in the clan.
Through clans, people establish their links to place, both place of origin and 
place of residence. A notion of the ancestral origin of each clan is reflected in the 
characteristics -  interdictions, positive injunctions, special knowledge -  which 
distinguish its affiliates. The oral narrative of a clan's history also encodes its claims 
in respect of rights in or access to land and possibly ritual responsibility for land in 
Lewolema. Such rights and prerogatives are established and negotiated through a 
continuing historical process of interaction with other clans in at least one of the 
communities in the domain, all of which mediate recognition of rights of various 
kinds within its territory.
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GENDERED PERSONS
Processes of childhood socialization and education in Lewolema villages are 
rather different nowadays, under the auspices of the Indonesian Republic and the 
Catholic Church, than they were in former times. The state emphasizes schooling for 
both girls and boys and almost all children do attend at least some years of primary 
school. The Church provides the sacraments of First Communion annually and 
Confirmation about every five years. These are taken at some stage by most young 
people. Indeed, First Communion has attained the status of a major life cycle event 
for children. It is celebrated by every participant child's household with considerable 
feasting, much to the embarrassment of the Church and the chagrin of Indonesian 
government authorities. Both these institutions formally preach against "wasteful" 
slaughter of livestock for religious rituals of any kind.
Detailed and reliable information on stages of maturation and their marking in 
times past is scarce. In response to my enquiries about children's development, I was 
given a range of everyday phrases similar to those recorded by Vatter (1932:118). In 
Lamaholot, as in Indonesian, the new-born is described as a child characterized by 
redness (ana* kemeak). Other expressions refer to a youngster's increasing self 
control. Thus, it gradually learns to sit (tobo), crawl (rogo), stand holding on to 
something (de'i deet), walk and fall intermittently (läge dekak), walk fast (pana 
kelea), run (heder) and eventually keep itself clean (tawa lae).
Gender differentiation emerges in the contrasting hair-styles no longer in use, 
but reportedly once given to male and female children and adolescents. Speaking of 
Lewokun, Amdt (1940:31) mentions that when a young child needs its first haircut at 
the hands of its mother's brother, the mother presents her brother with a chicken and 
the hair shavings are subsequently placed at the base of a banyan tree for the good of 
the child’s health. Nowadays, to the best of my knowledge, no ritual is associated 
with cutting a child's hair even for the first time. Nevertheless, information gathered 
in Lewotala by a team of Indonesian researchers indicates that there used to be 
stipulations about who should cut a young child's hair, as well as about the styles of 
hair worn by older children and adolescents of marriageable age. According to these 
researchers (Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan 1984:179-183), the hair of 
children under the age of five was not to be cut by their own parents. Rather it was 
tended by the child's mother's brother, who would come to his sister's child's 
residence for this purpose on the invitation of the child's parents. The mother's 
brother then used his lontar-slicing knife (mere') as a razor to shave the head of the 
boy or girl child, leaving only a shock of hair at the sister's child's crown. This was
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left to protect the fontanelle. The mother's brother's wife would collect the hair 
trimmings, take them away and deposit them between a leaf and the trunk of a 
banana plant. This action was said to keep the head of the sister's child "cool" like 
the trunk of the banana palm, so the child's hair would grow thick and healthy. 
Following the haircut, the mother's brother would symbolically clothe the sister's 
child by presenting a woven textile. 1
To conclude this haircutting rite, the mother's brother and his party would be 
honoured with the affinally appropriate meal of rice in the shape of a mountain 
(mati) served with whole chicken, while the sister's child's household would eat rice 
with a garnish of fish. Although I did not pursue this point in Lewotala, the 
conclusions of the report from which this account is drawn are consistent with my 
experience of affinal relations there, particularly the importance of the mother's 
brother in life cycle transitions. The authors conclude (Departemen Pendidikan dan 
Kebudayaan 1984:189) that this haircutting marks the transition from baby to 
childhood and that the mother's brother shares in moral responsibility for the child. 
If anything, the mother's brother's prerogative to cut the child's hair might be 
interpreted more actively than indicating moral responsibility, in as much as the 
mother's brother effects the transition and thereby vouchsafes the (spiritual) integrity 
of the child undergoing it.
According to my informants, as well as the report referred to here (Departemen 
Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan 1984:180,183-5,189), during childhood proper the 
parents take over tending the child's hair and cut it according to gender-differentiated 
styles. In former times, a boy's hair was shaved completely and he might have his 
ear lobes pierced, while a girl's hair was shaved at the front but allowed to grow long 
from the back of the head. These styles indicated the children’s lack of mastery of 
key male and female tasks: the boys could not yet tap lontar themselves, nor work a 
swidden in their own right; the girls did not yet know how to warp a loom, nor weave 
a cloth.
When young men began to work successfully at these subsistence tasks (ola 
here') and young women started to warp a loom and weave textiles (neket tane), 
this move towards self-sufficiency, social maturation and full participation in group 
life was marked with quite different hair-styles. Now well into their teens, young 
men (keropon or kemamun) let their hair grow long and loose below their 
shoulders, apart from the occasional trim, and wore silver earrings containing red 
thread. Young women (kebarek or temona) let the front section of their hair grow, 
combing it forward and cutting it across evenly to form a fringe. They too wore 
silver earrings decorated with red thread and were allowed to wear beads, ivory
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bracelets and/or metal anklets. Once she was betrothed, a young woman let her 
fringe grow out and combed the front section of her hair back away from her face. 
Apparently, anyone who cut the hair of a betrothed girl into the fringe style of the 
unattached was liable for a fine (Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan 
1984:185). These hair-styles, thus, indicated competence in key productive activities 
on the part of young men and woman respectively. Together with the adornments 
these adolescents now wore, the hair-styles marked their availability or otherwise for 
courting and testified that their subsistence skills were sufficient for marriageable 
status.2
In the parallelism of formal speech, such young men had 
tawa kopon gere mamun grown up male, come up manly
tawa seni gere ladun emerged phallic, arisen warlike.
Tawa is the verb to grow, as plants grow, and gere the verb to ascend or to climb up. 
Kopon mamun are both terms for young men, in everyday speech keropon or 
kemamun. Seni ladun are categorically the decorations of a man dressed for war, 
but the phrase serves here as a euphemism for the development of male genitalia at 
puberty. Young women, at this stage of life, have
tawa jedo gere barek grown up female, come up womanly
tawa tuho gere rata sprouted breasts, developed hair.
Barek is an abbreviation of one everyday word for young woman (kebarek) and 
jedo is its ritual language complement. Tuho means breast and rata means hair, in 
this instance probably referring to the growth of pubic hair.
In eastern Flores, circumcision is not practised by local people unless they are 
adherents of Islam. As far as I know, there was never any ritual marking puberty as 
such, nor any rite associated with tattooing. Vatter (1932:49, 122) also mentions the 
lack of any special rites to mark puberty, but describes tattooing and toothfiling as 
the outward signs of a young person's entry into sexual maturity. Although strongly 
discouraged in recent decades by School and Church alike, facial and body tattoos do 
adorn the older generations of Lewolema villagers. No particular person, affinally or 
otherwise related, seems to have been responsible for applying these tattoos to 
individuals. Some of my informants mentioned that friends not much older than 
themselves had done the tattooing, when they were young people of courting age. At 
least some tattoos are said to be gender-specific designs, although a degree of 
crossover is apparently quite acceptable according to personal preference. Despite 
being mainly decorative in this life, the elders did point out that local forms of tattoo 
were important in an individual's gaining recognition and acceptance by their 
predecessors, when that person eventually reached the place of the dead. Indeed,
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Vatter (1932:49) reports as local belief that "the souls of those without tattoos on 
arrival at the place of the dead are chased away with abuse and ignominy and then 
must wander about restlessly for all eternity".
DIVISIONS OF LABOUR
As the tools of trade prepared for birthing rites indicate, villagers 
simultaneously employ a rather static conventional as well as a much more dynamic 
experiential sexual division of labour. The culturally conventional view has 
women's productive and reproductive tasks focused on child care, household 
provisioning (including barter trade) and the processing of home-grown cotton into 
woven textiles for clothing and exchange. Subsumed here in the notion of cooking 
for the household, a great deal of women's time is actually spent on the preliminary 
gathering of fire wood, fetching water, picking vegetables, husking rice and feeding 
pigs. Collecting fire wood and water is so much a preoccupation of women's work 
that it forms a euphemism for menstruation, which women refer to as "our work" 
(gerian käme) or by analogy "my water and wood" (wai kajo go'en). As well as 
exchanging mostly tubers for the salt processed by women living on the coast, 
upland village women also barter and sell garden produce at the weekly coastal 
market. Some women stoke the fire all day beneath their husband's lontar-juice still 
and then wholesale or retail the palm wine produced. Often widows or other 
impecunious women act as retailers on behalf of these producers. They can sell the 
palm wine surreptitiously at the local market, a practice outlawed in recent years, or 
deliver it legally door to door "on subscription" to regular customers in the urban 
environs around Larantuka.
Local textile production was, and still is, culturally prestigious women's work. 
Indigo dyeing is generally done on an individual basis. The more exacting red 
dyeing is usually carried out on a group basis, led by a woman highly skilled in this 
regard. As in the paired phrases once used to refer to adolescents' mastery of 
essential productive tasks preliminary to courting and marriage, women's textile 
work (neket tane) is generally set alongside men's garden work and lontar-tapping 
(ola here'). These key productive activities characterize each gender's role in the 
local division of labour. While the juxtaposition is apt in its own way, if this 
conventional characterization were ever an adequate summation of the actual 
situation, it certainly is not so nowadays. Of the many women I spoke with in the 
course of interviews to collect basic census and socioeconomic data in Lewotala,
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only one elderly woman responded in these conventional terms to my inquiring 
about women of the household's involvement in garden work. "Women don't work 
gardens (ola man)", she corrected me sharply, as if offended by the suggestion. 
"Even nowadays?" I asked. "Well", she hesitated, "not unless they have to because 
their man is dead or away working in Malaysia". "What d£> they do?" I asked. 
"Make cloths", she replied, indicating proudly the textile she had donned to have her 
photo taken. For me, this sums up the status of women's textile work as cultural 
ideal. In fact, since a modernization drive by local government officials in the 1970s 
disrupted the customary mode of transmission of textile skills, many women under 
forty years of age have not actually mastered the full range of textile production 
techniques.
With changes in land tenure well under way from shifting cultivation on clan 
land to household gardens on fixed fields, women have become increasingly 
involved in agricultural work, either assisting their menfolk or in their own right as 
actual or labour migration widows. In such cases, access to garden land has become 
a crucial subsistence concern of women as well as men. Another continuing 
development is the cultivation of cash crops, often involving both men and women, 
and the consequent diversification and commercialization of the economy away from 
its subsistence base. Otherwise, Lewotalans of all ages, but especially women, in 
need of cash for school fees and consumer items pile up rocks from the dry river bed 
on village land near the south coast. These rock piles are then sold to road-makers 
and other construction contractors throughout the dry season.
If substantial sums of money are required, men alone or accompanied by their 
families and in more recent years even single women make their way to the states of 
East Malaysia. There they work on plantations as wage labourers: men as field 
hands and women as cooks, clothes washers, and household help. Some labour 
migrants save enough to repay their borrowed travel funds and return home to 
construct a brick house with corrugated iron roof and possibly even a concrete floor. 
Others do not save anything and some never return to the village at all. A significant 
number of Lewotala men establish, for a decade or more, a pattern of circular 
migration which sees them return to the village for short stays with their family 
every few years. In one such instance, an older man was joking about his son having 
adopted this life-style. It amounted, he said, to a new way of conforming to the local 
expectation of family planning by spacing children at a minimum of two-year 
intervals.
In former times, before such labour migration began, men's productive lives 
revolved around breeding livestock (goats and pigs), hunting game, tapping lontar
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palms, and working swiddens. The yearly round of subsistence activities might 
extend to brewing palm wine and trading it some distance away, even as far as 
Maumere between the wars. Until recently, limited outbreaks of local warfare 
constituted another crucial male activity. Warfare might occur between communities 
(and according to historical narratives between clans or peoples) as a result of 
arguments over missing livestock, fixing land boundaries, access to water sources, 
and treatment of women. Even nowadays, communities in dispute over resources, 
like land and water, come very close to outright hostilities at times.
In increasing numbers since Indonesian independence, village men have joined 
the ranks of school teachers, lawyers, and Catholic clergy as well as the Republic's 
armed forces and civil service. A few women from Lewolema villages have also 
moved into these new arenas of employment, mostly with educational or Church 
agencies and occasionally as field officers in family planning or the health services 
of local government authorities.
CLANS AS CORPORATIONS
While key productive inputs for subsistence purposes -  land and labour -  were 
once located within clans, this situation has been changing gradually over the last 
four decades. Rights to work agricultural land within the domain of Lewolema are 
based on precedence, as recounted in oral histories of the clans and their interaction. 
These narratives articulate relationships between certain areas of land and particular 
clan segments concentrated in one or other of the five villages (six if Lewotala and 
Rian Kotek are counted separately for this purpose). Within the area generally 
recognized as comprising the agricultural land worked by a given village, specific 
clans had rights over numerous delineated fields (newa) of between one and two 
hectares each. A number of adjacent newa fields formed a single, named swidden 
(etan). Each year one swidden was opened for cultivation, while the others were 
ideally left fallow. Clan rights to such fields usually rest on oral historical consensus 
that clan ancestors originally cleared the primary forest from that land and were the 
first to cultivate it. Otherwise, clan rights over these fields may have been acquired 
subsequently from the first cultivators, when clan ancestors provided them with an 
elephant tusk or sacrificial animal they needed for some ritual or exchange 
obligation.
By the period between the two World Wars, most Lewotala clans had 
apparently acquired some (more or less extensive) field rights in the village's various
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swiddens, though clan man-land ratios were by no means uniform. Every year, when 
the decision was taken to open a specific swidden, the elder of each clan would 
allocate places in the clan's newa fields within that swidden to male clan members. 
Clans with an excess of land in the swidden over available manpower would invite 
men of other clans, generally their sisters' husbands, to work the clan fields with 
them on a purely crop-sharing basis. In this way, each clan newa was worked 
cooperatively by up to four men, who were usually clan members and their wife­
taking affines (opu). After the harvest, the produce of each newa field was divided 
evenly among the men who had worked it. According to one Lewotala elder, 
villagers might also work small plots of land on a fixed-field basis (netak) for up to 
ten years at a time. This was on land cleared by clan forebears, apart from the named 
swiddens and adjacent to similar plots worked by clansmen. These small gardens 
allowed householders to cultivate quick-growing vegetables or tubers for immediate 
consumption. They also favoured some items not generally planted in swiddens, 
such as slow-yielding fruit trees like coconuts or mangos. During the last four 
decades, this type of (semi-)permanent garden has become increasingly popular in 
conjunction with cash crops and the division of clan-based landholdings. Much clan 
land has now been subdivided into male householder plots, allocated to individuals 
by the head of each clan respectively.
This distribution of Lewotala's clan lands among male affiliates began in the 
1950s. First, the village elders decided to thwart continuing encroachment on 
Lewotala land from a village of a neighbouring domain. They did this by parcelling 
the vulnerable area into strips of land for permanent farming and allocating one to 
each Lewotalan man over sixteen years of age. Then in the 1960s the local 
government, promoting fixed fields and cash crops, began measuring the strips of 
land already parcelled out. For an administrative fee, they were providing the 
owners with certificates of title. Some strips of land changed hands, simply 
relinquished to anyone who could pay the fee for title, before this scheme was 
abandoned due to a reorganization of local government structure. By the mid 1960s, 
in response to government exhortation, Lewotala elders agreed to open permanently 
the swidden adjoining these individually held strips of land. This swidden was 
farmed in the usual way, but after the harvest each newa field was divided among 
the four men, who had worked it that year, for continuous fixed-field gardening. 
This practice caught on and occurred gradually in a number of adjacent swiddens. 
By the mid 1970s, Lewotala clans had thus divided all their lowland holdings out 
among their adult male affiliates. During the 1980s, further allocations of clan land 
extended this process into the village's highland swiddens. All Lewotala village land
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is now technically divided among male householders on a de facto basis, although 
some of it is still being worked by the elders as swiddens in rotation considered 
essential to the ritual regulation of the agricultural cycle.
This sketch of changing social and economic circumstances in Lewotala allows 
me to draw attention to certain aspects of the relationship between persons and clans 
as corporations. With the gradual shift from clan rights over swidden fields to adult 
male rights over garden plots, the household is rapidly becoming the unit of 
production as well as the locus of consumption. This change has opened the way for 
women to become agricultural producers beside their menfolk, but it also highlights 
the difference between men's and women’s rights in clan resources. Nowadays, 
unmarried women work alongside their fathers and brothers on the land these men 
acquired from their natal clan. Married women, living with their husband of another 
clan, work alongside their husband and sons on the land acquired from that clan. 
Women who are spinsters, separated, or widowed may and do establish their own 
households, but they still have no access to agricultural land in their own right. They 
must rely on the goodwill of a man of either their natal or marital clan to allow them 
to borrow and work some of that man's own garden plots.
Although some men from clans which had very little land in Lewotala have 
returned from labour migration and used the capital they acquired there to purchase 
land, no woman has yet attempted to do this. Some women are, however, utilizing 
land allocated to a husband or son away indefinitely in Malaysia and this gives them 
de facto access to productive resources. Otherwise, spinsters and widows without 
sons or husbands usually rely on the generous instincts of their brothers to gain 
access to garden plots for their subsistence and/or cash crop production. Thus, apart 
from some alienation of clan land through sale within and even outside the village, 
the basic relations of men and women to the productive resources of (corporate) 
clans remain fundamentally differentiated and substantially unchanged.
Clans as corporations share interests in more than just land. Long before this 
recent commoditization of land, some conversion between forms of capital took 
place both within and between clans. Thus, clan rights in newa fields might be 
acquired through providing a much needed elephant tusk or sacrificial animal to 
another clan. In a good year, part of the harvest could be sold to merchants from 
Larantuka or Maumere to acquire an Indian trade textile or an elephant tusk to add to 
the clan's store of wealth and prestige. Or a portion of the clan members' rice crop 
might be set aside, as was done by one Lewotala clan in the 1950s and 1960s, for 
lending on a "return two for every one borrowed" basis to other less fortunate 
households. This particular enterprise financed that clan's male elders of the day in
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building the first group of brick houses in Lewotala over twenty years ago. More 
recently, the same clan sold its elephant tusks and patola cloths not considered 
essential for clan ritual. It did so, in order to establish a cash reserve from which its 
younger members may borrow to finance their initial labour migration transport 
costs. This was explicitly described to me, by one of the leaders of the middle 
generation of the clan, as converting resources to a new form of capital (modal) more 
appropriate to the contemporary era.
Transactions of this kind and indeed allocations of clan lands as such have, 
however, often led to bitter disputes within the community. The modem alienation 
of more traditional items of clan wealth, such as tusks and textiles, has sometimes 
generated serious rifts between elders within particular clans. These rifts are partly 
over whether certain items should be retained for ritual or exchange purposes. 
Occasionally, the dispute concerns actual ownership of wealth items, which might be 
regarded as clan capital in common by some, but claimed as personal patrilateral 
inheritance by others.
But if land and heirlooms have long constituted forms of clan capital, persons 
are certainly another clan resource. Subsistence production activities require 
considerable labour, at least at some stages of the agricultural cycle. In former times, 
manpower was necessary not only to work the swiddens, but also as a fighting force 
essential to the integrity of the clan and the defence of the community. Women's 
textile production, as well as providing clothing, made a crucial contribution to the 
repertoire of items for affinal exchange. Above all, a woman's procreative capacity, 
although appropriated by other clans, was vouchsafed by her natal clan which 
maintained a lien on her and her offspring accordingly. As one informant put it: "A 
married woman remains affiliated to her natal clan and continues to use its name as 
her own, not because she retains any rights in that clan, but rather because the clan 
maintains and asserts its rights in her". Indeed, if other forms of clan capital can be 
alienated from the corporation, persons, although their attachment may be attenuated 
in various ways, remain inalienable clan resources throughout their lifetime and even 
beyond.
The clearest instance of this inalienability is the rights clans retain in the 
productive and reproductive potential of their male and female affiliates respectively. 
Even if children are reared to adulthood by a different clan, their natal clan retains 
the right to utilize the young man's labour and to bestow the young woman's 
fecundity. In such cases, however, the nurturing clan must be compensated for the 
sustenance (wai lala, literally, water and porridge) they have provided to the 
children. This compensation takes the form of an elephant tusk (bala), referred to in
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these circumstances as bala wai lala. It is provided to the clan of nurturance by the 
clan of affiliation, if and when this latter clan call on the young man to take his place 
as part of his natal clan's labour and fighting force or seek to bestow the young 
woman in marriage, thus receiving bridewealth credits for her. In most of these 
cases, all the children of one mother neglected by their clan of affiliation (most likely 
that of their father) are reared by a progenitor clan (usually that of their mother's 
brother). One wai lala elephant tusk is then sufficient to redeem all the siblings for 
their natal clan.
Among contemporary instances of this situation, I cite here one relating to a set 
of exclusively male siblings and one where a young woman, as well as her brothers, 
was involved. In the former case, the father of three sons affiliated to his clan 
(Tukan Lango Belen) went on a labour migration trip to Jakarta, married again and 
eventually died there. In Lewotala, his sons and their mother were taken in by the 
mother's clan (Hurit Lango Belen). Two boys and the mother have died, while the 
third boy is regarded as a de facto son by the mother's brother who reared him. 
Should the young man ever be summoned by his natal clan Tukan Lango Belen, the 
nurturing household of Hurit Lango Belen would demand a wai lala tusk to 
compensate them for nourishing the sibling set over the years. As the household 
who reared the boy has few children surviving to adulthood, however, the natal clan 
may be sympathetic enough to refrain from exercising their lien on this young man 
and allow the de facto arrangement to continue indefinitely. If so, no wai lala tusk 
will change hands.
In the case involving a young woman as well as her brothers, the children's 
mother left their father (Hurit Horowura), because he lost interest in her after he took 
a second wife. The children and their mother were cared for by the mother's parents 
initially and by the mother's brother (Limahekin) later on following the parents' 
death. When the young woman was of marriageable age, the clan of affiliation 
(Hurit Horowura) agreed to bestow her on a man of one of their wife-taking lines 
(Tukan Lango Belen) and the nurturing clan (Limahekin) demanded the wai lala 
tusk for the sibling set. If bridewealth were going to be paid, a tusk initially 
transferred from Tukan Lango Belen to Hurit Horowura could then be passed on to 
the nurturing clan (Limahekin) as the wai lala compensation. However, like most 
marriages, this one was expected to be part of a cyclic set of unions over time, so no 
tusks actually had to change hands in respect of the bestowal itself. This left Hurit 
Horowura looking for a tusk to provide to Limahekin as wai lala. In fact, in this 
instance, compensation was paid in the form of land with the transfer of a three- 
quarter hectare garden plot (netak) from the natal clan to the nurturing household.
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The rights a clan retains in its female affiliates even after their marriage to men 
of other clans is attested in the mortuary transfer of elephant tusks from the 
husband's clan to the deceased woman's natal clan. The whole series of affinal 
exchanges of which this death payment forms a part is discussed in Chapters Four 
and Six below. Here I just want to point out that the natal clan's lien on a woman's 
reproductive life extends not only up to her death, but also beyond to the death of her 
sons. When a married woman with adult children passes away, one of her natal 
clansmen views the corpse and only gives permission for burial on receipt, or at least 
sighting, of the (two) elephant tusks referred to as kajo ratan, literally, wooden 
skewer(s) from her hair. Then, when the last of her sons dies, the woman's natal clan 
receives three more tusks referred to as beola tenugu, literally, the working of fields. 
Thus, a woman's clan of affiliation bestow her fecundity on a man of another clan, 
but come her death the natal clan take back a part of her person in the form of the 
tusk "hair skewer". Furthermore, with the passing of all her sons, their mother's 
brother's clan receives a share of the product distilled from their agricultural labours 
over the years.
This progenitor relationship can involve not just a lien on labour productivity 
in another clan, but also a reverse opportunity in which a sister's son's line may 
constitute itself inheritor of the prerogatives of a mother's brother's clan which has 
become extinct. At least in these circumstances of the mother's brother's 
disappearance, the offspring of the sister can activate what might be termed residual 
rights in the resources of the progenitor clan. Such an assumption of resources and 
associated ritual obligations is, however, rather presumptuous. It requires audacity 
and daring, as well as cautious testing of the elements to be sure this provocative 
behaviour does not incur the same fate as that suffered by the mother's brother's clan. 
A particular instance of this occurs in the oral historical account of Hurit, the pre­
eminent clan in Lewotala. This narrative relates how Hurit, one brother among three 
sons of an immigrant ancestor, alone became custodian of a certain area of land 
(tana ehan or tana Kajobahi) previously held by the autochthones of the sibling 
set's now extinct mother's brother's line, Kajobahi.
Clans as corporations, then, have rights in male and female persons affiliated to 
the clan. Through its women bestowed on men of other clans, a corporate clan 
acquires interests in the production and reproduction going on in clans of its sisters' 
children. In turn, these clans of sisters' children may constitute themselves 
beneficiaries of resources, such as land, should their progenitor clan become extinct. 
It is, thus, clans' rights in and through women in particular which generate and 
facilitate these interests in and claims upon the capital accumulation of other clans.
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CLANS AS CULTS
With the semantic parallelism characteristic of Lamaholot ritual language, the 
phrase suku pulo wungun lema refers to a totality of clans, literally, 10 suku/5 
wungun. The numbers ten and five paired in this way imply the full quota of clans, 
however many that may actually be in a particular context. The term suku is used in 
Malay and Indonesian with various meanings, including a "quarter" or "one-fourth" 
and "extended family" or "ethnic group" (Echols and Shadily 1963:348). It is also 
used in Lamaholot with the meaning I have translated as "clan", to refer to a group of 
persons locally conceptualized as agnates sharing a common origin. In fact, as I 
have pointed out above, persons regarded as belonging to the same clan (suku) are 
not necessarily agnatically related and, as I will indicate below, do not always share 
a common ancestral origin.
The word wungun (wun in some other dialects of Lamaholot) has been 
translated in the literature on the area as "prohibition" or "taboo" (Vatter 1932:74), 
"totem" in the sense of "forbidden animal or plant" (Arndt 1940:52) and as meaning 
clan or lineage (Vatter 1932:149; Arndt 1940:146,198; Ouwehand 1950:62). 
Although the word is used as a semantic complement to clan (suku) in ritual 
language, the former translations are more accurate than the latter. In Lewotala at 
least, neither "clan" nor "lineage" are suitable renderings of the term. My Lewotala 
informants translated wungun for me as the customs of a clan (adat suku punya). 
As such, the concept includes both positive and negative injunctions on the 
behaviour of clan affiliates and associates. So, for instance, a clan's customs as 
regards disposing of the umbilical cord-placenta and performing the bathing rite are 
part of its wungun. Prohibitions, such as food taboos, are also aspects of clan 
wungun. Thus, affiliates and associates of clan Liwun do not eat the leaves and 
flowers of a kind of white gourd (kela'a), the fruit of a wild banana plant (muko 
baki), nor birds related to the hawk (lusi, klitok). The prohibitions stem from the 
role played by such birds and these plant varieties, as depicted in the clan's origin 
narrative, in giving birth to and protecting the apical ancestor of clan Liwun (Liwun 
1986:37-38).3 Men of clan Rian Tukan, their wives and children do not eat civet cat 
or wood pigeon, creatures referred to as Tukan's wungun. Other forms of prescribed 
and proscribed behaviour, also termed wungun, are enjoined upon women married 
to men of the clan: they should always be the ones to open the door of the house in 
the morning, must not sit in any doorway and should never be the ones to close the 
door in the evening. Of the Lewotala women I asked about wungun, most said they 
began to follow the wungun of their husband's clan on marriage, but continued to
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adhere to their natal clan's prohibitions as well. In the preceding chapter, I referred 
to wungun as characteristics and taboos. A more exact rendering might be shared 
characteristics, inherent or acquired and often associated with the mythic origins of 
clans, relating persons in social groupings to one another as well as to aspects of 
their natural and cultural environment.
The wungun of persons and clans were further described to me as analogous to 
the ahik lean of the ritual fire (ape rera) put to burn the swidden each year and the 
ahik lean (or more generally the ilu' pelea) of the rice maiden in agricultural rituals. 
Unfortunately, none of these temis are easy to understand let alone translate, so I will 
detail the analogy being drawn here. The ahik lean of the fire in the first swidden to 
be ritually burned each year is squid (keloba): when a little squid is tossed on the 
fire, the flames are said to attach themselves to the felled timber as if by suction or 
glue. Colloquially, this squid was also referred to as the ilmu, literally, science or 
wungun of the fire. In agricultural ritual, the rice maiden is sometimes represented 
by a small pig, because a pig (wawe) is said to be her wungun. The spleen of a 
sacrificial goat serves during planting, harvesting, and threshing rites, as an augur of 
the rice crop concerned. Examining the spleen on these occasions is referred to as 
the rice maiden's ahik lean, a phrase translated for me in this context as her siasat: 
tactics, strategy, system, method, consideration. These rites are part of overall 
agricultural ritual practice, which know-how is itself termed ilu' pelea.
If, therefore, persons and clans have wungun, where the swidden fire and the 
rice maiden have ahik lean, this analogy suggests that shared characteristics, form of 
being and style of activity are all encapsulated in the concept of wungun. Finally, 
these clan traits must be acknowledged (wungun nelan) in ritual contexts in a form 
akin to feeding and nourishing (pa'u). So, too, agricultural ritual (ilu' pelea) of a 
certain style (ilu' belen') requires particular offerings of food and drink to nurture 
items and processes (ilu' nuke pelea nelan) essential to the efficacy of the rites. In 
these respects, the nature of clans as cults focusing on shared identity and ancestral 
origins, common obligations and ritual prerogatives comes to the fore.
The ancestral element of this cult activity emerges strongly in a series of clan 
rituals held annually by individual clans in sequence to nurture their ancestors (pa'u 
kaka bapa). Kaka bapa, literally, elder same-sex sibling/father, is the shorthand 
phrase used to refer to the ancestors. The male bias to this term does not, I was told, 
exclude female ancestors who are also understood to be subsumed within it. Indeed, 
the full expression is kaka bapa kajo bala wato tonu. Kajo bala, literally, trees 
like elephant tusks has male connotations, while wato tonu might be translated as 
"female stones". Thus, this ancestral category has a female as well as a male
Ancestral rites in Ama Koten's clan house in Rian Kotek
Opening the series of annual pa’u kaka bapa rites, clan Ama Koten displays 
its elephant tusks (foreground) and nourishes its ancestral "stone fruits", 
especially the divination stone said to derive from the umbilical cord of the 
Lamaruron ancestor whom Ama Koten has in common with Ama Kelen and 
Ama Hurit.
"Feeding" clan Sogen’s agricultural divination stone
At the Sogen clan house in Lewotala during the annual series of ancestral rites, a 
chick is killed for its blood to nourish the spirit agency regarded as residing in 
the Ian dani stone (seen here in the small bowl) from which the harvest for the 
agricultural season is forecast.
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dimension. The emphasis on the male aspect in the subsuming term kaka bapa is 
presumably a corollary of the local ideology of clans as lines of male derivation. It 
also reflects the importance of male productive enterprise in building the clan's 
resources and establishing its renown. Pa'u means to feed, nourish, nurture and 
sustain. At its pa'u kaka bapa rite, each clan or relatively autonomous clan segment 
separately gets out its heirlooms and ritually potent objects to clean, lustrate and 
nourish them.
The clan heirlooms are of various kinds, some unique to a particular clan and 
its history. These include things like a gold chain (lodan) magically acquired, a 
Dutch sword (belida) of a great clan warrior or a wooden war vest (labi nobe) 
celebrated in oral narratives and ritual chants. Some clans have treasures which are 
or used to be held in common by virtue of their shared ancestry. Prominent among 
these are the divination stone (teniban beuji) regarded as an ancestor's umbilical 
cord-placenta and a conceptually female moko drum paired with a large 
categorically male elephant tusk (wulu bala). These items are still ritually 
significant, as is an unprepossessing stone (Ian dani) representing the lore of the 
later rice maiden. This stone fetish reputedly enables the clan which nurtures it to 
foretell the success of the village's harvest some months in advance each year. It is 
regarded as harbouring the spirit agent (guna dewa) of the second rice maiden to 
instruct Lewotala people in proper agricultural procedures. Issues of custodianship 
and obligations in respect of this stone not only allude to developments in both 
agricultural and ritual practice, but also encode a history of forceful clans jockeying 
for positions of authority in the community.
Apart from their various treasures, most clans have at least one elephant tusk 
which should never be alienated (bala kenopak). These tusks are regarded as the 
continuing presence within the clan of the person whose enterprise led to the 
acquisition of the tusk in the first place. Thus, they represent the ancestor to his 
descendants and highlight the significance of his descendants' line within the clan. 
Such tusks also have protective qualities in virtue of the spiritual agents (guna dewa 
ike kelawir) which are said to reside in them. In at least some cases, these guna 
dewa spirits are thought to have taken up residence in the tusk following the death of 
the clan ancestor, who had brought the tusk into the clan and had housed the guna 
dewa in his body while he was still alive. So, for instance, the clan tusk (bala 
kenopak) of Hurit Lango Belen is said to house a spirit in the form of a snake (guna 
dewa ikun kila kau wala). This snake spirit, I was told, used to accompany the 
Hurit ancestor Hegon Nara Petara Tewo until the time of his death, when it entered 
the tusk he had acquired for the clan. This particular tusk is termed bala kenopak
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ipe puken bame rekan, "clan tusk tooth's stem molar's edge". The tusk is said to 
take the place of the tooth of the clan ancestor Hegon Nara. It is tempting to see this 
tusk with its resident spirit snake as representing the ancestral potency which gives 
clan Hurit its "bite".
Nowadays many of these large tusks (bala rain) more than an arm span in 
length (from the fingertips of one outstretched arm to beyond the fingertips of the 
other) have been sold or exchanged for some smaller tusks and other forms of 
capital. If so, one of the smaller tusks is designated a substitute for the inalienable 
clan tusk and fed accordingly at the appropriate clan rituals. In certain instances, 
however, the direct lineal descendant(s) of the ancestor who brought a tusk into the 
clan have been very hostile to moves by other clansmen to sell or alienate the tusk 
which represents their forebear in his clan. In recent decades, these concerns have 
sometimes led to court cases and overt hostility between factions within a clan or 
clan segment.
Given this close association of ancestors and guna dewa spirits in clan 
heirlooms, it is not surprising that pa'u kaka bapa rites are sometimes referred to as 
pa'u guna dewa. Guna dewa in the broadest sense are spiritual agents (roh) often 
deemed responsible for people's good and bad fortune. As such, these guna dewa 
spirits frequently receive tokens of acknowledgment, ingratiation and/or 
appeasement from human beings. Otherwise, only shamans are thought able to see 
and communicate directly with guna dewa. The phrase guna dewa was variously 
translated for me in the context of these rites as our good fortune, weaponry, sheath, 
shawl, jacket, protection. Guna dewa spirits take many forms, typically large or 
fierce animals. They are especially useful during hazardous encounters like warfare 
and others analogous to it, such as firing swiddens and playing soccer. Those guna 
dewa thought to have performed important roles in the history of the clan or 
community are known by name, acknowledged and "fed" accordingly on relevant 
occasions (pa'u nara naken). Besides those called on to support people in particular 
hazardous encounters, everyone is said to have one or more guna dewa which 
accompanies them most of the time. (Mine, I was told, was in the form of a myna 
bird which perched on my head or shoulder). It is these guna dewa, apparently, 
which account for an individual's strength and personality, even their cleverness and 
ingenuity.
While guna dewa may accompany persons, they can also reside in a wide 
variety of unusual objects. Such objects are recognized and collected, precisely 
because they are understood to harbour guna dewa ike kelawir. They draw 
attention to themselves in various ways: a baby can emerge from the womb clutching
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one or someone might find one about their person on awaking from a dream, 
especially a dream in which they conversed with an ancestor. Bits of odd shaped 
metal are sometimes found inside animals caught in the hunt. Other guna dewa turn 
up in a field being worked at the time. If these unusual objects are found in a garden 
field, they are thought to have come from the rice maiden, while those located 
elsewhere are regarded as emanating from either the ancestors or Divinity. Should 
any of these items be mislaid or removed, those that are really inhabited by guna 
dewa are said to find their way back to their rightful owner very soon. Stones and 
petrified nuts (e.g. candle-nuts) of this kind are termed stone fruits (wuan wato). 
These wuan wato, found by ancestors and kept within the clan, attest to the good 
fortune which has accrued to the clan in the past. As charms, they and the spirit 
agents residing in them are nourished, so that the clan may continue to enjoy such 
beneficence in future. All these items which contribute to a clan's potency must be 
"fed” at its annual pa'u kaka bapa rites, which thereby nurture the ancestors and 
simultaneously the guna dewa spirit agents supporting the clan. Some of these items 
are also lustrated and nourished during particular rites of the agricultural cycle.
The order of pa'u kaka bapa rites relates to the oral historical accounts of 
different clans' roles in the community and in the acquisition and development of 
rice agriculture in the area. This order is also tied to the pan certain clans' guna 
dewa still play in marking stages of the agricultural cycle. Thus, the moko drum is 
"fed" at the close of the series, when it is beaten four times to announce the 
completion of harvesting in the representative field (nikaleun) on which agricultural 
ritual is performed for the whole village. These drum beats lift the taboo on rodents 
entering the field, as the rice sheaves are safely stored and ritually protected in the 
temporary granary erected in the nikaleun. The three slightly variant forms of 
garden ritual (the three styles of ilu' pelea), each with a number of adherents among 
the clans working Lewotala's agricultural land, also set parameters for the timing of a 
clan's pa'u kaka bapa rite within one of three corresponding sequences. When 
these annual ceremonies occur between February and June each year, all clan 
members should take part even if they have to travel from their residence elsewhere 
to attend.
The significance of these pa'u kaka bapa rites is twofold. On the one hand, 
the rites acknowledge, honour, and nurture the ancestral and spirit agents inhering in 
clan heirlooms. During the rites, each clan treasure is daubed with the blood of 
sacrificial chickens, one chicken provided by every household of the clan. Then, 
once the chickens have been cooked, a little rice and choice morsels of the meat and 
offal are placed on the heirlooms to "feed" and nourish them. Ancestral good fortune
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is thereby celebrated and clan identity is affirmed. The achievements of clan 
forebears are displayed in the items which constitute their presence in the clan and 
ensure their renown. At the rite, women who have married men of the clan only 
recently (kewae wu'un), since the previous pa'u kaka bapa, are formally accorded 
the status of clan wives (kewae suku). In Lewotala and Rian Kotek these women 
face the mountain, lie Bantala, while they are fed millet (weten) by an elder. In 
these respects, the rite confirms the character of the clan as a social grouping of 
living and dead affiliates, with associates whose assumption of "clanwife" status is 
ritually and publicly marked.
On the other hand, the pa'u kaka bapa rites evince the close link between a 
clan's enjoyment of ancestral beneficence and its members' achievement of good 
harvests in rice cultivation. Just as each clan or independent clan segment should 
retain a large ancestral elephant tusk (bala kenopak), so too they ought to have a 
much smaller clan tusk (bala dopi labi) which is taken to their fields, whenever they 
are responsible for hosting garden ritual (tobo ilu') there. The initial pa'u kaka 
bapa clan rites, which nurture respectively Sogen's rice maiden fetish (lan dani) and 
Koten's ancestral divination stone (teniban beuji), take place around February just 
as the rice plants in the fields begin to have fully formed grains. During these 
ceremonies and those which follow on as the rice is ripening for harvest, the 
sacrificial chickens' blood is touched not only to the hierlooms, but also to candle- 
nuts supplied and later retrieved by each clan member working one or more rice 
fields. As pan of the rite, at least one of the host's candle-nuts treated this way is 
usually cracked, then masticated, and the saliva which results serves to anoint the 
foreheads of those present. This masticated candle-nut is, in such ritual contexts, 
referred to as the saliva of the ancestors conveying their blessing and protection to 
those who receive it. During the next few days, the other candle-nuts from the 
ceremony will be used to perform an analogous anointing on a representative rice 
plant in at least one of every clan member's gardens. This application of masticated 
candle-nut from the clan ancestral rite is said to "cool" the rice plants, conveying to 
them the saliva of the guna dewa spirits supporting clan enterprise, so as to facilitate 
the proper development and ripening of the rice grains.
Those clans which close the series of pa'u kaka bapa rites do so just as the 
harvest in the village representative field (nikaleun) is about to be completed. The 
members of these clans, Ama Hurit Lango Belen (with its moko drum) and 
Lewohokor (the clan which entered Lewotala most recently and generally brings up 
the rear in ritual performances), bring betel-nut rather than candle-nut to their 
ancestral rites. In the days when it was usual for men of four different clans to work
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swidden fields cooperatively as crop-sharers (keneu iwa), rice plants in the fields 
worked by affiliates of these two clans should already have been "cooled" by this 
time, with the ceremonial candle-nut from the clan ancestral rites of their workmates 
affiliated with neither Ama Hurit Lango Belen nor Lewohokor. By now in the 
agricultural season, groups of harvesters form lines to move across each field and the 
betel-nut, from the two ancestral rites which conclude the series, will be offered at 
particular times during the next few days along the lines harvesting swiddens in 
which affiliates of the clans concerned are represented. This includes the nikaleun, 
as clan Ama Hurit Lango Belen is always represented in this village field, where 
ritual marks the stages of the agricultural cycle.
Clans as cults, then, elaborate affiliates' sharing of identity and celebrate their 
forerunners' achieving of renown. At the same time, they draw on ancestral potency 
and spirit agency to confer good fortune on their current endeavours. This applies 
particularly with respect to rice cultivation, but nowadays the idiom is extended to 
more diverse arenas, such as formal tertiary education, as well.
Individual achievements and clan rites understood to facilitate them stand, 
however, in a symbiotic relationship with the broader ritual activities of the 
community as a whole. Even the brief account above of the way clan ancestral rites 
tie in with community rituals of the agricultural cycle is indicative of this mutual 
embeddedness. Indeed, Lewolema communities might be described as cohorts of 
clans. While these clans as corporate cults do have their own specific interests, as 
elements of the whole they each have obligations and prerogatives negotiated in 
relation to one another in time and place. Furthermore, clans must have their own 
affairs in order, if they are to play their part and not impede community social and 
ritual life.
This is very clear in the case of ritual offices. Each clan or autonomous clan 
segment has an administrative head, referred to as bapa suku, a term I translate as 
"clan leader". He organizes the clan's internal affairs and oversees its relations with 
other clans. A man is chosen to undertake these tasks by consensus among clan 
elders for the respect in which he is held, his organizational skills and his negotiating 
ability. For the performance of any ritual, however, a clan must have two men (kaka 
bapa nubun baran) and two women (ina puken) formally appointed to the four 
offices deemed essential to conduct of clan rites.
When a vacancy arises through the death (or retirement) of an office holder of 
this kind, a divination is held in which clan ancestors (kaka bapa) and Divinity are 
consulted to identify the preferred replacement. This divination takes place at dawn 
when, as one informant put it, rays of light penetrate the darkness and things are seen
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at their clearest. The elders, who have considered the likely candidates in advance, 
put queries and suggestions to the ancestors whose positive or negative response is 
conveyed through the diviner's shifting grip on the divination spear: his reach 
constrained in negation (esuk uat) or stretching the full length of the spear in 
affirmation (buko huke). Once a replacement acceptable to the ancestors and 
Divinity has been identified, the elders appoint the successor to office by means of a 
clan installation ritual (hudu bakat). During the installation rite, the previous 
incumbent is regarded as surrendering to the successor those cultural artefacts 
necessary to performance of the tasks being assumed. Thus, in the appointment I 
witnessed of a new female officer, the recently deceased ina puken was understood 
to come back from the place of the dead to the clan house on the evening of the 
installation rite. This previous office holder was assumed to hand over the polished 
coconut-shell bowl, which her successor would use from then on as a scoop measure 
(ne'an luka) in the ritual role she was taking up.
The incapacity or death of a kaka bapa nubun baran or an ina puken causes 
not only a hiatus in rites of the clan affected, but also a rent in the ritual fabric of the 
community concerned. In a case of illness, the officer involved may delegate their 
position to another individual for the time being. Following the death of an office 
holder, a divination and installation should occur without delay, such that people are 
once again occupying all four of these offices in every clan. Only then is it possible 
to conduct either clan or community rituals, which feed, nourish and nurture (pa'u 
gotak) cultural items and processes.
The two men holding ritual office within a clan are referred to as kaka bapa 
and, I was told, are regarded as "older" than other men of the clan. The full 
expression kaka bapa nubun baran is said to be necessary only to distinguish them 
from the ancestors, who are also referred to by the same shorthand term kaka bapa. 
Nubun baran is a phrase collectively designating young adult men. In most 
contexts, it implies the current generation, who are not yet fully mature. Here, it is 
said to depict the living as the younger generation, in respect of the ancestors in 
whose footsteps they are following. The kaka bapa nubun baran are then 
considered "older" than the other men of this "current generation". These same 
considerations and a literal reading of the term, however, support the interpretation 
that the kaka bapa nubun baran are not so much the more senior representatives of 
the living, but rather act in ritual as junior representatives of the clan ancestors.
The more important of the two male offices, known as kaka bapa pehen 
wajak, formally also entails administrative leadership of the clan (bapa suku). 
Indeed, if this man has the requisite personal skills and is not deterred by the heavy
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demands on his time and energy, he may in fact combine both roles. This is unusual, 
however, and in most cases the primary male ritual officer of a clan delegates the 
organizational role to another man considered more suitable to the challenge. (That 
leadership role is where power lies both within the clan and in interclan affairs.) Of 
the 16 clan or clan segments acting as ritual units with their own kaka bapa offices 
in Lewotala in 1987, only two rather small units had a single individual acting 
simultaneously as their kaka bapa pehen wajak and their bapa suku.
The full title of the primary male ritual office in a clan is kaka bapa pehen 
kepe data wajak. A wajak is a circular plaited lontar-leaf tray on which betel-nut is 
placed for offering to people and, as a verb, wajak means to offer prepared betel-nut 
on such a tray to someone. A kepe is a smaller plaited betel-nut box, less common 
than the wajak, but more likely to be carried by men on their person. Pehen is to 
hold onto or grasp something and data is the verb to offer something from one’s 
open upturned palm. This ritual officer, then, is the "elder sibling/father who holds 
the betel-nut box and offers the betel-nut tray". In a garden field in which his clan 
has the obligation and the prerogative to host agricultural rites, this officer is termed 
kaka bapa tobo ilu\ literally, "elder sibling/father sitting [securing] the ilu’", where 
ilu' is an abbreviated form of the phrase ilu' pelea, the general term for all garden 
ritual. The implication here is that he who tobo ilu' is the ceremonial anchorman, so 
to speak, holding the betel-nut tray as he focuses the rite from his mandatory place 
on the stone seat marking the ritual centre of the field.
The title of the other male ritual office in a clan is kaka bapa pa’u beliwun, 
literally, "elder sibling/father who feeds the beliwun". A beliwun is a huge 
cylindrical container, up to five arm spans in circumference and plaited from strips 
of lontar leaf, which this officer must "feed" and nurture (pa'u) before it is filled 
with rice towards the end of the rite which accompanies threshing. At other garden 
rites, during which the primary male ritual officer must not move from his station, 
this ancillary officer supervises and arranges various ritual and commensal aspects of 
the proceedings.
The more important of the two ritual offices held by women on behalf of a clan 
is termed ina puken besi pare at agricultural rites, where she sits at the ritual centre 
of the field together with the kaka bapa tobo ilu'. In Lewolema, ina is the ritual 
language term for mother and puken means trunk, source, or stem. Besi and pare 
are ordinary Lamaholot words for various kinds of squash and a particular type of 
rice, but in the formal parallel speech of agricultural ritual besi pare refers to the rice 
maiden and the women who represent or accompany her. In rituals in the clan house, 
this primary female ritual officer is termed ina puken jaga meret, literally, "source
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mother who guards the uncooked rice". She and her female ancillary officer must sit 
up all night long guarding from spirit interference the uncooked rice, accumulated in 
large plaited containers to provision the ceremony. The next day, she takes some of 
this rice in her right hand and throws it over her shoulder to the ancestors in the place 
of the dead (werehak kewokot). She then uses the coconut shell of her office to 
scoop (he’an) out the rice for numerous other women to cook.
The second ritual office which must be held by a woman for a clan is termed 
ina puken jaga baku in agricultural rites and ina puken jaga menihun in rituals 
performed at the clan house. In each case this woman sits beside, guards (jaga), and 
measures out the cooked rice (menihun) from the large plaited container (baku) in 
which it is temporarily placed, before it is served up as a meal to participants in the 
ritual. In general, all four male and female ritual officers of a clan have tasks 
essential to the conduct of any rite hosted by the clan. They also have 
responsibilities in overseeing the organization of the commensal meal(s), which form 
part of most rites. The two primary officers have the more exacting and sometimes 
ritually restrictive roles, while the ancillary officers are concerned with the smooth 
running of the proceedings under way.
There are some empirical points to note about the four incumbents of these 
clan ritual offices, first about the men, then the women involved. Although the 
successor to any office which becomes vacant is chosen through a process of 
divination, there seems to be a tendency for male offices to pass through a fairly 
restricted patriline within a clan. Certainly, this is the way people in discussion 
anticipate the offices will devolve, albeit that the ancestors and Divinity have the 
final say in the selection. This tendency to close patrilineal succession is even 
clearer in the case of the bapa suku status. Of the 16 clan and clan segments with 
their own bapa suku in Lewotala in 1987, the incumbent's relationship with his 
immediate predecessor was genealogical son in seven instances, genealogical 
grandson in one and younger brother in another case. This is hardly surprising, given 
the details of clan history (especially genealogical, affinal, and exchange 
relationships) crucial to an adequate performance of this role. Fathers were inclined, 
at least in former times I am told, to pass on their knowledge of these matters to a 
son who showed interest in and a grasp of details concerning the clan. On the older 
man's death, such a son was often considered the person best equipped to succeed his 
father as bapa suku.
The most important point to note about the female incumbents of these ritual 
offices is that women act in this capacity nol for their natal clan, but rather on behalf 
of the clan of their husband and sons. This is the clan with which the women are
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formally and ritually associated in the status of clan wife (kewae suku). Although 
the ancestors make the selection, a woman chosen for such office is more often than 
not the wife of a man having the position of bapa suku or occupying one of the 
offices of kaka bapa in the clan concerned. Thus, of the 32 women occupying these 
ritual offices for the 16 clan segments autonomous in this regard in Lewotala in 
1987, 18 of the women were wives of one of the three men having positions of 
leadership in the clan at the time. This figure would be higher, if it took account of 
those widows and widowers then still holding office after their spouse, who had also 
been an office holder during his or her lifetime, had passed away. Through their 
ritual roles in clan cult activities, then, just as in everyday production and 
reproduction, married women's agency is generally at the service of their marital clan 
rather than at the behest of their natal clan.4
SEGMENTATION AND AGGREGATION
Until now and especially in the previous section, I have referred to clans and/or 
clan segments acting as autonomous social or ritual entities, begging the question of 
just what constitutes a "clan" as such. I have endeavoured to characterize clans as 
both corporations and cults, without attempting to specify criteria which might 
define a clan as a segmentary unit of some particular level. This is precisely because 
diverse criteria applied to the social landscape, according to context, divide it up into 
a series of sets each including units of similar and dissimilar segmentary levels. 
What is more, processes of segmentation and aggregation affect clans over time, 
such that no particular segmentary level can be regarded as definitive of clan status. 
Rather, the concept of "clan" (suku) must remain flexible enough to cover all those 
circumstances in which social groups of putative agnates are distinguished by 
Lewotalans according to a given criterion at whatever level of segmentation.
It can be argued that affiliation of the new-born, by definition affiliation to a 
"clan", identifies certain units having clan status. This is correct as far as it goes. 
Nevertheless, a child affiliated following its father to clan Hurit during its birth rites 
will also be regarded as belonging to a specific segment of Hunt (Hurit Lango Belen 
or Hurit Horowura) in those contexts where such a distinction is relevant. At the 
same time, Hurit and Koten and Kelen acknowledge a common origin in a sibling set 
of three brothers, so, in contexts where this unity is significant, affiliates of these 
three lines emphasize they are really one, emanating from their Lamaruron ancestor.
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If affinal relationships between lines were taken as indicative of clan status, 
then the fact that Koten, Kelen, and Hurit intermarry and have separate patterns of 
marital alliance would be diagnostic. Otherwise, the criterion of independent social 
and ritual status attested by bapa suku and the four clan ritual offices might be taken 
as constitutive of clan autonomy. These different criteria do not, however, yield a 
single consistent array of "clans", given lines united in one context may be 
distinguished by application of another criterion. So, for instance, alliance units do 
not map onto ritually autonomous clan segments, nor do these latter coincide with 
the affiliative clans of birth rites, which in turn do not exhaust ideologies of common 
agnatic ancestry. Any and all of these criteria are, of course, applicable and relevant 
in certain respects. The important point is that clans are inherently segmentary, such 
that differentially delineated clan segments can function as social and/or ritual 
entities according to the context at hand. Furthermore, clans are now and probably 
always have been involved in processes of segmentation and even aggregation, so 
the units which constitute points of reference in particular contexts can and do 
change over time.
A similar point must be made about the Lamaholot term ama. In Lewolema 
ama is the ritual language, but not the ordinary word, for father. Speaking of the 
Baipito domain, Vatter (1932:74) suggests ama is perhaps a local word for clan, 
given it appears in conjunction with some clan names. Indeed, within a clan or 
ancestral group, segments differentiated for whatever reason are sometimes named 
and these names may, but do not necessarily, take the prefix ama. Clan Sogen, for 
instance, comprises affinal alliance units known as the "high father", Ama Belolon, 
and the "low father", Ama Rere, the former emanating from a Sogen man, the latter 
said to stem from a baby born of a Sogen woman to an unknown father. In 
conversation, the term ama also refers to an ancestral father, but it does not imply 
any specific genealogical depth to the ancestor concerned. Thus, two individuals 
affiliated to a clan which is not formally divided into lineages, may still be 
discriminated as "ama to'u, ama to'u": "one father, one [other] father" respectively. 
In such a case, the ancestral fathers referred to might be any number of generations 
distant from the individuals concerned.
Just as clans in Lewolema do not subdivide into segments according to fixed 
criteria replicated in every clan, so they do not comprise a set of houses arrayed in a 
single order of precedence on social or ritual grounds. Indeed, the application of 
relevant principles of social structure, which assign status according to different 
criteria including birth order and genealogical level, can generate alternative claims 
to seniority. Thus, in the case of clan Tukan, three lines trace their ancestry to a
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sibling set of eight brothers and beyond. The current leader of one line is descended 
from the youngest brother and by this "birth order" criterion has lower status than the 
leaders of the other two lines, who are descended from older brothers amongst the 
ancestral sibling set. According to genealogical level, however, the status position is 
reversed as the descendant of the youngest brother is only six generations removed, 
whereas the descendant of the eldest brother is eight generations removed from the 
ancestral siblings. On this criterion, the man of the youngest brother line is reckoned 
"grandfather" to the man of the eldest brother line. When it comes to internal 
relations within a clan, therefore, the line of the first-bom might claim precedence 
over the others, but distance reckoned from the founding fathers places these 
descendants at a greater remove than descendants who stem from younger brothers.
Although the term ama is commonly used to denote a founding father and the 
group associated with him, the term "house" (lango) is not generally used in this 
way. In daily conversation, "house" usually refers to a built structure in its capacity 
as a dwelling. The term does appear, however, in nomenclature of various kinds. 
So, for instance, a man in Lewotala has the personal name "Empty House" (Lango 
Amu) and one clan in the domain is named "House Beam" (Lango Aran). Similarly, 
some clans in which named segments are distinguished apply to them nomenclature 
including the phrase "Lango Belen". This term lango belen', which means literally 
"great house",5 might also be freely translated as the cult house of a particular clan or 
clan segment. It refers to both a residential structure in which clan rituals are 
performed and the social group associated with that house structure. Nowadays at 
least, the appellation might, but does not necessarily, fall to the elder brother line. In 
Lewotala, the three lines of Rian Tukan are distinguished as Rian Tukan Lango 
Belen, Rian Tukan Kota Wolo, and Rian Tukan Tobi Puken. In this case, all three 
acknowledge that the Lango Belen line does stem from the eldest brother among the 
common ancestral sibling set. In Rian Kotek, however, the four lines of Ama Koten 
are distinguished as Ama Koten Lango Belen, Ama Koten Ama Weruin, Ama Koten 
Kemie Puken, and Ama Koten Kewerak Puken. Here the line designated Lango 
Belen is nßl that which is acknowledged as stemming from the first-born (weruin) of 
the founding fathers. Furthermore, in Lewotala, Ama Hurit designate as Ama Hurit 
Lango Belen the line they regard as a "child" vis-ä-vis the "father" line Ama Hurit 
Horowura. Not all clans or clan segments formally name a line "Great House", 
although they do usually regard the residence of their primary male ritual officer 
and/or clan leader as the locus of their cult activities and may occasionally refer to it 
as their "great house" in this context.
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It is possible that in former times each ancestral group had one and only one 
lango belen', though there is little evidence to support this conjecture. Clans do not 
memorialize let alone maintain an "original" house structure anywhere, although clan 
narratives do emphasize places of origin and immigrant clans trace their histories 
through intermediate locations and settlements down to and including their entry into 
the domain. As has been observed for the Atoni (in regions of Timor other than 
Insana), in Lewolema, too, the sense of place is "attached rather to geographical 
landscapes than to built structures" (Waterson 1990:159).
Speaking of eastern Flores overall, Arndt (1940:96) suggests that each clan had 
a "great house" in every community in which it was represented.
Each suku has its own leader or elder, kelake. Usually only he wears a 
headcloth. He lives in the so-called great house, lango belen', that each 
suku has in each community in which it is resident. The houses of the 
remaining clan members group or were grouped formerly around it and 
were often separated from the quarters of other clans by low walls....At 
the building of a lango belen', the great house of a clan, not only the 
members of the clan, but all the residents of the community help out. 
Were the lango belen' plagued with particular difficulties, then all the 
members of the suku had to assist in force. At large feasts the clan house 
always received a special part of the food distribution. In the lango 
belen' the clan property, its inheritance, was protected by the leader and 
if possible augmented. This included: gold chains and other gold 
ornaments, old weapons, shields, magic stones (wua wato), mats for 
offerings, cords for securing sacrificial animals and other things from the
ancestors; most endowed with magical power....Also the clan segments
which reside dispersed in different communities have their leader there 
with locally accepted authority (Arndt 1940:96-97).
In Lewolema, nowadays, where numerous ritually autonomous clan segments 
conduct their own pa'u kaka bapa, so each such group independently performing 
ancestral rites regards one of its members' houses as its cult house (lango belen'). 
This very flexibility, which facilitates segmentation over time, also provides an 
idiom in which the practice of ritual autonomy by a clan segment and the claim to 
cult precedence by a particular house(hold) may be hotly disputed inside, and even 
outside, the clan concerned.
Like clan segments in other respects, ritual segments may draw together or 
differentiate when shared ancestral origins accord them joint responsibility for 
ancestral goods, be it for land or for heirlooms. Thus, at present, Ama Koten in Rian 
Kotek independently house and "nourish" the divination stone said to be derived 
from the umbilical cord-placenta of the Lamaruron ancestor, Tega Lusi Lawe Hiren. 
Given this, Ama Hurit and Ama Kelen do not call on Ama Koten to participate when
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they jointly "nourish" other Lamaruron heirlooms housed by Ama Hurit Lango Belen 
in Lewotala. Whilst this is a conjoined Hurit-Kelen rite, however, Ama Hurit 
Horowura show only token participation on the grounds that they, as "father", have 
delegated care of the heirlooms (along with numerous other prerogatives) to the 
"child" Ama Hurit Lango Belen. From this it would appear that the heirlooms and 
the prerogatives held by a clan are transferable between its lines and the function -  
even the nomenclature -  of a "great house" may be attained and negotiated over 
time. If so, the status, is apparently a matter of leadership in cult activities evinced in 
possession of and ritual responsibility for clan heirlooms, cult fetishes and found 
objects, symbolic of and a means to the beneficence of the ancestors. Those clan 
objects, which are stored in a particular house structure, then confer on that house 
and the group associated with it, some of whom use it as a dwelling, the status of a 
"great house" of the clan.
Nevertheless, as Traube (1986:74, 78) has pointed out of the Mambai, the elder 
lines do not necessarily lose their position of precedence with the dispersal of clan 
heirlooms to segments characterized as "younger" or "child". In Lewotala, too, such 
"parental" lines retain a residual seniority, although in cult and often corporate affairs 
they are apparently eclipsed by the "great house", that which, while remaining junior, 
has acquired a range of prerogatives affording claims to precedence on alternative 
criteria. In Lewolema, the annual pa'u kaka bapa rites bring together dispersed 
affiliates of a given clan or clan segment, not at a specially maintained "house of 
origin", but at the cult house which currently stores the particular heirlooms to be 
lustrated and nourished. If the sociology of clans in Lewolema entails context- 
dependent segmentation and aggregation, within this framework the idiom of 
common ancestry evinced in heirlooms and fetishes charts the historical rise and 
demise of lines associated with a house, which may be formally or informally 
designated the "great house" of a clan while playing a crucial role in its ritual life.
As clan segments establish ritual autonomy with the harbouring of specific cult 
items, so they are likely to initiate distinct marriage paths and press for division of 
clan capital in the form of stored wealth items, including bridewealth debts and 
credits, into separate sets. The fact that these dimensions of segmentation within an 
ancestral group do not necessarily occur in tandem, but work themselves out over a 
lengthy period, accounts for the lack of isomorphism between ancestral groups, 
autonomous ritual segments and units of affinal alliance. Processes of segmentation 
and aggregation may be initiated in any of these areas of social life. In my 
experience, separate identity achieved in one area tends to stimulate moves to self- 
sufficiency in another. But as segmentation generates additional cult houses, even
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those which become prominent as "great houses"6 may in due course lose or delegate 
cult items and ritual prerogatives to "younger brother" or "child" lines without 
thereby surrendering their claim to seniority of status and historical precedence.
On all these issues of nomenclature and definition, I have been guided by 
Lewotalan linguistic usage and cultural practice during the years of my stay there. 
Thus, I specify as clans (suku) those units which people normally mentioned when 
identifying themselves as belonging to suku X or suku Y. This term X or Y is 
generally the clan name taken nowadays as a surname. It also coincides with the 
social groups usually cited in connection with birth affiliation. In my list of clans 
represented in the Lewotala and Rian Kotek communities (kampung), which 
together make up the contemporary village (desa) of Bantala (Table 3.1), these self- 
referential clan names in their shortened conversational forms are picked out in 
upper-case letters.
In the table, the clans are arrayed in two columns distinguished as raja tuan 
and suku ama respectively. I will return to this in some detail below. As well as 
distinguishing the clans with sovereign/lord status (raja tuan) from the rest (suku 
ama), Table 3.1 also groups the clans represented in the village of Bantala into three 
categories according to their purported place or type of origin. A majority of the 
clans boast of being immigrants who have journeyed to Bantala from an easterly 
direction (heti hau). Some specify their ancestral homeland as Keroko-Puken,7 
while others acknowledge an origin closer to Flores itself. In any case, a clan's most 
specific place of origin is rarely revealed to others, given possession of this 
knowledge by their enemies makes clanspeople vulnerable to defeat. Suffice it to 
say, therefore, that some clans which publicly assert they travelled with Lango Aran 
from Keroko-Puken to Bantala are exaggerating their easterly origins in order to 
align themselves with this category of immigrants who are pre-eminent in the village 
at the present time. While Lango Aran and Lamaruron entered the village of Bantala 
together, the Lamaruron lines (Ama Koten, Ama Kelen, and most of all Ama Hurit) 
have since come to enjoy ritual precedence and social prominence in both its 
component communities, Lewotala and Rian Kotek.
Another category of immigrants acknowledge origin places to the west in 
Flores or beyond. Their oral narratives tell of them having travelled to Bantala from 
a westerly direction (lali haka). Of these clans, Sogen Makin claim a particularly 
important role in the development of rice cultivation on village lands. This clan's 
account of its history suggests an uneasy relationship, including some conflict, with 
Ama Hurit at times over social and ritual prerogatives. Indeed, the segment of Ama 
Hurit which is ascendant in Lewotala nowadays (Ama Hurit Lango Belen) is traced
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TABLE 3.1
CLANS IN BANTALA (LEWOTALA AND RIAN KOTEK)
Raja Tuan Suku Ama
Heti hau
—  east)
Lamaruron Ama KOTEN
Ama KELEN
Ama Weruin Lango ARAN 
J Ama B61en 
Kemi6 Puken 
Kewerak Puk6n
Ama HURIT f Horowura 
1 Lango B616n RURON
LIWUN L6woRITAN
Lali haka
(west —►-)
Rian TUKAN Lango Bel6n 
< Kota Wolo 
Tobi Puk6n
LewoHOKOR
SOGEN MakinJ Ama Belolon 
[ Ama R6r6
LamaHEWEN
116 jadi
mountain)
LimaHEKIN (il6 Kerewak) 
LePIRAN (U6 Mandiri) 
B61uWELAN (il6 Bantala)
116 WEKIN L6wo (il6 Mandiri) 
Rian (il6 Kedeka)
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to an apparently foundling child, said to be the genealogical son of an Ama Hurit 
Horowura man bom illegitimately to a Sogen woman. There are numerous accounts 
of the early life of this boy Surat Ama Newa Ono', literally, Founder Father Bush 
Orphan. Some suggest he was initially affiliated to his mother's clan Sogen and 
raised there till he or his son realized they carried the blood of Ama Hurit and began 
to huke tana; others credit the natural Ama Hurit father with finding the baby, 
delivered near his house by its Sogen mother, and giving it to his brother's wife to 
breast-feed from the start. According to some accounts, Newa Ono' was regarded as 
founding a new line in Ama Hunt, because he was an orphan not initially known to 
have enjoyed Ama Hurit paternity; another version has the Ama Hurit father sending 
kelapu root to the birth rite being performed in the mother's natal house, so the child 
could be affiliated, albeit secretly, to Ama Hurit there and then.
The third type of origin distinguished in Bantala is termed bom of the 
mountain (ile jadi). This category includes all those clans and clan segments which 
are regarded as autochthonous to this area of eastern Flores, having supposedly being 
bom of or emerged from various mountains in Lewolema or neighbouring domains. 
In Table 3.1, the mountains associated with each such group are given in parenthesis, 
following the name of the clan or clan segment concerned. As mentioned earlier, 
clan Beluwelan, as descendants of Nara Eban, are regarded as children of Bantala, 
the mountain after which the village (desa Bantala) is named. The mountains 
Kerewak and Kedeka are also within Lewolema. Mount Mandiri, however, is 
located in the neighbouring domain, Baipito, and two ile jadi lines currently residing 
in Bantala are regarded as relatively recent immigrants from there. Note that the clan 
name lie Wekin literally means "mountain's body", implying autochthonous status, 
but without further individuation. In Lewotala, two distinct groups each 
independently bearing this name are gradually amalgamating to become one 
corporate clan. This aggregation is likely to be mutually beneficial. The populous 
immigrant Wekin line, who come from Mount Mandiri in Baipito, need access to 
land in Lewolema. The other Wekin line, who stem from the local mountain 
Kedeka, have land at their disposal, but their numbers are down to a very few 
households. Within this impending corporation, uniting their land and labour, the 
two lines may retain their own separate cult identity, each with bapa suku and four 
ritual officers accordingly.
Elders meet to plan for rites of the seasonal cycle
Seated in the centre, Pati Lowe Hurit heads a meeting of Lewotala clan leaders 
and ritual specialists outside the clan house of Ama Hurit Lango Belen to plan 
for opening the phases of the agricultural cycle in the coming months. Demon 
Tukan is seated on the far right, Raja Liwun in the foreground and Getan Hokor 
is seated next left.
Sovereign clans acknowledge the earth
Representatives of sovereign clans perform the rite huke tana by placing a little 
of the first of the cooked sacrificial food on the earth in the ceremonial square, 
while the severed heads of the beasts concerned lie on the ground beside them.
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SOVEREIGNTY AND SACRIFICE
Suku ama literally means clan/father. When this phrase is contrasted with the 
term raja tuan, however, as in Table 3.1, it has the more restricted meaning of all 
those clans who do not have nuke nelan rights, as distinct from the raja tuan lines 
who do enjoy this status. Nuke, the nominalized form of the verb huke,8 refers to a 
right and an obligation to huke tana, which might be described as giving the earth 
and by implication the Divinity its due.
Tana means land or earth. It may be complemented with the word for village, 
lewo, thereby forming the dyad lewo tana, a generic term for a ritual community and 
its lands. Tana is also paired with the word meaning environment, surroundings, 
view (ekan) in the dyad Tana Ekan which refers to the terrestrial aspect of Divinity. 
This is further associated and contrasted with the celestial aspect of Divinity, Rera 
Wulan, symbolized by the sun (rera) and moon (wulan). In local rituals, animals to 
be sacrificed are first dedicated in chanted prayers to Divinity, Rera Wulan Tana 
Ekan. Later on, a man of each raja tuan clan present must huke tana by offering 
some of the animals' cooked meat to the earth, before the rest of the meat may be 
consumed by human beings. Only the raja tuan clans take the measure of the earth 
in this way, thereby articulating their responsibility to act as its custodians (tana 
alat, tuan tanah) and their prerogative to enjoy its fruits accordingly. A raja tuan 
clan which neglects its obligations loses its rights in this respect and, deprived of the 
beneficence of the earth, may well die out all together.
The collective term for those clans which have the right to huke is usually raja 
tuan, literally, sovereign/lord and less frequently in my experience suku raja, 
literally, sovereign clans. This right within Lewolema (nuke Lewolema) is said to 
confer a status that applies throughout the domain. As it was initially explained to 
me: "Huke anywhere in Lewolema, huke everywhere in Lewolema". In fact, this 
rather summary statement of the theory is qualified in a number of ways in practice.
Oral narratives of the domain tell of an earlier population known as Paji, who 
occupied Lewolema before the clans, known as Demon, currently dominant in the 
area appeared there. It is said that Demon and Paji people lived side by side and 
intermingled for a time before antagonism developed and hostilities broke out. 
During the wars that followed, according to local accounts, the victorious Demon 
forced most of the Paji off Lewolema land and drove them further afield to the 
northern peninsula (Tanjung Bunga) and adjacent archipelago (Adonara and Solor). 
Nevertheless, the north west comer of Lewolema around the village of Leworahan is 
still an area (tana Lamakemau) in which at least one clan (Lamakemau) is said to
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be of Paji origin. Lamakemau continue to reside there and have retained their ritual 
prerogatives in the domain.
While representatives of this Paji clan have the right to huke anywhere in 
Lewolema, the Demon clans who are sovereign in the other Lewolema communities 
do not huke on this Lamakemau land. Either neglecting or usurping the right to 
huke tana is locally understood as courting death. In the light of this assumption, 
the Leworahan situation is explained in different ways. From the Paji point of view, 
any Demon sovereign clans who huke on the Lamakemau land might be said to risk 
death as usurpers. From the Demon point of view, however, the Demon sovereign 
clans have already acquired the right to huke throughout Lewolema. They merely 
refrain from exercising this prerogative on the Lamakemau land, so as not to 
overwhelm and disempower the remaining Paji causing them to become extinct. In 
these contrasting interpretations the anticipated sanction is the same, only the locus 
of its application has shifted in accordance with the credentials for nuke 
differentially posited as either still with the Paji or already with the Demon.
Other events depicted in oral narratives concern the loss of nuke rights by 
clans which abandon the domain, even if they later return and reside there once 
again. According to the histories recounted by the clans, ancestors of Lango Aran 
and Lamaruron arrived together in Lewotala. Lamaruron soon acquired the right to 
huke tana from the clan at the time sovereign there. This established raja tuan 
clan, referred to by the name of its leader Nara Eban La we Taji, then suffered a 
drastic decline in its fortunes, such that its people virtually died out. (Lamaruron's 
acquisition of status and Nara Eban's eclipse are explained in various ways in 
different versions of this historical narrative). Nowadays a few households known as 
clan Beluwelan reluctantly acknowledge they are descended from some of Nara 
Eban's people who fled to the neighbouring domain, Baipito, and generations later 
moved back into Lewolema. Given this history, however, Beluwelan no longer have 
sovereign status. They are simply suku ama without any right to huke.
Despite the ideology of raja tuan as a domain-wide clan status, certain clans 
appear to huke in some Lewolema communities, but not in others. Once again, oral 
histories of clans and in these cases the origin of particular lines purport to explain 
how this situation came about. So, for instance, the clan Limahekin, who are the 
ritually precedent raja tuan in the village of Lamatou, have a line resident in 
Lewotala who do not huke tana there. One account of the origin of this Hekin line 
in Lewotala traces it to an ancestral debt bondsman. This man, so the story goes, 
could not pay his fine (an Indian trade cloth and an elephant tusk) for adultery with 
the wife of a H6wen man resident in Lewotala. Consequent on this default, the
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Hekin ancestor became a dependent (anak budak) of Lamahewen and, as a result, he 
and his descendants in Lewotala lost their raja tuan status. Thus, segments of a clan 
can lose their sovereign rights because they relocate socially, not merely 
geographically, within the domain.
Lines which stem from a foundling, taken in and reared within a clan which 
may huke tana, do not share in their adoptive clan's sovereign status. Nor do 
outsiders, initially entering the domain as dependents of an established raja tuan 
clan, thereby take on the prerogatives of that clan. In one case of this kind, the 
ancestor from whom the suku ama line Ruron stem was bought into the Lewotala 
community some generations ago. He and his sister were apparently acquired by an 
Ama Hurit elder in exchange for elephant tusks, the usual means of transacting rights 
in persons. This line, nowadays without any surviving male members, was named 
after (Lama)Ruron to indicate they belonged, literally, to this broad grouping, 
whereas they could not assume the name nor any of the rights and obligations 
specific to its sovereign lines, Koten, Kelen, or Hurit. Such slaves (kuna) might be 
formally attached to a wife-taking line of their owner, who would nevertheless 
continue to command their labour and arrange their marriages. Even so, the 
umbilical cords (tale kebote) of children of male kuna should be placed in a 
different tree from those of the other members of the clan to which they are attached 
in this way.
A final qualification to the ideology of nuke, as domain-wide, concerns clan- 
specific rights to huke tana on some of the land worked by clans residing in 
Lewolema communities. Land rights acquired by a clan or clan segment might relate 
to separate tracts (tana ehan), subsequently attached to the domain, but not falling 
within the area covered by the ritual custodianship of nuke Lewolema. A case in 
point is Ama Hunt's prerogative as the only clan to huke tana on the Lewotala lands 
known as tana ehan and tana Aikoli. Tana ehan land is that for which Ama Hurit 
assumed sovereign status following the extinction of their mother's brother's line, 
Kajobahi. Of the three Lamaruron brothers, only the youngest who became Ama 
Hurit dared to huke tana on this land, in virtue of his deceased mother's brothers' 
having done so. Thus, as recounted in the clan narrative, Hurit alone acquired 
sovereignty over this land. The tana Aikoli land was placed under Hurit 
custodianship by a wife's father, Aikoli, who wasn't exploiting the land and asked 
Ama Hurit to guard it and farm it for them. Every five generations Ama Hurit are 
obliged to present an elephant tusk to the Aikoli line in Larantuka, as Aikoli's share 
of the produce (ehin wain) which Ama Hurit reap from working this land. Their 
more wide ranging status as raja tuan is one of the reasons why Ama Hurit are said
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to have greater rights (hak lebih besar) than other clans in the communities of 
Lewotala and Rian Kotek and, indeed, in the domain as a whole. A close look at 
clan prerogatives would likely indicate that Ama Hurit are pre-eminent not just in 
corporate, but also in cult activities in the community of Lewotala and not only in 
political, but also in religious contexts in the domain of Lewolema.
As well as having this responsibility to acknowledge the earth (huke tana), the 
sovereign clans (raja tuan) in Lewolema have other prerogatives in the performance 
of sacrificial rites. These are the four roles known as koten, kelen, hurit, and 
maran. By definition, the koten role involves securing the head of the sacrificial 
animal (koto), while kelen must hold the tail end (kelen); hurit wields the sw'ord 
which severs the head of the animal, after maran have enunciated the ritual language 
phrases which contextualize the sacrifice and call on Divinity to witness it. Since in 
Lamaholot ritual language in Lewolema the phoneme h goes to s (e.g. aho -> asu), 
hurit is no doubt related to suri, the ritual language term for sword. In everyday 
speech a weaving sword is called a nurit, presumably a nominalized form of hurit 
(where h -> n). Ritual chanting is termed tutu' marin, literally, to tell to say, and I 
was told that maran refers to a particular song style of presenting such material.9
As I have pointed out, the custodianship of land (tana alat) articulated in the 
rite of acknowledging the earth (huke tana) by members of sovereign clans (raja 
tuan) is, in theory, applicable domain-wide. In the discussion above, I specified the 
kinds of qualifications which may apply to it in practice. Nevertheless, the theory is 
not without substance and members of the sovereign clans do huke tana at 
sacrificial rituals performed in most areas of present-day Lewolema. This raises two 
issues about the associated sacrificial roles of koten, kelen, hurit, and maran. How 
are these ritual tasks allocated among the various sovereign clans in the domain? 
Over what range does a clan or clan segment function in such a capacity? 10
Raja tuan status, although expressly domain-wide, must be justified and/or 
acquired with respect to a cohort of clans which together form a particular ritual 
community (lewo) within the domain. Thus, as recounted in the oral narrative of 
Lango Aran and Lamaruron, their ancestors initially approached the raja tuan of 
Lamatou. They asked to be accepted within that community and accorded absolutely 
equal status with the clans currently sovereign there. The raja tuan of Lamatou 
refused, after which Lango Aran and Lamaruron moved on to the neighbouring 
village still within the domain. Outside this village, Lamaruron's divination stone 
indicated that it was indeed the place he should settle and, sure enough, he soon 
became a sovereign clan there. Back then, this village, comprised today's Lewotala 
and Rian Kotek communities in a single settlement termed Lewotala. By virtue of
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his gaining raja tuan status within a particular village (lewo), the Lamaruron 
ancestor, Tega Lusi Lawe Hiren, acquired the concomitant responsibility to 
acknowledge the earth (huke tana) throughout the domain of the five villages 
(Lewolema). Enunciating his demand to enter the community with sovereign status, 
Tega Lusi Lawe Hiren reputedly said to the established raja tuan named Nara Eban 
Lawe Taji: "You be koten, I will be kelen: you be hurit, I will be maran". Thus, 
the demand for shared sovereign status was expressed in terms of the assumption of 
two of the four sacrificial roles.
Subsequently, following Nara Eban's demise, the Lamaruron ancestor's three 
sons divided the four sacrificial roles among themselves. As they tell it in Lewotala, 
the eldest son Soba Warat held the rump (kelen) of the sacrificial beast, because he 
was the only one with the strength necessary to do so. The second son, Hadu Linu, 
secured the head (koto) of the animal. The youngest son Wato Boki had the most 
mystical powers (ilmu gaib), so he did the sacrificing, severing the head of the beast 
and dedicating it to Divinity. In present-day Bantala, those Lamaruron lines which 
trace their origin to Soba Warat are known as Ama Koten, those who claim 
derivation from Hadu Linu are referred to as Ama Kelen and the lines which are 
regarded as descendants of Wato Boki are termed Ama Hurit. In response to my 
queries, informants in Lewotala said that Ama Hurit Lango Belen is considered 
hurit, while Ama Hurit Horowura has the prerogative of maran. As the bapa suku 
of Ama Hurit Horowura explained it to me, in Lewotala he has delegated the role of 
maran to individuals of any clan who show a facility for the extended oral chants the 
role requires.
In accordance then with the narrative account, representatives of these lines 
have the prerogative to occupy the four sacrificial roles during rituals performed in 
this village or on the land responsibility for which Lamaruron assumed from Nara 
Eban. In rituals on tana ehan, however, where Ama Hurit alone has the status of 
sovereign clan with the right to huke tana, only Ama Hurit may fill the sacrificial 
roles, so Ama Hurit Lango Belen and Ama Hurit Horowura then act as koten and 
kelen accordingly. Hence, it is the raja tuan clans who acquired their status by 
virtue of specific history, within a particular village, or in respect of a given tract of 
land, who have the right to perform the sacrificial roles in rituals on territory relating 
to those histories, this village, or that particular tract of land.
In all those rites which involve the slaughter of a sacrificial animal, be it a 
chicken, pig or goat, this four-fold ceremonial division of labour comes into play. In 
each Lewolema community, particular raja tuan clans or clan segments are 
established by precedent as koten, kelen, hurit, and maran there. Frequently, they
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are known accordingly as (Ama) Koten, (Ama) Kelen and so on. Over time, these 
designations take on the character of clan names, although they are specifically said 
to refer to hereditary tasks allocated in each Lewolema village, often within a single 
ancestral group pre-eminent in that community. Table 3.2 lists those clans acting 
during 1986-8 as koten and kelen, showing in parenthesis the ancestral group from 
which they stem, in the six contemporary communities of Lewolema. This 
provisional listing, which remains subject to further research, also cites other raja 
tuan clans acknowledged in each village (lewo). Finally, suku ama are listed for 
each community in which a given clan is to my knowledge represented. Thus, in 
Lewotala, Lamaruron comprise Ama Koten, Ama Kelen and Ama Hurit. In Rian 
Kotek, where these Ama Koten are pre-eminent but the sibling line Ama Kel6n are 
missing, the sacrificial role of kelen is assumed in their place by a resident segment 
of another sovereign clan, Liwun. This Liwun line is an offshoot of the clan pre­
eminent in the village of Kawaliwu. There, Liwun segments have taken the various 
sacrificial roles and titles unto themselves. In Leworahan, the one-time Paji now 
known as Lamakemau comprise segments which perform the tasks of koten, kelen, 
hurit, and maran respectively. In Lamatou and Belogili, separate clans have 
assumed particular sacrificial roles. In each Lewolema community, then, these 
canonically four-fold sacrificial roles are replicated, constituting another prerogative 
of some raja tuan clans, among whom the tasks are more or less distributed and 
quite possibly differentially evaluated.11
Although these "sacrificial roles" should not be confused with the four "ritual 
offices" internal to every clan segment having autonomous cult status,12 the two sets 
of officials do relate to the establishment of clan rights in ways which intersect at this 
point. Just as particular raja tuan clans act as koten, kelen, hurit, and/or maran 
only where they have established their precedence over contending clans through 
their history in relation to that area, so a clan's two kaka bapa and two ina puken 
host a ritual only in contexts where the clan has established its prerogatives in 
relation to this tract of land or that cultural artefact. Apart from raja tuan status as 
such then, the four sacrificial roles and the specific clan segments, whose ritual 
officers host particular rites, encode a good deal of information about historical 
changes in relations of power and authority in the domain. Precedence is grounded 
in the oral narratives of the past, which stand in a reflexive relationship with the 
ritual prerogatives assumed in the present day.
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TABLE 3.2
CLANS AND RITUAL PREROGATIVES IN LEWOLEMA COMMUNITIES
L ew otala
K O T E N
K oten (L am aruron)
K E L E N
K elen (Lam aruron)
O ther R aja  T u a n  
H urit (Lam aruron) 
L iw un
S u k u  A m a  
R uron  
L ango  A ran 
R ian  T ukan  
L ew ohokor 
Sogen  M ak in  
L am ahew en 
L im ahek in  
lie  W ekin
R ian  K otek K oten (L am aruron) L iw un L ango A ran 
P iran  
L ew oritan 
Beluw elan 
R ian  T ukan
K aw aliw u K oten (L iw un) K elen (L iw un) H urit (L iw un) 
Baluk
L ango A ran 
L ew oritan  
R ian  T ukan  
L am akem au 
M ukin
L am atou L im ahek in Lam aruron Baluk
L am ahew en
S ukun  
L iw un 
R ian  T ukan
B elog ili K oten (Tenaw ahan) Baluk L iw un
H urit (L am aruron) 
K oten (Lam aruron)
L ango A ran 
R ian  T ukan  
Sog6n M akin  
lie  W ekin  
L ew oritan 
Beluw elan 
P iran
Lew orahan K oten (Lam akem au) K elen (Lam akem au) H u n t (Lam akem au) 
M aran (Lam akem au) 
K oten
K ajak
H urit (Lam aruron) 
K elen  (Lam aruron) 
L ango  A ran 
L ew oritan
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CONCLUSION
Persons' rights in clans in Lewolema are fundamentally differentiated 
according to the gender of the individual concerned. The relationship between a 
person and the clan with which he or she is affiliated may be attenuated in various 
ways, depending on the stages and idiosyncrasies of particular male and female life 
cycles.
A clan's rights in its affiliates are inalienable, although the interests of clans as 
corporations in male and female persons focus on different aspects of their 
productive and reproductive agency. Indeed, during her adult lifetime, a married 
woman's productive, procreative, and even ritual activities are largely appropriated 
by the clan of her husband, only to be partially retrieved for her natal clan following 
her own death and that of her sons. By contrast, men's achievements during their 
lifetime bolster the wealth and prestige of their natal clan. So, too, any charms or 
heirlooms a man acquired for his natal clan will continue to bring good fortune to the 
clan long after his death. Clans as cults, then, seek to enhance the fertility and 
prosperity of their natal affiliates and marital associates, who each work to celebrate 
and ideally replicate the achievements and renown of cult forebears.
These clans are inherently segmentary. Their aggregative and segmentary 
potential is exploited in Lewolema, delineating multiple configurations of social and 
ritual units, which need not and do not always coincide across different contexts. 
Common ancestry and shared history, including putatively similar kinds of origins, 
characterize certain groupings, while ritual prerogatives, including sacrificial roles, 
discriminate and differentiate clans and clan segments in varied relations of 
precedence both within and between communities. Thus, clans and the lines which 
they comprise may aggregate as well as segment in numerous ways with reference to 
origins, ancestors, heirlooms, prerogatives, resources, and the vagaries of history.
In the next chapter, I go on to consider how these clans and clan segments also 
interact and interpenetrate through affinal relationships informed by the brother- 
sister sibling tie and the pivotal concept of blood.
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ENDNOTES
* The report I am summarizing here says the child's parents present two woven textiles in return, one 
to the child's mother's brother (MB) and one to the child's brother's wife (BW) [sic]. This 
reciprocation of cloth is rather unlikely given affinal exchanges are usually of unlike goods, while 
cloth is the item presented by the mother's brother to the sister's child and not the other way round. If 
a reciprocal exchange did occur, I would expect the child's parents to present the mother's brother 
(MB) and mother's brother's wife (MBW) with pairs of earrings which, as in the bathing rite, are the 
usual "payment" for the mother's brother's ritual benefactions.
2 Vatter offers a similar analysis of the significance of hair-styles, but notes some regional variation 
and gives a different interpretation of one particular style. Thus, he (1932:51) describes the girl's style 
-  "the whole head shorn bare until a long thick tuft of hair which hung down like a horse's tail from 
the back of the head onto the neck" -  as indicative of unmarried status. He considered it "the original 
hair-style of the unmarried young women in the whole Solorese area, yet in east Flores today strongly 
prohibited by the Christians and worn still only by the heathen girls".
3 For a summary of clan Liwun's account of its origins and the part these items played see Liwun 
(1986:22-28). Verheijen (1990) identifies kela'a as Benincasa hispida of the Cucurbitaceae family 
and muko baki as Ensete glaucum of the Musaceae family.
^ As I mention in the next chapter, there is another ritual role performed by women which is crucial 
in agricultural rites. This is a woman who represents the rice maiden in the granary and the field 
where her natal clan perform garden ritual. Thus, at the planting rite she is said to be the sibling of 
the rice maiden, while the female ritual officers (ina puken) of the clan concerned are regarded as the 
rice maiden's mother. In L£wotala in the 1980s an older woman, although married, might still 
perform this role for her natal clan. Vatter (1932:105-106), speaking of the neighbouring domain in 
the 1920s however, says it is a young unmarried woman, often a child, who represents the rice maiden 
and is identified with the seed rice. He refers to the difficulty some clans were then having in finding 
a young woman to take this role, given the missions were converting all the young people. In any 
case, the rice maiden's relationship with her natal clan is somewhat complex, given in the myth she 
chooses death and burial in her brothers' garden rather than marriage. For reasons of space, I can not 
discuss the rice maiden in myth nor her representation in ritual in any detail in this thesis. Suffice to 
say the ritual role referred to here is peculiar to the rites of the agricultural cycle, which I intend to 
analyse elsewhere.
5 This is another example of the productive suffix -n (cf. pelatin discussed in Chapter One) attached 
to adjectives specifying that the quality concerned is inherently part of the noun so qualified (Arndt 
1937:38). Hence, although bele' means "big", I translate lango b£Ien' as "great house" to indicate 
clearly that it is the intrinsic importance of the social unit at issue here, not merely the size of the 
dwelling associated with it
6 There are similarities between this concept of a "great house" and what Clamagirand (1980:135- 
141) describes as the Ema "core house" as well as what Traube (1986:70-72) refers to as the Mambai 
"cult house". Particular features, however, are peculiar to each case and in eastern Flores the 
relationship between "great houses" and "clans" must be carefully considered, if we are not to 
confound local and analytic categories.
7 Oral tradition, recorded over a long period in Bores (Heynen 1876:73), as well as an assortment of 
European sources indicate that the island known as Keroko-PukSn split into the two smaller ones, 
Lapan and Batan, located between Lembata and Pantar. This happened in conjunction with an 
earthquake or volcanic eruption, once estimated to have occurred in the seventeenth century (Vatter 
1932:9-10) but now considered more likely to date from the fifteenth century (Barnes 1982a:411).
 ^ A linguist (Fernandez 1977:130), who grew up in Baipito, includes huke in his word list of that 
dialect. He defines it as a noun, naming a certain ceremony, and as a verb, meaning "to measure out"
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(.mengukur, menggunakan takaran). Informants in Lewotala insisted I discriminate these two 
meanings, restricting the former to the phrase huke tana and the latter to the verb they pronounce 
huke. In deference to my informant’s opinions, I have retained the distinction huke/huke in my 
orthography, even though I doubt the phonemic status of the e/e contrast in this particular case. The 
strong pronunciation occurs only in the phrase used of the rite, huke (tana), and what I suspect is a 
weakened realization of the final vowel as schwa occurs in all other contexts, such as huke tahan', to 
measure out rice.
9 Seegeler (1932:45-47) relates these four sacrificial roles to a social organization in which four clans 
were localized in each village, so that the sacrificial officers were simultaneously the clan leaders and 
the village heads. The koten, he suggests, can be seen as "the raja of the village" and "the leader of 
the traditional religion". This "four original clans" interpretation is somewhat speculative, although it 
gains a degree of support from village spatial organization and the social process of legitimation. 
Lewolein in Solor is said to have fitted this model, consisting originally of just four separate clan 
houses (Arndt 1940:199). In some other villages, each clan is reported to have occupied a separate 
quarter divided from the others by low stone walls (Ouwehand 1950:55-56). Finally, the space of a 
village was apparently cross-cut conceptually into halves distinguished as right and left and as upper 
and lower respectively (Arndt 1940:101). As for social process, even in the 1950s the allocation of 
these four sacrificial offices still, in theory, resolutely excluded "outsider" groups from taking a role 
of this kind (Kennedy 1955:68), although in practice acquisition of ceremonial office has always been 
the means through which newcomers could legitimize their often powerful position in the 
communities they had entered (Ouwehand 1950:62-65; Vatter 1932:154).
Just how these sacrificial roles relate to more general issues concerning the nature of power and 
authority are beyond the scope of this thesis, but have been raised (Graham 1985) and will be taken up 
elsewhere in due course.
11 As to the distribution of this form of organization, Seegeler (1932:45) considers it strongest in and 
around the 116 Mandiri area of eastern Flores. In L6wolaga, further along the south coast, it was 
elaborated, so that all the clans had particular functions at sacrificial rites (Vatter 1932:156). Both the 
status of "lord of the land" (Kluppel 1873:393) and the four sacrificial offices (Vatter 1932:190) are 
reported from Solor, although there is considerable variation in the allocation of these roles there. 
The four-fold organization of sacrificial offices fades out as one moves east through the Solor 
archipelago, no longer, if ever, evident in parts of Adonara and apparently not indigenous to Lembata 
(Scholz 1962:58; Vatter 1932:81). The four offices, together with the status "lord of the land" are, 
however, reported from areas of Adonara allied with the Raja of Larantuka (Beckering 1911:173). In 
the district (kakangschap) Horowura, a similar organization of ceremonial offices characterized at 
least certain village complexes, such that the heads of the seven clans resident in the area each 
received a designated section of any sacrificial animal (Beckering 1911:172-173).
12 In an attempt to avoid any such confusion, I have used in this discussion the somewhat 
cumbersome term "sacrificial roles" precisely to distinguish these from the clan "ritual offices" 
described earlier.
Chapter Four
MARRIAGE: STRATEGIES AND IDIOMS
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, I introduce the terms in which marriage is discussed as well as 
the practices understood to promote the "flow of life" in the fertility of unions 
between men and women in Lewolema communities. Some threats to this much 
sought after fertility are also depicted, as represented in local social and ritual life. 
Responses to these threats are analysed in the ritual terminating or re-orienting of 
procreative fluids otherwise transferred through maternal as well as paternal links. 
Following this, I give brief accounts of the processes of marriage in both house- 
based and Church-related ceremonies. Finally, I deal here with the ideology of 
bridewealth and provide some case studies of how and why transactions are effected 
in particular instances.
Marriages in Lewotala are distinguished as conforming to a "true road" (raran 
muren, in abbreviated form raran mu) or as going where "there is no road" (raran 
take). Marriages classified as where "there is no road" include clan or clan segment 
endogamy, intergenerational unions, and marriages which reverse the direction of an 
established pattem between affinally allied lines. Clan endogamous marriages 
usually relate to processes of segmentation already under way and allowed to 
continue. Ritual relocation of individuals may legitimize a cross-generational union. 
In some cases, compensation paid in elephant tusks allows temporary reversal within 
a very limited range of an otherwise ongoing affinal alliance. In other cases, 
demographic features of the lines concerned and the direction of subsequent 
marriages, which may revert to the earlier pattem or reinforce the new, are the 
crucial factors. These will eventually determine if a marriage in the contrary 
direction is merely a short-term inconvenience to allied lines, or whether it actually 
initiates an overall reversal that becomes the accepted direction of the alliance in due 
course.
Marriages where "there is no road", then, seem to be treated with a good deal 
of tolerance. Conformity to current institutional arrangements in Lewotala, though 
honoured as following the tried and true path, does not overshadow fertility as a 
value supported by but not limited to established patterns of alliance. Thus, while
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unions where "there is no road" may be novel or even risky, they are generally 
treated with forbearance and given the opportunity to prove themselves through their 
fertility. Indeed, I was advised by one elder in the village that when I married I 
should go where there was "no road", precisely because these marriages invigorated 
by new blood often produce many children.
Such marriages may also be referred to as suduk dangat, a term which seems 
to apply to improper sexual relationships of all kinds. Unfortunately, I never came 
across either of these words in any other contexts. The only translation I obtained 
was "there is no road" (tidak ada jalan), suggesting the term is simply a more formal 
expression for the everyday phrase having that meaning. Apart from some 
specifications of this expression, I elicited no other term for incest. In Lewotala, the 
term suduk dangat is applied to intergenerational sexual unions, including 
genealogical mother and son or father and daughter, as well as to any sexual 
relationship between persons categorized as brother and sister. This latter form of 
sexual liaison may be specified using the terms of reference for genealogical or clan 
cross-sex siblings: suduk dangat na'a bine'. It can be further elaborated as within 
the hearth and upon the cooking place, thus, suduk dangat ruran puken hoi lolon 
na'a bine'.
Another form of improper sexual relationship classified as suduk dangat is 
that between a married woman and a man who regards her husband's line as his wife- 
givers (belake). In such cases, reparation in the form of an elephant tusk should be 
made to the cuckolded husband. This must be done, I was told, before the male 
adulterer's line receive any more women in marriage from this particular wife-giving 
line.
Elephant tusk compensation is also required when a man disrupts an 
established alliance by taking in marriage a woman from a line he regards as his 
wife-takers (opu). Classified as suduk dangat, such a union can be legitimized, if a 
fine is paid to the wife-taker affected. The fine consists of two elephant tusks. One 
tusk is said to ukun lojak manuk ri'uk, that is, it returns to the wife-taker all the 
chickens he has served up to this particular wife-giver in days gone by. The other 
tusk is said to tue balik opu bine', that is, it turns a man of the established wife- 
takers around and allows him to be wife-giver in this single instance. Thus, the man 
bestowing the woman becomes a lone wife-giver (belake ehan) within a line which 
otherwise remains wife-taker as before. Similarly, the man who is receiving the wife 
becomes a lone wife-taker (opu ehan) within a line which otherwise remains wife- 
giver to his wife's natal line. This particular man's male descendants may remain in 
this "reversed" relationship, embedded in an alliance going the other way, for some
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generations. The situation will resolve itself, if and when they themselves make 
marriages which bring them back into harmony with the direction of the marriages 
made by their lineal or clan mates overall.
In the interim, the individuals whose affinal status is the reverse of their lines' 
relationship as a whole are likely to absent themselves quietly whenever prestations 
articulating this established alliance are occurring. They will make their own 
"reverse" prestations as and when necessary in a small group made up of just those 
immediately involved. Although such an encapsulated reversal of an established 
alliance might technically conform to the anthropological definition of sister- 
exchange, that is clearly not the way it is conceptualized locally. Rather, it is 
understood as one asymmetric relationship temporarily occurring within the series of 
opposing asymmetric relationships which surround it. One elder, who had found 
himself in this position as a belake ehan to a man of a line he otherwise regarded as 
his belake, pointed out that he and the opu ehan concerned took to calling each 
other by their personal names. They did this because the terms of address applicable 
between them (opu<->belake) were felt to be awkward and contradictory, whichever 
way they were applied. This situation righted itself after two generations, when the 
grandson of the idiosyncratic wife-taker reverted in his own marriage to the 
established pattem of alliance between the two lines concerned.
Personal names are an accepted form of address between married couples and 
between unmarried men and women related to one another as muren , "true/correct", 
or to use the full term muren wanan, "true and right". This cross-sex use of 
personal names apparently encodes intimacy: it is practised between husband and 
wife, while it is unthinkable between a man and his sons' wives, whose names he will 
not usually pronounce even in their absence. Such an interpretation of personal 
names as used between muren wanan fits with the ambience of the relationship, 
which is tantamount to a licence to flirt in every other way. Indeed, men and women 
in this category are said to know no embarrassment or shame (mia tenake). At least 
before Catholic Church strictures on such behaviour, muren were encouraged by 
their elders to be uninhibited with each other. They were allowed to indulge in 
conversation laden with sexual innuendo and in casual physical contact of a kind 
otherwise strongly censured between unmarried persons of the opposite sex. 
Furthermore, they might engage in sexual intercourse to which the parents of both 
parties and the brothers of the girl, who would otherwise object, simply turned a 
blind eye.
Two different forms of marriage between persons reciprocally muren were 
described to me as highly valued. One type unites the offspring of a brother and
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sister sibling pair. In the other type, a man "follows the blood" of his ancestral sister 
and in so doing closes a minimal three-line alliance cycle. While both these forms of 
marriage can be analysed as a right and an obligation, Lewotalans usually describe 
them as a privileged access to "my place" and "my blood" respectively. Rather than 
an onerous limitation on choice, they depict these prerogatives as providing secure 
routes to certain marriage partners. In what were once relatively isolated small-scale 
communities in Lewolema, oral narratives depicting clan history often harp on the 
difficulty male ancestors had in finding women to be their wives. The notion of 
pride of access, then, probably relates to this perceived scarcity of partners, as well 
as to the local ideology that accords these forms of marriage their special value.
UNION OF THE OFFSPRING OF BROTHER AND SISTER
Like same-sex genealogical siblings (kaka arin), a brother and sister (na'a 
bine') born of the same mother may be described as siblings of the one umbilical 
cord (na'a bine' tale to'u). These sentiments are further elaborated in the ritual 
language expression which depicts the brother and sister as sleeping in the womb 
(turn' luwo) and curled up in the stomach (galuk ale) of their mother: na'a bine' 
turn' luwo galuk ale. This closeness continues to characterize the way the 
brother/sister relationship is depicted throughout the life of cross-sex siblings. Thus, 
a man is always said to be very concerned about the welfare of his sisters and their 
children.
The quality of affect culturally ascribed to brother and sister is such that it 
stands as a model for other relationships, notably the conjugal bond. Thus, a 
husband and wife may refer to themselves as a pair, using the terms for brother and 
sister. At one stage, I interviewed couples in Lewotala about the division of labour 
within their households, asking them questions such as "Who feeds the pigs?". On 
these occasions, either husband or wife would sometimes answer that they shared a 
given task, referring to themselves as brother and sister in their response: "We, 
brother and sister, do so". Similarly, if a husband and wife together approach 
another house whose inhabitants they are about to visit, the people inside the house 
may see them hovering outside, and summon them to enter, saying: "You, brother 
and sister, come in and sit here." When I asked about this use of the cross-sex 
sibling terms, I was told it highlighted the mutual concern which should exist 
between husband and wife, such that the quality of their relationship resembled that 
between brother and sister.
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FIGURE 4.1
MARRIAGEABLE (MUREN) OFFSPRING OF BROTHER (NA'A)
AND SISTER (BINE'’)
WIFE-GIVING LINE WIFE-TAKING LINE
(BELAKE) (OPU)
muren
belake opu
kesin'
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Only some of the children of a brother and sister are categorically potential 
spouses. The brother's daughters and the sister's sons are reciprocally muren wanan 
(see Figure 4.1). By contrast, the brother's sons and the sister's daughters are 
categorically non-marriageable individuals to one another, given they are members 
of lines distinguished as wife-giving on the man's side and wife-taking on the 
woman's side. An improper marriage of this kind between a man and his father's 
sister's daughter (opu kesin') is a deviant marriage, which reverses the direction of 
an established alliance. On the other hand, a marriage between a mother's brother's 
daughter (MBD) and her father's sister's son (FZS) is highly valued as na'a jadi, 
bine' jadi, muren wanan, where jadi is the verb to give birth. Thus, the phrase 
means "the offspring of the brother, the offspring of the sister, true and right". Here 
na'a jadi is understood to refer only to daughters of the brother and bine' jadi is 
understood to refer only to sons of the sister. Such a marriage between a mother's 
brother's daughter and her father's sister's son is regarded as confirming the closeness 
of the sibling relationship between the parents concerned.
It is the parents, at least as much as the younger generation, who feel slighted 
and aggrieved if none of a cross-sex sibling's children contract this kind of marriage 
with their eligible cousins. Just such an instance occurred in Lewotala in 1988.
A woman with four sons, none of whom married daughters of their 
mother's brother, faced two difficult situations. One son, who had gone 
away to train as a lawyer, returned home on a visit and a thanksgiving 
celebration was to be held marking his success. This young man and his 
brothers spent the evening beforehand making a very contrite plea to 
their mother's brother to forgive them for not availing themselves of a 
possible marriage with his daughter, in order to prevail upon him to grace 
the next day's celebration. Some months later, the first-born child of the 
youngest of these four brothers was to undergo its bathing rite. When the 
young father's mother's brother's wife arrived to attend the birth rite, she 
maintained a rather stiff demeanour as the young man's otherwise very 
dignified mother welcomed her with sobbing and tears. The emotion 
displayed indicated this woman's own distress at the neglect her sons had 
shown their mother's brother's daughter and, by implication, the lack of 
value they apparently accorded the relationship between their mother and 
her brother. The initial coolness and the reciprocal distress could easily 
have been reversed, if it were the daughters of the brother who had 
married elsewhere, ignoring the sons of the sister.
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Nowadays, such disputes are generally settled without violence, but according 
to older informants the neglected party's remonstrations used to be more aggressive. 
Thus, I was told,
a sister, pointing to her brother's daughter's newly acquired husband, 
would accuse her brother of giving away the place rightfully hers for her 
son: "Is that your sister's child? My place, you've given to him?". 
Otherwise, the sister's son might go directly to his mother's brother's 
daughter's home and attack her chosen husband. Faced with this 
displeasure, the brother would usually promise a younger daughter to the 
sister's son, in which case the sister might take this child to live with her 
immediately in an attempt to secure the arrangement. In such situations, 
this younger daughter was referred to as a "small cob of com" (kerupun 
wulin kenin), replacing the eldest sister who was termed the "source 
fruit, large cob of com" (wuan puken wulin belen). Should the brother 
be the one who has been slighted, he would ordinarily curse his sister 
saying, "[If] I am not your brother, I am mistaken; [if] I am your brother,
I curse, you will feel it". In the olden days, it is said, the brother's 
daughter might attack the woman who married her father's sister's son, 
saying, "My place, you have seized it!". She may tear the clothes off the 
woman concerned, while the husband could not object, merely looking 
on in embarrassed silence.
The prerogative in this form of marriage in Lewotala relates quite closely to 
genealogical brother and sister as parents of the marriageable couple. Thus, a 
brother or sister will still feel slighted, even when the sibling's offspring marries 
someone in the right relationship category (muren wanan) of a closely related line 
within the clan of the neglected cross-cousin. It is a personal right-cum-obligation 
that is at stake, not merely a lineage or clan prerogative. The only exception to this, 
which I have found, is that co-wives may substitute for one another as structurally 
equivalent persons in the process of these claims being made on their children. I 
give an example of that below.
If no formal commitment had been made between a brother and sister for the 
muren wanan marriage of their offspring, the slighted sibling could not actually 
demand any material compensation. Their disappointment would usually be placated 
with the offer or the expectation of a younger child of that sibling making the desired 
MBD-FZS marriage. When, however, the entire eligible subset of a cross-sex
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sibling's offspring have married elsewhere, the offended sibling might demand 
compensation in the form of an elephant tusk. Whether they got one, even in times 
past, depended on how shrewdly they pressed their case, so as to embarrass the other 
party.
The more formal arrangement of a MBD-FZS marriage was, in contrast, 
binding on both parties on pain of material sanctions. This practice, termed sige, was 
mentioned in Chapter Two. It takes the form of a metal bracelet placed on the arm 
of a baby, during its birth rites, by one of the cross-sex siblings of its appropriate 
parent. A brother, I was told, would rarely reserve more than one child among his 
sister's offspring and vice versa in order to give other cross-sex siblings a chance to 
do the same. According to one elder, people often tried to reserve an eldest child in 
this way, so as not to miss their chance. He pointed out, however, that those brothers 
and sisters who took the relative ages of their eligible offspring into account tended 
to have fewer problems with the procedure in the long run. This man outlined the 
two instances of infant betrothal, which I cite below. These cases demonstrate that 
both male and female babies were sometimes reserved for MBD-FZS marriages in 
this way. They also indicate the defaults which occurred and the sanctions, which 
applied to reneging on such a betrothal.
Soon after my arrival in Lewotala a man of clan Liwun, named Meo, 
passed away leaving a wife, Walen, and many children. This fruitful 
marriage had, I was told, arisen from negotiations to resolve the situation 
when a betrothed girl defaulted. Meo Liwun's mother, Liho Tukan, had 
reserved (sige) her brother's daughter, Bulu, at the time of Bulu's bathing 
rite (see Figure 4.2). As she was growing up, Bulu sometimes helped her 
prospective mother-in-law in the house. Once a young woman, however,
Bulu was taken as a live-in lover by another man of clan Liwun, named 
Pad. Liho, furious, accused her brother Pehan Tukan of giving his 
daughter to the wrong man. She demanded a replacement, who would be 
a wife for Meo. Tukan offered their next eligible girl, Walen, who was 
only about nine years old at the time. Liho agreed to this, provided she 
could take Walen to live with her immediately and rear the girl until she 
married Meo.
Meanwhile, once Tukan had offered Walen as a substitute for the 
defaulter, they demanded bridewealth from Liwun for the rebellious 
Bulu. She, after all, had been taken unilaterally by one of Liwun's men. 
Tukan also asked for compensation for Bulu's disrespectful behaviour
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FIGURE 4.2
RESERVING A BROTHER'S DAUGHTER FOR MARRIAGE BETWEEN 
THE OFFSPRING OF BROTHER AND SISTER (NA'A JADI, BINE’ JADI)
LIWUNTUKAN
Pehan
Walen
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and for the damage her Liwun lover's action had done to Tukan's good 
name. Liwun avoided bridewealth by defining a closed cycle of three 
marriages, one of which was Bulu's union with Pati Liwun. Thus, Bulu 
went to Pati and the two other marriages meant another woman came 
back to Tukan:
Bulu Tukan — > Pati Liwun
Peni Liwun — > Daruk Aran
Nuna Aran — > Baka Tukan.
Liwun did provide elephant tusk compensation (two tusks: one lega and 
one kelik papa) to restore Tukan's reputation. Once this agreement was 
reached, Tukan sanctioned Bulu's marriage to Pati and the girl, Walen, 
moved into Liho Tukan's house, where Liho's son Meo awaited her 
maturity.
A slightly more complicated case is the betrothal, when he was a baby, of 
Demon Tukan now nearly seventy years of age (see Figure 4.3).
Demon was the eldest son of his father, Adi, and bom of the last of his 
father's wives. At his bathing rite, he was reserved by the mother of 
another of his father's wives for a marriage with the brother's daughter,
Laju, of that other wife. This, then, would be a (step-)mother's brother's 
daughter-father's sister's (step-)son marriage. For this purpose at least, 
the wife without sons may take the sons of her co-wife as her own. The 
betrothed girl, Laju, was quite a few years older than the baby boy 
reserved to become her husband. Following this arrangement, Laju often 
helped her potential mother-in-law with housework, including bathing 
and caring for the young boy. The reserved boy did not realize what the 
bracelet on his arm signified, until he was about eight years old, by 
which time he understood that he was in due course to marry Laju. Only 
then did he appreciate why his older clan brothers had nicknamed him 
Belaju, "He who has Laju". As he recounts it now, Demon was not 
particularly keen on the idea of marrying this girl, whom he regarded 
more as an older sister, given she had often looked after him and 
sometimes shared his sleeping-place over as many years as he could 
remember. Demon's father, Adi, must have been more enthusiastic about 
the prospect. He apparently told Laju's father, Pehan Lamaruron, that a
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FIGURE 4.3
RESERVING A SISTER’S (STEP-)SON FOR MATRILATERAL 
CROSS-COUSIN MARRIAGE (NA'A JADI, BINE' JADI)
LAMARURON TUKAN AMA MARAN
O  Sinalna /  / \  Daruk
/ \  P6han Ö  Belaon
/ \  Domi Pi re’ Ö/ \  Demon / \  Sen’
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tusk was set aside in the Tukan house for Pehan to fetch, eventually, in 
exchange for a textile to swathe Demon and Laju's first-born child at its 
bathing rite.
As a young woman, however, Laju had her own interests. When 
Demon was about 12 and Laju around 21 years of age, another clan 
Tukan man, named Sen', took Laju to live with him as his wife. Laju's 
father was furious and told her never to enter his house again; Demon's 
father threatened to bum the house of his clansman Sen' to the ground.
Sen' and his parents argued that it was all in the family anyway, merely 
the substitution of one clansman for another in relation to Laju: the 
fiancee (mahan or han) acquired by the younger brother had simply 
been taken by the elder brother (ade' paha, tata' gute). They gave Adi 
an elephant tusk (one lekun) he could use to acquire a woman for Demon 
in place of the lost fiancee (tuga mahan). Although Sen' asked them not 
to do so, Adi and/or Pehan may have cursed Laju for her disregard of 
their wishes. Demon himself was quite relieved, knowing that equally 
dire consequences would have ensued if he himself had ever rejected 
Laju. Many years later, according to Demon, representatives of 
Lamaruron remembered that Adi Tukan had said there was a tusk in his 
house, which Pehan could fetch. As Adi was dead by now, they came to 
Demon's to try and collect this tusk. Presumably this Ruron spokesman 
either did not know, or was hoping Demon would not know, the exact 
circumstances in which the tusk had been promised. Demon, by this 
time married to his actual mother's brother's daughter, Pire' Maran, 
together with a clansman received the Lamaruron request politely 
enough. Then the clansman pointed to Demon's wife and his own wife 
saying, "That tusk is still with us. Those are our wives, which one is 
Laju?". The implication being, that Lamaruron could only claim the 
promised tusk from "he who had Laju."
In both of these cases, the girl involved rejected the match which had been 
made for her with a father's sister's son and married instead another man of her 
father's sister's son's clan. The husband she chose was a "right and true" spouse, as 
well as a clan brother of the younger man to whom she was betrothed. The disputes 
occurred despite the fact that, in terms of the relationship category potential spouse 
(muren wanan) and the affinal alliance between the lines concerned, the competing 
candidates for marriage with each of the women were structurally interchangeable.
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The fury was partly due to the reneging on a reservation (sige) for marriage. This 
reservation was, however, merely a formalizing of the more general expectation that 
the eligible offspring of brother and sister had a claim on each other as marriage 
partners.
This form of marriage (na'a jadi bine' jadi), then, highlights certain 
individuals within the marriageable category (muren wanan) as being by right and 
obligation one's "place" (uli* go'en). That prerogative stems from the na’a bine' 
relationship prevailing at the parental level. As both cases indicate, however, the 
structural siblingship which relates all cross-sex clan affiliates of the one generation 
as na'a bine' is not, in itself, sufficient to give their offspring the same prerogative 
over each other as marriage partners. Any analysis of affinal alliance including na'a 
jadi bine' jadi marriage must, therefore, focus not only on relationships between 
lines of whatever depth, but also on the nature of cross-sex siblingship and its 
implications. Another form of marriage, discussed in the next section, does concern 
offspring stemming from clan siblings. In this case, the potential spouses are more 
than one generation removed from the clan brother and sister through whom their 
relationship is traced. This route to marriage is referred to as " following the blood" 
(dore mei).
FOLLOWING THE BLOOD OF THE ANCESTRAL SISTER
The prerogative to marry a cross-cousin is expressed in the phrase "my place" 
(uli' go'en). Another form of marriage, which also applies to only some potential 
spouses (muren wanan), is encapsulated in the phrase "my blood" (mei go'en). 
Unlike "my place", "my blood" is not a reciprocal expression. Only a man can be 
said "to follow the blood" (dore mei) in order to marry a woman who is not just 
"true and right" as far as he is concerned, but is more specifically his "squash seed, 
bean seedling" (besi kulun utan era').
Marriage between a mother's brother's daughter and her father's sister's son 
articulates the unilateral nature of asymmetric alliance as practised in Lewolema. 
"Following the blood" provides an ideological impetus to close some series of 
asymmetric marriages, such that they form cycles. This impetus coincides with a 
broader economic imperative to seek closure, so as to avoid the alienation of 
valuables in marriage payments. All together, these features give affinal alliance in 
Lewolema its particular character. Indeed, "following the blood" not only describes
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certain aspects of the marriage system, but provides a motive force for changes 
within the institutional arrangements that constitute it over time.
In Lewotala at least, there is no obligation nor any means of reserving an 
individual, who is "my blood", for a marriage of this kind. There is simply an 
expectation that given a woman marries outside her natal clan, eventually a man bom 
of that clan will "follow the blood" she carries and marry a girl stemming from her 
two or more generations later. If this sort of marriage does not occur at the first 
opportunity, there is likely to be some disappointment felt by the elders of the 
eligible couple. They are, however, patient as they assume it will happen in another 
instance, if not in that generation then in a subsequent one.
To explain how a man follows the blood, I take an example which allows me to 
describe the relationship categories and the options involved (see Figure 4.4).
Once again, everything starts with a brother and sister pair, in this case 
Adi Tukan and his clan sister Lepan Tukan. Though not genealogical 
siblings, they were categorically na'a and bine’ to one another 
respectively. Adi had three sons and a number of daughters, though for 
this exposition I mention only two sons, Demon and Baka, along with 
Demon's daughter Walen and Baka's son Adi. Lepan married Ratu 
Hewen and had many children, among them Kuda, Take, and Beliti, 
some of whose offspring are shown in Figure 4.4.
The crucial point here is that Lepan carries Tukan blood in her 
person and passes it on to her children. Given she is a Tukan sister 
(bine'), her husband is a Tukan wife-taking affine (opu) and her daughter 
is a Tukan "small opu" (opu kesin'). Men should not marry their opu 
kesin': to do so would reverse the direction of the marital alliance 
between the two lines concerned. Tukan men, then, should not marry 
Beliti. Beliti's daughter Bunga, however, as the daughter of an opu 
kesin' is not only by definition a "right and true" spouse (muren wanan) 
for Tukan men, but more specifically their "squash seed, bean seedling"
(besi kulun utan era'). The elders of Tukan, Hewen, and Hurit, were 
thus all delighted when Bunga married Baka's son, Adi Tukan. In so 
doing, she returned the seed, carried by Lepan, to its source (puken) in 
clan Tukan. Adi, having followed the Tukan blood of his ancestral sister 
Lepan through Beliti to Bunga, by means of his marriage to her brought 
that Tukan blood back into its clan of origin.
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FIGURE 4.4
FOLLOWING THE BLOOD (DORE MEI): 
MARRIAGE OF SOURCE AND SEED
TUKAN HE WEN
y \ Dcmon A Baka
Ö Walen A Adi
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utan era')
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This is the most straightforward instance of a man following the blood to 
marry a woman who is his "squash seed, bean seedling". Figure 4.4 represents this 
case. The diagram also shows other besi kulun who might be traced and married by 
men of Lepan's clan of origin (puken). Thus, men of clan Tukan could look to 
Beliti's sons' daughters, who are also Tukan's "squash seed, bean seedling". So, for 
instance, Sino's daughter is "squash seed, bean seedling" to Adi's son and his clan 
brothers. Alternatively, Lepan Tukan's blood could be followed through her sons, 
Kuda or Take. Initial female offspring in both lines are Tukan's opu kesiiT and the 
next female descendants in any line stemming from an opu kesiiT constitute besin 
kulun utan era'. Hence, the scope to be patient, knowing that more opportunities 
for such marriages arise, as additional "squash seed, bean seedlings" emerge for 
some generations stemming from the initial clan sister.
The number of generations through which clansmen might follow their blood 
did, however, occasion some discussion among my informants. The difference of 
opinion is revealing. Indeed, one man considered and reconsidered a number of 
times how to explain just which women counted as opu kesin' and besi kulun. He 
began by describing situations in which, in any line of descendants from a married 
clan sister, the first female link was an opu kesin' and the next female link was a 
besi kulun. Then at one stage, he placed a limit on the number of generations -  the 
number of intervening male links -  one should countenance, in order still to apply 
either of those designations to the women who ensued. He suggested two 
intervening male links were the most he would reckon, if a subsequent female were 
to count as either opu kesin' or besi kulun. So, for instance, if more than two males 
intervened after the opu kesin', the women who eventually emerged would still be 
muren wanan to men of the ancestral sister's line, but could not be considered besi 
kulun any longer over that great generational spread. Subsequently, however, this 
man adamantly withdrew his qualification, insisting that the number of male links 
was irrelevant to the calculation.
The discussion on this point relates in one sense to the distinction Bourdieu 
(1977:109-114) draws between formal and practical logic. The original and final 
formulaic definitions provide the explicit statements required to describe the formal 
features of this type of marriage. The qualifications, introduced and later discarded 
by my most reflective informant, indicate that in practice besi kulun are only traced 
through five or six generations from the ancestral sister concerned. If a besi kulun 
marriage has not eventuated during that time, the matter is allowed to lapse and the 
clan blood carried by that particular sister slips away from her brothers.
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Before pursuing further this issue of identifying women across the generations 
as "squash seed, bean seedling" (besi kulun utan era'), a closer look at the idioms 
involved may be helpful. Kulun and era' are terms for different shaped seeds, 
distinguished as flatter and more rounded ones respectively. Many other plants and 
fruits, not only beans/peas and squash, have seeds classified as either kulun or era'. 
Besi is squash, including pumpkin, a favourite vegetable grown in all swiddens and 
fixed-field gardens. Utan is a generic term, like Indonesian kacang, for beans and 
peas of various kinds usually grown in most gardens. The women classed as besi 
kulun utan era' are regarded as seeds stemming from an ancestral sister. As one 
elder of clan Tukan put it, referring to women he regarded as besi kulun, they are 
"Tukan seeds from our sister" (Tukan bibit dari bine') .1 Thus, through the ancestral 
sister, her natal clan has released these seeds, which emerge at the second or 
subsequent generation ready to be gathered by Tukan men. These men form the 
puken: trunk, stem, source, origin, the line from which the "sister" came and to 
which the "seed" emerging from her should return in marriage.
The analogy here is with agricultural production and reproduction. Seeds are 
initially planted, as the sister is originally given in marriage to men of another clan. 
Through the agricultural cycle, that which was planted reproduces itself. When ripe, 
it is harvested and the crop is brought into the village granary, where it is cloistered 
until it is time for the new season's seed to be planted and germinate once more. The 
cycles of planting and reaping go on indefinitely. Ideally, the harvest multiplies with 
each successful cycle. So the "seeds" which stem from clan sisters are gathered, then 
to germinate and reproduce life for the clan which is their "source". This notion of 
source (puken) is applicable to progenitor lines (belake) in many contexts, including 
the brothers who vouchsafe their sister's fecundity and the mother's brother who 
effects life cycle transitions for his sister's child. The concept source progenitor 
(belake puken), which is explored in the next chapter, is not unrelated to use of the 
term puken here to designate the progenitor line which gathers the "squash seed, 
bean seedling".
In Lewotala, the male elders talk at length, given any opportunity, about the 
maiden who is regarded as the origin of cultivated crops. As the story goes, from her 
dismembered body buried in her brothers' field sprang numerous varieties of rice, 
corn and other cultivated plants, including squash and various kinds of beans and 
peas. At the annual planting ceremony, the two women, who hold ritual office in the 
clan of each man working the village representative field, are termed besi pare ina 
puken. These office holders, known generally as source mothers (ina puken), are in 
this instance further specified by the terms for squash (besi) and a particular kind of
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rice (pare), both of which come from the maiden Nogo Gunu Ema Hingi. Another 
woman, referred to as besi pare he'a homak, sits beside and measures out (he'a 
homak) the seed rice regarded as the rice maiden herself. This woman is described 
as the elder/younger sibling (kaka arin) of the rice maiden. These same associations 
between women, cultivated crops, and generative potency are presumably subsumed 
in the designation of certain potential spouses, who are clan seedlings, as "squash 
seed, bean seedling".
The plant-specific aspect of this botanic idiom is the most difficult to interpret. 
The notion of seed is clear, but no informant could articulate the particular 
significance of squash and beans or peas in the designation besi kulun utan era'. It 
was seed, they said, that was the important thing. If we approach the problem from 
the evidence of the plants themselves, the common feature of varieties of squash, 
beans and peas is probably their visible, traceable vines and tendrils. Furthermore, 
each initial plant of this kind produces multiple blossoms or pods that contain 
numerous kernels. These are in most cases visible above the ground ready to be 
gathered by anyone with the prerogative to do so and an appropriately watchful eye. 
If we bear in mind the iconic use to which plant forms are put in Lamaholot imagery, 
it is not so difficult to see why varieties of squash and beans, whose tendrils run 
along the ground between more solid stemmed plants, evoke the notion of women 
linking and connecting the diverse trunks constituted by lines of men.
The other idiom involved here is that of blood. The concept "white blood" was 
discussed in Chapter One, where the terms blood (mei), the fuller form white blood 
(mei buran) and the ritual language phrase for procreative fluids (kuma ratun) were 
all introduced. Men of a line who regard certain women as their "squash seed, bean 
seedling" may refer to those women as "our blood" (mei käme) or "my blood" (mei 
go'en). In conversation with other men, they may point out their special interest in 
these women, saying, "Our blood, we have priority in taking [in marriage]".
Another ritual language phrase for white blood is mei worak. Worak means 
fat or lard and, given its whiteness, I wondered if this phrase contrasted red and 
white substances: blood and flesh or bodily blood and sexual fluids. When I put this 
point to particular elders, generally patient in explaining vocabulary, they were not 
keen on these distinctions. They at least tended to take mei worak as equivalent to 
kuma ratun, another euphemism for procreative fluids used in public ritual chants to 
avoid embarrassing those present. They also pointed out that the everyday phrase 
"following the blood" (dore mei), to describe a man's marrying his "squash seed, 
bean seedling", was another use of mei to mean the vital fluids which allow men and 
women to reproduce life. The ritual language expression which depicts this form of
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marriage is mei ba' tue, worak golo balik. Ba' means to flow, as water flows and a 
flooded river overflows its banks; golo is the verb used of waves swelling and rolling 
in the ocean. Tue means "to turn, rotate or revolve" (putar) and balik is the verb 
"to return home" (pulang). The expression, then, might be translated: "White blood 
flows out and turns around, vital fluids swell and return home".
This encapsulates the local view, that a man’s marriage "following the blood" 
effectively traces and recoups the white blood, which flowed out some generations 
ago in the person of a clan sister. That blood flowed through the sister's daughter 
(opu kesin') and into the sister's daughter's daughter (besi kulun utan era'). Given 
this latter woman's marriage with a man of the source, the blood passes on into their 
children, who will be natal members of the source clan. This is the ideological 
impetus to close minimal alliance cycles. Furthermore, procreative fluids 
categorized as white blood are considered one asset of corporate clans. Of necessity, 
the asset is invested in other clans, before being retrieved and reintegrated into the 
clan of origin. In Kedang, a similar idea prevails. There, a relatively rare form of 
marriage is called "to return the blood" (pau weiq bale). This unites a man with a 
potential spouse (mahan) who is simultaneously the daughter of a daughter of a clan 
sister, thus closing an alliance cycle in what is regarded as the most ideal marriage 
one can make (Barnes 1974a:248). Among the Erna, in such a marriage the young 
girl concerned is said "to return to the nest" (Clamagirand 1980:142).
The concept of white blood, this rather literal idiom for the flow of life in 
Lewolema, throws some light on the position of the non-marriageable woman, 
referred to as opu kesin', coming in the generation between the ancestral sister 
(bine) and the seedling (besi kulun utan era') who is the potential spouse (muren 
wanan). Although a man's marriage to a woman he calls opu kesin' is contrary to 
the direction of unions which preceded it, the concerns people have about this are not 
necessarily to do with the disruption caused to affinal alliances prevailing at the time. 
Rather, anxiety is expressed about the likely lack of fertility in such a marriage. The 
predicted outcomes of the match include ill-health for the mother and sickly children, 
if any. Though no-one ever proffered a definitive statement on the subject, I 
endeavoured to explore how these concerns relate to the notion of white blood 
articulating the flow of life.
Depending on the relative age and genealogical level of the parties concerned, 
both a man and his sister can address their opu kesin' in a number of ways. If the 
speakers are a generation below the woman who is opu kesin', they may address her 
as mei. I was not aware of this, until someone with whom I had been discussing 
"following the blood" marriage pointed it out to me. "What does that mean?", I
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asked without recognizing the word out of context. "You know," came the response, 
"blood". According to this informant, the opu kesin' is addressed as "blood" by the 
sibling set which includes men who could marry her daughter as besi kulun utan 
era' . This form of address identifies an opu kesin' as carrier of the man's clan- 
blood. It is like an aural signpost leading him to her daughter, whom he can marry to 
reintegrate the blood into his own line. Not everyone I asked about this subsequently 
put it so explicitly, nor even agreed that the term of address might be translated as 
"blood". They did, however, acknowledge that its use as a form of address expressed 
a special closeness peculiar to the relationship between a man and an opu kesin' 
whose daughter he might marry.
Given men "follow the blood" in this way, from a clan sister through a woman 
who is opu kesin' at one generation to reach a marriageable besi kulun utan era' in 
a subsequent generation, I sometimes suggested that marrying the opu kesin' would 
be a quicker way of bringing the blood she carries back into the source line (puken). 
Respondents always emphatically rejected the analogy, I was thereby drawing, in 
terms of blood and its availability in the two women. The difference seemed to be 
that in the case of the besi kulun utan era', the clan-blood had flowed through an 
intermediate line and on into the marriageable woman in a continuing cycle, which 
enabled its return to the source without any reversal of direction. To marry the opu 
kesin', on the other hand, would be to follow the blood out into one other line, then 
try to bring it back again from there. This was apparently understood to entail a 
direct reversal uncharacteristic of the flow of life, which cycles through clans and 
generations without turning back on itself.
From these excursions into the metaphor of seed and the idiom of blood, I 
would like to return here to the issue of tracing besi kulun utan era' through the 
generations. I mentioned the difficulty informants had helping me recognize where 
to stop, when I was identifying women as "squash seed, bean seedlings" of particular 
source lines. This related partly to the distinction between specifying formal criteria 
and applying them in practical situations, whereby identification of besi kulun utan 
era' seemed to lapse some five to six generations from the source. In a more 
profound sense, however, I can now argue that men's interest in potential besi kulun 
utan era' does not so much lapse, as suffer from being overtaken by others with a 
stronger claim to see the woman in that role themselves.
In the most direct scenario of "following the blood", a sister's daughter's 
daughter (ZDD) recognized as "our blood" is married by a man of her mother's 
mother's brother's (MMB) line. This marriage closes a three-line minimal alliance 
cycle. Indeed, "following the blood" marriages always involve just three lines in a
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closed cycle and neither intervening male links nor generations reckoned make any 
difference to this formal feature. The calculations in terms of blood and hence the 
priority of claims to "our blood" are, however, likely to be more complex. What is 
actually being traced here is matrilineal transmission of white blood through three 
generations of women, in the most direct instance, and matrilateral transfer of white 
blood between clans or clan segments in other cases. The significance or otherwise 
of any male links coming between the source (puken) and the seed (besi kulun utan 
era') depends, then, on the origin of those male ancestors' wives. If the wives of 
each intervening male have their origin in the same line as that man's mother, no new 
blood is being introduced and the three lines involved remain the besi kulun's, her 
mother's, and her mother's mother's as source (puken). In such a situation, the besi 
kulun may be traced either more or less directly through different routes by men of 
the source line, who are in any case of her mother's mother's brother's (MMB) line.
If, however, the wives of any intervening males introduced the blood of a 
different natal line, which is very likely, then the most direct route between the seed 
and a source will be through these women linking the besi kulun to her mother's 
mother's brother's lineage. That being so, other more distant source lines who traced 
the besi kulun through male as well as female links, will have a more tenuous claim 
to the woman so identified. She may be, formally, a besi kulun to them, but their 
prerogative is overtaken by those with closer matrilateral connections to the woman 
concerned. Thus, a more direct claim on a woman as "our blood" effectively pre­
empts other residual claims based on more long-range calculations. Given this, the 
focus of attention is appropriately placed on seedlings (besi kulun), who are not 
much more than two generations removed from the ancestral sister of the source 
(puken) from which they stem.
SEVERING THE WHITE THREAD
The ideology of white blood traced indefinitely through maternal as well as 
paternal links raises its own problems in respect of social organization, some of 
which are considered here. One preoccupation is the respect which should be shown 
to the source. Another concern is threats to fecundity, through destructive rather 
than procreative interpenetration of the blood of different lines. When necessary in 
such circumstances, processes to terminate the transmission of blood may be evoked 
through social and/or ritual means.
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One reason for terminating the flow of white blood between affinally allied 
lines is apparent rejection of the fertility it bestows. This situation can arise when a 
man of a wife-taking line (opu), in respect of a woman and her brothers (belake), 
refuses to accept that she is bearing his child. Summoned by the woman's father or 
clan leader, the man still declines to acknowledge paternity. Even if he agrees he has 
been her lover, he may assert that his intercourse with her was not often enough to 
result in an accumulation of white blood sufficient for a viable pregnancy. For her 
part, the woman denies having any other lovers.
Faced with this intransigent rejection of the fecundity of their sister, the belake 
may decide to withhold the flow of life in future from such an ungrateful opu. If so, 
they announce they are severing the white thread (geto kapek buran) between 
themselves and this line of wife-takers. A public enactment of the decision follows, 
for all concerned to witness. The pregnant woman and the man who refused to 
acknowledge paternity of her child stand by the group of stones, marking the ritual 
centre of the ceremonial ground adjacent to the village temple (koko). They hold a 
strand of locally spun natural cotton, each pulling at one end until the thread breaks. 
To sever the white thread in this way, indicates the belake concerned will never 
again bestow women on men of that previously opu line.
This form of severance is very rare. The only instances of it mentioned to me 
were said to have occurred some generations ago. Once it has been enacted, 
according to my informants, no restitution is possible. If a woman of the belake 
subsequently went against all advice and married a man of this previously wife­
taking line, their union would be barren. Such a termination of the flow of life 
follows on a conscious rejection of it on the part of the recipient. In response to such 
disrespect, the offended party redirect the flow of life at their disposal elsewhere. If 
the situation warrants it, a belake line might even sever the white thread with their 
historically precedent wife-takers (opu weruin). The belake would then select from 
among their other opu lines, one to be honoured with the responsibilities of the status 
opu weruin from then on.
Still more aggressive disputes between affines can lead to the conclusion that 
their fruitful interaction is no longer possible. These circumstances sometimes lead 
to a de facto cessation of the affinal alliance concerned. Otherwise, a clan leader 
may rely on ritual means to alleviate the problem. This situation arises from a 
homicide committed between persons of the affinally allied lines. In contrast to 
killing an enemy, which is characterized as red blood, mei me'an, murdering an 
affine is considered an internecine act and characterized as white blood, mei buran. 
When a killing of the former kind takes place, be it in warfare or in a traffic accident,
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the killer may be subsequently "cooled" in a ritual which rejects or pushes away the 
blood (odo mei) of the victim. This ritual allows the killer to reintegrate into his 
community without danger to himself or others. In theory, however, one cannot 
reject or push away the blood of affines. It flows on in their clan forever and joins 
with yours in every marriage between the two lines.
Following any homicide, the bloods of the killer and his victim are considered 
antithetical to one another. This is why they should be separated. Above all, they 
cannot mix together fruitfully in the procreative acts of human reproduction or in the 
productive activities of working the same field. Thus, a mei buran homicide 
involving persons of affinally allied lines makes impossible the flow of life between 
any affiliates of those lines. Should such persons marry, their union is expected to be 
barren. This problem does not stop with the affinal allies directly involved. After 
all, women continually transfer blood between groups of men. Thus, the antithetical 
bloods flow on into yet other clans, adversely penetrating their procreative activities 
in respect of one another as well.
In cases of a homicide within a clan or clan segment, the same cultural logic of 
its having severed and destroyed the flow of life applies. Thus, the homicide has the 
effect of segregating the descendants of the killer from other members of the clan for 
affinal purposes. As persons within a single affinal unit, lineal relatives of the killer 
and his victim did not, of course, ordinarily intermarry prior to the homicide. They 
did, however, join bloods indirectly through the closing of connubial cycles. This 
was especially so, given the practice of "following the blood" to marry a woman 
who, as "squash seed, bean seedling" carries one's own clan blood. Now, however, 
the bloods of the killer and his victim cannot be joined because, literally, the blood 
has been severed already (mei geto kae) by virtue of the homicide. Following a 
killing within a clan or clan segment, then, the descendants of perpetrator and victim 
must separately identify their own "squash seed, bean seedling" respectively. In 
other words, they can no longer trace "our blood" from their common clan sisters. 
Instead, they must each identify "my blood" in women who could be expected to 
have a fruitful marriage with a descendant of the killer, but not of his victim, or vice 
versa.
Only one instance of this severance of blood (mei geto) consequent on a 
homicide within a clan segment (Sogen Ama Belolon) is known to me from 
Lewotala. This was said to have happened some generations ago and the 
descendants of the killer remain something of an awkward splinter within the 
broader group. So far as I know, their affinal alliances remain the same as those of 
others of the clan segment, although they keep their connubial cycles separate.
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Furthermore, their position within the clan overall is somewhat ambiguous in terms 
of ritual offices, as well as social relations.
There are various ways of dealing with the threat posed by the blood of 
homicides to both male-male productivity in gardens and male-female procreation in 
marriage. One strategy is the effective termination of co-operative gardening and 
sexual unions between members of the lines concerned. Thus, the descendants 
through male or female links all of whom carry the blood of a killer or his victim are 
regarded as ineligible to marry one another. This is the state of play between some 
lines. Thus, in 1988, a Hurit Lango Belen elder seemed set to oppose a marriage in 
just such terms. He expressed anxiety about a match mooted between a woman of 
Hurit Lango Belen in Lewotala and a man of Sukun, a segment of Lamaruron in 
Lamatou, on the grounds that a homicide had once occurred between these lines.
Another approach is to accept that liaisons will occur and ritually rectify each 
individual situation as necessary. Thus, one Lewotala woman was already pregnant 
to her lover when people realized that a man of her mother's line, Ama Kelen of 
Lewotala, had at some stage killed a person of his mother's line, Lamaruron of 
Lamatou. The woman's advanced pregnancy did not ameliorate concern that this 
union could not be fruitful. Rather, it focused anxiety on the expectation that the 
woman would lose her child at or before delivery. In this case, the usual ritual to 
relocate a person was held, assigning each of the couple to new mothers, so they 
would escape the effects of the antithetical bloods of homicide. The man was 
relocated into a different family of his own line, while the woman was shifted into 
another clan, given her father had come from elsewhere and there were no other 
households of his line in the village.
Problems with the flow of life due to homicides long ago are not always 
anticipated in advance. So, for instance, as they recount it now, two great friends, a 
man of clan Tukan and a man of Ama Hurit, were co-operatively working a field in 
the mid 1960s, when the son of the former fell ill. Divination to determine the cause 
of his illness associated it with the boy's mother's mother, who was of the Sukun line 
from Lamatou. As mentioned above, a Sukun man was known to have killed a Hurit 
person some four generations back. Thus, Sukun blood is considered antithetical to 
productive and/or procreative activities involving persons who are Ama Hurit. At 
the time, this raised the more general problem that Tukan men in Lewotala, many of 
whom had maternal blood from the Sukun line in Lamatou, had begun to take Ama 
Hurit wives. So, the homicidal blood flowing from Sukun into Tukan was not only 
an inconvenience to the friends who wanted to garden together, but also considered a 
threat to the fertility of these Tukan-Hurit marriages. To avert this danger, the Tukan
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elder concerned decided to perform a ritual by means of which Tukan would push 
away the blood of their Sukun progenitor line.
This ritual applied the cultural logic of rejecting the blood (odo mei) from the 
killing of enemies to the killing of affines. Fundamentalist Catholics in eastern 
Flores often regard practitioners of the ancestral religion as inauthentic, precisely 
because they perform new rites to meet changed circumstances. These include such 
things as a reintegration ritual for people returning from labour migration in 
Malaysia. The adaptation of odo mei to push away the blood stemming from affinal 
as well as enemy homicides was not described to me as an innovation, however, 
merely a ritual known to some elders, but not necessarily to all. The Tukan elder, 
who performed the ritual years ago to push away the blood of his Sukun affines, 
claims it clearly worked. To prove his point, he cites the currently fertile Tukan- 
Hurit marriages in the village. Some other elders, however, proffer no such general 
ritual solution to the homicidal severing of white blood (mei geto/mei buran) 
between affines. They continue to deal with the anticipated infertility of unions 
implicated in such circumstances case by case.
Of particular interest here is the idiom drawn upon in this ritual. The elder, 
who discussed it with me, says he performed the rite in the 1960s to push away the 
blood transferred into clan Tukan from the homicidal affinal line. As reported to me, 
this rite had two aspects. It removed the blood of Sukun from their wife-taking line 
Tukan, then "cooled" the blood of Tukan so it would no longer be antithetical to that 
of Hurit.
The ritual was performed in three stages. First, that which was wrong (nalan) 
-  in this case the blood of the Sukun affines -  was swept up from within the house of 
the Tukan elder using a live chick. This chick was then killed with the left hand and 
taken away to be placed outside the village. Second, an egg was sacrificed at the 
male entrance to the village, in order to acknowledge the earth there. Third, back at 
the Tukan elder's house, that which was true (muren) was "renovated" and "cooled". 
This was achieved by means of a ritual chant, together with the sacrificing of five 
eggs and the killing of a different chick. The eggs' albumen and the chicken's blood 
were touched to a fire stick lying on the earth and a coconut shell of water placed on 
the ground beside it. Thus imbued with ritual potency, the water was poured over 
the fire stick, articulating the cooling effect of the rite. In the words of the chant, this 
third stage of the ceremony was ritually to cool the white blood (lete ra'uk mei 
worak), while extinguishing the fire stick was to secure that coolness in clan Tukan 
(agu aat lete ra'uk).
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The ritual described clearly turns on two themes. Incorporation of homicidal 
blood, inimical to the interests of the clan or clan segment, is a mistake which can be 
rectified by disposing of that blood. The clan blood, which has become dangerously 
heated through its admixture with homicidal blood, must then be "cooled". Once 
"cooled", it can join productively and procreatively with the blood of allied lines 
antithetical to that of the homicide.
KNOWING THE HOUSE
The social and ritual sequence of events constituting a marriage in Lewolema 
usually follows a process established within the domain. In some instances, this 
sequence has as its finale a Church wedding. Occasionally, a marriage with one 
spouse from outside Lewolema requires more painstaking negotiations and involves 
a mixture of local practices and Catholic elements simultaneously in its celebration.
The impetus for a marriage often comes from the young couple themselves. 
Otherwise, it might follow on suggestions made by familial or clan elders as to 
partners they consider suitable. In any case, sooner or later someone from the 
prospective groom's line must seek approval for the match from the girl's people. 
This formal request is known as asking for the young woman (gete temona). Such a 
request, from a representative of the boy's side to the girl's natal group, is usually 
being made on behalf of a line who are already wife-takers (opu) to a line who have 
acted as wife-givers (belake) in the past.
If the girl's mother was not part of a closed connubial cycle, but rather a single 
fruit (wuan ehan) with bridewealth outstanding, the mother's natal line might have 
to be consulted too. In many wuan ehan marriages, the woman's side do not insist 
on payment of bridewealth and accept instead a lien on one, usually the eldest, of the 
woman's daughters. Although this daughter should follow an established marriage 
path of her own natal clan, it is her mother's line who have the prerogative of 
bestowal (bene') and the right to receive bridewealth for her. This usually means 
that the mother's brother's line reckon the girl as counting for them in a connubial 
cycle, when marriage transactions and obligations between various lines are being 
assessed. Some examples of these assessments are given below. The relevant point 
here is that one daughter of a woman who married as single fruit may, thus, be 
designated the "elephant tusk" belonging to her mother's brother's line (belake bala 
na'en). If so, the representative of her prospective groom must seek the approval not
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just of the girl's natal line, but also of the girl's mother's brother's line as the real 
decision lies with them.
Once those involved give their consent, a date is set to fmalize the agreement 
reached. On this occasion, termed rekan elan, they eat together to formalize the 
agreement on the marriage. This rekan elan meal takes place in the house of the 
prospective groom. In attendance are a number of men representing the girl's natal 
line in their capacity as wife-givers (belake ema bapa). There must also be two 
men, each representing one intending spouse's progenitor line as source of life 
(belake puken). For the girl, her mother's brother's line (MB) will usually qualify as 
her source progenitor. For the boy, it may be his mother's brother's line (MB) or his 
mother's mother's brother's line (MMB), depending on whether the boy's impending 
marriage replicates the alliance entailed in his father's marriage or involves a 
different wife-giving line. If the boy is marrying a girl from the same line as his own 
mother, his mother's brother will be among the girl's natal group with the status wife- 
giver, in which case it is a man of the boy's mother's mother's brother's line who acts 
in the capacity source progenitor.
These two men, as source progenitor to the intending bride and groom 
respectively, are the guests of honour. When sustenance is offered, they initiate the 
eating and drinking. Should any person of the wife-giving line begin to eat before 
either of the source progenitors, these guests of honour may demand compensation in 
the form of an elephant tusk from those who committed the offence. If this happens, 
the meal comes to a halt until the tusk is placed before the belake puken whose right 
was pre-empted and only then may the eating resume. Such an embarrassing hiatus 
has apparently been known to continue all day and into the night.
On this, as on other occasions when affinal relationships are constituted or 
articulated, food symbolism marks the differential status of those on either side of 
the flow of life. Wife-takers eat rice with a garnish of fish, an everyday item having 
connotations of femaleness. By contrast, each of those classified as belake, the 
immediate wife-giving line and the source progenitors who were wife-givers in a 
previous generation, are served an entire chicken with their rice. Showing refined 
restraint, the belake eat sparingly of the chicken, but this does not mean leftovers 
later for the opu who prepared it. Rather, the leftover chicken of each individual 
belake must be escorted to his home, where it will be shared by members of his 
household. Should a wife-taking affine consume, knowingly or otherwise, any of the 
chicken served up to a belake, the impertinent individual is said to develop the skin 
disease tinea (wene).
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Neither the prospective bride nor groom attend the meal to formalize then- 
betrothal. Subsequently, the girl’s side set the date on which the boy's people may 
come to fetch their "wife" (hode kewae) and take her to "know" her new house (noi 
lango). On the appointed day, just two women come to collect the bride. One 
woman, usually the boy's mother, represents the groom's line and brings the girl's 
parents a chicken, as a mark of affinal respect, and a small plaited container of rice. 
The other woman, who walks in front leading the way, represents the prospective 
groom's first-born wife-takers (opu weruin). She carries a pair of silver earrings, as 
well as another chicken and container of rice. This pair of earrings and the two 
chickens brought by the women are provided by the groom's opu weruin. The rice 
replaces that which the women consume in an ordinary meal they will eat at the girl's 
house with those members of the girl's line who are present.
The girl herself sits on the inner bamboo couch of her parent's house (don), 
where she is honoured by being served a "rice-mountain" meal. She is expected to 
cry and refuse to eat, as she ponders her unknown future, saddened by leaving her 
parent's home. Her sisters try to comfort her by placing, beside her on the bamboo 
couch, goods belonging to her natal line, which she may take as personal wealth to 
her new home. These goods include earrings, bracelets, cloths and nowadays money. 
If she remains inconsolate in the face of a steadily growing pile of gifts, her sisters 
may become annoyed and accuse her of greed. If she still does not eat, her father 
will become impatient at her recalcitrance, since he has already publicly committed 
himself at the formal meal to her impending marriage. Once the girl finally starts to 
eat, her brother's wife informs the others present of the fact and only then do they 
begin to consume the food already placed before them.
In due course, someone from the girl's natal line places a top quality woman's 
textile (kewatek me’an) on her right shoulder to dress her for her journey. Her 
father gives her his blessing and receives in return the pair of earrings brought by the 
women from the groom's side. Eventually, a small number of people set off for the 
boy's home. The woman representing the groom's first-born wife-takers leads the 
way. The bride, accompanied by two sisters comes next, followed by the woman 
representing the boy's own line. During the journey, the girl weeps once more and 
must be supported on either side by her sisters. Meanwhile, her brother's wife packs 
up the goods laid out on the bamboo couch at her previous home and sets them aside 
for the girl to collect in a few months time, when she has settled in to her marital 
house.
On arrival at the boy's home, the girl sleeps apart from her prospective husband 
initially. The two are said to be terribly shy and dreadfully embarrassed in each
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other's company. Once four evenings have passed, a ritual is held in the presence of 
the girl's parents to install their child as a wife in this house (agu wae aat ana'). It is 
following the performance of this ritual, that the girl takes on the taboos (pi'in 
wungun) characteristic of the boy's natal line. The rite itself entails slaughtering a 
pig and calling on Divinity to safeguard and bless the young woman in her new 
home.
Afterwards, the couple do not join in eating the cooked pork with the others. 
Rather, they sit together on the inner bamboo couch, where they are served a meal 
consisting of one plate bearing a mountain of rice with a garnish of fish. They eat of 
this, using just one spoon to take mouthfuls in turn. The girl should face the 
mountain and nurse in her lap, on a small plaited tray, a whole areca nut and a catkin 
of the piper betel. When the pair have finished eating, she cuts and slices these betel 
ingredients ready for chewing. The bride and groom must each take hold of the 
plaited tray containing the prepared betel, before putting it down on the bamboo 
couch. The man then leaves the house for a while and when he returns that night his 
wife is awaiting him. The couple chew the betel-nut together over the coming four 
nights and are lovers during this time, after which they are said to be embarrassed no 
longer.
In association with the installation of the young woman in the house of her 
husband, both the boy and the girl have their hair washed with coconut infused 
water. The hair-washing (ohon rata') must be performed by a woman representing 
the boy's first-bom wife-takers. It is usually done by the woman who leads the way, 
when the bride is fetched to the boy's home. Perhaps for this reason, the hair­
washing is often performed soon after arrival at the boy's house, rather than waiting 
until the requisite four nights have passed. In return for her washing their hair, the 
woman concerned receives a gift of textiles. Nowadays this consists of two new 
commercial cotton cloths, as well as the two used ones worn by the bride and groom 
during the washing of their hair.
This generalized scenario allows of many elisions and variations to suit the 
particular circumstances of each couple. The marriage may well be de facto and 
without ceremony of any kind, at least until the birth of children. Indeed, one of the 
few instances of the village ritual to install a wife (agu wae aat ana'), which I came 
across, was conducted on the eve of the bathing rite for the young couple's first-born 
child. In many cases, the young man seems to reside for a period of months in the 
girl's natal home, before she moves to his house. According to older informants, this 
builds on the tradition of more surreptitious courting, which used to take place in the 
girl's house at night once a young man considered his girlfriend's parents were
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asleep. These days, relationships may develop more publicly in secondary school or 
more furtively on trips to the markets at the coast and elsewhere. Other unions are 
made and unmade en route to or during labour migration in east Malaysia. Catholic 
leaders frequently express concern about the disruptions to family life entailed in 
circular migration of this kind. Clan elders incorporate such developments into their 
negotiations on the state of affinal relations between lines, as and when couples 
arrive back in the villages of the domain.
In Lewotala at least, Catholic Church marriage ceremonies were relatively 
infrequent in the late 1980s. Some people regard Church weddings as formidably 
expensive. A preliminary course on the principles of Catholic family life also takes 
the young couple's labour away from their household's subsistence activities. 
Certainly, devout Catholics can and do choose to receive the sacrament with more or 
less elaborate celebrations. Some others simply postpone it, perhaps indefinitely. In 
any case, a Catholic wedding would not usually occur till after the clans concerned 
reached the kind of agreement represented by the formal meal. Those few marriages 
which involve a spouse from outside the domain usually require more protracted 
negotiations, given the likely absence of pre-established affinal relationships and 
connubial cycles. They also tend, in my experience, to arrive at a blend of local 
practices from different areas, often incorporating a Catholic Church service as well.
One such marriage in Lewotala in 1986 involved the wedding-eve delivery of 
"betel-nut” and the Catholic sacrament the next morning, followed by rites based on 
some of the Lewotala traditions described above. After this, the Lewotala girl was 
escorted to her new home in her husband's village in the neighbouring domain, 
where she was received according to current practices in that area. The Lewotala 
aspects of the wedding included dressing the bride for her journey by placing a local 
textile on her right shoulder. The bride and groom then received the blessing (nilu') 
of the girl's natal line, who in return were given a pair of earrings provided by the 
boy's first-born wife-takers. There was also a "cooling" of the bridal couple, with 
ritual chanting and the dousing of a fire stick. This was not because of any current 
"heat" I was told, but simply to guard against the possibility of the bride or groom 
becoming dangerously heated and seriously ill at any time in the future.
The wedding-eve "arising of betel-nut" (wuan malu' gere) is more common in 
Larantuka, where it is termed "delivering betel-nut" {antar sirih pinang). In either 
case, the "betel-nut" is a figure of speech for various goods delivered from the boy's 
to the girl's family. These goods should include full bridal attire, a ring, livestock, 
and an elephant tusk. The tusk, referred back to the mother's milk, is intended to 
reimburse those who have reared the girl. In Larantuka, this compensation for the
Receipt of elephant tusk prior to marriage
The administrative head of the clan segment Ama Hurit Lango Belen holds the 
elephant tusk presented to clan Sogen by the groom's people from another 
village at the wedding-eve "betel-nut arises" for a young Sogen woman of 
Lewotala.
Textiles for ritual and exchange
A local textile (kewatek pasan) and an Indian silk patolu on display above the 
bamboo couch on which the corpse was laid out and where the official mourner 
sits at the mortuary feast of a deceased woman.
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mother's milk {air susu mama) nowadays usually takes the form of a cash payment, 
rather than an actual tusk.
In Lewolema, the "betel-nut" prestation may involve two tusks, one to detach 
the mother's breast (bakun ema tuhun) and one to open the door of the house (buka 
kenawe or kenemata belidok). These tusks are not strictly speaking bridewealth, 
but rather a preliminary to it. In discussions to facilitate marriages within the 
domain, however, such tusks are generally subsumed under the same arrangements 
as are made for the bridewealth. In most cases, because a closed connubial cycle is 
expected to convert bridewealth transactions into no more than mental calculations 
of debts transferred and paid out, this "betel-nut" is similarly talked about, but very 
rarely actually "arises" to be delivered.
SUMMONING GOATS AND TUSKS
Bridewealth in Lewotala consists of five elephant tusks, collectively termed 
nole, for which the reciprocal prestation, known as ohe, comprises textiles of four 
different kinds. This exchange transfers rights in a woman which are specifically 
concerned with her fecundity. Local proverbs attest to the fact that bridewealth is 
not to do with acquiring a woman's body or her labour in any general sense. Rather, 
it is about gaining the means to procreate. Such proverbs talk about the price (welin) 
which must be paid for "one slice of pork" (wawe meta' to'u), a euphemism, I was 
told, for a woman's genitals as the place to beget children. So, for instance, "one 
slice of pork, its price is an elephant tusk of more than an arm span" (wawe meta’ 
to'u, welin bala rain). Another proverb expressly denies that the woman's body 
overall is the subject of the transaction. Thus, "[it is] not the price of a body, [but] 
the price of a slice of pork that is the greatest" (welin wekin hala', welin wawe 
meta' to'u ta bele').
Neither the preliminary tusks nor the cloth ceremonially placed on the 
shoulder of the woman concerned are considered part of the bridewealth exchange as 
such. The preliminary tusks compensate those who reared the woman and open the 
way to the transaction proper. Similarly, the textile given the woman by her natal 
clan is not part of the reciprocation. With this act, the woman's clansmen merely 
dress their sister (pake bine') in what is referred to as clothing she can wear while 
she fetches water and collects firewood for her marital household (semasa apun' 
senior ewa).
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Apart from the colloquial term welin, literally, price, the bridewealth is 
referred to as bala, tusk(s), or in the parallelism of more formal speech, witi bala, 
goats and tusks. Describing payment of bridewealth, the goats and tusks are said to 
arise (witi bala gere). A request for payment may be phrased as "calling goats and 
tusks" (majan witi bala) or "summoning the tusks" (pole bala). The term nole, used 
as far as I know only to designate the set of five tusks necessary for bridewealth, 
presumably derives from this latter phase. Thus, pole bala, "to summon the tusks", 
is nominalized to form the word nole, "that which is summoned".
The five bridewealth tusks are individually known by terms which indicate 
their place in the series, often with reference to the reciprocal prestation required for 
each of them. The first and largest tusk is specifically the tusk exchanged for the 
woman. It can be referred to as "the price of a woman" (tonu welin) or, on analogy 
with other transactions to acquire rights over persons, as "the price of a slave" (kuna 
welin). It may also be described euphemistically as "the price of a slice of pork" 
(welin wawe meta' to'u ) or more crudely as "the price of a cunt" (mena welin). 
There is, thus, no ohe reciprocation in the form of a textile for this initial tusk. The 
second tusk in the series requires an Indian silk patolu, locally termed ketipa, in 
exchange. This tusk may, therefore, be referred to as the ketipa tusk (bala ketipa) 
or simply as the tusk which "follows on" after the initial one (bala bedorin). The 
third tusk obliges an Indian cotton trade textile (reda) in return and is, thus, known 
as the reda tusk (bala reda). The fourth and fifth tusks are each reciprocated with 
locally woven textiles, termed kewatek, and embroidered cotton tops, labu senuji. 
Both of these tusks are referred to as cloth and blouse tusks (bala kewatek labu).
These five tusks are of decreasing size, from more than a full arm span (the 
distance measured between the central fingertips of the left and right hands of a 
person's outstretched arms) to just half this length. Regardless of context, tusks 
which reach a certain point of the human torso when measured from the right 
fingertips may be referred to by the relevant names, descriptive of size. Tables 4.1 
and 4.2 list such names, provided me by two Lewotala elders, for tusks of various 
lengths and widths (see also Figure 4.5). These lists are not necessarily a complete 
inventory of such terms. Furthermore, other elders in Lewotala and elsewhere might 
well prefer an alternative name for certain sizes or a slightly different physical 
specification of a given term, even reversing the order in which some similar tusks 
are accordingly listed. Such varied understandings are subsumed in actual 
negotiations, which consider the nature of the tusk at hand and debate its 
appropriateness to the exchange at issue.
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FIGURE 4.5
MEASUREMENTS OF ELEPHANT TUSKS FOR EXCHANGE
keleke tukan lodo'
kelik lodo'
tuho lodo'
korok nirin lodo'
korok nirin belahan'
tuho papa
soru nabit
k61ik papa
keleke tukan belahan'
kewolek
(ke)lekun
seruge hege
ketupat
kala seke
kenese nilen
eda' wuan
rain
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TABLE 4.1
ELEPHANT TUSKS: NAMES AND LENGTHS
N am e T ransla tion D escrip tion  o f  leng th
r a i n excess full arm  span  p lus som e excess length
h u 'u t all a  com plete  arm  span
g a t e to reach  for som eth ing from  righ t fingertip s to  b ase  o f  le ft index
using  a hook  on  a po le finger
e d a ' w u a n to c lear aw ay the fru it from  rig h t fingertip s to w ith in  the p alm  o f 
left hand
k e n e s e  n i le n beads w orn  on the w rist from  rig h t f ingertip s  to  le ft w rist
k a la  s e k e tig h t fitting  b race le t from  righ t fingertip s to le ft m id -fo rearm
k e t u p a t rice cooked  in sm all from  rig h t fingertip s to w ides t p art o f
con ta iner o f  plaited  
sp lit leaves
forearm
s e r u g e  h e g e 77 from  rig h t f ingertip s  to  be low  le ft e lbow  
p reven ting  bend ing  o f  the elbow
( k e ) l e k u n elbow from  righ t fingertip s to le ft elbow
k e w o l e k ? from  righ t fingertip s to  low er p a rt o f  le ft 
upper arm  m uscle
k e le k e  t u k a n (long) cen tre  upper arm from  righ t fingertip s to cen tre  o f  le ft upper
( b e l a h a n ') m uscle arm  m uscle
k e l ik  p a p a arm p it to  th e  side from  righ t fin g ertip s  to  the a rm p it a t the 
le ft side o f  the to rso
s o r u  n a b i t adz (? n a b it) from  rig h t fingertip s to ju s t  in side  left 
shoulder
tu h o  p a p a b reast to the side from  rig h t fingertip s to le ft b reast
k o r o k  n i r i n (long) ch e s t ( ? n ir in ) from  rig h t fingertip s to le ft edge  o f
( b e l a h a n ') breastbone
g a w e to step  o ver from  rig h t fingertip s to  ju s t  b eyond  the 
cen tre  o f the chest
l e g a ? h a lf  an arm  span: from  fingertip s to  the 
cen tre  o f  the chest
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TABLE 4.1 CONTINUED
N am e T ransla tion D escrip tion  o f  length
k o r o k  n ir in  ( l o d o ’) com ing  dow n from  chest from  righ t fingertip s to nea r edge o f
(?n ir in ) breastbone
t u h o  lo d o ' com ing  dow n from  the 
breast
from  righ t fingertip s to r ig h t b reast
s e g i / k e l i k  lo d o ' com ing  dow n from  the 
arm pit
from  righ t a rm p it dow n to  r ig h t fingertip s
t e d a n ? arm 's length: from  near top  o f  r igh t arm  to 
righ t fingertip s
k e le k e  t u k a n  ( lo d o ' ) com ing  dow n from  centre from  cen tre  o f r igh t upper arm  m uscle dow n
upper arm  m uscle to rig h t fingertip s
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TABLE 4.2
ELEPHANT TUSKS: MEASURES AND WIDTHS
N am e T ranslation D escrip tion  o f  w idth
l e tu ' le m a five to  c lose four or five fingers necessary  to c lo se  gap
le tu ' p a t four to c lose betw een  thum bs w hen tw o hands are 
p laced around  circum ference o f  the  tusk
t u b o to pu ll som eth ing the thum bs ju s t  touch  w hen  tw o hands are 
p laced around  the circum ference o f  the 
tu sk
l o i t ? w hen tw o hands enclose c ircum ference o f 
the tusk , the thum bs o verlap  a t the tips
l a p i t to layer w hen tw o hands enclose circum ference o f  
the tusk , one  thum b reaches the cen tre  
jo in t  o f  th e  o ther thum b
e ta ? w hen tw o hands enclose the circum ference 
o f  the tu sk , one thum b reaches b eyond  
the cen tre  jo in t tow ards the base jo in t o f 
the  o th e r thum b
a b a  w e w a n (? a b a )  m outh w hen tw o hands enclose the circum ference 
o f  the tu sk , the thum bs o verlap  beyond  
the base jo in t such tha t one  thum b en ters 
in to  the w eb  betw een  the thum b and  
forefinger o f  the o ther hand
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Qualitative as well as quantitative measures affect the exchange values of tusks 
and textiles alike. Thus, everyone agrees that of locally woven textiles the kind 
termed kewatek me'an has the highest value and the type known as kewatek pasan 
is the next best. (See Table 4.3 for a description of these and other types of textiles 
used for clothing and/or exchange in Lewolema). Negotiators may, however, reject 
specific kewatek me'an offered on a given occasion as inadequate and request 
different one(s) to reciprocate their particular tusk(s). Indeed, elders I spoke with 
occasionally differed in specifying somewhere up to three kewatek me'an as 
necessary to reciprocate the fourth tusk of the bridewealth set and in stipulating that 
either one or two kewatek pasan were required in exchange for the fifth tusk in the 
series. Exchange values in practice, it seems, depend on the exact quality of the 
specific tusks and textiles offered, as well as on the skill of the negotiators and the 
precedents they are able to cite to make their case.
Each tusk in the bridewealth set is, however, ideally expected to fall within a 
certain size range when measured against the human body, typically that of the men 
conducting the negotiations. The first tusk should be in excess of a full arm span 
(bala rain). Tusks slightly less may be accepted, as if they were bala rain, so long 
as they reach at least to within the palm of the far hand. The second in the series 
should extend to the far wrist, like bala kenese nilen. The third tusk must be one of 
those which reaches to below the far elbow, preferably well into the forearm as bala 
kala seke. The fourth should extend to the far elbow (bala Iekun), but any tusk 
coming within the far upper arm is acceptable. The last of the five should fall within 
the far side of the torso or reach the mid-point of the chest (bala lega) at the very 
least. The five individual tusks in the series are, then, each expected to be of a 
stipulated size, although a tusk which approximates that length will generally be 
accepted as a substitute if need be. In other words, when no actual rain is available 
for the initial tusk in the series, the wife-giver can probably be prevailed upon to 
regard a hu'ut, gate or eda' wuan as close enough to constitute a rain for the 
purpose of the exchange at hand.
Tusks radically different in size from the standard stipulations may also be 
substituted, on agreement negotiated according to the criterion of equivalent value. 
So, for instance, if no large tusk remotely resembling a rain is available, two or three 
smaller ones regarded as adding up to a rain can be provided instead. Similarly, the 
entire nole of five tusks may be met through a presentation of just one huge tusk, 
which will then oblige the full set of ohe reciprocal textiles. The example cited to 
me was a nole which consisted solely of one bala rain keleke tukan. This is a tusk
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TABLE 4.3
TEXTILES: NAMES AND DESCRIPTIONS
N am e T ranslation D escrip tion
k e t i p a p a to lu Indian  silk doub le  ika t trade tex tile  used for 
cerem onial attire and exchange
reda ? Indian  m ordan t pain ted  cotton  trade  textile 
used for cerem onial attire and exchange
k e w a te k  m e 'a n red  w om an's cylindrical 
c lo th
T op quality  locally -m ade w om an 's c lo th  o f  
red  ground, the ika t pane ls tied  and 
dyed red before som e are overdyed with 
indigo
k e w a t£ k  p a sa n com plem en tary  w om an 's 
cy lindrica l cloth
S econd grade w om an 's clo th  o f  red  ground, 
the indigo-dyed ikat panels in terspersed 
w ith red-dyed  row s o f  ikat dots
k e w a t e k  k e n u m a /
k e r io t  k e n u m a /  
k e r io t  k e la o r
ika t skein  w om an 's 
cy lindrical cloth 
V.
V.
T hird  g rade w om an 's cloth o f red and blue 
striped  g round  w ith section  o f  indigo- 
dyed  ikat row s a t e ither end  o f  the tex tile
k e r io t  k e n ir £ k illu s tra ted  k er io t S am e as k er io t  k e la o r  w ith  ad d itio n a l 
row s o f  ikatted  dots
k e r io t  m it£ n b lu e -b lack  k er io t W om an 's c lo th  for o rd inary  w ear o f  purely  
ind igo  co lo u r w ith section  o f  ik a t row s at 
e ither end  o f  the tex tile  w hich  a re  the 
sam e as  in k er io t  k e la o r /k e r io t  
k e n u m a
k e n ir e k  m ite n b lue-b lack  illustration Sam e as k erio t  m iten  w ith  add itiona l 
row s o f  ikatted  dots
n o w i n m an's cy lind rica l cloth M an 's c lo th  for cerem onia l w ear o f  red  and 
b lue  striped  g round  w ith  section  o f  
ind igo-dyed  ikat row s a t e ither end  o f  the 
tex tile
s e n a i  m e 'a n red  cloth M an’s clo th  fo r cerem onia l and  recreational 
w ear o f  red  g round  w ith thin b lu e  stripes 
and  section o f  ind igo-dyed  ika t row s a t 
e ither end  o f the tex tile
s e n a i  m ite n b lue-b lack  cloth M an’s c lo th  fo r daily  w ear o f  p la in  indigo- 
dyed threads w ith period ic  sing le w hite 
thread in field  and usually  yellow  thread at 
e ither end o f  the tex tile
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TABLE 4.3 CONTINUED
Name Translation Description
s e n a i cloth M an's or wom an's cloth w ithout ikat 
decoration, just plain red and blue threads 
arranged in stripes to suit personal taste
s iw o work cloth W ork-w ear cloths worn by wom en and 
som e men. Predom inantly cream- 
coloured from threads cooked with 
powdered com  and only interspersed 
occasionally with thin stripes o f indigo- 
dyed threads
s e n a i siw o work cloth w ith stripes Basically corn-coloured work cloth, but 
w ith m ore significant stripes o f red and/or 
indigo-dyed threads, using natural dyes, or 
other colours, generally using com m ercial 
dyes
se n a i l ip a cloth with bright stripes Sam e as senai siw o, bu t w ith less use o f 
corn-coloured cream threads, as cloth 
consists mainly o f stripes of locally 
processed cotton dyed with bright 
com m ercial colours (w antex )
m e t m an's belt W oven belt decorated using supplem entary 
warp technique
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going beyond a full arm span to the extent of reaching the far upper arm muscle 
(keleke tukan) when the excess is itself measured.
In cases where the wife-giving line are reluctant to agree to a particular union, 
they might hold out for additional tusks over and above the standard nole. Thus, six, 
seven or even more tusks might be demanded of an insistent wife-taker. If so, the 
additional items would not include another initial tusk (tonu welin), given only one 
woman is being exchanged, but otherwise they would go through the nole types and 
sizes once more, beginning with the second tusk in the series. Thus, the sixth tusk 
should be another bala ketipa, the seventh another bala reda and so on, each extra 
tusk requiring a textile complement of the appropriate kind in reciprocation. Greed 
in demanding additional tusks is, however, frowned upon. In such cases, social 
retribution is likely to occur, as everyone owed tusks by the group who have just 
acquired so many would soon start pressing their demands for payment on terms 
very favourable to themselves. One saying, which refers back to the brother-sister 
sibling relationship, depicts a wife-giver who extracts too much from his wife-taker 
as a brother who impoverishes his sister's husband: "the brother may be laughing, but 
the sister is crying" (na'a geka, bine' tani). Furthermore, excessive demands and 
tardiness in facilitating the flow of life to others are understood to provoke reciprocal 
misfortunes in the form of illness and infertility in one's own line.
Earrings (belaon) also form part of the bridewealth prestations, as one pair of 
earrings must accompany each of the five tusks. These earrings are described as 
bala lein liman kolen talen, that is, the arms (lima) and legs (lei) of the tusk, 
constituting its stem (kolen) and cord (talen). The bridewealth tusks should have 
these features, both stem and cord, so that the two lines involved in the affinal 
exchange will be linked in perpetuity. The earrings, thus, symbolize a commitment 
to continue the affinal alliance of which this marriage is a part, so that the 
relationship does not terminate (opu belake terus, jangan putus). The progenitors 
of the young couple, represented usually by the mother's brother's lines of the bride 
and the groom respectively, also receive a pair of earrings each. These prestations, 
which are repeated following the birth of a child to the couple, evoke not only the 
tusks of which earrings are the stem and cord, but also the crucial role of progenitor 
lines in vouchsafing the flow of life to any union.
In reckoning affinal debts, in terms of the number of tusks they are owed in 
respect of women, groups of men usually estimate each woman bestowed as calling 
forth seven tusks. In so doing, they count not only the five tusks of the bridewealth 
nole, but also the two tusks constituting the return of the woman’s "hair skewers" 
(kajo ratan) following her death. These two tusks are the mortuary payment known
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as the pillow tusks (bala belone) on which the head of the corpse is rested, when it is 
laid out prior to burial. Such tusks are of decreasing size from the last of the five in 
the nole set. Thus, for a woman the bala belone should comprise one tusk which 
comes to the centre of the chest (bala lega) and another which reaches from the 
fingertips to the near armpit (kelik Iodo'). The ohe reciprocation for this pair of 
tusks is a locally woven textile, which may be a kewatek me'an or a kewatek 
pasan.
Ideally, the deceased woman's natal clan collect these pillow tusks when they 
attend the mortuary ceremony four days after her death. On that occasion, a goat is 
killed (witi berobak) to provision the guests' mortuary feast. If, however, the 
woman's natal clansmen are unable to attend the ceremony and partake of this feast, 
then a goat and a pig should accompany the pillow tusks collected at a later date. 
This aspect of the prestation, termed mue rokot, may be included when clansmen 
are calculating their debts and obligations in respect of rights in women acquired 
from or bestowed upon other clans in marriage.
As for the nole set of tusks and its reciprocal ohe series of textiles, various 
simplifications are possible. Some modifications affect what is transacted, while 
others concern the way transactions are implemented. In a straightforward reduction 
of mutual obligations, just the first of the five tusks may be agreed upon as a 
sufficient prestation to the wife-givers. This simultaneously relieves the wife-givers 
themselves of any need to reciprocate textiles. On the relatively few occasions when 
marriage payments are actually made in these wealth items within the domain, such 
an alternative to the full set of exchanges seems quite popular. Certainly, I came 
across instances of this transaction concerning couples of both the older and the 
middle generation of Lewotalans living in the village in the late 1980s. The elders, 
who first drew this practice to my attention, pointed out that it benefits both parties. 
If anything, they argued, the modification eases the position of the wife-giver most 
of all, in as much as the Indian trade textiles necessary for ohe are harder to find 
nowadays than the tusks which constitute nole. One of these Lewotala elders 
thought he himself initiated this reduction in exchange items some decades ago, 
when ohe was becoming increasingly scarce. This may be so, although I suspect the 
foreign textile component of ohe has always been in relatively short supply. Oral 
accounts of local culture history indicate that knowledge of agricultural ritual (iliT 
pelea) was frequently acquired by clans long ago from wife-giving lines, who 
presented it in lieu of the ohe they owed, but could not provide, to their wife-takers.
The actual exchange of wealth items (tusks and textiles) in respect of a 
marriage is quite unusual in Lewotala, unless one party to the union is from outside
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the domain. Affinally allied lines in the village or within the domain prefer to regard 
marriage payments as a structure of debts incurred, which may be defrayed through a 
cyclic set of nominal prestations. Otherwise, such obligations are allowed to bind 
affinal units to one another through the generations. In some instances, the debt 
from a particular union is not paid out, until a new marriage, which may involve a 
child of the initial couple, generates another debt to sustain the affinal relationship 
between the lines concerned. In any case, wife-givers will not usually seek to collect 
any of the tusks due to them, unless they are being pressed to supply a tusk they owe 
to one of their own wife-giving lines. As a rather blunt local saying puts it: "Debts 
of penis and cunt are never finished and never forgotten" (ele uti mena wahak hala', 
kehuli di hala’). Bridewealth debts are indeed inherited by children and 
grandchildren and so on indefinitely. Even Church leaders, who are often very 
critical of local customs, extol the virtues of this debt structure, which they depict as 
an obligation to mutual assistance whenever necessary, between lines allied across 
the generations.
Apart from tusks and textiles, there are other ways of reckoning and 
manipulating this structure of debt. Nole transactions, postponed to a subsequent 
generation, may be calculated in terms of women themselves rather than wealth 
items. Thus, a man can offer to his wife-giver, in lieu of nole tusks, the right to 
bestow (bene') one daughter from his marriage or a son's daughter from the 
following generation, when the girl concerned reaches marriageable age. Such a 
young woman is referred to as the witi bala, the goats and tusks, owed to her 
mother's line or as the nole barek, the nole having the form of a girl. In due course, 
the girl's father's wife-giver will himself bestow the young woman in marriage 
(belake nimok bene'). He does this by arranging or merely acceding to her union 
with a man of a third line, in accordance with the correct marriage paths for women 
of the girl's natal clan. This belake then collects the nole or the bridewealth credits 
for the young woman accordingly.2 If the girl's bestowal makes her a link in a 
closed cycle of marriages, she is counted as a woman contributed by the belake, her 
mother's natal line, although her marriage is to a man of one of her father's wife­
taking lines.
The most common form of marriage in Lewotala takes place in anticipation of 
its forming part of a closed cyclic set, thus transacting bridewealth as a series of 
debts incurred and credits to offset them. If debts are to be minimized, a cyclic set of 
marriages arranged simultaneously both incurs and cancels out all marriage 
payments. This includes the preliminary items, as well as the "pillow tusks" which 
would otherwise change hands not only at the death of each of the women concerned
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but also on the death of her sons. Such a closed cycle of marriages is termed 
keneuk, a noun derived from the verb geuk, which describes how the bridewealth 
goes around in a circle. But keneuk marriages do not need to be arranged 
contemporaneously. As usual, the debts incurred in respect of one marriage may be 
inherited and eventually defrayed by other marriages, which close the cycle in 
subsequent generations. Thus, a male stranger who marries into a Lewolema village 
may initiate with his own union a three-line alliance cycle, only closed later through 
the marriages of his daughter and his daughter's daughter. For this to occur, a 
granddaughter (DD) must marry a man of the line from which her outsider 
grandfather (MF) took his own wife. A three-line alliance cycle is likened to the 
kitchen hearth (likat) with its cooking-pot supported by three hearth stones. Some 
informants explained this analogy in terms of the affinal cycle supporting all those 
involved as if they were one big family. Others cited the expression as "three 
hearths" (likat telo), explicating this as a reference to the three lines which constitute 
the alliance as separate hearths linked in and through the affinal cycle.
Given this system of continuing debt as regards marriage payments, most 
people in Lewotala embark on married life without any wealth items changing hands. 
This is in expectation of their marriage eventually linking up with others to form a 
closed cycle (keneuk). Meanwhile, clan leaders keep a mental record of all such 
unions and promote some likely marriages as chances to geuk. They do, however, 
also take full advantage of opportunities to acquire wealth items for their clan, as 
these arise. Some couples, married decades ago in Lewotala and speaking of their 
own experience, suggested to me that wife-giving lines used to be much tougher "in 
the old days", demanding tusks initially even if those marrying hoped to geuk 
eventually. Despite those perceptions, my discussions with clan leaders and 
investigations into certain cases do not actually support that view. Certainly, there 
are in my genealogies instances when wife-giving lines have refused to treat specific 
marriages as potential geuk. They have indeed been intent on preventing closure in 
order to keep these unions as one-off marriages, referred to as single fruits. The 
reasons for this, however, are not so much a more exacting stance overall, but rather 
the then recent history of transactions, the availability of tusks and the debt/credit 
relationship prevailing between the lines concerned.
Details of just a few marriages will show how these multiple factors fit 
together.
Ratu Kelen is one of those who over 20 years ago expected to marry
without bridewealth items, relying instead on an eventual keneuk cycle.
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To his dismay, his potential wife-givers, Hurit Lango Belen, insisted on a 
prestation of tusks. Apparently, Ama Hurit knew Ama Kelen had some 
tusks available at the time. Hurit intended to obtain these tusks by 
treating Ratu's marriage as a single fruit, not part of any keneuk cycle.
Ama Kelen gave in and allowed Hurit to collect three tusks (one kala 
seke, one lega, one segi), so the marriage could go ahead. Hurit 
subsequently sold the kala seke tusk to buy a sewing machine.
Meanwhile, Kelen were just waiting for an opportunity to geuk 
Ratu's marriage, so they could insist the same tusks were passed around 
in a circle to them again. In due course, following the marriages of Nini 
Hurit to Ratu Kelen and of Nini Kelen to Ratu Sogen Ama Belolon, a 
further marriage was planned between Hadun Sogen Ama Belolon and 
Kudi Hurit. Given this potential closure, Ama Kelen advised Sogen to 
insist that Hurit provide the tusks, which they had previously acquired 
from Kelen, to Sogen in respect of Hadun Sogen. Then Sogen could pass 
them on to Kelen in respect of Nini Kelen, so the tusks would arrive back 
where they started. At this stage some trouble arose, because Hurit 
Lango Belen had already alienated one of the tusks. Eventually, 
however, the two remaining tusks as well as a smaller one (a keleke 
tukan), which Hurit got from one of their wife-taking lines, together 
with a sum of money to make up the difference were passed from Hurit 
to Sogen and on to Kelen. In the late 1980s, some said the keleke tukan 
tusk was still in Ama Kelen's possession, although the other two tusks 
had gone by then as mortuary payments (bala belone) to different clans.
Another marriage involving wealth items came about not because the wife- 
givers hoped to acquire tusks known to be available, but so they could defray a debt 
of the tusks they had already borrowed from the wife-takers concerned. This 
instance was a flow-on from another circumstance, the complications arising from a 
nole girl.
Three generations back the clan segment Tukan Tobi Puken provided a 
woman, Surat, as wife to Sina Liwun. Tukan accepted, in lieu of the 
five-tusk nole, the right to bestow a daughter, Nogo, of this marriage as 
their nole barek. Then later on, Tukan actually let Liwun bestow this 
woman after all, so Liwun could close a cycle with two other couples.
There was some urgency, given the other couples were very keen to
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marry -  or elope if need be -  despite parental concern over the lack of 
tusks to facilitate their marriages. The keneuk which eventuated saw 
Pao Kelen go to Beda Liwun (without having to elope) and, given Nogo 
Liwun was bestowed upon Lame Aran, then Jawa Aran could close the 
cycle by marrying Suban Kelen. Pao Kelen is Suban's sister and she and 
her husband, Beda Liwun, promised Tukan Tobi Puken their eldest 
daughter to replace Nogo Liwun as Tukan's lost nole barek.
A generation later, Tukan did bestow this girl, Beda Liwuris 
daughter Hadun, as part of a cycle of marriages which would enable 
Suban Tukan Tobi Puken to acquire a wife. To form this keneuk cycle, 
Hadun Liwun was bestowed on Pa Ama Hokor, Peni Hokor married 
Beda Sogen Ama Rere, and Bota Sogen Ama Rere was expected to 
marry Suban Tukan Tobi Puken. As their nole barek, Hadun's 
bridewealth credits would go to Tukan, rather than her natal Liwun. 
Given that circumstance, in terms of bridewealth these three marriages 
would constitute a closed cyclic transfer of women. Bota Sogen Ama 
Rere, however, was in two minds about marrying Suban Tukan Tobi 
Puken. The Tukan elder decided to bring pressure to bear on her by 
playing out the consequences of a refusal. Thus, he went to Liwun and, 
relinquishing his right to bestow Hadun, requested instead the nole in 
the form of five tusks (pole bala) for the original woman, Surat Tukan 
Tobi Puken, whom Tukan had given to Liwun three generations ago. In 
order to find tusks to fulfil this obligation, Liwun then demanded nole of 
Hokor in respect of Hadun Liwun. In turn, Hokor asked for tusks from 
Sogen Ama Rere with regard to Peni Hokor. Faced with this need to 
provide nole tusks otherwise, Sogen Ama Rere prevailed upon Bota to 
marry Suban Tukan Tobi Puken and complete the cycle which resolved 
the debt problem.
During the two days or so of manoeuvres to bring about this 
keneuk closure, however, the Tukan Tobi Puken elder was sitting in 
Liwun's house purportedly waiting for the nole they should provide for 
the original woman, Surat Tukan Tobi Puken. After such a prolonged 
and awkward presence, as he explains it, he felt embarrassed to simply 
get up and leave, without adding a bilateral agreement between Tukan 
and Liwun, following the resolution of the Hadun-Peni-Bota keneuk. 
Motivated as much I suspect by thoughts of the two tusks he had 
borrowed from Liwun to meet pressing obligations on earlier occasions,
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the Tukan elder now suggested an additional arrangement, offering the 
marriage of a Tukan woman to a Liwun man as a single fruit. This he 
pointed out would only require one tusk from Liwun, given Tukan had 
already borrowed two tusks (one keleke tukan belahan and one seruge 
hege) from them in the past. It seems Liwun agreed to this suggestion 
and presented one keleke tukan, which together with the two tusks 
provided earlier amounted to tonu welin, the first in the series of 
bridewealth nole. Furthermore, both parties agreed to follow the 
modified exchange such that no other tusks nor reciprocal textiles would 
be required in respect of the marriage. To date this marriage has 
remained a single fruit. Concluding such an arrangement between 
Tukan and Liwun enabled them to celebrate with a formal meal, so the 
episode finished on a note of achievement, articulating the affinal 
alliance between these two lines.
Thus, when negotiations over marriage payments occur, those involved must 
be alert and vigilant to their rights, obligations, and opportunities. A number of 
factors influence each party's willingness to compromise. First, wife-givers (belake) 
generally request a tusk only when they need it for a specific purpose, usually to 
fulfil an obligation to wife-givers of their own who are pressing them for payment. 
For this reason, the belake can not compromise beyond what they estimate their own 
belake will accept. Second, the wife-takers (opu) offer tusks from among those 
available to them, usually freshly obtained from their own wife-takers. The opu will 
endeavour to convince the belake that they have nothing better at their disposal, so 
take it or leave it. Third, the belake's desire to extract the maximum possible and the 
opu's attempt to give the minimum acceptable are tempered by mutual concern for 
the enduring nature of the affinal alliance. Attitudes and strategies are, however, 
also influenced by recent encounters prior to this one, which may have entailed 
insults or generated scores to settle. Finally, the astuteness of the respective 
spokesmen has considerable impact on the nature of the bargain struck.
CONCLUSION
In this chapter, I have treated separately two forms of marriage. These are, 
first, union of the marriageable offspring of brother and sister and, second, a man's 
following the blood of his ancestral sister to marry a woman who is his "squash seed,
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bean seedling". Drawing this distinction reflects local practice, which usually 
identifies such marriages as either na'a jadi bine' jadi or dore mei respectively. 
This separation is, however, entirely contingent, as it is quite possible for a marriage 
to be both a union of the offspring of brother and sister and regaining the blood of a 
"squash seed, bean seedling". Analytically, too, these forms of marriage are not 
actually so distinct. Indeed, a formal convergence between these patterns should not 
be surprising, since the idea is the same. Each of these forms of marriage focuses on 
a different definition of cross-sex siblingship -  defined more narrowly in one case 
and more broadly in the other -  and describes not only how the descendants of these 
brothers and sisters may marry, but also in local terms just why they should do so.
Earlier on, I pointed out that in either of these forms of marriage the man and 
woman concerned are in the relationship category "true and right" (muren wanan) 
in respect of one another. This Lamaholot term muren wanan defines the 
Lewolema category for potential spouse. Analogous categories articulating
matrilateral prescription have been an important diagnostic feature in comparative 
analyses of terminologies of social classification (Needham 1980,1984). 
Furthermore, as is well known from a series of formal analyses of this kind, 
matrilateral cross-cousin marriage repeated through the generations effects an 
asymmetric transfer of spouses among a minimum of three lines. The Lewolema 
unions between marriageable offspring of brother and sister articulate just this 
asymmetry. In my discussion of "following the blood", I noted that marrying the 
"squash seed, bean seedling" amounts to closing a connubial cycle of precisely three 
lines. The woman who is the "seed" returns to the "source", usually by marrying a 
man of her mother's mother's brother's (MMB) line, though a less directly 
matrilateral relationship between the three lines involved is also possible.
At this stage, I would like to demonstrate how these two forms of marriage 
come together. To do this, I offer my interpretation from a Lewolema point of view 
of Figure 4.6, which extends and adapts a standard formal diagram of asymmetric 
alliance. In the diagram, the initial generation depicts a series of brother and sister 
sibling pairs related through marriage. The second generation shows unions between 
the marriageable offspring of each brother and sister pair. The third generation 
repeats this na'a jadi bine' jadi pattem. Importantly, the marriages of this third 
generation may equally be read as "following the blood" unions in which the men 
concerned have married their respective "squash seed, bean seedlings". These third 
generation marriages are, then, at one and the same time uniting the offspring of 
brother and sister and returning the seed to the source. Formally speaking, the 
unions which repeat this pattern in subsequent generations will also be instances of
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both kinds of marriage simultaneously. In other words, according to this schema, a 
man's mother's brother's daughter (MBD) is also his "squash seed, bean seedling". 
Social reality is, of course, infinitely more complex, such that not all cases of 
"following the blood" are actually unions of the marriageable offspring of brother 
and sister in the narrower sense. Perhaps this is why the identification and 
discussion of these types of marriages in Lewolema tends to be separated out into 
rather distinct discourses, focusing on sibling pairs and white blood respectively.
In my view, however, the mutual entanglement of these forms of marriage does 
impinge upon local accounts of belake puken and the authority of those who claim 
this status in respect of certain other persons. In order to approach this crucial 
category of Lewolema social organization, in the next chapter I begin with 
relationship terms for kin and affines. I then examine the belake puken status in 
particular before going on to consider other principles which unite affines and divide 
agnates in specific contexts.
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ENDNOTES
* It may be relevant to note that the Indonesian word bibit has the meanings: 1. seedling; 2. seed, 
semen; 3. germ; 4. cause, origin; 5. prospective, future, candidate.
2 The Lewolema practice in this regard confirms earlier observations in eastern Flores by both 
Raymond Kennedy and R. H. Barnes. In his field notes concerning marriage in the Baipito area, 
Kennedy (1955:47,198) initially reports the return of a daughter as a replacement for her mother 
(ambit anak). He explicitly corrects himself when he realizes later that this is not the practice he 
knew from elsewhere in Indonesia as "taking a child" (ambit anak), but rather a situation in which the 
daughter is known as an "elephant-tusk child" (anak gading). In such a case, as Barnes (1977a: 150) 
noted, the girl herself does not marry a man of her mother's clan -  only the bridewealth received for 
her is passed on to them when she marries in the ordinary way. The term "elephant-tusk child" noted 
by Kennedy, using the phrase anak gading is presumably the Indonesian translation his Baipito 
informants provided for the Lamaholot phrases referring to the girl as witi bala or nole barek.
Chapter Five
KIN AND AFFINES
RELATIONSHIP TERMINOLOGY
Relationship terminologies lend themselves to various approaches, from purely 
formal analyses to elucidations of ethnographic semantics. My aim here is to present 
the current Lewotala relationship terminology as data for comparative studies, while 
limiting my interpretation of it to those issues relevant to this thesis. After some 
preliminary remarks, I describe particular usages, then provide a list of terms and 
point out some formal features of the terminology, before going on to consider 
specific expressions for affines and the status belake puken.
In Lewolema, children are usually named after their grandparents and so names 
tend to recur in every second generation. Nowadays, most people have numerous 
grandchildren named after them while they are still alive. Nevertheless, when 
someone dies, a namesake still in the womb or bom just around the time of the death 
is explicitly said to be a replacement (tudet, pengganti) for the deceased. Such a 
child (ana' tudet) is then addressed by the kin term appropriate to that deceased 
person. So, for example, a male ana' tudet named for its grandfather (FF) will be 
referred to and addressed as father (bapa, ba) from an early age by its own 
genealogical father.
Although personal names are an acceptable form of address for people to 
whom no deference is required, those bearing the same name should avoid using it to 
one another. Such persons substitute the Lamaholot word for name (nara) and 
address each other accordingly. Thus, women having the local name Peni declined 
to use my name and addressed me instead as nara. I was instructed to reciprocate 
using the same term.
In my experience, recourse to teknonymy is infrequent in Lamaholot-speaking 
communities. Some few middle-aged couples in Lewotala did address each other by 
reference to their eldest child, as for example, Ansi ema1 (male speaker) or Ansi 
bapa (woman speaker). Their practice in this regard may be modelled on that of 
Malay-speakers in Larantuka, given the Lewotala men concerned are administrators 
and teachers more involved than most villagers with institutions of Church and State 
in the wider world.
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In ritual speech ina, meaning "mother", is paired with ama, meaning "father". 
These terms do not, however, constitute forms of address and reference for one's 
parents in Lewotala, although they may do so in some other Lamaholot-speaking 
communities (Barnes 1977a ; Graham 1987; see also ine and ame in Kedang, Barnes 
1974a:266-267). In the Lewotala relationship terminology, ina occurs only in the 
compound kaka ina meaning "elder sister/mother", which a woman uses to her 
husband's mother if no other term such as bine, "father's sister", takes precedence. 
Ama occurs in the phrase na'a ama, "brothers/fathers", by which a woman can refer 
to men of her natal line.
For clarity's sake, some other terms used by clan affiliates and their marital 
associates require careful exposition. Of these, the most straightforward is the cross­
sex intergenerational reciprocal ipa. As Figure 5.1 depicts, this term is used between 
persons having father-in-law and daughter-in-law status in respect of one another. 
Thus, it is applied by a woman to all men one generation senior to her husband 
within his clan. Such men also refer to and address the woman, a "son's wife", as 
ipa. This usage facilitates the name avoidance operating between these adjacent 
generation cross-sex affines. The reciprocal ipa may also be used between an 
unmarried girl and men of wife-taking lines, who thereby anticipate she will wed one 
of their "sons". When she actually marries, adjustments to the form of reference and 
address, between those who were ipa till then, are made if necessary. A woman 
regards her husband's mother as either bine (FZ), if the two women are of the same 
natal line, or kaka ina otherwise. In either case, the term of address tata is also 
appropriate and the reciprocal applied to the younger woman is ade' , the term used 
for younger same-sex sibling.
Intragenerational sibling and affinal terms are more complex. Cross-sex 
siblings and parallel cousins are reciprocally na'a (ws) and bine' (ms) to one 
another. Same-sex siblings and parallel cousins, elder and younger, are kaka and 
ade' respectively. The phrase kaka arin, used in ritual language and everyday 
speech, indicates a group of "siblings". When asked to define the phrase, informants 
referred to a full sibling set. In practice, however, it is sometimes taken to mean 
kaka and ade', that is, just siblings of the same sex. Thus when I was collecting 
genealogies, a request for kaka arin in some instances elicited only the names of the 
respondent's same-sex siblings. Elderly people in particular tended not to provide 
cross-sex siblings' names, unless I asked specifically for na'a or bine' as appropriate. 
Alternatively, the fuller phrase "siblings of the one umbilical cord" (kaka arin tale 
to'u) generally elicited the names of a complete set of siblings of both sexes.1
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FIGURE 5.1
THE RECIPROCAL IPA: DAUGHTER-IN-LAW- FATHER-IN-LAW
Q E g O S
[PA IPA j L  IPA KARA IN A
a' s \  ana' / \  ana' / \
susu / \  susu/  \  susu/  \
6 KAKA INA6
t
ipa
EGOs
Ego: terms in lower case
t Ego: terms in upper case
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The terms kaka/ade' are applied not just to same-sex siblings, but to their 
spouses as well. Furthermore, as Figure 5.2 shows, husband and wife may address 
each other as kaka/ade' and adopt their spouse's use of these terms for address and 
reference to the spouse's same-sex siblings. Women of different natal clans married 
to men of a single clan may also address each other as kaka/ade' on the basis of their 
own relative age or that of their respective husbands. In Lewotala at least, the 
relative age distinction between kaka and ade' is not transferred through the 
terminology to their offspring. When the younger generation address their father's 
brothers (FB) as tenga and their mother's sisters (MZ) as se', the age differentials 
within the set of father's brothers and the group of mother's sisters are not salient. 
The new generation apply the terms kaka/ade' to same-sex siblings and parallel 
cousins on the basis of their own relative age and not that of their respective parents.
The birth order of ancestral siblings is, however, still of concern to their lineal 
descendants, especially when clan prerogatives are involved. Lines are distinguished 
as elder/younger (kaka/ade') and may claim seniority on this basis. Other factors, 
such as continuity of residence in the domain, are however also relevant to 
assumption of the prerogatives of senior status. When more distant parallel cousins 
are reckoned through ancestral siblings, there is a tendency to use the terms 
kaka/ade' in such a way as to articulate seniority of line or status. Thus, one 
informant said he would address all his grandfather's grandfather's elder brother's 
grandson's grandsons (FFFFeBSSSS) as kaka because they were of the senior 
descent line, regardless of his and their relative age as individuals. If the seniority 
and status of descent lines is in dispute for any reason, the disagreement about who is 
kaka and who is ade' is likely to be reflected in the way these terms are applied 
between the parties.
In Figure 5.2(a) I also introduce a pair of terms, which may be applied between 
brothers-in-law (kenadu) and sisters-in-law (kenada). These reciprocals are 
borrowings of the terms absorbed into eastern Indonesian dialects of Malay from the 
Portuguese cunhado, "brother-in-law", and cunhada, "sister-in-law", respectively 
(Pinto da Franca 1970:75). In Lewotala, people point out the difference in the 
upland villagers' form of these terms, as against the Larantuka and coastal villagers' 
pronunciation: kenyadu and kenyada. Figure 5.3 shows the Lewotala distribution 
of these Portuguese derived "in-law" terms. Postponing the question of their place in 
or attachment to the terminology as a whole, I cite these reciprocals here as part of 
the array of terms available for specifying affines of one's own generation. In each 
case, these Portuguese-derived reciprocals are optional designations for statuses also 
and more frequently characterized by other relationship terms. The male
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FIGURE 5.2
APPLICATION OF SIBLING TERMS (KAKA ADE') TO SAME-SEX SIBLINGS, 
SAME-SEX SIBLINGS’ SPOUSES, SPOUSE, SPOUSE’S SAME-SEX SIBLINGS
(a) Within a Generation
rut /\ i /\
kaka Ö^Ego 1 ade' ade'
kenada
(ke)wae
ade'
[name]
kaka
kenada
KENADU
KAKA
[NAME]
KAKA
LAKE
KENADU
ADE' ADE'
?
EGO 2 KAKA
(b) Terms in and from Generation Below
tenga bapa tenga 
TENGA BAPA TENGA
ema'
EMA'
bine* kaka/ade' bine* kaka/ade'
KAKA/ADE' NA'A KAKA/ADE' NA'A
bine' 
(j)EG0 2 NA'A
> older than Ego: terms in lower case Bold type = terms used for reference and address
^  younger than ? Ego: terms in upper case Ordinary type = terms used only for reference
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FIGURE 5.3
OTHER BROTHER-IN-LAW AND SISTER-IN-LAW TERMS
(a) Asymmetric Affinal Terms and Same-Sex Reciprocal kenadu
ZH ----------------► WB
opu belake
kenadu kenadu
(b) Cross-Sex Reciprocals kenada and kenadu (as in Figure 5.2)
A * 6
^  \V 7
kenadu
w, PW
kenada
kenadu kenada
(c) I Asymmetric Affinal Terms ana' kewina and ema' nada
HZ
ana' (ke)wina
-  BW 
ema' nada
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designation, kenadu, may be applied to all four relevant statuses: sister's husband 
and wife’s brother (ms), as well as both sister's husband and husband's brother (ws). 
The female designation is clearly applied to two of the four likely statuses: brother's 
wife and wife's sister (ms). I did not, however, come across kenada, as such, for 
either of the other two female "in-law" statuses, brother's wife or husband’s sister 
(ws). In Lewotala, the term a woman uses for her brother's wife, ema' nada, might 
be a modified form of (ke)nada. The only term I encountered women using for their 
husband's sister was ana' (ke)wina. The distinction ema'<->ana' in these terms 
encodes the difference in status between the wife-giving line, to which the brother's 
wife belongs, and the wife-taking line of the husband's sister.
In all, I recorded over 40 expressions in use as relationship terms in the village 
of Lewotala in the late 1980s. Of these, most were used for purposes of both address 
and reference. Only three terms were restricted to reference, while five others were 
used just as terms of address. In some instances, ordinary language words take on a 
more restricted meaning when utilized as relationship terms. This is the case with 
mei (FFZD), discussed in the previous chapter, and also bereun (friend), which 
serves as a reciprocal form of address between potential spouses referred to as 
muren wanan. Table 5.1 lists the Lewotala terms of reference and address with a 
summary account of their application by male and female speakers, distinguished 
only as need be.
For orientation purposes, I have provided formal diagrams of the distribution 
of the terms used by men (Figure 5.4) and women (Figure 5.5) respectively. These 
visual maps are indicative of the way terms are applied vis-ä-vis others in the 
framework. When asked why a given woman was referred to as an ema' tia, 
informants invariably replied it was in view of her being the wife of a man they 
regarded as a belake. The importance of this point is clearer in respect of the terms 
bine and bine'. Although I was instructed to address particular Lewotala women as 
bine, I soon realized some of these women from various clans had no genealogical or 
lineal "sister" connection to the man placing himself as my father in this village 
context. When I queried him about this, he readily agreed the women were not his 
"sisters" in any sense prior to their marriages. They had, however, married men who 
were his opu, wife-takers/sisters' husbands, and so they now occupied a place in the 
social scheme which made them terminologically "sisters" (bine') to him and thus 
"father's sisters" (bine) to me. For this reason, my list of terms (Table 5.1) although 
genealogically based is phrased, not by means of genealogical specifications, but 
through citations of groups of persons to whom Lewotalans apply a given term. This 
reflects the application of terms on grounds which are sometimes explicitly
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genealogical (e.g. a sister is a bine'), but other times emphatically structural (e.g. a 
same generation wife-taker's wife is a bine').
To facilitate comparison with other relationship terminologies, I also present 
each set of terms arrayed across a three-line matrix (Tables 5.2 and 5.3).2 Such an 
array highlights the fact that the terminology has a cyclic character. The women 
designated opu kesin' by a male speaker and ana' kewina by a female speaker, on 
their marriage have husbands who are belake and, thus, such women become ema' 
tia from then on. So, too, a woman's daughter's husband may be termed an opu ana' 
in that capacity or be referred to equally well as a belake, given his "sister" on her 
marriage becomes a "brother's son's wife" (ema' nada). Because these indications of 
closure are less obvious in the diagrams of the terminology (Figures 5.4 and 5.5), I 
have labelled the lines in the matrices A, B, and C to draw attention to such cyclic 
features.
Another formal characteristic of the terminology relevant to this study is the 
matrilateral prescription. As well as the reciprocal category muren wanan, potential 
spouse, the terminological prescription is evident in all three medial genealogical 
levels, characterizing terms used by both male and female speakers. Thus for a male 
Ego, for instance,
+ 1 tenga = FB = MZH, se' = MZ = FBW, while
belake = MB = WF * FZH = opu and 
bine = FZ * MBW = ema' tia;
0 muren wanan = MBD * FZD = opu kesin', while 
ema' tia = WBW * Z = bine';
-1 opu ana' = DH = ZS * WBS = belake, while 
ipa = SW * ZD = opu kesin'.
For a female Ego, it is also the case that 
+ 1 tenga = FB = MZH, se' = MZ = FBW, while 
belake = MB = BWF * FZH = ipa; then 
0 muren wanan = FZS * MBS = belake, 
na'a = B *  HZH = belake, 
ema' nada =BW = MBD, while 
ana' kewina = HZ = FZD;
-1 ana’ = S = BDH and BD = SW = ade'.
Other equations and distinctions, which can be read off the terminology, evince this 
same aspect.
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TABLE 5.2
CATEGORIES OF SOCIAL CLASSIFICATION (MALE EGO)
(a) Terms of Reference (Lines A, B, C)
¥ C (?C <......... ¥ B <? B <------  ¥ A (? A <......... ¥ C
opu bind ndnd
dadin
ndnd
ema' dadin
nene
dadin
belakd
nene
ema' dadin
opu kesin' 
mei
opu bind bapa
tenga
ema' 
ema' se'
mama
dadin
belakd
ema' tia 
ema' dadin
opu kesin' opu
kenadu
bind' kaka/add' muren wanan 
[name] 
kaka/add' 
kenada
belakd
kenadu
ema' tia
opu kesin' opu ana' ana' ana' ipa belakd ema' tia
opu kesin’ opu ana' ana' susu ana’ susu belakd
(b) Terms of Address (Lines A, B, C)
¥ C 3NC <.......... ¥ B d'B <-------  ¥ A d^A<-------  ¥ C
opu bind ndnd
dadin
ndnd
(ema1) dadin
ndnd
dadin
bapa
nene
(ema1) dadin
opu kesin' 
mei
opu bind bapa
ba
tata
tenga
ema'
sd'
mama (ema') tia
opu kesin' 
oa
opu
kenadu
non
bine'
oa
tata
kaka/add'
bereun
[name]
kaka/add'
kenada
belakd
kenadu
(ema') tia
ana'
oa
ana'
non
ana'
oa
ana'
non
ipa belakd
non
(ema') tia
oa non
(ana') susu 
oa
(ana') susu 
non oa
belakd
non
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TABLE 5.3
CATEGORIES OF SOCIAL CLASSIFICATION (FEMALE EGO)
(a) Terms of Reference (Lines A, B, C)
¥c cfC <.......  ¥ b (? B <-----  ¥ a  d>A <....... ? C
opu bine nene
(bapa) dadin
nene
ema' dadin
n6n6
dadin
belake
nen6
ema' dadin
ana' kewina 
mei
ipa bine 
kaka ina
bapa
tenga
ema' 
ema' se' 
belak6
mama
dadin
ema' tia 
ema’ dadin
ana' kewina muren wan an 
lake 
[name] 
kaka/ad6' 
kenadu
kaka/ad6’ na'a ema' nada belak6 ema' tia
ana' ana' ad6' ad£’ ema' nada belake
ana' susu ana' susu ana' ana'
(b) Terms of Address (Lines A, B, C)
¥ C tfC  <.......  ¥ B cT B <.......  ¥ A (f A <-----  ¥ C
opu bin6 nen6
dadin
bapa
n6n6
(ema1) dadin
nene
dadin
bapa
nene
(ema1) dadin
ana' kewina 
mei 
oa
ipa bin6
kaka (ina) 
tata
bapa
tenga
ba
ema'
se'
mama
dadin
bapa
belak6
(ema*) tia 
(ema') dadin
ana' kewina 
oa
bereun
[name]
kaka/ad6'
kenadu
tata
kaka/ad6'
na'a
non
ema' (nada) belake
non
(ema') tia
non
ana' ana' ade’ ade'
oa non oa non oa non
ana' susu ana' susu ana' ana'
oa non oa non
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In this respect though, the Portuguese-derived "in-law” terms are especially 
interesting. Amidst the many asymmetric features in the terminology, kenadu and 
kenada introduce elements of symmetry. As I mentioned earlier (Figure 5.3), 
kenadu may be applied reciprocally between sister's husband and wife's brother 
(ms), while kenadu<->kenada is the cross-sex variant used between husband's 
brother and brother's wife as well as between sister's husband and wife's sister. 
There is, however, apparently a gap in application of these "in-law" terms, given the 
lack of a reciprocal use of kenada for brother's wife<->husband's sister (ws). Even 
apart from this gap, however, neither kenadu nor kenada are heard very often in 
Lewotala: the terms are known, but not much used. This is hardly surprising, given 
each of the specifications covered by kenadu and kenada are also designated by 
other terms, which distinguish them asymmetrically. Thus,
ZH = FZS = opu * WB = MBS = belake;
BW = MBD = muren wanan (ms) * HB = kaka/ade' (ws) and 
WZ = MBD = muren wanan (ms) * ZH = kaka/ade' (ws).
In Lewotala, brother's wife is ema' nada (ws) and husband's sister is ana' 
(ke)wina (ws). Although I have only heard ana' (ke)wina and have no instance of 
kenada for husband's sister in my genealogies, this does not mean the term is 
unknown in that sense, only that it has never been taken up for that status in 
Lewotala. Indeed, the apparent transformation of the Portuguese idiom into the more 
indigenous form ema' nada for brother's wife, together with the preference for the 
distinct term ana' (ke)wina for husband's sister, suggests not so much ignorance of 
the Portuguese reciprocals, but rather their reinterpretation and partial integration 
into the asymmetric form of the terminology overall. Other relationship 
terminologies so far documented in eastern Flores do evince some redefinition and 
structural integration of Portuguese-derived terms, notably tia, "aunt", and in some 
cases tiu, "uncle" (Barnes 1977a: 147-148; Graham 1987:54-57). In Lewotala, two 
words of Portuguese origin, (ke)nada and tia, have been placed in a Lamaholot 
frame as ema' nada and ema' tia respectively. Although perhaps less so than ema' 
tia, the term ema' nada has also been given a distinctly superior slant. Asymmetric 
distinction of the female designations ema' nada (ws) and ana' kewina (ws) recalls 
the fact that these specify the cross-cousins terminologically prescribed (MBD) and 
proscribed (FZD) for marriage with a female Ego's brother.
These originally foreign terms, kenada and kenadu, have probably been 
known for centuries in parts of eastern Flores, ever since the days of Portuguese 
ascendency in inter-island trade in the region. The honorifics oa and non are also 
loan words from Portuguese, which have received a slightly different interpretation
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and application in a range of east Florenese communities. These terms together with 
borrowings, which are reported in some Lamaholot language areas, from the local 
Malay (e.g. bonsu), attest to the rich linguistic resources on which people in eastern 
Flores have been able to draw. A full analysis of any of these relationship 
terminologies would, then, ideally include a diachronic study of developments in this 
semantic field on a regional basis among the Malay as well as the Lamaholot 
speakers.
CLASSIFICATION OF AFFINES
In collecting genealogies, I came across some other relationship terms which, 
like kenada/kenadu, were rarely heard in use in daily life. Dadin was one of these. 
It cropped up in interviews and discussions about relationship terms, more than it 
emerged in Lewotalan local discourse. In village conversations I usually heard nene 
for grandparent, although a number of adults gave me (ema') dadin or (bapa) dadin 
as terms of reference and/or address for the grandparents in their genealogies. 
Furthermore, I cannot recall ever hearing dadin actually used in the sense of "wife- 
giver of the first ascending generation". Nevertheless, some older informants cited it 
for individuals of that status, so I have included this designation in the semantic 
range of the term in my figures and tables.
When I asked about the uses of dadin, one elder responded with a chain of 
associations: "Dadin? Senior progenitor, source progenitor, source/dadin, origin, 
grandparent" (Dadin? Bapa belake, belake puken, puken dadin, nimun, nene). 
This elder’s wife, asked why she cited the term ema' dadin as form of address for a 
woman who was her husband's sister's husband's mother (HZHM), replied: "[She is] 
wife of a progenitor, [thus] grandparent already!" (Belake kewae, nene kae pe!). 
Referring to the woman's husband, she explained: "[He is] senior progenitor, source 
progenitor, my dadin" (Bapa belake, belake puken, dadin go'en). Application of 
the term dadin, thus focuses attention on Lewotalan classification of affines and the 
semantics of progenitor terms. Together with other apparently cross-generational 
categories in the terminology, it also raises the issue of the significance of 
genealogical level both within the relationship terminology and in social life.
Contemporary linguistic usage in respect of the classification of affines shows 
some variation between Lamaholot-speaking populations in different domains. In 
particular, R.H.Barnes (1968:66-67; 1973:75-79; 1974a:275-276; 1977a:152-155) 
has analysed the often symmetric, but variable, distribution of the word opu and its
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cognates in the relationship terminologies of a number of these eastern Indonesian 
communities.3 Referring to eastern Flores, Ouwehand, who had served as a Dutch 
colonial official there, told Kennedy (1955:367) that opu "is the term for affinal 
relationships". In his published work, Ouwehand (1950:56 nl) gives fuller forms for 
the classification of affines from the village of Lewoloba, also known as Leloba, in 
the domain of Baipito. He cites (opu) belake for the wife-giving group, from belake 
(MB and WF); and opu (wain) for the wife-taking group, from opu (FZH and FZS) 
and wain meaning "female". Barnes (1977a: 146-147) relates this same use of the 
word belake in the village of Wailolon, also in the domain of Baipito, to "the term 
opu lake, meaning 'male opu' and used for wife-givers in other Lamaholot areas". 
From Wailolon, Barnes mentions the terms opu and opu pain as indicating wife­
taking affines. For the status I translate as "source progenitor", R.H.Bames 
(1977a: 150) gives the term belake puken from Wailolon in Flores and Ruth Barnes 
(1989a:88,92) cites the form opu-pukan from Lamalera in Lembata.
These reports indicate that the word opu is, or once was, a Lamaholot term for 
affines in general. The affines of each clan are internally differentiated and 
characterized as either masculine (lake) -  "one who is masculine" (belake) -  or 
feminine (wae)- Ouwehand's forms utilizing parenthesis suggest that in eastern 
Flores the qualifier belake commonly stands on its own for wife-giving affines, 
while the unqualified form opu usually implies wife-taking lines. This is certainly 
the case in Lewotala, so much so that without comparative data from other areas I 
would not have recognized an application of opu to anything other than wife-taking 
affines as such. Indeed, the phrase opu belake, as I heard it in Lewotala, is used to 
refer to the relationship between an opu as wife-taker and a belake as wife-giver. 
There is an expression opu belake puken, which may reflect the proto-form from 
which the Wailolon and Lamalera terms for source progenitor derive. As I 
experienced its use in Lewotala, however, it refers nowadays to an allied line who 
are simultaneously both wife-taker (opu) and source progenitor (belake puken).
In eastern Flores then, opu are presently affinal lines of the kind 
conventionally described in the anthropological literature as wife-takers. In local 
parlance they are, as Ouwehand noted, designated "female affines", opu waen, from 
wae meaning female. They are also referred to as "sisters' children" (bine' ana'), as 
well as opu bine’ from bine' meaning sister and opu ana' from ana' meaning child. 
These terms encode considerations of comparative -  indeed lesser -  status, not just 
the fact that the affinal relationships concerned are typically traced through a sister to 
her offspring.
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Each clan's historically precedent line of "female affines", in the sense of the 
first ever to receive a clan sister in marriage, has the status in respect of that clan of 
"first-born opu" (opu weruin, from the sibling order term weruin). This designation 
gives the opu weruin pride of place among all other lines who have since become 
opu to the same belake. With opu weruin status go particular rights and obligations 
as regards servicing the belake. In principle, this is a relationship established long 
ago and fixed for all time between the two lines concerned. In practice, should the 
initial opu weruin fail to perform their duties adequately, the belake may relieve 
them of their status and appoint another more responsible line of "female affines" as 
opu weruin instead. Everyone in a given alliance unit at clan or sub-clan level 
regards one single affinal line as their opu weruin. No matter that a man's daughters 
all marry elsewhere to men of other opu lines, the father's opu weruin remains that 
recognized by his alliance unit as a whole.
By contrast, another designation, opu paen, is applied specifically to 
individual "female affines", usually actual sisters' husbands and/or daughters' 
husbands who may well be from more than one opu line. This term is heard when, 
for instance, a mortuary ceremony or similarly major life cycle ritual is to be held. 
The household concerned expect assistance from their "female affines" and it is the 
sisters' husbands and/or daughters' husbands in particular who have prime 
responsibility for provisioning the occasion. These individual opu together with 
their respective clan leaders are referred to as opu paen: the opu who sit down with 
their belake for preparatory discussions during which they vouchsafe their 
contributions, thereby laying a material foundation on which the belake can rest 
(paen, literally, to place under the buttocks). In this and myriad other ways, these 
opu paen as well as the opu weruin and "female affines" generally are obliged to 
provide goods and services required by their belake, even to the point of feeling 
"ruined" by the belake's demands.
This characterization contrasts with that of the affines who are classified as 
"masculine", belake. They are addressed as senior ones who are male, bapa belake, 
whereas the opu are referred to as sisters and their children, bine' ana'. 
Furthermore, source belake (belake puken) have power and authority akin to 
Divinity (Rera Wulan Tana Ekan) to bless or curse their opu, specifically as 
regards the latter's procreative vigour. Belake puken is a relative concept and 
exactly which persons or lines occupy this status in respect of a particular individual 
in a given circumstance is not always clear-cut. Nevertheless, belake puken are 
considered able to bestow and to withdraw fertility as part of a vital influence on the
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lives of their opu. Hence the chain of associations which specify these "male 
affines" as progenitors: grandparent, source, origin, Divinity.
SOURCE PROGENITOR (BELAKE PUKEN)
The term belake may be qualified as either belake ema1 bapa or in some cases 
belake puken nimun. The phrase ema' bapa accords the belake status and respect 
as affinal mothers (ema') and fathers (bapa). It emphasizes the belake line's 
ancestral aspect, vis-ä-vis one's offspring if not oneself. The terms puken and 
nimun, paired in the semantic parallelism of ritual language, mean trunk, source, 
origin (puken) and stemming from the same womb (nimun, sekandung). As I 
understand the two characterizations, all "male affines" (belake) may be referred to 
as "mother father" (ema' bapa), since they are wife-givers to one's own clan and 
hence among its progenitors (belake ema' bapa). Of these wife-giving affinal lines, 
only those traced through a maternal link at some point are specifically source and 
origin progenitors (belake puken nimun). The application of these designations is, 
however, not a simple matter on which all informants agree. In fact, use of these 
expressions is somewhat fluid depending on the situation and perspective of the 
speaker.
As utilized in Lewotala, belake puken, the everyday form of this latter phrase 
expresses a concept relative in both its temporal and spatial dimensions. At the 
source end of the historical continuum is the belake puken shared by all the persons 
affiliated with a clan or clan segment. This is the natal line of the first-ever clan 
wife, the historically precedent woman given in marriage to a clan ancestor from 
whom all clan members ideally stem. This original source progenitor, the most 
distant in time, is usually cited by Lewotalans as the belake puken of their clan 
(suku). If the present-day representatives of this belake puken reside some distance 
away, far enough that attendance at the life cycle rites of their opu is onerous for 
them, they may relinquish their ceremonial role to an historically subsequent belake 
line. In practice, therefore, belake puken currently resident outside Lewolema tend 
to be replaced for most purposes, in respect of each Lewotala clan, by that clan's 
historically precedent progenitor line among those found in the villages of the 
domain.
At the near end of the historical continuum, Lewotala householders asked to 
specify their belake puken usually named their own source progenitor in the form of 
their mother's brother. This, then, is the belake puken closest to the person in life
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and time, if not always in space. Such reckoning of each person's belake puken 
through the more immediate, rather than the most ancestral, maternal link generates a 
wide range of incumbents, from a variety of clans, who have the status in respect of 
persons belonging to any given clan or clan segment.
The relative nature of the concept and the situational way it is applied only 
became clear to me in mid 1987 when a man of the Aikoli family from Larantuka 
attended an Ama Hurit life cycle ceremony in Lewotala. The Aikoli man was 
introduced to me as belake puken of the Ama Hurit youth who was the focus of the 
ritual. I knew he was not, however, this youth's immediate belake puken, as Aikoli 
were neither the mother's brother's (MB's) nor the mother's mother's brother's 
(MMB's) line. Furthermore, Aikoli were not the original belake puken of Ama 
Hurit whom I knew to be another clan, Ama Daton, residing in Wailolon in the 
neighbouring Baipito domain. When I mentioned this, the Ama Hurit clan leader 
demonstrated the situation to me visually: he indicated the base of one of his house- 
posts and said that there was the belake puken over in Baipito; then he indicated 
slightly higher up the same house-post, saying there was Aikoli who gave a sister, 
many generations ago, to an Ama Hurit lineal ancestor of the youth having the 
ceremony. This young man himself, whose graduation from university was the 
reason for the thanksgiving rite, was said to be akin to the top of the house-post. As 
the clan leader explained it, the Aikoli representative might thus be regarded as 
belake puken to the Ama Hurit youth, although Ama Hurit's historically precedent 
belake over in Baipito were indeed more stem-like (more puken) still. In other 
words, of those present on the occasion, the Aikoli man was nearest to Ama Hurit's 
source.
In contrast to this kind of consensus about the relative standing of clan source 
progenitors and who might claim such a status, Lewotalan elders -  even the same 
informant in different encounters -  could not agree about whether the position of 
belake puken nearest a person was occupied by their mother's brother (MB) or their 
mother’s mother's brother (MMB). The shifting emphasis informants placed, now on 
the closest maternal link and now on the next but one, was no doubt partly an artefact 
of my asking people to abstract and generalize situationally relevant knowledge of 
their social system in order to contribute to an analytic discourse. In fact, either a 
mother's brother (MB) or a mother's mother's brother (MMB) might style themselves 
belake puken in respect of an opu in certain circumstances. The determining 
factors are of various kinds. In Lewotala, which person of what clan or clan segment 
takes the role of belake puken to an opu in a given context will be affected by the 
gender and the marital status of the opu concerned. It will also depend on the
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characteristics of the pre-existing affinal network in which any opu's marriage is 
embedded. Finally, reckoning belake puken and using the term cannot be 
disassociated from the local model of circulating connubium, especially the three- 
line alliance articulated by "following the blood" marriage.
In this form of marriage, a woman's husband ideally comes from the line of her 
mother's mother's brother (MMB), that which is referred to as her stem, trunk, origin 
(puken). Given a three-line circulating connubium, the woman who is "squash seed, 
bean seedling" and her brothers regard this maternal line once removed as their opu 
belake puken. It is both a wife-taking line (opu) and a source progenitor (belake 
puken). A three-line asymmetric reckoning also occurs if a young man replicates 
his father's marital alliance by taking his own wife from his mother's natal line. 
When this is so, the young man's immediate alliance relationship involves not just 
his wife's father (WF) but his mother's brother (MB) as well (viz. belake), so when a 
third line is required to act as belake puken the man's mother's mother’s brother's 
(MMB's) line is the one to do so. (An instance of this was described in the rekan 
elan ceremony outlined in the section of Chapter Four, Knowing the House). If, 
however, a man's wife is not from his mother's natal clan, then his mother's brother's 
(MB's) line is not implicated in his immediate alliance relationship and is, thus, 
available to take the role of belake puken. A married woman, her fecundity having 
been bestowed by her brothers on an opu, from then on regards her own natal clan as 
her immediate belake and her mother's brother’s (MB's) line as her belake puken. 
An unmarried woman shares the same opu and belake relationships as her brothers. 
Some informants say that prior to their marriage, young men and women regard their 
mother's brother's (MB's) line just as belake and their mother's mother's brother's 
(MMB's) line as belake puken. Others prefer to emphasize the notion that people 
generally regard their mother's brothers as their belake puken. In any case, the 
concept of source progenitor is by definition relative and its application somewhat 
flexible at either end of a historical continuum which conflates temporal and spatial 
features.
Whatever the processual allocation of belake puken status, Lewotalans are in 
agreement that source progenitors have power over the fertility of their opu. In this 
respect, the belake puken are described as Earthly Divine (Tuhan Allah Dunia) 
through whom life flows into their "female affines". Thus, should a young woman 
who is "squash seed, bean seedling" (besi kulun utan era') refuse to marry a puken 
suitor from her mother's mother's brother's (MMB's) line, any man of this line may 
curse her with infertility. Similarly, if a young man rejects his mother's brother's 
daughter (MBD) as a marriage partner, men of his mother's mother's brother's
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(MMB's) line acting as belake puken may curse his attempt to beget children with 
any other woman. Generalized accounts like these, given me of the belake puken's 
power to curse, usually depicted the mother's mother's brother (MMB) as belake 
puken in a model three-line asymmetric alliance. When, however, some informants 
cited examples of actual people said to have been cursed in this way, instances of 
mother's brother's (MB's) lines purportedly withdrawing the fecundity of their sisters' 
children (ZC) also emerged.
The key factor is the maternal link, which places belake puken next to 
Divinity as similarly sources of the life which flows into the "female affines". Thus, 
an irritated mother's brother (MB) might remind his disrespectful sister's daughter 
(ZD) and sister's daughter's husband (ZDH) of his power over their fertility, saying "I 
am Divinity, I am!". An angry belake puken is said to curse his "female affines" 
and deprive them of further offspring merely by thinking to himself, something like: 
"If I am n£i your source, you will have many children...up to ten; if I am your source, 
you will stop already and leave off having children". Paraphrasing the curse in a less 
formal style, this particular informant explicated his train of thought, as follows: "If 
it is my white blood which descends, it will cease".
Affines in Lewotala are thus distinguished as belake and opu respectively, 
while within that classification some lines are accorded precedence as belake puken 
and opu weruin. There is, however, also a sense in which affinal lines that share an 
equivalent status as either opu or belake in respect of a given third party regard one 
another as siblings -  elder/younger lines -  in virtue of being co-affines. The next 
section considers the nature of sibling relations between clans, including that based 
on common affinal ties. Then, in the final section, I take up the significance of 
generations and examine how considerations of relative age bear on the distinction of 
genealogical levels in the relationship terminology and in social life.
ELDER-YOUNGER CLANS
Relations between clans and clan segments in Lewotala are often cited as kaka 
arin, implying same-sex siblingship between an elder and a younger line. This kaka 
arin relationship may be based on common ancestry traced to a same-sex sibling 
pair, either both male or both female. In other instances, it may be not even putative 
ancestral siblingship, but rather a structural relationship between two lines as co- 
affines of the same kind (either wife-giving or wife-taking) to a common third line, 
which generates this elder-younger status. In any case, kaka arin lines as such do
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not intermarry, although over time and/or with an appropriate ritual transformation 
of their siblingship, they may initiate exchange relations which mark them as, not 
only kaka arin, but affinally allied opu belake from then on. In such circumstances, 
either the affinal alliance which articulates these lines or the sibling aspect of their 
relationship comes to the fore, according to the context of the interaction. This 
sensitivity to situations is a normal and not in any way unusual dimension of clan 
relations.
The most straightforward of these lineal sibling relationships is that between 
clans locally regarded as stemming from two or more brothers. In Lewotala, the 
clans known as Ama Hurit, Ama Koten, and Ama Kelen are conceptualized as lines 
emanating from three brothers, differentiated by their ceremonial roles in animal 
sacrifice. Over time, these sibling lines have exchanged women in marriage, such 
that now Ama Hurit bestow women on Ama Kelen and Ama Kelen bestow women 
on Ama Koten. As affinal exchange partners in dyadic relationships of this kind, 
they recognize one another as belake or opu accordingly. Yet, their affinal statuses 
not withstanding, these clans still regard themselves as kaka arin with shared ritual 
responsibilities, especially to those tracts of Lewotalan land in respect of which they 
are conjointly "lord of the land" (tana alat).
Focusing on maternal common origins, segments of different clans may see 
themselves as lines stemming from female siblings who were married to men among 
their respective clan ancestors. So for instance, a forebear of the clan segment Ama 
Hurit Horowura married a woman of clan Ruron, while an ancestor of the clan 
segment Rian Tukan Tobi Puken married her sister. As a result, Ama Hurit 
Horowura and Rian Tukan Tobi Puken may regard themselves as kaka arin. This 
lineal siblingship thus stems from the fact that Ama Hurit Horowura and Rian Tukan 
Tobi Puken each received a sister in marriage from clan Ruron of Lamatou. Such 
siblingship established through female ancestors is termed kele kematek kaka arin.
So long as Ama Hurit Horowura and Rian Tukan Tobi Puken did not 
intermarry, their sibling status as kele kematek kaka arin was the dominant feature 
of their relationship. However, since the initiation of a marriage path between these 
two lines a decade or so ago, they also relate to one another as affines directly, with 
Ama Hurit Horowura as belake and Rian Tukan Tobi Puken as opu. This affinal 
alliance is now the predominant characteristic of their relationship, but in respect of 
clan Ruron and some other third parties they may remain kele kematek kaka arin. 
Thus, in contexts where Ruron summon all their wife-taking lines (opu), Ama Hurit 
Horowura and Rian Tukan Tobi Puken appear as co-affines and their kele kematek 
siblingship comes to the fore.
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It is in this kele kematek sense that ancestrally unrelated clans are constituted 
siblings in virtue of their analogous alliance status vis-ä-vis an affinal line in 
common. In other words, not only genealogical siblings, but any clan sisters 
conferred on different affinal lines may generate kele kematek siblingship among 
the recipient clans. This process also applies the other way around. Just as co- 
affines who are analogously wife-takers from a single third line constitute kele 
kematek siblings who "take" (gute), so co-affines who are analogously wife-givers 
to a common third party comprise kele kematek siblings who "bestow" (nawo).4
The Lamaholot words gute, meaning "to take", and nawo, literally "to lead or 
escort someone somewhere", are used in marriage-related contexts as verbs denoting 
"to take a woman " and "to bestow a woman" respectively. These terms are applied 
to kele kematek cohorts who come together, usually at the home of their common 
affine, for a social or ritual occasion. Thus, any number of wife-taking lines, all opu 
to the same belake, are referred to collectively as the "assembled siblings who take 
[women as wives]" (kele kematek gute beepu). In the same way, representatives of 
any number of wife-giving lines gathered together, all belake to the same opu, are 
designated the "assembled siblings who bestow [women as wives]" (kele kematek 
nawo beepu).
The sociological weight of kele kematek relationships is such that, despite 
being context-dependent, they provide something of a systemic template for 
developments in the network of affinal alliances. Thus, any two lines which are 
belake-in-common to a third party, thereby foreshadow the appropriateness of their 
both becoming belake to a fourth party on whom initially only one of these lines is 
bestowing women as wives. For example, both Ama Koten and Lamahewen bestow 
women on clan Liwun and regard themselves as kele kematek accordingly. 
Lamahewen also bestow women on the clan segment Ama Hurit Horowura, but to 
date Ama Koten have no affinal tie with this segment of clan Ama Hurit. As a step 
towards such a tie, however, Ama Koten have begun sending representatives with 
Lamahewen, when they receive from Ama Hurit Horowura a formal meal of rice- 
mountain and chicken indicative of affinal status. In so doing, Ama Koten play on 
the kele kematek relationship, in terms of which they are belake-in-common with 
Lamahewen in some other contexts, and express their willingness to extend the scope 
of that affinal siblingship with Lamahewen, so as to style themselves similarly 
belake-in-common in respect of Ama Hurit Horowura. In precisely this way in 
1988, an elder of Ama Koten told me, Ama Koten and Ama Hurit Horowura were in 
the process of becoming affines: in virtue of Ama Koten and Lamahewen being kele 
kematek who bestow women as wives on another opu-in-common, Ama Hurit
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Horowura had now begun to honour not just Lamahewen but also Ama Koten with 
formal meals of chicken. Thus, Ama Hurit Horowura were already styling 
themselves wife-takers, although no marriage had yet confirmed this development of 
an affinal relationship between the two lines who were otherwise related as elder- 
younger.
Allowing for this kind of presaging of developments, gatherings of kele 
kematek siblings are entirely context-dependent. They only occur on social and/or 
ritual occasions concerning the line which is the focus of the co-affine relationship. 
As alliance units each have their own peculiar array of opu and belake, so kele 
kematek sibling cohorts are differently constituted in virtually every case. If, for 
example, representatives of clan A are called to participate as belake in a rite of their 
opu clan X, they may summon all other belake of clan X to fall in behind them and 
attend as well. When representatives of clan A subsequently participate as belake in 
a rite for another of their opu clan Y, they may then summon all other belake of clan 
Y to join them. There is usually some overlap between cohorts, but also a specific 
character to any kele kematek grouping of clans. Furthermore, within the cohort of 
clans coming together as kele kematek in respect of clan X, some direct affinal links 
are likely to pertain. Therefore, while such "siblings" are of equivalent status vis-ä- 
vis clan X, in other contexts they may be opu and belake respectively and behave 
according to the status distinctions of that asymmetric alliance.
To illustrate these points, suppose representatives of Rian Tukan Tobi Puken 
are invited by different opu on two separate occasions to receive an expression of 
respect in the form of a chicken and rice-mountain meal. One time it is from their 
opu clan Liwun and another time it is from their opu line Lamahewen. To join them 
in attending the Liwun rite, Rian Tukan Tobi Puken will summon other belake of 
Liwun, viz.,
Ama Koten 
Hewen and Hekin 
Sogen Makin Ama Belolon 
Sogen Makin Ama Rere 
Rian Tukan Kota Wolo 
Rian Tukan Lango Belen
(Rian Tukan Tobi Puken's opu),
(Rian Tukan Tobi Puken's opu),
(Rian Tukan Tobi Puken's opu),
(Rian Tukan Tobi Puken's belake), 
(Rian Tukan Tobi Puken's kaka arin), 
(Rian Tukan Tobi Puken's kaka arin).
Later on, when attending the Lamahewen rite Rian Tukan Tobi Puken will summon 
other belake of Lamahewen, viz.,
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Lewohokor
Sogen Makin Ama Rere 
Lango Aran
(Rian Tukan Tobi Puken's belake), 
(Rian Tukan Tobi Puken's belake), 
(Rian Tukan Tobi Puken's belake),
Rian Tukan Lango Belen 
Rian Tukan Kota Wolo
(Rian Tukan Tobi Puken's kaka arin), 
(Rian Tukan Tobi Puken's kaka arin).
Thus, the kele kematek nawo beepu are a different cohort of clans in the two 
instances. The siblingship among each cohort, which comes to the fore on these 
occasions, temporarily displaces situationally irrelevant dyadic relationships of 
various kinds, which would otherwise pertain between the clans taking part.
Relationships involving context-dependent groupings of elder-younger clans 
become more complicated if both sides to the opu belake alliance at the centre of a 
rite invite their co-affines in respect of the other party to join in. In such 
circumstances, not all of the kele kematek nawo beepu cohort will necessarily be 
belake to all of the lines who present themselves as kele kematek gute beepu . This 
can and does happen at mortuary rites, but the divergent dyadic relationships of the 
clans involved are situationally subsumed under their siblingship with either the opu, 
who is the focus, or the belake, who is the agent, of the ritual blessing which takes 
place.
These sociological features of kele kematek relations attest to the scope of the 
system in allowing a range of different statuses, affinal and sibling, to pertain 
between particular lines. They also demonstrate the dynamic stability inherent in a 
scheme that proffers avenues for development of new affinal ties by presaging those 
which would add ballast to the existing network of alliance relationships.
Kele kematek siblingship in respect of a third party does not prevent the 
establishment of direct affinal links between two such clans. Prior to the first 
marriage, however, exchange relations should be initiated through prestations 
appropriate to generate an opu belake relationship between the lines concerned. 
This entails a two-stage ritual "construction" of one line as belake, followed by a 
"reconstruction" of the other line as opu. No such ritual transformation of siblings 
into affines occurred while I was in Lewotala, so I rely here on a ritual specialist's 
account of what happens.
The first stage of the ritual takes place in a house of the potential belake and 
on departing after the rite, the future opu leave behind two elephant tusks. These 
tusks are necessary to constitute the host as belake and initiate the alliance 
respectively. In the course of the rite, the opu is said to "raise the roof-beam, tie the 
rafters; build a granary, erect a barn" (tonge wolar gatat noren, hone keban wani 
aran). Thus, in future, the opu will see the house concerned as a storehouse of
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women, a warehouse from which wives can be obtained. Representatives of the clan 
to become belake have taken a whole areca nut and betel catkin to Mount Bantala, 
then returned with it to the house. They have also summoned their ancestors to 
attend the rite. Ritual chanting, which accompanies animal sacrifice, both recounts 
and effects the transition occurring. Then the host serves the guests a fish and rice- 
mountain meal appropriate to opu status. In conclusion, the host blesses them with 
masticated candle-nut, as a belake does an opu, and presents them with the whole 
areca nut and betel catkin symbolic of human reproduction and here designated as 
"the flower and the fruit" (puhun wuan).
The second stage of the ritual occurs in the house of the intending opu. This 
rite is said to renovate (hoin laga) and "cool" (lete ra'uk) the opu and the bride­
wealth (witi bala) which the belake will obtain in future. This house will now 
become one to which the belake line can come when in need of elephant tusks. 
Once again a whole areca nut and betel catkin are taken to Mount Bantala and the 
ancestors of both lines are summoned to attend the rite. After ritual chanting and 
animal sacrifice, the host serves the guests a chicken and rice-mountain meal 
appropriate to belake status. Then the future belake blesses the potential opu with 
masticated candle-nut once more and gives them the areca nut and betel catkin now 
designated as "procreative fluids" (kuma ratun). Finally, the belake presents a 
woman of the host household with a textile (kewatek me'an) of the kind used to 
reciprocate bride-wealth tusks. In so doing, he dresses his newly constituted opu: 
loge opu towe bine'.
The two clans performing the ritual are now in a position to relate directly as 
opu and belake, while remaining situationally kele kematek elder-younger siblings 
in respect of other lines to which they are co-affines of a similar kind.
GENEALOGICAL LEVEL AND RELATIVE AGE
In discussions about the Lewotalan relationship terminology, my most 
reflective informant insisted that it was a generational framework. To me, however, 
alliance categories often seemed to obscure the distinctions of genealogical level 
which might otherwise be calculated between people of the various clans. In fact, 
both these observations are to the point, as in Lewotala descent is basically 
generational, while affinal relationships and the terms which articulate them mitigate 
the attenuation consequent on a strictly generational system of kinship and marriage.
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The significance accorded generations is evident in a Lamaholot concept of 
"place" (wan') which refers to genealogical level, as well as in the relationship 
terminology itself. The terms used by a male Ego within his line (Table 5.4) 
distinguish generations, except for the designation bine (FZ) which may be applied 
to ancestral sisters of more than one genealogical level. The terms used by a female 
Ego within her natal line (Table 5.5) also delineate men according to generation, 
whereas women are classified more broadly making greater use of the elder/younger 
distinction. Thus, while clansmen are terminologically assigned a genealogical level 
by both male and female speakers, clanswomen are located with somewhat more 
latitude according to categories of "relative age". From these two tables, a rank order 
of terms used for members of one's natal clan suggests itself: nene/dadin, bine, 
bapa/tenga, kaka, na'a/bine', ade', ana', ana' susu. This rank order is at least 
consistent with the generational framework which my informant posited for the 
relationship terminology as a whole.
Among affinal categories, terms designating those proximate lines of men or 
women from which Ego takes a spouse do delineate a clearly generational structure. 
A male Ego (Table 5.6) distinguishes women within a wife-giving line according to 
genealogical level as dadin, se\ muren, or ipa. Similarly, a female Ego (Table 5.7) 
classifies men of a wife-taking line as opu, ipa, muren, or ana'. In both cases, the 
category potential spouse (muren) is limited in its range to the same genealogical 
level as the speaker.
Apart from these proximate distinctions, however, Lewotalan categories of 
alliance do not consistendy delineate genealogical levels. On the contrary, some 
terms make the lineal and/or generational equations characteristic of terminologies of 
asymmetric alliance (cf. Needham 1966:25). In this sense, the categories belake and 
opu exhibit the greatest range and are applied as terms of reference across the 
spectrum of generations. Belake of any genealogical level above that of Ego should, 
however, be addressed as either mama (MB) or bapa from bapa (belake), while 
opu of a genealogical level lower than Ego are properly termed ana' from (opu) 
ana'. This gives a reduced rank order series -  bapa, belake, opu, ana' -  which 
articulates differential affinal status by recourse to the connotations of genealogical 
level. Here the asymmetry of alliance and the value accorded seniority coalesce, 
demonstrating that, as Barnes (1974:275-276) found in Kedang, more than one 
principle is reflected in the relationship terminology.
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TABLE 5.4
CATEGORIES WITHIN EGO’S LINE, MALE EGO 
(based on line B from Table 5.2)
f m
bine nene
dadin
bapa
tenga
bine' kaka
ade'
ana'
ana' susuV
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TABLE 5.5
CATEGORIES WITHIN EGO’S LINE, FEMALE EGO 
(based on line B from Table 5.3)
f m
I
II
III
IV
bine nene
dadin
bapa
tenga
kaka
na'a
ade’
ade'
ana'V
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TABLE 5.6
CATEGORIES OF ALLIANCE, MALE EGO 
(based on lines C and A from Table 5.2)
I
II
in
IV
f
opu kesin'
m f m
opu dadin dadin
belake
se' dadin
mama
belake
muren belake
opu ana' ipa
V
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TABLE 5.7
CATEGORIES OF ALLIANCE, FEMALE EGO 
(based on lines C and A from Table 5.3)
I
II
in
IV
f m
ODU
ana' (ke)wina ipa
muren
ana'
ana' susu
f m
dadin dadin
belake
se' dadin
mama
belake
ema' nada belake
V
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Practice, of course, sometimes lessens the impact of such principles. In 
Lewotala, even generation-specific alliance categories may actually be applied to 
persons without heed to their genealogical level. This occurs regularly as some 
affinal terms, which purportedly encode genealogical level, are assigned to persons 
via other terms which designate cross-generational categories. Thus, strictly 
speaking only a woman of a male Ego's genealogical level should be regarded as a 
muren. In practice, any daughter of a belake might be referred to as a muren and 
considerations of relative age are likely to influence a male speaker's decision to 
regard her as either muren or ipa. Furthermore, although the term mama is said to 
designate a belake having the genealogical level of the speaker's mother's brother, in 
fact a man might address the father of any woman he calls muren as mama. Indeed, 
the very informant who stressed, in his analysis of the relationship terminology, the 
generational referent of numerous categories including muren and mama, also 
concluded our discussion by reminding me that men of a wife-giving line are, 
nevertheless, "all belake and all mama!"
This flexible application of even generation-specific affinal terms goes some 
way to obscuring distinctions of genealogical level in everyday social life. Such 
latitude in turn makes adjustment less problematic, when relationships between men 
and women must be post-facto coded in the categories and according to the 
imperatives of the terminological system. It is in this sense that marriage between 
muren of the same genealogical level is "prescribed". When an informant's sons 
married unrelated women in far-away areas of labour migration, he deemed these 
muren marriages. If the young men were to bring any of their Sumatran or 
Malaysian in-laws back to Lewotala, the newcomers would be assigned appropriate 
relationship terms based on that classification of the marriage. On the other hand, 
village women referred to as muren prior to their marriage may later be regarded 
differently in view of the genealogical level, as well as the alliance relationship, 
which the woman's husband has vis-ä-vis the male speaker. Thus, a muren who 
marries a man of Ego's own clan but adjacent genealogical level will become se' or 
ipa, while if she marries a man who is Ego's wife-taker (opu), she may become bine 
or bine' or ana'.
As a concomitant of the flexible application of the term muren, some people 
who are reciprocally "potential spouse" do face a problem of genealogical reckoning 
should they want to marry. In these cases, however, muren who find themselves on 
different genealogical levels, when they trace their relationship through one set of 
linking relatives, might locate a common level by tracing their relationship through 
other intermediate links. Indeed, to establish that any two persons are on the same
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genealogical level, it is only necessary to demonstrate an equal number of levels 
separating each of them respectively from a third and fourth party, who are regarded 
as belonging to the one level. This form of reckoning allows considerable scope for 
selecting, as reference points, those third and fourth parties whose socially accepted 
common genealogical level and relationship to the persons concerned will facilitate a 
desired outcome, irrespective of whether it disguises alternative readings of the 
genealogical record in the past.
In Lewotala, where marriages ideally occur only between persons of the same 
genealogical level, discrepancies between age and category are also resolved in part 
by tracing genealogical level selectively through alternative modes of reckoning. 
When a person's genealogical level is in any sense equivocal, Lewotalans in my 
experience opt for a determination which will not impede a marriage at issue. This 
disposition, together with the fact that genealogical level may be traced equally well 
via female and male links, ensures some collapsing of generational distinctions 
through alliance categories and marriage practices. Furthermore, extreme disparities 
between affines may give rise to tacit recognition of relative age in the application of 
categories of relationship. When all else fails, couples intent on marriage can be 
ritually relocated to an appropriate genealogical level. Nevertheless, significant 
disjunctions of age and category still occur in and between lines traced within clans.5
Elders in Lewotala consider that genealogical level has implications for the 
fertility of marriages. Lewolema villagers also recognize that matching genealogical 
levels between spouses reduces their field of potential marriage partners. In the 
1980s, one small community on the north coast of eastern Flores had virtually given 
up reckoning the genealogical levels of potential spouses within their village. As 
explained to me by the Lewotalan elders, this situation accounted for the fact that the 
north coast village was not flourishing: if they did not mend their ways, they might 
be expected to die out all together. People in the community concerned apparently 
responded to criticism of this kind, pointing out that populous villages like Lewotala 
might well match genealogical levels between spouses, but an attempt to do so with 
their much reduced numbers would only make it wellnigh impossible for anyone to 
find a marriage partner within their own community. If so, rather than abandon 
genealogical reckoning, asserted a Lewotalan elder, they would be better to look for 
spouses of the appropriate level in neighbouring villages.
While Lewotalans thus affirm the significance of genealogical level for fertile 
marriages, they themselves adopt practices which facilitate a wider range of potential 
marriage partners than strict genealogical reckoning would allow. A close look at a 
segment of one man's putative genealogy in respect of his application of relationship
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FIGURE 5.6
DISPARITIES OF GENEALOGICAL LEVEL AND RELATIVE AGE
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terms indicates that significant readjustments occur. In Figure 5.6 my informant is 
the male Ego (T13). The symbols for clanspersons of his genealogical level, 
according to his reckoning of distance from an apical ancestor, are also blocked in. 
The diagram is drawn so as to place contemporaries of Ego adjacent to him across 
the page. The two male symbols otherwise shaded highlight unresolved 
discrepancies of age vis-ä-vis genealogical level between Ego and the Alters 
concerned, one within and one beyond Ego's own clan Tukan.
When my informant's "father's sister" bine T17 married opu K4, this 
seems to have been accepted as an appropriate match and indeed in terms 
of alliance relations and relative age it was so. With respect to Ego, 
however, this clan sister was his genealogical level plus one (FFBD) and 
her spouse was otherwise genealogical level minus two 
(FFFFeBSSSDSS). Following their marriage though, the couple's son, 
opu K5, and all of his genealogical level in clan Kelen were then 
considered not level minus three, as would be the case if traced through 
Ego's more distant clan sister bine' T21, but level zero as traced through 
T17's marriage. This mode of reckoning effectively reduced by three 
levels the genealogical distance between Ego in clan Tukan and Alters of 
similar age in clan Kelen. The adjustment saw one son of the marriage, 
opu K5, marry a woman, T32, whom Ego called "sister" (bine') 
accordingly. Their children regarded Ego as a mama, given he was 
terminologically their "mother's brother" (their mother's na'a) and he was 
also genealogically their "father's mother's brother's son" (FMBS).
Meanwhile, the sisters of K4 were now in a somewhat ambiguous 
position. As initial female links stemming from Ego's clan sister T21, 
these women (e.g. K13) were his opu kesin' of genealogical level minus 
two. But if reckoned through their brother K4's marriage to T17, they 
might also be reckoned as genealogical level plus one. The ambiguous 
status of these women was only resolved upon their marriages. The 
eldest among them, K13, married SI, whom my informant called kaka 
and considered of the same genealogical level as himself. As an opu 
kesin"s daughter, S2 was reckoned Ego's muren of a generation likely to 
become his ipa if she married one of his clansmen. Sure enough, she 
married Ego's brother’s son (ana') of this appropriate genealogical level.
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Overall then, turning a blind eye to any discrepancy in the marriage of their bine T17 
enabled Ego and others in clan Tukan to adjust genealogical level and thus category 
between themselves and their contemporaries in clan Kelen. This occurred in such a 
way as to bring the categories of social classification applied more into concordance 
with the relative ages of the persons concerned.
Also evinced in this diagram is the habit I observed among informants of using 
the adjective "big" (bele') to qualify relationship terms, applied to persons of more 
senior status than those terms otherwise indicated.
This particular Tukan elder (T13), explained his use of mama bele' for 
Sul (his FyBWF) and opu bele' for Kol (his MyBWF) by pointing out 
that their genealogical level (plus two) was the same as his grandparents 
(wan' nene). Like other informants, however, this man also used the 
expression opu bele' as a means of according respect to opu who were 
considerably older than the speaker. In Figure 5.6, Ego termed K3 opu 
bele* for this reason. Prior to the marriage of K3's son K4 to T17, K3 
was an opu reckoned through Ego's bine’ T21 and thereby of a 
genealogical level equivalent to "sister's son". Thus, his wife might 
properly be addressed as ana'. Since this woman (PI) was actually 
much older than him, however, Ego felt it would be embarrassing to 
address her as "child" (ana') and so he called her " father's sister" (bine) 
instead. Use of the respectful opu bele' for her husband facilitated this 
tacit recognition of the relative age of the couple vis-d-vis Ego.
This instance demonstrates how the generational latitude ascribed to the lineal term 
bine is exploited along with the cross-generational quality of the term for her 
husband, opu, to re-align genealogical levels between alliance units.
Such outright substitution of terms, as in this case of clan sisters, is however 
not always feasible. In many awkward circumstances the Portuguese-derived 
honorifics oa and non are explicitly chosen in Lewotala to avoid what would 
otherwise amount to contradictions in the application of terms between two persons. 
When a particular relationship conflicts with those surrounding it, as in the case of 
wrong marriages for instance, use of oa as a polite female designation and non as the 
male variant prevent embarrassment all round. In Lewotala, though this is not 
necessarily the case elsewhere, these honorifics are free of connotations of 
genealogical level and relative age. Thus, if persons' different genealogical levels 
mean the terms otherwise called for and implying marriageability are inappropriate
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between them, or should similar age make terms encoding generational distinctions 
unacceptable, then oa and non avoid these felt contradictions which easily cause 
offence.
While such discrepancies can therefore be elided in everyday discourse, some 
disparities remain unresolved sources of subtle contention.
Between affines, like Ego and K10 in Figure 5.6, status differentials 
encoded in terms expressing genealogical levels may irritate one party, if 
the persons concerned are of similar age. In this case, Ego's calling his 
clan sister T31 bine' was to style himself her brother (na'a) and expect 
her offspring to regard him as a "mother's brother" (mama), that is, a 
man of the genealogical level senior to them. Her son K10, however, 
does not accept this implication of his lesser status. Given the similarity 
in age between K10 and Ego and cognisant of the adjustment of 
genealogical levels consequent on the marriage of T17 to K4, K10 
prefers to regard Ego as a same generation wife-giving affine. He 
therefore addresses Ego, not as mama, but as belake or by name. 
Following their father's lead, it is only KlO's children who call Ego 
mama, and so place themselves in a position junior to him. Ego, 
although somewhat resentful of KlO's attitude, has adjusted his 
terminological usages accordingly, calling KlO's wife bine' and KlO's 
children ana'.
Within a clan, a conflict of this kind involves not just the matter of age versus 
category, but a more intractable contradiction between different principles. On his 
genealogical reckoning from their common agnatic ancestor, Ego considers himself 
two genealogical levels senior to T28, whom he might therefore regard as his 
grandson. The lineal antecedent (T2) from whom T28 traces descent is, however, 
the eldest brother of the ancestral sibling set, while Ego is of the youngest brother's 
line. By this ancestral relative age criterion, T28 is the elder (kaka) and Ego is the 
younger (ade') in their relationship. In this particular case, the two men concerned 
eschew confrontation. They avoid use of any terms which express either of these 
differential statuses and address each other by their personal names instead. 
Nevertheless, recent years have seen a series of much more wide-ranging disputes 
over aspects of seniority and leadership within clan Tukan. That recourse to 
different principles of social structure yields conflicting interpretations and
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assignations of seniority is not lost on those pursuing the debates over identity, 
power, and authority within this clan.
Even "where there is no road" (suduk dangat) clan endogamous marriages, 
tolerated in Lewotala if the spouses are not actual siblings, must take genealogical 
levels into account. Thus, as indicated in Figure 5.6, the man K5 married his clan 
sister K6. This match followed the untimely death of K5's previous wives, who were 
women from his belake lines, among them clan Tukan (T32). Given these 
circumstances and the fact that the fathers of K5 and K6 were Kelen clansmen 
regarded as belonging to the same genealogical level, the marriage of K5 to K6 was 
unusual but apparently acceptable. Were the pair of different genealogical levels 
(wan' hama hala'), however, their marriage would be considered "prohibited" 
(geraran) for the same reason as any other union identified as cross-generational.
Local explanations of the prohibition on intergenerational unions point out that 
a man's marrying a woman of a genealogical level one above or below himself would 
be tantamount to his marrying his mother, in the former case, and either his son's 
wife or his own daughter in the latter instance. The predicted consequences of such 
a marriage are infertility or children who are sickly and likely to die at a young age. 
In response to my queries about prohibited degrees, I was told that any marriage 
across genealogical levels is equally serious and all are wrong. No matter which 
persons of what relationship and regardless of how many genealogical levels are 
involved, all such marriages are averred as prohibited and designated as heler 
geraran wu'ak beobak accordingly.
The terms in the final semantic dyad of this expression, heler geraran wu'ak 
beobak, are otherwise heard when sacrificial animals are slaughtered by stabbing 
them in the heart (wu'ak beobak). During the ritual hunt, which is held each year to 
open the agricultural cycle, the initial terms heler/geraran are used of titbits, mostly 
sweetmeats, from the animals hunted and killed. These prohibited portions, eaten by 
a few male elders but forbidden for young men and women of child-bearing age, 
may also be designated heler geraran wu'ak beobak. In all these contexts, the only 
explication I could elicit for this phrase was its marking of that which is "prohibited, 
wrong, hot".
If couples whose marriage would be intergenerational and thus prohibited are 
keen enough, one or both parties may be ritually reassigned up or down genealogical 
levels to overcome this impediment. In such situations, the woman is usually 
relocated into the genealogical level of her intended spouse. If the ritual is effective, 
the union will prove fertile. Should an initial adjustment not succeed and the couple 
remain childless, further relocations of either or both parties may follow. As well as
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changing levels, these ritually enacted social transfers may assign someone to a 
different household or clan. Thus, moves are made either within or between alliance 
units, each time on a trial and error basis. If the desired fertility is not attained, the 
couple concerned can persevere, but eventually they will give up trying to find a 
suitable level and origin which would enable them to procreate.
These ritual relocations entail a provisional ceremony in the adoptive house 
followed by a confirmatory one later at the village temple. In each case, the house 
rite is said "to turn around the breast and reverse the thigh" (tue tuho balik koa), so 
that the subject of the ritual becomes an adoptive child of different parents. The 
subsequent temple rite is described as
Ratu tue muren Ratu turns around true
Nini balik wanan Nini comes back right
Ratu sera kuma Ratu presents fecundity
Nini nein ratun Nini confers fertility.
Here Divinity (Ratu Nini) turns the mismatched genealogical levels around so they
become correct. Divinity also confers on the couple procreative fluids (kuma
ratun), represented by a whole areca nut and betel catkin, which the couple must
chew together over the next four nights just like newly-weds.
Rituals of this kind require provisioning with sacrificial chicks and pigs as well 
as rice for the commensal meal. This places some constraints on people requesting 
performance and repetition of the rites if they are not immediately successful. In 
most cases, the house rite is performed as the first stage of the process and the more 
elaborate temple rite follows at a later date, if and when a pregnancy confirms the 
appropriateness of the social relocation that has been made. Following this kind of 
transfer, the woman T26 in Figure 5.6 is nowadays regarded by Ego as a "child" 
(ana'), given he "relocated" her up two genealogical levels to facilitate her marriage 
many years ago. Her intended husband was Ego's "father's sister's son's son" (FZSS), 
thus genealogical level minus one, whereas the woman (T26) was otherwise 
genealogical level minus three. Such transfers provide some scope for the 
adjustment of respective genealogical levels within a clan or clan segment, as well as 
between alliance units. Nevertheless, the practice of relocating women more so than 
men means that attenuation of genealogical levels among agnatically related men 
remains a systemic problem.
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CONCLUSION
To conclude this chapter, one final look at Figure 5.6 highlights an additional 
aspect of precisely this problem. In that diagram, T28 and his lineal descendants 
show the greatest disparity between their relative age vis-ä-vis Ego and the 
genealogical levels of kin terms by which he refers to them. Strictly speaking, Ego 
and T30 are reckoned as four genealogical levels apart (wan' pat kae). In Lewotala, 
persons who are separated by four such levels may interact, without adverse 
consequences for either party, only once a payment has been made between them. In 
this instance, according to Ego, T29 handed him a token sum of money (Rp. 25) on 
behalf of T30, just before Ego and T30 came face to face for the first time.
The nature of this payment is not fixed, nor does it necessarily pass from the 
junior to the senior party. If, however, no payment changes hands, then the "inner 
strength" (ike) of these persons is understood to be at odds. Of contesting ike, that 
which is hotter (pelate) and weightier (ba'at) is said to overwhelm and suppress that 
which is weaker. Thus, whoever has the stronger ike remains safe and well, but the 
oppressed party is expected to sicken and possibly die.
Divinity or a person's father are thought to vouchsafe to them one or more ike, 
which during the person's lifetime lodge inside their body in the form of small stones 
or pieces of metal, invisible to human beings other than a shaman (molan). In 
Lewotala, as I described in Chapter One, ike are associated with attributes I would 
regard as constitutive of personality. Those mentioned to me included especially 
fortitude and courage in warfare, as well as strength and resilience in interpersonal 
relations generally. The outcome of a dispute between people, whether of the same 
or different clans, may be determined by a confrontation between their ike while the 
persons concerned are otherwise asleep.
In a sense then, clanspersons four genealogical levels apart are like people in 
conflict: they are a threat to one another, but inherently so rather than, as in the latter 
case, because of a contingent dispute. That a token payment diffuses the threat to 
either party indicates the inherent conflict is fairly easily set aside, so long as it is 
acknowledged. The attenuation of life over more than four genealogical levels 
contemporaneously is, however, thus marked as beyond the normal range of 
expectations, as if it were somewhat presumptuous of one or other of the parties 
involved.
Social regeneration, it would seem, ideally occurs in a more measured fashion 
with names recurring every second generation and life flowing through no more than 
four genealogical levels at any one time. This raises the question of how
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regeneration occurs in Lewotala and how the death of a person is conceptualized in 
respect of the flow of life. In the next chapter, I examine Lewotalan mortuary 
practices for the light they throw on these issues, while the final chapter goes on to 
consider the broader social significance of affinal alliance and the exchange relations 
which govern it.
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ENDNOTES
1 While the form ade’ is the free-standing ordinary language term for younger same-sex sibling in 
contrast to kaka, the expression for a sibling set (kaka arin) employs a different form, arin, akin to a 
bound morpheme that does not stand on its own. In Lewotala, the expression kaka arin apparently 
derives from the formal language of ritual chants and oral narratives. The same usages seem to occur 
in Wailolon (Barnes 1977a:Table 4), but not necessarily in other Lamaholot-speaking communities. 
Keraf (1978:99-102), for instance, does not report the term ade* from Lamalera, citing arin as the 
basic and everyday form there.
2 In these matrices and in tables derived from them (5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7), I use a lateral orientation 
which is the reverse of that favoured in the culture (see Barnes 1974a:275), because I am following 
conventions established in the anthropological literature for the display of terminologies of 
asymmetric alliance (Leach 1961:40; Needham 1962:76).
2 The Lamaholot term opu, like its cognates, is a reflex of the Proto-Austronesian root reconstructed 
as e(m)pu. Dempwolff (1938) glosses this proto-form as ancestor, grandfather and grandchild. 
Blust (1980) reconstructs variants meaning lord, master, owner, and reciprocally grandparents and 
grandchildren. Taking Lamaholot materials as his starting point and noting a symbolic equivalence in 
Austronesian thought between "sources = life givers = divinity", Barnes (1979:29) sees in the term
an old name for the lords and originators of life, for ancestors, for affines, for givers and 
takers-away of beneficence -  persons therefore who mark crucial thresholds, life and 
then death in the case of ancestors, and with whom are also sometimes classed replacers 
and receivers, bringing together ... by a kind of confusion of metaphor and metonomy 
beginnings and ends, tips and sources.
^ Considering local models of circulating connubium, it is tempting to imagine how an aetiology of 
siblingship might be elaborated in these terms, focusing on the flow of white blood among networks 
of affinally allied lines. In Lewotala, however, no one explicated the concept of kele kematek to me 
in that way. Apart from the references to and examples of ancestral same-sex siblings, both male and 
female pairs, explanations highlighted the situational nature of kele kematek cohorts and the equality 
of status among such co-affines.
The phrase kel6 kematek was never defined for me, but rather treated as a somewhat technical term 
whose components could not be analysed further. Informants asked to paraphrase the expression in 
Indonesian suggested only "clan siblings" (suku bersaudara), "clans running parallel" (suku sejajar) 
and "clans on a par with one another" (suku sama jajar). The linguist Fernandez (1977:75) cites kele 
as the first person singular form of the Lamaholot verb nele, Indonesian meminjam. If so, it may 
have the sense of both the English verbs "to borrow" and "to lend". In Lamaholot, the suffix -k and/or 
the prefix ke- attached to the underlying form of an adjective can yield a noun or noun phrase (Keraf 
1978:221). Thus, mea yields kemeak (e.g. ana* kemeak) and mate, it seems, yields kematek (e.g. 
kele kematek). Assuming kematek is here derived from mate, in other forms it connotes immobility 
and fixity: ata maten, "unmoving person", refers to the immobility of a corpse and man maten, 
"permanent swiddens", describes the fixed-field gardens otherwise termed netak. If ana' kemeak is a 
child characterized by redness, on analogy kele kematek means borrowing/lending characterized by 
fixity or permanence. If this speculative etymology has any bearing on the phrase used of "clan 
siblings", it suggests they virtually substitute for one another in the exchanges which govern affinal 
alliance: "borrowing" or "lending" on a permanent basis, the fecundity of women whom any other 
kele kematek might equally well have given to or received from the common affine as the case may 
be. The fuller phrases which distinguish wife-giving from wife-taking cohorts of kel4 kematek lend 
some support to this interpretation of the expression.
5 In Tikopia, Raymond Firth observed social processes somewhat similar to these. From them he 
concluded (1969:121) that marriage between persons close in age tended to rectify the disparities of
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genealogical level, which otherwise inevitably occurred over time in societies having classificatory 
kinship systems. In a comparative analysis of the influence of relative age on the application of 
categories of social classification, Rodney Needham (1966:27) noted limiting factors which bear on 
Firth's argument:
The resolution of discrepancies by means of marriage between genealogical levels will 
only be effective, however, in the case of marriage between relatives as in Tikopia or 
Pul Eliya. It would not change the statuses of the members of a descent group such as 
the patrilineage of Mahendak; within such a group the Kodi categories retain their 
distinctive connotations, and since the lineage is exogamous they are unaffected by 
marriage. Even if there are no exogamous descent groups (as in Pul Eliya, even though 
it has a lineal terminology) there will nevertheless be a range of kindred within which 
marriage is forbidden, and the statuses of individuals within this range will still be 
subject to the effects of the disparities of their ages with the categories to which they 
belong. Firth's solution does not apply to such situations, and they also remain matters 
for empirical investigation in order to see what particular societies do about them.
Chapter Six
DEATH AND REGENERATION
INTRODUCTION
In the villages of Lewolema, a person's physical demise elicits varying social 
and ritual practices, depending on the deceased's achievements during his or her 
lifetime and the circumstances surrounding the death. Local ideas in this regard 
may be approached through a consideration of the kinds of death that are 
distinguished and the treatments of the corpse which are known in Lewotala. Full 
mortuary rites are performed for most deceased persons, although those who have 
died untimely and unfortunate deaths are notable exceptions. This category of 
deceased occasions neither the mortuary ceremonies, nor the affinal exchanges, 
which otherwise occur in respect of men who have led productive lives and women 
who have reproduced and raised offspring.
Even untimely deaths, however, bear upon what I refer to here as regeneration, 
that is, the accession of the younger generation to positions of social and ritual 
significance in dealing with the death of persons from the preceding genealogical 
level. I have chosen the term regeneration to specify this sociological phenomenon, 
precisely because it draws attention to important aspects of east Florenese accounts 
of life and death. The local conceptualization accorded these processes encapsulates 
not only the succession of generations among the human populace, but also the 
seasonal regeneration of cultivated crops, allowing of analogies between these two 
forms of life. Indeed, in Lewotala, human beings and cultivated plants are 
continually likened to one another and the developmental stages of either are 
frequently explained by reference to the cycle of life and death that characterizes the 
other.
This chapter focuses on the local classification and treatment of the dead. It 
describes mortuary rites and goes on to consider the destinations and transformations 
of the deceased. Along the way, I analyse the restructuring of exchange relationships 
among the living, consequent upon prestations occasioned by death. This discussion 
leads up to the final chapter, which reviews the nature of exchange relations across 
the generations and isolates the dynamic inherent in affinal alliance as practised in 
the domain of Lewolema.
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KINDS OF DEATH
In Lewotala, I was told that particular responses are culturally accorded to 
miscarriage, premature births, stillborn babies, and infants who die before making 
the transition from breast milk to solid food. 1
A miscarriage identified as an unformed discharge (ale mowok) early in 
pregnancy, while distinguished from mere menstrual blood, is similarly allowed to 
fall to the ground as waste matter. Such a miscarriage is considered as a spontaneous 
abortion in which the white blood of the male and female parties had collected, but 
for some reason not taken, and instead flowed out of the woman's body before a 
foetus developed there. An insufficient contribution of male "glue" (lem) is 
sometimes mentioned as a likely reason for these miscarriages. No soul principle 
(tuber manger) is ascribed to the embryo in these circumstances.
At a later stage of pregnancy, when the foetus can be recognized as a miniature 
baby, a miscarriage is termed rirat. In such a case, the human form is wrapped in 
raw cotton, and placed in a plaited lontar-leaf container, which is kept in the house 
until the miscarried foetus decomposes. When the decomposition is complete, the 
raw cotton which absorbed the fluids is thrown away in the village graveyard. The 
plaited container can then be used for other household purposes once more. In these 
cases, the recognizably human and sexually dimorphised aspect of the foetus is, 
according to one elder, crucial evidence of the presence of tuber manger. Should a 
rirat miscarriage occur, the tuber manger would, I was told, leave the foetus and 
return into the woman's body to await a future incarnation.
A baby considered fully developed but stillborn is referred to as kebote butak 
ra'a gabar. This phrase relates to the foetus' death in utero, which is ascribed to its 
being wrapped in the placenta until just prior to the birth. Following a stillbirth, the 
baby is placed in a plaited lontar-leaf container, together with a skein of cotton 
thread, and buried outside just at the edge of the house. The corpse must be buried 
with its head towards the mountain, as is the case with other burials, but the baby is 
not given a name and crying is not considered appropriate. After the interment, 
those concerned are supposed to go back inside as if nothing had happened and 
without engaging in any mourning. Although the placenta of the stillborn baby is not 
symbolically fed, it is hung from the placental tree of the clan to which the baby 
would have been affiliated. According to some elders, such a placenta should be put 
on that side of the tree which faces the direction of the setting sun, as opposed to a 
live baby's placenta which should be hung on the side of the tree facing the rising
sun.
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A live baby is given a name and, at its birthing rite, a clan identity. If it 
subsequently dies during the period when it is still suckling, some white sap (taken 
from a ritan tree, a species whose sap is naturally white in colour) is placed in the 
hand of the corpse. This white substance is said to replace the mother's milk, as food 
during the deceased infant's journey to the place of the dead. Such an infant, who 
dies before eating solid food, is termed kelepan' kelasa, presumably from lepan' 
meaning "leaf, sheet, piece". Like a stillborn baby, it is placed in a plaited lontar-leaf 
container together with a skein of cotton thread, and buried at the edge of the house 
without further ado. No other mourning nor mortuary activities should be 
undertaken.
Stillborn babies and deceased breast-feeding infants are each culturally 
accorded tuber manger. In these cases, the soul principle is understood to leave the 
baby's corpse and wait six nights and six days beside the waterway, which must be 
crossed to reach the place of the dead (kewokot). Then it will be summoned by the 
ancestors to cross over the water, using the skeins of cotton with which it was buried 
as a bridge. Those aspects of the soul principle which enter the place of the dead do 
so after dark on the sixth day following the baby's death and immediate burial. 
When it is evening and dark in Lewotala, it is thought to be daylight in kewokot and 
thus a suitable time for any soul which enters there to do so. An infant who dies 
before eating solid food, but after its birthing rite, will have a clan identity. It thus 
goes to join its clan ancestors in kewokot. A stillborn baby, however, has no clan 
affiliation. Nevertheless, according to the elder I queried about this, a stillborn baby 
would know who its parents are and the ancestors in kewokot will place it with a 
clan group there accordingly.
That none of these cases entail any mortuary ceremony cautions us not to 
interpret the mortuary rites as simply the end-of-life reciprocal of birth rites, nor as 
the ritual removal of the deceased's soul principle. In other words, treatment of the 
infant deceased indicates that the bathing rite, which confers social and ritual identity 
on the new-born, does not of itself oblige mortuary rites when the recipient passes 
away. Nor is the ascription of tuber manger sufficient to necessitate performance 
of the mortuary ceremonies. Indeed, the soul principle of a stillborn baby is said to 
enter kewokot anyway.
These aspects of the treatment of infants who die unexpectedly relate to the 
more general classification of some deaths as untimely. In Lewotala, an untimely 
death is one where a comparatively young person dies suddenly, before completing 
the more typical life span which Divinity is considered likely to have assigned them. 
Arndt (1951:33) says Divinity reputedly asks a baby at the time of its birth to accede
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to the time and manner of its death. Then, in life, people try to avoid the possibility 
of a violent death through interpretation of dreams and atonement for errors. Thus, I 
was told that to ensure a safe return from battle, men must put right any errors in 
their lives before setting out on the warpath. Women who withhold the identity of 
their lovers or keep within them the knowledge of an adulterous affair may, on 
analogy, not be able to bring forth a child no matter how long the labour. Vatter 
(1932:91) points out that Divinity is thought to punish people through illness and 
sudden death, particularly death from a tree fall. In such cases, the spirit of 
Judgement (Nu'un Wai), whose task is to report offenders and punish them at 
Divinity's behest, and/or the witches (menakar.) who act on Judgement's behalf are 
said to have moved, albeit sometimes precipitously, to terminate the life of the 
person concerned.
To my knowledge, the broad category of "untimely" death is not named as 
such in eastern Flores,2 but particular types of unexpected and somewhat 
reprehensible deaths are variously specified, as follows:
1) mata reket raran = men who die (mata) in war, following the path (raran) of 
sharp weapons (reket);
2) mata kenoka beroran = men who, while tapping juice from a lontar palm, fall 
(roran) from on high (kenoka);
3) mata pekat wuli = men or women who commit suicide in despair, hanging 
(pekat) themselves by the neck (wuli);
4) mata toba teke = women who die in childbirth, lying down (toba) and dying, 
although they are otherwise healthy (teke).3
Although neither my informants in Lewotala, nor Sell (1955) in his survey of 
the literature on ideas of bad death among Indonesian peoples provide a single 
Lamaholot term from eastern Flores for a category of this kind, accounts from the 
Solor archipelago do suggest Lamaholot names for the "unfortunate" dead or more 
specifically their souls. Thus, Arndt (1951:183), in reporting a range of views about 
the person from various places in Solor and Adonara, cites from Lite the term mata 
melun for the unfortunate dead {die Verunglückten). Vatter (1932:206) reports from 
Lamalera in Lembata:
The souls of the dead are called 'kewoko' here too, yet distinguished
from them, as 'melung', are the souls of those killed in war and, as
'mahol', the souls of those who fell to their deaths from a tree.
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Referring to bad deaths, Barnes (1989:543) cites the terms "melung or melung 
beleong (beleong means 'to be shot with a bow')". He points out that in Lamalera, 
these
sudden and unexpected deaths...do not include deaths during childbirth 
or from illness, however much these deaths may sometimes be 
experienced as being similar to them. Among bad deaths are deaths from 
falls, such as from trees, deaths at sea, murders, disasters, and snake 
bites.
As to the disposal of these deceased, Arndt (1951:36-37) reports from Kawaliwu that 
those who were murdered or died after falling from a tree had a separate burial site, 
where they were interred in the clothes they happened to be wearing, with little pity 
and no dirge of lamentation. Fallen warriors were interred in a boat on a trestle, a 
treatment of the corpse which I discuss below.
In Lewotala, the corpses of people who die an untimely death are said to be 
placed to rest with the head aligned toward the mountain lie Bantala, thus, in 
accordance with the orientation used for other deceased.4 Following an untimely 
death, the corpse will be prepared, laid out and most likely guarded overnight as 
usual. A representative of the appropriate belake line (for a married woman her 
natal clan, for other deceased their maternal clan) may come to view the corpse 
before burial. But no actual mortuary ceremony is performed. Furthermore, the 
deceased does not occasion the affinal prestation of elephant tusks, which would 
normally be reciprocated with textiles, as part of mortuary rites.
As in a timely death, a man and woman from the succeeding generation of the 
deceased's household act as chief mourners, but for a significantly reduced period of 
time. Instead of four nights from burial to the main mortuary ceremony and then 
another four nights before the subsidiary mortuary ceremony, in cases of untimely 
death the representatives of the younger generation count only three nights initially, 
then three nights further. This reckoning is in keeping with the symbolism of 
numbers among Lamaholot and some culturally related peoples: uneven numbers 
characterize that which is incomplete, while even numbers indicate completion 
(Barnes 1982b: 17). As Keraf puts it:
Odd numbers express a form of life, a continuous dynamic....Even
numbers indicate that everything has been finished, is complete (quoted 
in Ruth Barnes 1989b:52).
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As in the estimation of time for deceased infants to enter the place of the dead, this 
three-plus-three as against four-plus-four period of mourning expresses the fact that 
the person's life had not run its course.
Despite this reduction of mortuary ritual, my informants in Lewotala expressed 
the view that the soul principle of a person who dies an untimely death does pass on 
to the place of the dead (kewokot), unless entirely consumed by the witches or by 
the spirit of Judgement, who have precipitated the person's unexpected demise. One 
particularly reflective man was frankly puzzled by the lack of mortuary ceremonies 
and expressed concern at the precipitous haste with which such deceased apparently 
departed for kewokot after only six nights and days of cloistering. Not all deaths are 
untimely, however, nor do they necessarily occur due to the ravages of witches 
purporting to act on behalf of Judgement. Some deaths simply come about because 
Divinity has ordained it so: in local eschatology, Rera Wulan Tana Ekan has 
preordained the life span allotted to individuals and, hence, some people die just 
because their time has come and their soul principle departs for kewokot.
As a Lamaholot phrase for "timely death", I was given mata wai nalin. Since 
wai means water and nalin, I am told, means age, this expression might be 
paraphrased as "death from the waters of age" or "death of old age". Following such 
a death, the complete sequence of mortuary rites will usually, but not necessarily, 
apply. Some specifically affinal aspects of mortuary practice are not enacted in 
every case of timely death. In particular, a tusk prestation is only made if the 
deceased person has led a "productive" life. In those circumstances, the relevant 
belake, who inspects the corpse before giving permission for burial, has a right to 
elephant tusks represented by the one on which the head of the corpse is resting. In 
exchange, blessings are provided at the main mortuary ceremony and textiles must 
be reciprocated in due course. Given that the gender-specific achievements of the 
deceased, which are prerequisites for this prestation, are in accordance with the 
culturally defined aspirations of men and women respectively, most people who 
complete a normal life span and die a "timely death" in Lewotala do indeed become 
the occasion for these affinal exchanges during their mortuary rites.
MORTUARY PRESTATIONS
In determining whether a mortuary prestation of elephant tusks is required in 
respect of the deceased, differential criteria apply to the "productivity" expected of 
men's and women's lives. These criteria relate to the kinds of fertility privileged in
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local conventional accounts of the work of men and women. In all cases, however, 
the prestation involves recognizing the "harvest" from a person's lifetime and 
apportioning a share to the progenitor line which made that life possible. In other 
words, this affinal aspect of death returns to the progenitor a part of the "harvest", 
which the flow of life emanating from his line has generated out of the resources of 
its women's fecundity and their sons' labour. If, however, the specific affinal 
investment whose outcome is evinced in the life-work of the deceased has failed to 
bear fruit, then no dividend is payable in that instance. Embedded in the full 
mortuary sequence, then, this prestation indicates that death as part of the flow of life 
in Lewotala has social and economic implications for the living, not only 
eschatological dimensions for the deceased.
In the evocative words of parallel speech, the mortuary prestation on account 
of deceased men is referred to as: 
beola tenugu gardener, tiller
kajo tu' tale mata timber felled and dry, vines cut and dead
sogo beliko' lulun ohan dismantle the threshing frame, roll up the mat.
In respect of a deceased woman, the tusk prestation is described as: 
kajo ratan hair skewer
pisik wutun gurun wakon tip of the spinning cotton, edge of the warping thread 
sogo beliko' lulun ohan dismantle the threshing frame, roll up the mat.
These expressions have multiple meanings and associations. Beola tenugu 
refers to men's working the fields, in times past usually by means of shifting 
cultivation. Each year the selected swiddens must be cleared of timber, which is 
felled and left to dry out (kajo tu' tale mata) in preparation for firing the fields prior 
to planting the new season's crops: the timber must die, if the crops are to have life. 
When the harvest is in, a threshing frame (beliko') is built beside the field granary in 
the swidden and the rice grains are separated from the stalks on a large mat (ohan) 
spread out on the ground within this rectangular wooden frame. Once the threshing 
is completed, the produce is brought into the village. The threshing frame is 
dismantled (sogo beliko') and the mat is rolled up and stored away (lulun ohan), 
until the following year's seed crops have regenerated and produced another harvest 
late in the next seasonal cycle.
These references to village agriculture and its stages of production can be read 
at a number of levels. They encapsulate the agricultural process through which men 
harvest new life from the swiddens each year -  a process in which death and 
destruction of the timber precedes reaping and threshing the produce of the fields. 
The seasonal cycle of the crops, however, also serves as an analogy for the life of the
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tiller himself, who like the fallen timber now faces death and decay. As a man's 
body is laid out on a large mat covering the main bamboo couch in his house, those 
keeping the wake before the deceased is buried know his life's harvest is in. Soon his 
corpse will go to its resting place and the mat on which it lay will be rolled up and 
stored away until another life cycle comes to an end.
The phrases describing the mortuary prestation for a woman are a little more 
difficult to interpret. The "hair skewer" implies that something from the woman 
herself is being returned to her natal house, where she most likely ceased to reside 
following her marriage. Spinning thread and warping a loom are references to the 
processes of preparing cotton and producing textiles, culturally esteemed as 
appropriate and skilled work for women. But this "weaving" work does, I suggest, 
have another connotation evoking a woman's reproductive as well as productive 
labours during her lifetime. Just as women copy old top quality textiles to refurbish 
those available to the household for apparel and exchange, so their fecundity enables 
them to procreate and rear children, who constitute the productive and reproductive 
potential of their household and the clan with which it is associated.
Certainly, according to Lewotalan elders, a woman's procreative achievements 
are the most significant factor in determining whether a mortuary prestation must be 
made in respect of her. Furthermore, for women, reproductive success entails not 
just giving birth to children, but also rearing them. Women who in Lewotala would 
not occasion mortuary prestations on their death include, as well as spinsters and 
married women who remain childless, those women whose offspring all died in 
childhood. Indeed, a married woman's brother can only claim the tusk pillow from 
her deathbed, if at least one of his sister's children attains maturity.
In contrast to this emphasis on procreative achievements for women, the 
criteria in respect of men explicitly privilege productive over reproductive success. 
Thus, deceased young men do not necessarily occasion a tusk prestation as part of 
their mortuary rites, even if they have fathered offspring. The crucial factor as 
regards men is a record of achievement in agricultural production. So, for instance, a 
young married man, father of one or two toddlers, with just a few harvests to his 
credit would not yet have achieved a productive return sufficient to necessitate a 
mortuary prestation consequent on his death. However, even a bachelor with no 
children, if he dies an old man after a lifetime's agricultural work will meet the 
requirements obliging his clan to provide a tusk headrest for his corpse. This same 
tusk pillow will also serve the corpses of his male siblings until, following the death 
of the last of them, the tusk prestation is collected by their mother's brother or 
another representative of that progenitor line.
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Finally, as regards the Lamaholot descriptions and the local interpretation of 
the mortuary prestations, it is significant that the poetic versions in respect of both 
men and women end with the same phrase, sogo beliko' lulun ohan: dismantle the 
threshing frame, roll up the mat. As an agricultural analogy, this expression relates 
the end of the productive life of a man or a woman to finishing the reaping and 
threshing stage of the seasonal cycle in the fields. This concluding phrase also 
evokes the mat on which the deceased is laid out in the house. This mat must be 
cleaned, rolled up and put away as part of the sequence of mortuary rites.
The elders who explained these expressions to me, however, stressed the 
crucial relevance of this phrase to the progenitor line receiving the mortuary 
prestations. These words serve as a reminder that having thus attained a share of the 
harvest, accrued by the recently deceased sister or her sons during their lifetime, the 
progenitor must now realize that the threshing is finished and the mat is put away. 
There should be no expectation on the part of the progenitor of receiving any further 
prestations in respect of the death(s). Or, as one of my informants paraphrased the 
message more dramatically: "Do not even think about any more tusks on that 
account; do not calculate further for it is finished there!" This mortuary prestation is, 
then, a form of closure, returning to the "life-giver" what is rightfully theirs and 
terminating the obligations incurred by the wife-taker in respect of a particular 
woman: her marriage, her fecundity and her sons' productive labour.
Colloquially referred to as the "pillow tusks" (bala belone),5 these mortuary 
prestations are also known as "the pillow of the one who falls down" (belone 
belengat). In theory at least, the progenitor with rights to a tusk prestation will not 
give the required permission for a deceased sister or sister's son to be buried, until he 
sees an appropriate tusk under the head of the corpse. His sighting of this headrest 
satisfies him as to the availability of tusks in the household of the deceased, verifying 
that the prestation can be made a few days hence at the main mortuary ceremony.
When a woman dies, any mortuary prestation in respect of her is not only 
occasioned by her reproductive success, but is enacted with reference to her own 
marriage and the bridewealth arrangements pertaining to it. In theory, the clan to 
which the woman's children are affiliated make the mortuary prestation to the 
children's mother's brother. Since a woman's children are generally affiliated to her 
husband's clan, this amounts to an obligation on the clan of the woman's marital 
household to provide the tusks at the time of her mortuary ceremony for collection 
by the clan of the woman's natal household. If the deceased woman's marriage forms 
part of a cycle (keneuk), then this matter is much simplified, for the pillow tusks are 
dealt with in the same way as the five bridewealth tusks proper. In these cases, the
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mortuary prestation is recognized as passing around in a circular set of transactions, 
consequent on the death of each of the women forming the marriage cycle. The 
tusks ultimately return to the possession of the clan, which held them to begin with. 
In practice, then, a mental calculation and public enumeration of this set of transfers 
is usually allowed to suffice, without the tusks actually passing from hand to hand. 
If the deceased woman made a single fruit marriage (wuan ehan), however, then the 
mortuary prestation, like the bridewealth tusks, must be carefully negotiated and 
actually presented. Even in cases where the deceased woman's natal clan have 
allowed payment of the bridewealth for her single fruit marriage to be deferred 
indefinitely, they may insist on receiving the pillow tusks as part of her mortuary 
rites.
Difficulties can easily arise in these circumstances. In one instance I 
witnessed, the belake objected strongly to use of the term "hair skewer" (kajo rata) 
to refer to the pillow tusks he was to collect at the mortuary ceremony then virtually 
underway. This phrase, he protested, clearly implied that he was acknowledging 
receipt of the final prestation in respect of his recently deceased clanswoman, 
whereas in fact none of the bridewealth tusks in respect of her marriage had yet been 
presented to his clan. This serious situation in which the belake threatened to go 
home, leaving everything outstanding and thus forcing cancellation of the deceased's 
mortuary ceremony, took some hours of delicate discussions to resolve. In due 
course, the belake was mollified, following an earnest appeal from the opu 
spokesman concerned. This opu apologized for his thoughtless use of a term 
inapplicable in this case. It was, he argued, in no way intended to be presumptuous, 
nor to misrepresent in public the state of the exchange relationship concerning the 
marriage of the deceased. After this tense delay, preparations for the deceased 
woman's main mortuary ceremony were resumed and it went ahead that day as 
planned.
This incident highlights just how assiduously those of belake status in any 
given situation guard their rights and insist on proper treatment from their opu in 
both word and deed. The belake spokesman in this instance was a well respected 
one-time administrative headman from a neighbouring village of the domain. 
"Tradition (adat)'\ he said explaining his behaviour to all present for the communal 
meal later that day, "is like a train. It has rails (ada rel) on which it must run. We 
cannot allow it to be derailed".
In respect of deceased men, the mortuary prestation is not an individual matter. 
Rather it concerns a set of male siblings bom of one mother. Furthermore, it is 
enacted with reference to the marriage and bridewealth arrangements made for the
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mother. At the death of each of this woman's sons, a representative of their mother's 
brother's clan will look to see a tusk headrest under the corpse, but will not be 
eligible to claim the mortuary prestation until the last of these male siblings passes 
away. If the mother's marriage was part of a cycle, then no tusks need actually 
change hands, as they merely feature in a mental calculation and public affirmation 
of the kind closed marriage cycles allow. If, however, the marriage of the men's 
mother was "single fruit", then pillow tusks will be expected by the men's mother's 
brother. In such circumstances, a man and his brothers can anticipate this demand 
and may endeavour to make the prestation in advance during their lifetime. To do so 
takes the onus off their children and precludes any possibility of their corpse(s) being 
denied burial because no tusk "headrest" is available at the time to satisfy their 
mother's brother.
The mortuary prestation for a woman is two elephant tusks, each no more than 
half an arm span in length. The reciprocal cloth is a locally made textile of first or 
second quality (kewatek me'an or kewatek pasan). For a male sibling set, the 
mortuary prestation consists of one to three tusks, depending on their size (see Figure 
4.5). As a single tusk one kenese nilen would apparently suffice, otherwise 
combinations of smaller tusks would do, perhaps one lega, one kelik lodo' and one 
keleke tukan lodo'. The elders who suggested these and other sample prestations to 
me would expect reciprocal textiles (see Table 4.3) according to the nature of the 
tusks offered: for a single large tusk they might hope for an Indian patolu, as well as 
a nowin and a met; whereas for other tusk combinations, the more usual mortuary 
reciprocation of a kewatek me'an, together with a nowin and a met would suffice. 
Those who collect the pillow tusks, at the ceremony when four days have elapsed 
after the death, usually partake of a goat killed for the deceased's mortuary rites. 
Otherwise, when collecting the tusks, they have the right to an additional prestation 
of a goat and a pig, termed mue rokot, which they take away with them as a 
substitute for the mortuary rites meal.
As these hypothetical examples of appropriate prestations indicate, there is 
considerable flexibility in practice and negotiations are the significant factor in 
determining acceptable tusks and textiles for particular mortuary exchanges. 
Nevertheless, the return prestation for mortuary tusks given on behalf of male dead 
stands out among instances of textile reciprocations for its inclusion of men's cloths 
-  nowin and met- among those offered to the clan of the deceased sister's sons. In 
this way, the male subject and his garden labour, which occasions the mortuary 
exchange, is echoed not only in the "male" tusks which substitute for a share of the
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deceased's produce, but also in the men's cloths which in this instance form a subset 
of the categorically "female" counter-prestation of textiles.
Whenever the belake come to collect a tusk mortuary prestation, they must 
bestow a saliva blessing on their "sisters' children". Indeed, only after the 
performance of this blessing are the representatives of the progenitor line free to pick 
up the pillow tusks owed to them and depart. For the blessing (nilu'), the anointer 
daubs the recipients on the forehead, the chest and the back of the neck, using saliva 
imbued with masticated candle-nut, some of which he and any others jointly 
bestowing the blessing have chewed and spat out into the palm of his hand. Such 
nilu' blessings are conferred in many different situations: in affinal contexts from 
belake to opu and in community contexts from those who are "lord of the land" 
(raja tuan) to their client clans (suku ama). In general, nilu’ is understood to have 
cooling and invigorating effects for the recipients and to signal benefaction from 
those involved in its conferal. Affinal bestowal of saliva blessing, which articulates 
and reinforces the flow of life between belake and opu, is reciprocated with a pair of 
earrings. These earrings, otherwise referred to as the "stem and cord" of bridewealth 
tusks, foreshadow additional prestations of elephant tusks in the context of a 
relationship of affinal alliance. As I understand it, affinal saliva blessing vouchsafes 
continuity in the fecundity of women set against these tusks in a balanced 
asymmetric exchange idealized as in perpetuity between two allied lines.
Nilu' occurs at least twice during mortuary rites. Just before the burial, a son 
of the deceased and a clansman of his own genealogical level administer such a 
blessing. One of them takes a little saliva from the mouth of the corpse and adds it to 
his own spittal from masticated candle-nut. He then blesses his clan sisters and 
"sisters' husbands", as well as any other men present whom he calls opu and their 
wives. This nilu', featuring the saliva of the corpse, orients that life conferred by the 
deceased on the living, at the same time as it affirms continuity in the transmission of 
life from the clansmen of the deceased's household to their "sisters' children". 
Furthermore, this blessing must be understood in the light of the obligations of opu 
and the services they perform (which I describe in a subsequent section) in 
association with the death of a belake. The nilu' may, indeed, strengthen them to 
undertake these tasks without ill effects.
The other prominent instance of nilu' as part of mortuary rites is that which 
precedes the collection of the pillow tusks. During the ceremony (nebo pat), held 
when four days have elapsed after the death, representatives of those lines who are 
belake to the clan of the deceased's sons are each served a rice-mountain meal with 
its characteristic whole chicken condiment. The elders, who perform ritual chants,
N. £  ..
"Tradition has rails on which it must run"
The belake (centre) calls a halt to the main mortuary ceremony and threatens to 
go home to the neighbouring village, Lamatou, because his wife-taker (on his 
right) referred to the "pillow tusk" of the deceased as the "hair skewer" final 
prestation for a woman, although her bridewealth had not yet been paid.
Saliva blessing at the main mortuary ceremony
The clan brother of a deceased woman gives the saliva blessing to his "sister's 
offspring" before he is eligible to receive the mortuary "pillow tusk" prestation.
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then call on Divinity as well as the ancestors in the place of the dead to join their 
saliva to that of the primary male ritual officer from each of these belake lines for 
the blessing of their opu and these opu's wives.
Describing who takes part in this mortuary nilu' is a rather complex matter, 
given that the belake line and the opu household at the centre of the mortuary rite 
both summon their co-affines with respect to one another (kele kematek) to join in. 
This participation of kele kematek lines is essential as far as the belake are 
concerned and rather more spontaneous as regards those opu who come forward to 
receive the blessing. Thus, every line which is belake to a clansman of the 
deceased's son should send a representative to masticate candle-nut and spit infused 
saliva into the palm of the hand of the man who performs the blessing. Only when 
all these wife-giving lines contribute saliva is it possible to reinforce the flow of life 
in the direction of every member, male and female, of the principal recipient clan. 
Since women's role in biological reproduction is culturally recognized as more 
crucial than that of their husbands, many men who are eligible to receive the blessing 
actually rely on their wives stepping forward to be anointed. Women, therefore, 
come forward to receive nilu’ either in their own right or due to the eligibility of 
their husbands. As a result, both sons and daughters of the deceased and their 
spouses, as well as men and/or the wives of men of the clan which includes the 
deceased's son, line up to receive the blessing which entails saliva from their various 
belake. They are then joined in typical kele kematek fashion by men and/or the 
wives of those men who are similarly wife-takers (opu) in respect of any of the 
belake lines involved.
Such a description, let alone the far more complex one that could be set out 
including personal as well as clan-based eligibility for nilu' at this mortuary 
ceremony, makes it sound inordinately complicated. In fact, it is quite straight 
forward as locally conceptualized: a cohort of belake bestow a blessing not only on 
their common opu, but also on any other lines who are similarly opu with respect to 
one or more of these belake. This does mean, however, that the relationships 
between those co-affines, who as belake-in-common contribute saliva, and the other 
co-affines, who as opu-in-common to any of the belake receive the saliva blessing, 
are not necessarily on a one-to-one basis consistently belake blessing opu. Indeed, 
given the diverse alliances of each clan, the relationship between a clan which 
figures in a cohort of bestowers vis-ä-vis a clan in a cohort of receivers of mortuary 
nilu' will even look like opu "blessing" belake in some cases. Nevertheless, such 
apparent anomalies are of no concern to Lewotalans, as one-to-one relationships are 
not what is relevant in this context. From the local point of view, a particular affinal
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alliance is at the centre of the mortuary nilu': that between the clansmen of the 
deceased's sons and the line of the relevant belake (represented by the deceased 
woman's brother or the deceased man's mother's brother). In either case, the pivot is 
a relationship between a woman's children and the clan of their mother's brother. 
Given that co-affines are summoned by both sides, this co-affinity with a principal 
party is the significant factor to which other relationships between subsidiary players 
are situationally subordinated.
The blessing is actually performed by a representative of the belake line 
having the right to collect the pillow tusks. In association with a clansman who 
stands beside him holding a tray of candle-nut and betel-nut ingredients, this man 
confers the blessing of the assembled belake, together with Divinity and the 
ancestors, on all those who are eligible and come forward to receive it. The first and 
last people to do so are usually the wives of the two men who administered the burial 
day nilu'. The woman who receives the final anointing is given the shell of the 
candle-nut used in the nilu* and in return hands over two pairs of earrings. One of 
these is the usual "payment for the saliva" (ilu' welin), which always reciprocates 
nilu', but the other is specific to this mortuary context. The additional pair of 
earrings is referred to as "the eyeball, the fallen mouth" (mata kulun lengat wewan) 
by means of which the "brother", who provided the "sister", symbolically regains 
those parts of the deceased. After the nilu' is completed, the "brother" who 
performed the blessing may depart with the earrings and the pillow tusk prestation. 
In so doing he recoups, in metaphorical terms, certain parts of the dead person and 
acquires in the form of social capital a share of the productivity of the deceased. He 
could not, however, appropriate either of these aspects of the deceased without 
having blessed the "sister's offspring", thereby presaging their continued 
reproductive vigour.
In abrogating parts of the deceased to himself, then, the "brother" withdraws 
something of the "sister" from this specific instantiation of the affinal alliance 
between his line and that of his sister's children. At the same time, the "brother" 
concludes a series of affinal exchanges, that series which marked the flow of life 
evinced in the fecundity of the "sister" and the person of her sons. As a prerequisite 
to receiving the mortuary prestation, however, the "brother" must bless the "sister's 
offspring", vouchsafing that despite his imminent disengagement from this particular 
set of exchanges, the flow of life between the two lines remains manifest in other 
series already underway and will continue with additional re-engagements in the 
future. Thus, although death generates closure in a specific instance, it does so
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within the overarching context of a reaffirmation of the flow of life between the 
affinal lines concerned.
TREATMENT OF THE DECEASED
If mortuary prestations made with respect to most people who die timely 
deaths articulate social relations between the living, the treatment accorded the 
deceased focuses attention on aspects of eschatology and the relationships between 
the living and the dead.
In Lewotala all deceased persons are finally laid to rest with their head aligned 
towards the mountain, lie Bantala, behind the village. In the old days corpses were 
prepared and laid out in a position termed seradin dodun. This was akin to 
squatting, except the corpse was placed on its back with its hands on its chest and its 
heels brought up close to its buttocks, so that its knees were bent and raised. To keep 
the legs in that position, skeins of cotton thread were wound around the raised knees 
thereby holding the calves in close to the thighs. The corpse was wrapped in a 
shroud of cloth -  whatever was available or had been put aside in anticipation, which 
might mean anything from plain cotton to an Indian patolu textile. One Lewotala 
elder known to me indicated that he would like to be shrouded in a patolu on his 
death. In his view, entry to the place of the dead in such attire would leave no doubt 
as to the importance the deceased had been accorded by his contemporaries during 
his lifetime.
After the shroud, corpses were usually wrapped in a mat which was then 
secured by means of cotton skeins in three places. Nowadays, corpses are generally 
laid out flat and buried, not in mats, but in wooden coffins made as required by 
householders with the help of village carpenters. In recent times, following 
encouragement from the Catholic Church and insistence by officials of the 
government of the Republic of Indonesia, all corpses have been buried in the village 
cemetery. Earlier this century, some corpses were buried in the houseyard, while 
those of especially esteemed persons might be placed on an individual exposed 
platform constructed some distance from the quarters of the living.
To my knowledge, houseyard burial was neither reserved nor obligatory for 
any specific category of deceased persons, with the exception of infants as described 
above. In other instances with which I am familiar, houseyard burial was accorded 
deceased elderly relatives whom the living did not want to place so far away as the
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graveyard. If anything then, it seems that the very young and the very old were more 
likely to be buried close at hand in this way.
In Lewotala (see Figure 6.1), the village cemetery (niwak) is on the seaward 
side of the square ceremonial ground (nama). This ceremonial ground is surrounded 
by a low stone wall (menato). Towards the mountain, on the opposite side of the 
square from the graveyard, stands the village temple (koko). The graveyard itself 
fills a sloping area, which now leads down to the large Catholic church built in the 
early 1970s. Groups bearing coffins have access to the cemetery from all sides and 
in my experience they generally take the shortest route to get there. Staunch 
Catholics might favour a journey via the church, where additional prayers may be 
said before proceeding.
Current deviations notwithstanding, a ritual leader told me that depending on 
their purpose people should approach the cemetery via the stone wall along one of 
the two empty sides of the ceremonial ground. According to the elders, the 
graveyard is the place of the dead (kewokot) and the walled ceremonial square 
adjacent to it is the repository, for safe-keeping, of the "souls" (tuber manger) of all 
the villagers living at any one time. Separating these abodes of living and dead are 
two entrances (mada) to the place of the dead -  one facing towards the living at the 
edge of their village and the other over the waterway (lungun kewokot), which is 
imperceptible to the living, and facing towards the dead at the edge of their village.
If the living wish to summon their ancestors to participate in any activity, they 
take the path of human beings (raran atadiken ra'en) along one side of the 
ceremonial square to the entrance which faces the living. There they offer and eat 
betel-nut, inviting the ancestors to join them and return with them to the village of 
the living for the time being. When those who summon the ancestors come back 
along the path of human beings, the ancestors are understood to be accompanying 
them. If, however, the living want to deliver something to the place of the dead, 
such as offerings or the corpses of deceased persons, they should take the path of the 
dead (raran kewokot ra'en), which goes along the opposite side of the ceremonial 
square from that of the living. Twice a year, at particular moments in the seasonal 
cycle, women resident in Lewotala visit the cemetery in this way to make offerings 
at the graves belonging to the ancestors of their marital and their natal households. 
On these occasions, they enter via the path of the dead, leave their offerings on the 
graves, and return to the village of the living via the path of human beings.
Delivering a corpse to the graveyard seems more dangerous. The pallbearers 
and mourners retrace their steps out of the abode of the dead by crossing back over 
the "water" and returning the way they came, ideally along the path of the dead. The
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deceased should enter via that road, as they are to take up residence in the place of 
the dead. The living, who have delivered the corpse, enact their separation from the 
deceased and their removal from the place of the dead by symbolically passing 
through water on the return journey. As the pallbearers and mourners retreat through 
the entrance facing the abode of the dead, someone stands by holding one coconut 
shell of water and places another on the ground. Each person immerses the big toe 
of their left foot in the water on the ground and dips the thumb of their left hand in 
the coconut shell of water held out to them, as they pass. After this, the last one to 
leave the graveyard tips over the coconut shell on the ground, spilling its contents, 
and also knocks the hand-held container away from the person who was offering it. 
The water and the two coconut shells then stay where they fall, regarded now as 
immersed in the waterway separating the dead from the living.
In times past, some deceased were not interred in the ground at all. Tree-burial 
was practised in many Lamaholot communities, though it is difficult to determine 
now whether this was the usual method for disposing of a corpse, a treatment 
reserved for particular categories of deceased or a method favoured in times of many 
deaths. In what I understand to be a distinct custom, a relatively few deceased 
persons were given a platform burial termed leda. In Lewotala, this amounted to 
putting the deceased in a hollow-log coffin, then placing the coffin on a specially 
built platform in a wooded area not too far from the village settlement.6 Arndt 
(1940:241-242) describes the practice of leda from Pamakayo, Solor, as follows:
If somebody from one's own people falls, he is also [as well as the head 
of the fallen enemy] brought into the korke [temple]; his female affines 
and kin are not allowed to come near him. But then he is leda, laid on a 
platform or in a boat and placed on a stand outside the village. On both 
sides of the stand, feathers are displayed as wings, with which to carry 
the deceased to Lera Wulan [Rera Wulan].
In Lewotala the corpse, with knees secured in seradin dodun position and 
wrapped in a shroud of textiles, was placed on its back inside a hollow-log coffin 
which had a hole in the base for drainage of fluids. The log coffin was set out on a 
simple platform made of four upright posts, with two lengthwise beams bearing three 
cross-beams. The platform was erected with one end towards Mount Bantala and the 
corpse's head was aligned towards the mountain. A bamboo tube was inserted 
linking the hole in the base of the coffin to the ground, so as to carry the fluids into 
the earth as the body decomposed over the months. The coffin and the platform 
structure were left there, till they eventually rotted and fell with the bones to the
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ground. According to my informants, there was no secondary burial, nor any further 
treatment accorded the bones of a corpse which had been leda.
If a dead person was exposed in this way, those hoping to receive knowledge 
or other qualities possessed by the deceased would go in supplication to the corpse 
morning and afternoon. As a supplicant, one should approach the coffin, uncover the 
corpse's face and adopt a respectful position, entreating the deceased by extending 
one's hands, palms upwards, and tilting one's head to the side (leta' teren lima, 
heren ba'an wuli). Any object discovered on the deceased's forehead (such as betel- 
nut ingredients, pieces of stone or metal, a ring or earring) would be taken as a gift 
from the deceased -  a charm conferring some quality (ike), presented in answer to 
the supplicant's requests. If such a found object was acquired, the petitioner would 
be satisfied and make no further visits to the deceased. Some people might 
supplicate (leta') indefinitely without reward. Once the requisite number of nights 
had passed, however, according to my informants, the soul principle of the deceased 
who was leda would depart and so, there was nothing to be gained by further 
supplication to the corpse from then on.
During the nights and days before the soul principle of the person who was 
leda departed, any creature seen in the vicinity of the platform or entering the house 
of the deceased was considered likely to be an aspect (tuber) of the dead person in 
animal guise. A creature of this kind could be challenged to reveal its identity with a 
gambit, like "If you are really the person leda you will do x, but if you are just an 
ordinary animal, you will not do x". Any creatures seen in the vicinity of the 
deceased were understood to entail messages for the living by virtue of their animal 
form or characteristic behaviour. Thus, a snake or other threatening animal near to 
the exposed coffin would be interpreted as a warning from the deceased that the 
person seeing the snake should not come there again. By contrast, a bird alighting on 
the platform and singing continuously was understood as beckoning someone within 
earshot to approach the deceased and receive a gift or blessing.
Leda exposure was only accorded a person who was especially esteemed for 
attributes, such as bravery and intelligence, or achievements, like wealth. 
Apparently neither membership of any particular clan nor "lord of the land" status 
were necessary or sufficient conditions for leda treatment. According to my 
Lewotala informants, the kind of death, either timely or untimely, met by the 
deceased was not a determining factor so much as the life of a person who provided 
leadership and epitomized a cultural model to be emulated.
Indeed, leda exposure was explained to me as expressing the living's fervent 
hope that another person having the qualities of the deceased might quickly arise
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amongst them: as quickly as new shoots appear around the edge of a tree stump, 
when the trunk has been felled with a bush knife (kenume terekan, perite gere). 
Using this botanical analogy, to leda a deceased person is literally to request (leta') 
the above-ground shoots (perite) which grow around the perimeter (terekan) of the 
old stump: leta' perite terekan. By comparison, interment in the ground is likened 
to planting something and waiting for the new shoots to appear above the surface of 
the earth, sometime after they have emerged out of the roots down below. Burying 
the dead, therefore, means having to wait longer for their replacement, as the below­
ground shoots (kelipa) take time to grow out of the buried roots (lali amut gere). 
Shifting the focus of the analogy somewhat, leda treatment is also described as 
coming to rest on the chest of the father (bapa korok), while interment is said to be 
burial in the lap of the mother (ema1 beliwut).
All peoples resident in the domain of Lewolema -  the population classified as 
Paji as well as those, like the majority of current inhabitants, recognized as Demon -  
are reputed to have given their esteemed dead platform exposure, rather than burial. 
The most recent instances of this treatment of the deceased (leda), known to those 
Lewotala elders with whom I discussed the practice, took place around 1920. One 
informant said he remembered occasions during his youth in the 1930s when the 
possibility of leda was considered but not enacted.
Leda treatment of the deceased did not of itself make any difference to the 
performance of the mortuary rites, including the main and subsidiary nebo 
ceremonies once four and eight days had elapsed after the death. Nor, according to 
present-day ritual leaders, does it imply any difference in the subsequent 
whereabouts or transformations of the deceased person's soul principle (tuber 
manger). If my informants are correct that leda was an honour not restricted to war 
dead, then this is so, as the extent of mortuary ritual and the transformations of the 
deceased's soul principle were effected not by human agency in the treatment of the 
corpse, but rather differentially determined already by the circumstances of the 
person's demise.
MORTUARY RITES 
Sequence
Just as a mother hen shelters (gurun) her chicks and a woman cloisters her 
new-born baby between its physical birth and its bathing rite, so a deceased person
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must be "cloistered" until their soul principle (tuber manger) moves on to the place 
of the dead (kewokot). In Lewolema, this cloistering of the deceased is classified as 
part of those customs (wungun nelan) which characterize clans, though as far as I 
am aware it is a practice shared by all clans rather than one which differentiates 
them. In this account of mortuary rites, I refer to someone who is designated to 
gurun a dead person as an "official mourner" in that particular case.
The full mortuary sequence in Lewotala (see Table 6.1) involves not only 
cloistering the deceased and perhaps gathering to say Christian prayers for the soul. 
It also entails "lighting the fire" (porit ape) by presenting an animal, which will 
provision the mortuary rites once it has been "speared" for the purpose (robak 
berobak); setting food out for the deceased (pokok durok) aspects of whose soul 
principle (tuber manger) linger before entering the place of the dead; conducting 
the main mortuary ceremony "nebo four" (nebo pat), when four days have elapsed 
(i.e. on the fifth day) after the death; holding the subsidiary mortuary ceremony 
"nebo eight" (nebo buto), when eight days have passed (i.e. on the ninth day) since 
the death; and ritually retrieving the vegetable matter consumed by the deceased 
during his or her lifetime (hode wulun koli).
A person who dies "of age" (mata wai nalin) must be cloistered until after the 
nebo buto which is held when eight (four-plus-four) days have elapsed, whereas a 
person who dies before completing a typical life span is cloistered for only six 
(three-plus-three) days following this premature passing. The reduced period of 
cloistering, for a person who dies before time, is reckoned as if the main mortuary 
ceremony occurred once three days had passed and as if the subsidiary mortuary 
ceremony took place once six days had elapsed since the death. Nevertheless, while 
official mourners do cloister the untimely dead for this abbreviated period, the living 
do not perform any other elements of the full mortuary sequence, except in some 
cases saying Christian prayers on their behalf.
Those who cloister the dead person in Lewotala are most likely to be a son of 
the deceased, relieved when necessary by that son's wife. As such, they usually 
come from the succeeding generation of the deceased's household. In any case, these 
official mourners must be a man and/or a woman the deceased would regard as 
coming from the subsequent generation (wan' ana'). In principle, these official 
mourners may not bathe during this period, nor step outside of the house where the 
deceased was prepared for burial. Ideally, one of those who gurun must remain 
awake, guarding the deceased (jaga ata maten), all the time the corpse is laid out in 
the house. Following removal of the corpse, usually the day after the death, the main 
official mourner should continue in attendance (relieved only briefly by the partner)
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TABLE 6.1
MORTUARY RITES: TIMING AND SEQUENCE
Lamaholot time-reckoning Lewotalan mortuary sequence
A death occurs robak berobak spearing the livestock
next day is 1 = aran to'u pokok durok feeding the ghost
following day is 2 = aran rua
3 = aran telo
4 = aran pat
pokok durok 
pokok durok
5 = aran lema
6 = aran nem
7 = aran pito
8 = aran buto
nebo (pat) main mortuary ceremony
9 = aran hiwa nebo buto subsidiary mortuary ceremony
10 = aran pulo hod6 wulun koli separation ritual
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on that same bamboo couch until after the nebo buto. Neither of the pair may 
involve themselves in other tasks, such as slaughtering livestock at the back of the 
house or preparing food in the kitchen. After a death, the bamboo couch on which 
the corpse lay should not be washed, nor may the interior of the house be swept until 
the conclusion of the mortuary ceremony. To do either of these things is considered 
tantamount to driving away the deceased and rejecting the dead person's return to the 
house. As well as the official mourners, the prohibition on washing also applies to 
the widow(er) and children of the dead person. Indeed, it effects not only the 
deceased's sons and daughters, but also their spouses and offspring.
Nowadays at least, many of these prohibitions are honoured in name only. So, 
for example, most mourners (even those who gurun) bathe each day during the 
period of mortuary rites. The contemporary status of the injunction not to wash, as a 
principle rather than a practice, may account for the varying stipulations of the ideal 
case provided me by different informants and even the same informant on separate 
occasions. Thus, I was often told that none of the mourners to whom the prohibition 
on washing applies should bathe till after nebo buto, but I was sometimes told that 
many of them, excluding the principals, are free to bathe after nebo pat. There was, 
however, general agreement as regards the constraints on the principal actors. The 
official mourners should not bathe till after nebo buto; the women of the deceased's 
household must not wash their hair with coconut-infused water until just before 
visiting the grave during the afternoon of nebo buto, and should only bathe after the 
next day's ritual (hode wulun koli); the deceased's spouse should not bathe till all the 
rites are complete.
This injunction not to bathe (hebo) was cited by one educated informant as the 
verbal root of the name for the two mortuary ceremonies (nebo), both of which lift 
the prohibition on washing in respect of various persons.7 In addition, this same 
informant related the term nebo to the communal washing of the bamboo couch -  
that on which the corpse lay in state up until removal from the house. Apparently, 
the mat on which the corpse was laid out is rolled up prior to the nebo ceremony, 
which on this interpretation might be glossed as "the washing" or "the cleansing". 
Indeed, various knowledgeable informants agreed that the bamboo couch must not 
be washed until nebo, disagreeing only on whether this "cleansing" was 
appropriately done in conjunction with nebo pat or nebo buto.8
In Lewolema and other upland areas, Christian additions to and 
reinterpretations of Lamaholot custom have had some influence. In many cases, 
Catholics will add to the mortuary rites, holding Christian prayer-meetings on the 
three evenings preceding the day of nebo pat. Thus, deaths in Lewotala nowadays
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may occasion divergent arrays of mortuary rites, drawing on different traditions. 
This results in a series of activities each of which is more or less crucial to the 
various members of the deceased's household and the wider community. No two 
series will necessarily be identical in their combination of elements, the emphasis on 
religion (agama) and/or custom (adat) serving to differentiate people's practice 
between and even within households. Furthermore, the range of events selectively 
attended by participants actually allows a quite different experience of the mortuary 
rites in any given series, according to the diverse spiritual orientations of those 
taking part.
Day of Death
When someone dies, the corpse is washed and dressed then laid out in the 
house. This is usually the residence the deceased shared with a spouse and/or their 
son(s), although a widow sometimes lives with and is buried from the house of a 
daughter, especially if she has no sons. In any case, it is not the location of the 
corpse lying in state, but rather the deceased's relations of kinship and marriage, that 
determine the incumbents of statuses which are significant in the mortuary rites. A 
married woman is the affinal link between her brothers and her sons, just as in the 
subsequent generation that woman's daughters connect her sons to their opu. 
Mortuary rites thus involve three affinally linked male lines over two generations. 
The male lines are the same three, taking the same roles, in respect of either a 
woman or any of her sons who has passed away. At this stage of her life then, a 
married woman is virtually assimilated to the clan of her spouse and children. As far 
as social structure is concerned, however, mortuary rites articulate this assimilation 
only to undo it. Thus, if roles in mortuary rites imply an identification of the 
deceased woman with the clan of her offspring, this very presumption is set aside 
during the rites by the prestations which form part of them.
The three male lines crucially implicated in the mortuary rites for a woman or 
her son are the woman's brothers' line (who are the relevant belake); her son's line (a 
representative of whom gurun the deceased); and their opu weruin line, ideally 
represented by one of the woman's daughters' husbands. Following any death, the 
relevant belake -  be it as the deceased woman's brother or as the deceased man's 
mother's brother -  must be notified immediately. This message may be delegated by 
those who gurun the deceased to their opu weruin. The opu weruin then approach 
the appropriate man, who is their belake's belake, with the news.
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Throughout the mortuary rites, the clan of the official mourner continues to be 
served by their opu weruin. So, for every man of a given clan who passes away, the 
same opu weruin service proceedings consequent on the death. This constant 
relationship is in contrast to the range of belake clans, each of whom exercise their 
prerogative to authorize burial of the corpses of just those men (in whatever clans) 
who are their clan sisters' sons. What counts there is the link through a particular 
woman to a specific belake (and hence his clan). If the deceased's life warrants it, 
the official mourner's clan must quickly locate a suitable pillow tusk and have it in 
place before this belake inspects the corpse. If no tusk is presently on hand within 
the official mourner's clan, his clansmen will turn to their opu lines to obtain an 
appropriate tusk, either by foreclosing on an outstanding debt or by anticipating a 
prestation which will be considered an advance on a future exchange.
While the deceased's sons and their clansmen are responsible for providing an 
elephant tusk pillow, one of the deceased's daughters will likely "light the fire" 
(porit ape) for the dead person. "Lighting the fire" in this context is a formal phrase, 
which actually means providing a domestic animal -  ideally a goat, otherwise a pig -  
that will be slaughtered by the deceased's belake to herald his participation in the 
mortuary rites. The animal should not come from the livestock of the deceased's 
household, although in exceptional circumstances an unmarried daughter may 
present in her own right a goat or pig from the household stock, which she herself 
has reared for this purpose. Usually it is a married daughter who causes the mortuary 
cooking fire to be "lit", (hence the term porit ape), by presenting an animal from her 
marital household's stock, thus effectively from her husband who is opu to the 
deceased.
Once in her lifetime, each (married-out) woman must "light the fire" in this 
way for a deceased member of her natal household/clan. If there is no daughter of 
the deceased who has not already porit ape in the past, then any woman, ideally of 
the genealogical level "daughter", who is (married-out) of the same natal clan can 
fulfill her own obligation to "light the fire" by coming forward with a goat or pig. 
Both the deceased's opu, who allows his wife to use one of their animals to porit 
ape, and the deceased's belake, who kills the animal by spearing it in the left side of 
the chest (robak berobak), should be of the genealogical level succeeding that of 
the dead person. In local explications, it is thus an opu who provides an animal to 
initiate his deceased belake's mortuary rites, doing so in the name of the woman who 
is the link between them. This is considered an honour and variously described as 
providing a service or repaying an obligation to the belake from whom the opu 
obtained the woman who is his wife.
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Before the living partake of any meal, Lewotalan tradition stipulates that the 
ancestors must be given a share. Each person who adheres to this practice habitually 
pours a little of their palm wine and drops a few grains of rice from their plate onto 
the ground to feed the ancestors, before they themselves taste any of the meal. These 
token quantities of food and drink from the point of view of the living are substantial 
quantities from the perspective of the dead, given that reversals characterize the 
perceptions of the living vis-ä-vis those of the dead. Injunctions about food served 
during the wake over a corpse suggest the deceased is already being treated as an 
ancestor, who must be given sustenance before the living can partake of a meal. 
Until the corpse has been buried and food subsequently set out for the ghost, no one 
may eat a proper meal in the house of the deceased. In the meantime, people 
summoned to help guard the corpse (jaga ata maten) are euphemistically invited to 
"Come and drink palm wine", as this is the only accompaniment to the meat snack 
from the porit ape animal served to those present overnight. In Lamaholot terms, 
such a snack does not constitute a meal, as in a ritual context food consumed is not a 
proper meal unless it involves eating rice.
When the deceased is laid out in state on the bamboo couch, the official 
mourner places a bowl of water and also a whole areca nut and betel catkin on a tray 
adjacent to the corpse's right eye. The offspring of the deceased will each drink a 
little of this water shortly before the corpse is removed from the house. In Lewotala, 
no one explicitly related this custom to more active forms of seeking benefaction 
from the deceased. There are, however, points of comparability between such 
practices of which supplication to a deceased person exposed in a hollow-log coffin 
(leda) is the most extreme form. Similar silent supplication may be made while a 
corpse is lying in state within the house. In this case, children of the deceased 
(especially any sons of a dead man) will sit in turn on the bamboo couch by the head 
of the corpse, watching intently for a sign of the deceased's conferring on them the 
skills and attributes or the good fortune of a lifetime. According to my informants, if 
any found object of the kind similarly acquired from deceased who are leda is seen 
to emerge from an orifice of the corpse's face (most likely the right eye) only the 
supplicant will perceive it. Such a charm may have the appearance of a stone or a 
whole areca nut and the supplicant should clasp it in the palm of his hand. As 
opening one's clenched fist apparently allows the charm to slip away, a wise 
supplicant is said to open his fist into his own mouth, thus internalizing the attributes 
(ike) conferred by the deceased.
The right eye is also specified as the likely point of entry and exit of the ghost, 
moving in and out of the corpse in the grave, following the burial up to its entry into
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the place of the dead. That a bowl of water must be placed beside the corpse's right 
eye prior to burial and that the water is internalized by all the deceased's children, 
then, suggests this practice is a representation of the benefaction all offspring and 
even other visitors are said to receive when they attend a dying and/or recently 
deceased person.
The whole areca nut and betel catkin, similarly displayed beside the corpse in 
the house, is saved for use during the nebo buto ceremony. Other betel-nut already 
sliced in preparation for chewing lies on an adjacent tray (wajak). At intervals, a 
little of this is put in the mouth of the deceased, according to the frequency the 
person used habitually to chew betel prior to their death. In this regard the deceased 
is treated as though still adhering to the habits of a lifetime, despite other practices 
which mark the separation of the dead person from the living.
The ambiguity of the deceased's social and cosmological position at this stage 
is attested in measures taken to protect children from fright and confusion. 
Following a death, grandchildren of the deceased and other youngsters who usually 
frequent the house concerned are sent to pick leaf sprigs from a plant species known 
as lupan.9 These sprigs are placed on top of the corpse lying in state. When the 
corpse is being readied for burial, the leaf sprigs are given to the children to hold in 
their left hands, so they will "forget the dead person" (pehen lupan lima neki, 
kehuli' ata maten). In local exegesis, whereas using the right hand would intensify 
the bonds between the child and the deceased, the left hand facilitates letting go. 
Otherwise the children, whose eyes are said to be more perceptive of aspects of the 
cosmos less visible to adults, may wake up over the next few nights and be startled to 
see the deceased person present in the midst of the living.
Day of Burial
While the corpse is guarded in the house during the night and into the next day, 
people come and go constantly. Apart from the male official mourner, men usually 
sit and talk in groups outside in the yard, whereas women gather around the corpse 
inside the house. Especially if the deceased is female, women representing the first­
born wife-takers (opu weruin) and/or younger women who have married men of the 
same clan as the deceased's husband and are therefore regarded as her junior siblings 
(ade'), will grate a coconut and make as if to wash the hair of the corpse (ohon rata 
ata maten) using water infused with these coconut gratings. The deceased is thus 
readied for an imminent transition. Later, at the time of burial, the husk and scraps 
from this coconut must be taken to the graveyard and left there to rot.
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While watching over the corpse, some women take turns to wail and sing, 
improvising on couplets of parallel speech. These women are said to be opu bine' of 
the deceased, but actually any women who know sufficient ritual language may 
perform a dirge, regardless of their relationship to the dead person. In these dirges, 
which usually reiterate a few key phrases, the women express their grief and 
complain that the deceased has left them too soon. The singers may also allude to 
episodes in the life of the deceased or recount their own ties with the dead person. 
Others present may request the deceased, through the singer, to carry various 
messages to loved ones already in the place of the dead.
One common refrain bemoans the deceased's "sudden departure". This refrain 
actually carries an implicit apology, that the woman expressing her sorrow has not 
had time to weave a cloth in which to dress the corpse (loge ata maten). Strictly 
speaking, at least the children of the deceased and the women (opu bine') who have 
married out of the bereaved household (i.e. the sisters of a deceased man or the 
husband's sisters of a deceased woman) should lay by an unused, good quality men's 
or women's cloth (nowin or kewatek respectively) to add to the shroud of the dead 
person. Using these textiles, sons of the deceased are said to dress the corpse from 
the head down (löge ata maten rae koten hau), whereas the daughters of the 
deceased and other women who are of opu status are supposed to dress the corpse 
from the feet up (löge ata maten lau lein dai).
Furthermore, most people who enter to see the deceased a last time are likely 
to bring a textile of some kind, nowadays often a modern manufactured cylindrical 
wrap (lipa) or a few metres of commercial cotton cloth, and place this over the 
corpse lying in state. All these textiles added to the shroud must be tom slightly 
first, so they will appear whole and intact to the eyes of the dead, when they receive 
the newly deceased in kewokot.
Before the corpse is "wrapped", the actual shroud must be torn (siat) right 
through into roughly two-thirds and one-third parts. The larger piece is used for 
covering the corpse. Although merely part of a textile, this two-thirds segment is 
said to appear whole to the eyes of the dead, when the newly deceased enters 
kewokot wearing it. Even Indian patola, reputed to have formed the shrouds of 
well-respected persons in the past, are said to have been severed in this way. In fact 
nowadays, an intact patolu is often touched against the corpse, as a token dressing of 
the deceased in this prestigious cloth, after which it is hung up above the bamboo 
couch for the duration of the mortuary rites.
The one-third section of the cloth is referred to as "that which is severed" 
(seniat). It is set aside — tossed over a horizontal pole above the bamboo couch on
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which the corpse lies in state -  until the subsidiary mortuary ceremony (nebo buto), 
when it is taken home by the opu weruin who have serviced the sequence of rites. 
As numerous other textiles of various kinds are placed atop the shrouded corpse prior 
to burial, the opu weruin select three or four of these to be included in the category 
seniat. These additional items of cloth are placed alongside the separated segment 
of the severed shroud to be collected with it eight days later.
Another aspect of the composition of the "severed shroud" testifies to the 
reckoning of generations in handling deceased persons in Lewotala. Beside the 
items of cloth taken from a particular corpse, there is always a top quality women's 
cloth (kewatek me'an) displayed for the opu weruin to see, hanging above the 
bamboo couch. In most cases, this cloth is stored away again on completion of the 
mortuary rites. When, however, the deceased person represents the last of a 
genealogical level of clansmen and their wives, the kewatek forms part of the 
"severed shroud". It is taken home by the opu weruin line, who have by then 
serviced the mortuary rites of an entire generation of their belake clan.
As the corpse laid out in state is readied for burial and the opu weruin select 
cloths to constitute the severed shroud, the official mourner and a clansman of his 
own genealogical level prepare to give a saliva blessing (nilu') to their "sisters" and 
"sisters' husbands" (opu) generally. At this stage, the children of the deceased pass 
the bowl of water, which was by the right side of the head of the corpse, around 
among themselves and each drink a little of it. Sliced betel-nut ready for chewing is 
given to the corpse a final time, then some candle-nut is similarly placed in the 
mouth of the deceased. Of the two clansmen performing the blessing, one holds the 
plaited tray (wajak) of betel ingredients and candle-nut, while the other prepares to 
administer the nilu' by chewing some candle-nut and spitting the resultant saliva into 
his own left hand. He then dips a finger of his right hand into the mouth of the 
corpse, so as to extract a little saliva from the deceased and add it to that for use in 
the blessing, giving this nilu* its particular significance. The saliva of the dead 
person (ilu* kebaak na'en) is thereby passed on to the "daughters" (nein ana' 
inawae wakan kae). This confers on them a cool benign atmosphere (hawa dingirt) 
bequeathed by the person who has passed away.
The first and last recipients of this burial-day blessing must be women who are 
wives of men of the opu weruin line servicing the mortuary rites. As the severed 
shroud is later divided between these two women, they should not be actual 
daughters of the deceased nor natal clanswomen of the daughters. Those "daughters" 
will take their places elsewhere in the queue for the blessing. This sequence is to 
prevent the severed shroud textiles going straight back into the hands of a woman
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whose natal clan is that of the official mourner from the household of the deceased. 
The women who receive the first and final blessings, which are considered the 
strongest, are usually the wives of the two opu weruin men nominated by their clan 
leader to contribute a chicken (on behalf of the clan) to each of the coming mortuary 
ceremonies (nebo pat and nebo buto). During the rites, these women also hand over 
to their belake, in the person of the official mourner, two pairs of earrings (belaon). 
One pair is put in the plaited tray (wajak), as the usual reciprocation for nilu\ at the 
conclusion of this burial-day blessing. The other pair is placed in the same wajak, 
again held by the official mourner, as the opu weruin men take down the cloths 
forming the "severed shroud" during the subsidiary mortuary ceremony (nebo buto).
Once this burial day blessing is completed, the deceased's daughters (and any 
of their natal clanswomen of the same genealogical level who happen to be present) 
each have a piece of white cotton thread, taken from a skein placed on top of the 
corpse, tied around their left wrist. In Lewotala, this is said to be a sign of mutual 
remembrance and longing between these women and the deceased; in Rian Kotek, I 
was told it is to prevent the soul principle (tuber manger) of these women following 
the deceased to the place of the dead, for if that happened, the women concerned 
would die too. The remainder of the skein of cotton is buried with the corpse: the 
cotton's whiteness is understood to illuminate the feet of the deceased (lelu' heton 
lein), as the skein forms a bridge over the waterway to the place of the dead.
This cotton thread tied around the left wrist of each of the deceased's daughters 
is reminiscent of the cotton strands tied on the wrists and other joints of a new-born 
baby during the final phase of its birthing rite. In the latter instance, the ties were 
said to prevent the mother's breast milk flowing out of the baby and were related to 
the differentiation and securing of life within the infant. Their application to the left 
wrist in the mortuary instance echoes the children who hold a sprig of lupan in their 
left hand, so as to "forget" the deceased whose corpse is being prepared for burial. 
Use of the left hand in this and other mortuary contexts facilitates separation and 
"letting go". The cotton ties on the daughters' left wrists, then, may be interpreted as 
facilitating dissociation from the deceased and securing the separate life within each 
of those women who are most clearly indebted to the deceased for their own vitality 
and its transmission to another clan. More specifically, like the first of the mother's 
milk, so the last of the corpse's saliva is fixed in these "sisters" following the blessing 
just conferred on them by their "brother" using the saliva of the deceased.
Providing the representative of the deceased's belake has inspected the corpse, 
sighted and approved the pillow tusk headrest, if any, then burial can proceed. At 
this stage, one of the three lay Catholics trained to officiate at funerals in Lewotala
Tying the left wrists of the mourners
As part of the rites of separation just prior to burial of the deceased, the 
mourners, especially the dead person's daughters, each have cotton thread tied 
around their left wrist fixing the life within them.
Mortuary tusk and earrings
Items on display at the main mortuary ceremony include the "pillow tusk" of the 
deceased and the earrings which reciprocated the saliva blessing on burial day. 
These earrings will go to the progenitor who blesses the official mourners and 
other "sisters' children" later in this main mortuary ceremony. The areca nut and 
betel catkin with the earrings is that which was placed beside the right eye of the 
corpse and which is saved for eating at the subsidiary mortuary ceremony.
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nowadays might be summoned to lead communal Christian prayers. If so, prayers 
are recited as the corpse is placed in the coffin and may be continued while the coffin 
is carried to the graveyard and lowered into the freshly dug grave. Once the grave is 
covered in, household utensils (as grave goods, termed menutek menewak) most 
likely comprising a cooking pot, a plate and a coconut-shell spoon, all of which are 
broken or damaged, are usually laid on top of the grave. These items, said to be for 
the deceased's use in kewokot, are damaged here so as to appear intact in the place 
of the dead. The wife of an opu weruin should bring a mortar, pestle and 
winnowing tray to the graveyard, where ideally she husks and winnows a little rice 
using only her left hand. This uncooked rice, termed beuhak beruduk, is then 
strewn near the grave for the deceased to take in due course.
Feeding the Ghost
Initially, the ghost of the deceased is understood to remain in the village of the 
living, looking for sustenance there. Food for the ghost is set out a first time, as soon 
as dusk falls on the day of burial. A specially prepared meal of cooked rice, with dry 
fish condiment and fish-flavoured sauce is brought to the official mourner seated on 
the bamboo couch. He takes a little of each kind of food and slips it between some 
of the bamboo slats, so that the food falls to the ground below. Feeding the ghost, 
termed "to pour out and tip down" (pokok durok), is performed this way at the 
bamboo couch after dark on the first three days to elapse following the death. There 
is no "feeding the ghost" on the fourth day, which passes unmarked but for the 
rolling up of the mat (lulun ohan) atop the bamboo couch. The following morning, 
however, a chicken must be cooked for the pokok durok which initiates that day's 
mortuary ceremony (nebo pat). On this occasion, the food is no longer dropped 
through the bamboo slats of the couch; it is rather tipped on to the ground just inside 
the front door. The ghost, it seems, still enters the house, only now it takes up a 
position just inside the door instead of at the main bamboo couch, which is the 
innermost area of the dwelling. After this, no further "feeding of the ghost" occurs 
until a final pokok durok at the subsidiary mortuary ceremony, when the food for 
the ghost is placed just outside the front door of the house. As at nebo pat, the nebo 
buto meal for the ghost comprises rice with chicken liver condiment and chicken- 
flavoured sauce, prepared in each case using a fowl provided by the opu weruin 
specifically for this purpose.
Between the burial and the day of the main mortuary ceremony (nebo pat), 
two women from the younger generation of the deceased's household -  usually a
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opu paen's wife "lit the fire" for the deceased, then that son-in-law has already made 
his contribution. Now each of the other daughters' husbands pledge to their wife's 
natal household a domestic animal, goat or pig, ideally all of good size and 
comparable value. These creatures, each accompanied by a large plaited container 
(sobe) holding four-to-five kilos of husked rice, will provide the bulk of the meat 
eaten during the rites. The pigs and goats contributed by the opu paen are neither 
recorded nor reciprocated by the host, although sobe containers (like the smaller 
kota) are returned to their owners virtually full of cooked rice.
Finally, any other household which wishes to do so may also present a sobe 
rather than a kota of husked rice, together with a domestic animal of whatever size it 
chooses. In this case, however, the contribution is part of a continuing network of 
transactions -  debts and loans -  all of which must be remembered and reciprocated 
in kind eventually. On any given occasion, a trustworthy person familiar with the 
host's entitlements must be standing by to receive all these contributions. The 
important point is to distinguish those which are cancelling out a debt owed to the 
recipient household from those which are opening a transaction and establishing a 
debt on the part of the host. Nowadays, this task often falls to middle-aged or even 
young men, equipped with some formal education, who keep a written list with 
details of these "spontaneous" transactions.
Reciprocation of these "unplanned" donations of animals does not occur 
randomly at any feast of a household owed a goat or pig, but specifically at a feast of 
the same type as that from which the debt arose. Thus, an animal received for a 
mortuary ceremony can only be cancelled out by the contribution of a similarly-sized 
goat or pig to a mortuary ritual held in the household which initiated the transaction. 
In recent years, First Communions in Lewotala have become a significant occasion 
for opening and closing debts forming such a self-contained category. Livestock 
presented in this way are often young animals, which are then raised by the recipient 
household or, if too many are received at once, placed with widows or others in need 
of stock for breeding on a "share-the-offspring" basis.
In principle, the work of slaughtering, carving and cooking for the mortuary 
ceremonies (nebo) is performed by the host household's opu weruin and their wives. 
This is considered a right as well as a duty. In practice, young men of whatever 
affinal status -  opu, belake, kaka arin kele kematek -  join in and work, as do the 
young women who are their wives. Nevertheless, the formal requirements that those 
counting as opu assist the hosts, who are waiting on their own belake, are 
considered appropriately fulfilled so long as the senior men of the belake lines are
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sitting in places of honour, where they are usually accompanied by the elders of 
other clans as well.
Once the elders expected to attend are all present, the relevant belake enters 
the house and climbs onto the bamboo couch to perform the saliva blessing. 
Conferring this nilu' qualifies him to collect the tusk headrest or to recognize and 
count on its circular transfer, whichever is the case. If the pillow tusks are mutually 
acknowledged to be a deceased woman’s "hair skewer" or a dead man's "garden 
produce", then the belake who receives these tusks -  as exchange items or credits 
transferred -  has carried off his final prestation in respect of that particular marriage: 
the tusks on this account are then, actually or metaphorically, "carried on the 
shoulder and finished, drawn by a noose and complete" (ba'an wahak, tetek labot).
At nebo pat, before the cohort of belake provide a saliva blessing to their 
common opu and that opu's co-affines, a representative of each belake line must be 
honoured with a rice-mountain meal (mati). On these occasions, some Lewotala 
households also invite a representative of Ama Hurit, in their capacity as foremost 
"lord of the land" clan, to take a place alongside the various belake lines and receive 
a rice-mountain with whole chicken prestation as a mark of respect. As usual in 
these formal contexts, Lewotalan clan leaders prefer to relax outside with the other 
men, so in what amounts to a socialization process, they nominate a young boy from 
each belake line to receive the honour. These boys then sit up on the inner bamboo 
couch and eat some of their respective rice-mountain with whole chicken, after 
which the remainder is delivered to the boys' homes for subsequent sharing among 
others of that same line.
Meanwhile, everyone else present has a meal of rice and meat prepared in the 
kitchen of the host household or, in some cases, from the secondary kitchen utilized 
to cook for those close kin and affines of the deceased who must avoid the nebo fare 
proper. When the meal is over, the ritual chanters present summon Divinity and the 
ancestors to add saliva to that of the cohort of belake for the blessing, letting 
everyone know the nilu' is beginning. Those eligible come forward to receive it, 
after which the belake depart and the main mortuary ceremony is over.
Subsidiary Mortuary Ceremony
When eight days have elapsed following a death, the subsidiary mortuary 
ceremony takes place. Although this is a much smaller gathering, once again each 
household with a member attending presents the usual container (kota) of husked 
rice with a little coffee, sugar and either fish or egg/chicken. There are no more
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substantial contributions, however, neither as obligatory gifts from the daughters’ 
husbands, nor as opening or closing contributions to balanced transactions for 
provisioning life cycle rituals. One of the larger animals presented by a daughter's 
husband on the morning of the main mortuary feast is usually held over for slaughter 
to provide meat during this subsidiary ceremony. Unlike the animal which "lights 
the fire" and must be killed by the deceased's belake to initiate affinal participation 
in the mortuary rites, the livestock subsequently used to provide food at the two nebo 
ceremonies may be slaughtered in whatever way is preferred by whomever is 
working on the preparation of meat for these commensal meals.
A chicken contributed by the opu weruin, whose wife received the final 
blessing of the burial day nilu\ must be cooked to provide a meal for the ghost. This 
is the only "feeding of the ghost" (pokok durok) which occurs subsequent to those 
up to and including the main mortuary ceremony (nebo pat). Whereas the earlier 
series of pokok durok entailed dropping food below the bamboo couch of the 
deceased and inside the house, this final feeding involves tipping a little cooked rice 
and chicken liver doused in chicken-flavoured sauce from a plate onto the ground 
just outside the front door. The ghost is clearly expected to be withdrawing from the 
house by now and preparing to leave the village of the living altogether.
On this occasion only the pokok durok food is explicitly allocated to the 
deceased. Whereas the ghost must eat of that meal before the living may consume 
the surplus, other foods prepared for the subsidiary mortuary ceremony are regarded 
as leftovers from the main mortuary feast and so may be eaten at any time during the 
day. As usual, those close kin and affines who should be wary of consuming 
mortuary provisions eat from a separate food supply cooked on a different hearth.
Following the pattern of the main mortuary ceremony, a morning visit to the 
deceased's belake reiterates the arrangements agreed upon in respect of the marital 
exchange to which the tusk prestation belongs. Later in the day, just a few people 
gather at the house from which the corpse was buried. These must include a 
representative of the relevant belake, as well as the official mourner and a few of his 
close clansmen, together with representatives of the opu weruin who have been 
servicing the rites throughout. Thus, all three clans crucial to the mortuary rites 
participate and, over the commensal meal, the status of the tusk prestation and the 
bridewealth arrangements which relate to it are enunciated once more for this 
interested public to witness and commit to memory.
The other key elements of the subsidiary mortuary ceremony are the collection 
of the "severed shroud" by the opu weruin and the women's final trip to the grave 
with provisions for the deceased. Preliminaries to taking down the cloths set aside
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from the shroud generated a little confusion on one of the occasions I attended nebo 
buto. Of the elders who usually advise on the course of ritual, only one was present. 
Having enjoyed a considerable quantity of palm wine, he surprised the deceased's 
spouse and others quite familiar with nebo buto by stipulating that a saliva blessing 
(nilu') must precede reaching for the "severed shroud" (hook seniat). Elders with 
whom I discussed this, before and after the event, specified the nilu' blessing on the 
day of burial as that which qualifies the opu weruin to help themselves to the 
"severed shroud" at the conclusion of nebo buto. That is the nilu', they maintained, 
which indeed precedes the hook seniat, but it is performed eight days earlier, rather 
than immediately prior to the collection of the cloths.
At the nebo buto then, according to this view, the official mourner 
accompanied by his clansman who administered the burial-day nilu' sits on the 
bamboo couch. He is holding the plaited tray (wajak) in which still rests the whole 
areca nut and betel catkin which had been placed beside the right eye of the corpse 
lying in state. The official mourner prepares this for chewing, as he and his 
clansman are joined by the opu weruin whose wife received the final blessing of the 
burial-day nilu'. These three men chew this betel together, an act which expresses 
solidarity and unity of purpose. The opu weruin then takes down the "severed 
shroud" and departs with it, leaving behind a pair of earrings in the tray held by the 
official mourner. Subsequently, this opu weruin's wife shares these cloths with the 
woman who received the initial blessing of the burial-day nilu' and whose husband 
provided the chicken for "feeding the ghost" at the main mortuary feast.
Despite this reflective consensus among those who usually organize ritual (tula 
gahin), I noticed the same uncertainty did occasionally result in a further nilu' 
blessing on occasions of nebo buto. When in doubt, some people apparently 
consider it better to reiterate a blessing, which might be superfluous, rather than risk 
dispensing with one which should have been performed. Complex issues of 
authority and (re)interpretation also arise here, nowadays within an overarching 
debate about the relationship between local and Catholic principles and practices.
To conclude the subsidiary mortuary ceremony, women take provisions for the 
deceased along the "path of the dead" to the grave a last time. This is in addition to 
the rice husked and strewn there on burial day and to the tiny plaited pouches (tupat) 
of "cooked" rice and miniature cylindrical containers (sokal) of unhusked rice which 
some households deliver to the grave whenever they conduct a mortuary ceremony. 
Whether these latter supplies -  model versions of snacks ready to eat and miniature 
containers of stored grain -  are strewn at the grave on nebo pat or only on nebo 
buto or on both occasions, the local rationale is the same. Between burial and the
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subsidiary mortuary ceremony, the deceased has not actually tried to enter the place 
of the dead: the ghost travels only to the edge of that village, then returns to the 
village of the living where it subsists on the pokok durok food provided there. But 
provisions left at the grave will be useful when, after dark on the night of nebo buto, 
the ancestors in kewokot summon the newly-deceased to cross over the waterway 
and join them. These tiny containers of food will appear enormous in the place of 
the dead and so the provisions will sustain the ghost while making the journey and 
settling in there.
The two women, usually daughters or son's wives of the deceased, who go to 
the grave at the conclusion of nebo buto publicly weep there a final time. They also 
sing once more some of the dirge phrases, which express their regret that the 
deceased is going far away "mo'e pana doan". In theory at least, these women wash 
their hair with coconut-infused water before setting out for the graveyard. This act 
presumably heralds their own imminent separation from the dead person. After dark 
that night, the deceased is understood to enter the place of the dead and take up 
residence there. Just 24 hours later, the newly deceased is summoned to visit the 
village of the living for what I regard as the final mortuary separation rite, one which 
has community-wide implications.
Separation Rite of Living and Dead
By this time, Lewotalans assured me, the deceased has settled into the village 
of the dead and is about to start subsisting on food produced in kewokot. The living, 
therefore, now ask the dead person to return all the vegetable foods consumed during 
a lifetime, so the seed stock available to human beings will not be depleted. The 
deceased has no need of this material anymore, but the living do, as it must be 
planted again each season to provide for their sustenance. This rite is referred to as 
hode wulun koli, or more fully:
hode wulun koli taking vegetable shoots
hemo kolen matan fetching stem and eye
apa wai wulun koli kolen matan food and drink, vegetable shoots, stem and eye. 
The plant material included here consists of all the vegetable foods (wulun koli) and 
all the staple crops (kolen matan), including rice and maize, ever consumed by the 
newly-deceased person during his or her lifetime.
For this rite, a top quality women's textile (kewatek me'an) and an 
embroidered shirt (labu senuji) associated with the rice maiden are placed on a
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winnowing tray together with a cob of com, still in its leaf wrapping, and a whole 
areca nut and betel catkin. The primary male ritual officer of the official mourner’s 
clan carries these items to a spot which serves as the edge of the village for the 
purpose of summoning the ancestors. There he waits a few minutes for the deceased 
to join him, chewing some already prepared betel-nut to welcome the dead person. 
Then, as he returns to the house, the newly deceased is understood to be 
accompanying him. An egg offering is placed at one of the four designated 
entrances (mada) to the village to welcome the returning plant materials.
On his arrival at the clan house, the ritual officer takes a sitting position on the 
bamboo couch, beside the winnowing tray with its contents. He holds a small betel- 
nut tray containing a whole candle-nut. During a chant which follows, articulating 
the purpose of the rite, the albumen of four eggs and the blood of a sacrificial animal 
(a chick may substitute for the preferred goat or pig) are daubed on the candle-nut 
and the cob of com. A "lord of the land" then uses the candle-nut to give everyone 
present a saliva blessing (nilu'). Finally, the earth is acknowledged (huke) with an 
offering from the cooked eggs and meat of the sacrificial animal.
The cob of com, which now represents the seed value of all the vegetables and 
staples ever eaten by the deceased, must not be consumed, but rather set aside and 
utilized as seed stock in the next planting period. The whole areca nut and betel 
catkin from this ceremony are saved for use at the threshing ritual in the field 
currently being worked by the men of the deceased's household.
Just as human beings gamer the plant life needed in the village of the living, so 
in local exegesis the dead person has been collecting that which belongs to him/her 
so as to take it on to the place of the dead. For the eight days which elapse following 
the death up until the subsidiary mortuary ceremony, when the deceased finally 
departs for kewokot, the dead person is still moving about the village of the living. 
During this time, the newly dead are understood to collect up all the saliva they ever 
deposited anywhere. Saliva is part of the deceased's person which must go to the 
place of the dead -  all except that portion of saliva which the deceased bequeathed to 
"daughters" and "daughters' husbands" by means of the nilu' blessing performed just 
prior to the burial of the corpse.
If the deceased person was a clan ritual officer, then this sequence of mortuary 
rites must be followed by the appointment of a successor. This requires an early 
morning divination to ascertain an appointee who meets with the approval of the clan 
ancestors, then a night-time conferal ceremony (hudu bakat) at which the deceased 
incumbent surrenders the tools of office to their successor. In any case, following 
the separation rite of living and dead (hode wulun koli), the deceased returns to
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kewokot and stays there, unless summoned either individually or along with other 
ancestors (majan kaka bapa) to attend a ritual of some kind in the village of the 
living.
TRANSFORMATIONS OF LIFE
Lewotalans, with whom I happened to discuss kewokot, generally stressed that 
life in the place of the dead is scarcely different from life in the villages of the living. 
Nevertheless, abundance does seem to characterize all endeavours in kewokot and 
everything is reputed to be on a grander scale there. Houses are large, gardens are 
fruitful and just ten grains of uncooked rice placed in a pot on the hearth is said to 
yield sufficient cooked rice to feed ten people. A significant difference is that no 
babies are bom in kewokot. Rather, new members enter the community consequent 
on deaths in the villages of the living. There is, however, an end to a person's life in 
kewokot, as there too life is terminated, or rather transformed, by death.
Amdt (1951:183) cites a view from Lite, Adonara, that in the place of the dead, 
those who died in ordinary ways have their own locality, whereas the unfortunate 
dead have their own site, as do deceased new-born children. From Lewokun in 
eastern Flores, he (1951:51) reports that those who fall from a tree or die in battle go 
directly to Divinity, where it is even better than in kewokot. On the whole, persons 
eventually die a hundred and twenty times in accordance with the intervals of the 
universe. Then,
when he has reached the last level below, he tries to fly up high or climb 
up along a cord to the first level of the universe. Evil persons do not 
reach there; their wings or their strength do not carry them so far; they 
fall into the sea and become fish; and people dread this; for one can 
easily be caught and consumed; and then that is the end. But if he can fly 
up or climb up to the stars, he becomes a star himself and has not the 
slightest trouble more. He remains in this condition for the whole of 
eternity (Amdt 1951:51).
The world, according to various elders in Lewotala, consists of five layers 
down below and seven levels up above. In the semantic parallelism of formal 
speech, however, these are actually referred to as "lower layers ten times five plus 
five" (lali wade pulo lema no'on lema) and "upper levels ten times seven plus 
seven" (teti wan' pulo pito no'on pito). Knowledge of the names and 
characteristics of such levels is not necessarily limited to ritual and/or clan leaders. 
Nevertheless, any adequate account of this cosmology would have to place it within
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a broader description of the metaphysical themes embedded in the myths and chants 
recited in the parallelism of formal speech by Lewotalan ritual specialists.
For the purposes at hand, the significant aspect of Lewotalan cosmology is that 
people die numerous times, moving on after each "death" to another form of life in 
the adjacent lower level of the earth. Eventually, the five times deceased reach the 
"tip of the shield" (dopi uhuk) and must climb the "edge of the sharp sword" (belida 
reket). Those who succeed in climbing up the length of the sharp edge of this 
sword-blade then become "stars in the sky", while those who lose their footing and 
slip off the sword's sharp edge fall down and become "fish in the sea". In local 
terms, then, this is the ultimate fate of humankind: to be transformed into stars in the 
sky above or fish in the sea below. Indeed in Lewotala, some few people refuse to 
eat fish at all, precisely because they consider it might amount to consuming their 
long dead ancestors.
Local knowledge of kewokot and the other levels of earth and sky is derived 
largely from accounts in myth, but also from reports attributed to shamans and 
episodes recounted by the living based on their experiences in dreams. One 
Lewotalan elder told me the story he heard from his long dead mother's brother in 
another Lewolema village. This man claimed to have visited kewokot as a curious 
child in the company of a shaman. The shaman (molan) could apparently transport 
himself to kewokot and back at will and he agreed to take the boy with him on one 
occasion. As the story goes, the shaman ordered the boy to stand on a rock and close 
his eyes tightly. When told to open his eyes, the boy found he was already crossing 
over the water to kewokot. The shaman is said to have warned the boy not to eat the 
food served him in kewokot, nor allow any of his spittle to touch the ground there. 
To be safe, the boy was instructed to take only a little of any food offered and place 
it on his left foot as a sign of eating; if he needed to spit, he should spit only into his 
own hand and hold the spittle there till he and the shaman left kewokot. Had the boy 
eaten of the food offered or spat on the ground (tana) in kewokot, my informant 
explained, he would have had to take up residence there and, thus, die in the place of 
the living. But the boy obeyed the shaman and at the conclusion of their visit to 
kewokot, he closed his eyes tightly once again, only to reopen them and find himself 
standing on the same rock as when it all began in the village of the living. This 
story, like the separation rite of living and dead, emphasizes two key factors -  
ingesting food and depositing spittle -  as volitional acts, which discriminate between 
forms of life and their associated loci in the world.
Prompted by the recounting of this story, I queried the raconteur, who was a 
knowledgeable ritual specialist in his own right, about the location of kewokot and
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whether it was far away over the sea. In fact, I was wondering if Lewotalans 
regarded any particular island or other feature of their natural landscape as the 
place(s) of the dead. My informant replied that you do travel over the sea to get to 
kewokot, but it is not far away. As a means of explanation, he then pointed to the 
bamboo couch just near us in his house: "We [the living] sleep up on that couch, they 
[those in kewokot] sleep below us on a couch of their own, which is lower than 
ours". The ancestors who reside in kewokot are, thus, nevertheless present with us, 
although not visible to our senses. On this account, kewokot (and I expect the same 
may be said of many of the layers down below, if not the levels up above) is more 
perceptually distinct than spatially removed.
From other Lamaholot areas, ethnographers report that various places usually 
across water and on the periphery of the visible landscape, are regarded as the abode 
of the dead. In the lie Mandiri villages people cited a small island off the Tanjung 
Bunga peninsula (Pulau Mas), while in Lewotobi they indicated one of three rocky 
islets (Nuan Belen’) on the far side of the strait towards Solor (Vatter 1932:88, 144). 
In each case, the soul of the deceased was said to face a test before reaching that 
destination. Thus, it might have to leap over a waterway to attain the place of the 
dead, while transgressors against clan law would fall into the water and transform 
into fish. In Lewotobi, the cutting edge of a large sword was said to form the bridge 
to the island of the dead. In crossing it transgressors, thieves, adulterers would drop 
off into the sea, where the ordinary among them became small fish and the more 
distinguished became large fish. Besides these accounts, Vatter (1932:89) notes, 
however, that not all souls tried to attain such a designated abode of the dead. Many 
were thought to take up residence in rocks or banyan trees, where they were 
identified with good spirits (nitun), while others were said to wander far away and 
establish their own village of the dead.
Arndt (1951:172) reports from Wulu Belolon in Solor that those who die in 
battle or fall from a lontar palm ascend and reside together with Divinity. Vatter 
(1932:206), speaking of Lamalera, differentiates these categories and says that the 
souls of the former (melting) go to Divinity, while the souls of the latter (mahol) and 
the souls of the ordinary deceased (kewoko) reside in the vicinity of the village. In 
an unusually explicit account from Tenga Dei in the Tanjung Bunga peninsula, Arndt 
(1951:54) quotes an informant as saying:
In the being of a person is a 'tuber' and 'manger', blood and fat. If the 
'tuber' is not there, the person can not live. At death the 'tuber' leaves 
the body and betakes itself to Lera Wulan [Rera Wulan], the 'manger' 
remains on earth; that is why it receives sustenance from us at sacrifices 
and we get from it produce in the fields. The blood goes to Hari Botang
[sea spirits], the fat to the Nitu [land spirits]; from these, therefore, 
human beings receive their strength {Kraft).
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If so, the manger enjoys life in the place of the dead until it too meets with death 
there and moves on to the next layer of the universe down below.
Finally, according to Vatter (1932:88), the souls of sorcerers and witches were 
said to enter a bird, especially an owl or a crow, birds then feared as ominous. Since 
only good souls were thought to attain the place of the dead and eventually climb 
back to Divinity in the heights, Vatter (1932:89) suggests that witches were 
understood at least in part as the wandering souls of evil deceased persons. He 
interprets the spirit described to him as the "great witch" that punishes humans on 
behalf of Divinity, as a formless being who comes on the stormwind bringing 
misfortune and death. This is suggestive of the views of the neighbouring language 
group, where in Kedang, ideas about bad death seem to be more clearly formulated. 
Of them, Bames (1974a: 195-203, In press b:9) says:
The universe is constructed of levels, and the inhabitants of this world 
have already gone through seven levels, being reborn and then dying on 
each in succession before reaching this one. People who die normal 
deaths are eventually reborn and cycle through the remaining five levels 
before on their final death their bodies become fish in the sea and their 
souls return to God. The souls of those who have died a bad death cease 
to cycle, but take their abode at the horizon and return periodically on the 
wind to cause misfortune to the living.
In the final and concluding chapter, I take up the issue of how the living in Lewotala 
are invigorated by the dead and suggest that here too those who have died an 
"untimely" and "unfortunate" death have ceased to cycle through the cosmos and 
abandoned productive interaction with the living.
CONCLUSION
One thing reiterated in this account of death in Lewolema is the distinction 
drawn locally between the productive systems of the living and the dead. 
Subsistence farming in the villages of the living depends on their husbanding of 
regenerative seed, which is therefore retrieved from each person who passes on to 
the place of the dead. On request, then, those in kewokot yield up the generative 
potency of seed to the living who have continuing need of it.
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The productivity of the deceased during their lifetime also remains in the 
village of the living. Part of it is claimed by the relevant "life-giver" (belake) and 
carried off in the form of a mortuary prestation of elephant tusks. While a share of 
the productive life of a man is thus returned to the "brother", who bestowed the 
"sister" from whom the life emanated, the reproductive vigour of the "sister" is 
passed on in the mortuary saliva blessing conferred primarily on her female offspring 
and their spouses (opu).
While these distinctions discriminate the productive and reproductive systems 
of the living and the dead, they certainly do not isolate either one from the other. 
The community of the dead depends on deaths among the living in order to acquire 
new members. These newly deceased then enjoy life in kewokot before continuing 
their series of transitions up to their final transformation into "stars in the sky" or 
"fish in the sea". Meanwhile, the vital concerns of the living (both productive and 
reproductive) require continuing contributions from the dead in the form of the 
generative potency of seed and the "cooling" benefaction of saliva from the ancestors 
in kewokot and beyond.
The puzzle in this data on mortuary rites in Lewotala concerns those who die 
untimely deaths. The local prognosis of their passing on to kewokot and their 
ultimate fate as "stars in the sky" or "fish in the sea" is no different from that of other 
deceased. Yet, a paradox arises in the treatment of the untimely dead: they receive 
neither provisions to equip them for the journey to kewokot, nor subsistence "tipped 
and poured out" for consumption in the village of the living. It is as if they have 
placed themselves through their precipitous demise beyond the range of productive 
exchange relationships with the living. They do not receive nourishment for their 
journey and they do not bless the living before their departure.
Timely deaths, by contrast, allow for this mutually beneficial asymmetric 
exchange between living and dead. They also facilitate the living's concern, only to 
close this particular set of exchanges with their belake and sever this specific link to 
their opu within an overarching reaffirmation of the continuing flow of life between 
these affinally allied lines. In this social dimension, as in the eschatological aspect, 
the discriminations which are usually enacted consequent on a timely death articulate 
categories of life as an essential prelude to further fruitful interactions between them.
This consideration of death in Lewotala focuses attention on regeneration in 
two distinct, but virtually analogous, processes. In one social process, the younger 
generation accede to positions of ritual significance for the reaffirmation of affinal 
alliances, despite death's closure of an exchange series, heralding continuity in the 
flow of life between the lines concerned across succeeding genealogical levels of the
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human population. In another process, rooted in local cosmology as well as 
eschatology, the ancestors vouchsafe the recurrent life cycle of cultivated plants, as 
the dead transfer the generative potency of seed stock to the living who will sow and 
nurture the new season's crops. Thus, between them, the living and the dead in 
Lewolema promote the cycling of life through seasons of crops and generations of 
persons.
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ENDNOTES
1 Since none of these situations, nor those listed as untimely deaths occurred to my knowledge during 
my stay in the village, I regard the information cited here as preliminary and subject to further 
research. From interviews which took place prior to events with even the most knowledgeable of 
elders during my field work, I had ample opportunity to observe that discussion concerning any 
subject, out of the context of its recent occurrence, does not always bring to mind all the relevant 
details and distinctions.
2 Of Kedang, Barnes (1974a: 174-175) says,
there is a class of death called reqe-lewun which includes various unusual, commonly 
violent, forms of dying, and which requires special treatment. Always included in this 
class are deaths from a fail or by a weapon or a death at sea. As elsewhere, there is 
some disagreement whether death in child-birth or from a snakebite is included in the 
class, though many think they are. All such deaths were characterized as arriving 
suddenly; and they will entail divination to search for the cause (or causes). It is 
generally considered that such a death is due to some fault or sin of the victim himself; 
in one case it was explained that deaths of this kind are set apart because by being 
brought about by the victim's own fault they do not wait on God’s choice.
The soul of someone who has died a reqe-lewun will suffer a different fate, which will 
be described below, from that of other people, and it is called melo-maing (not melo- 
main as Vatter has it, 1932:214).
There is no idiomatic expression in the Kedang language which would be exactly 
translated good or bad deaths, though they sometimes use such terms when speaking 
Indonesian. Idiomatically, only this especially bad form of death is singled out. The 
term reqe seems to have no use other than in this context. Lewun indicates, however, 
that it affects the well-being of the village.
3 By comparison, Lewis (1988:263-265) reports of the people to the west of Lamaholot-speakers in 
Flores:
While categorical distinctions between 'good' deaths and 'bad' deaths are not recognized 
in the language of the Ata Tana 'Ai, it is considered desirable to die in the house (lepo) 
of one's descent group....
In addition to mate e'i lepo 'dying in the lepo\ there are the deaths of the elderly from 
disease or old age. These natural deaths are neither good nor bad, but merely normal 
and expected. As against these, there are a number of what may be termed 'unfortunate' 
or 'premature' deaths.
He cites a series of local terms for such deaths, including to die accidently and to die in childbirth.
Furthermore, in Tana 'Ai:
Deaths resulting from misadventures such as snake bites and falls from trees or 
footpaths are unnatural ... All unnatural and sudden deaths have reasons; they are 
treated with suspicion and must be examined by ritual specialists in a ceremony of kula 
kara to determine first whether the deceased died naturally or unnaturally, and, in the 
latter case, whether the death resulted from an 'error and forgetting' made by the 
deceased or by someone else.
4 Compare this use of standard Lamaholot orientation in these cases with the distinction drawn by the 
Rotinese, who bury bad dead with the head pointing north (which is also considered left) in an
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inversion of the practice for any other deceased, buried with the corpse headed westward "for its 
journey to the land of the dead in the west" (Fox 1973:358-362).
5 Although Vatter (1932:76) suggests that the pillow tusks protect the soul of the deceased from evil 
spirits, there is no evidence for this view in Lewotala. Elders to whom I mentioned Vatter's 
interpretation, considered it a misunderstanding. They suggested Vatter failed to distinguish between 
pillow tusks (bala belone) and the category of smaller tusks (bala dopi labi) which are understood to 
shield people from the interference of spirits.
6 Of tree-burial in K6dang, Barnes (1974a:197-198) notes:
Beckering (p.199) says in fact in 1911 that placing corpses in trees seemed already to 
have disappeared in Kedang. According to him in all the coastal villages, everyone was 
buried. However, I was told that during a great plague (evidently the influenza 
epidemic) around 1918, when a large number of people died, many people were placed 
in trees; and there seem to have been individual instances in Kedang more recently. 
According to some people, tree-burial would only be employed in the case of a death in 
war, and then only if there is difficulty getting the corpse back to the village. Whatever 
institutions were associated with the practice have so faded from memory that it seems 
not to be possible to get a coherent report of its occasion.
Speaking of the Lamaholot, in one passage Vatter (1932:87) relates tree-burial to war dead:
Nowadays, earth burial as described is everywhere in use, but earlier on fallen warriors 
were placed in a canoe coffin and interred on a platform erected in a tree.
Elsewhere in his writing, however, Vatter (1932:131) distinguishes these cases:
As on Mount Mandiri, here also the dead, wrapped in cloths and tied in a mat, are 
interred in the ground; the grave is covered with thick stones. As accessories, a few 
gourd containers and earthenware pots are placed on top, having been broken 
beforehand. If a man died through a fall from a lontar palm, then all the tools that he 
carried with him are smashed. Fallen warriors get a canoe as a coffin, which is placed 
on post scaffolding on the outskirts of the village. When the posts and the coffin have 
become decayed and tumbled down, the remains are covered over with large stones. In 
a few villages in the far north, in Turubean, Tanah Belen, Bou and Wulo Kolo, tree- 
burial occurred up until about a year ago [1920s]; indeed the adults, wrapped in a cloth 
and a mat, would be set on a platform erected between the branches and the children 
tied up in a bundle would be placed between the trunk and fork of a branch.
This latter report concurs with the distinction between tree-burial and leda as it was explained to me 
in Lewotala.
 ^ Some Lamaholot verbs do form nouns when the initial consonant is replaced with an alveolar nasal, 
e.g. huro "to eat something using a spoon" yields the noun nuro "a spoon".
 ^ To analyse the derivation of this Lamaholot term and the cultural forms presently associated with it 
is particularly difficult given the complex history of semantic and institutional borrowing across 
cultural and linguistic boundaries in the east Flores area. Thus, significant variations on the 
Lamaholot theme of nebo characterize mortuary practices in the coastal villages in and around the 
Malay-speaking community of Larantuka. There, Christians gather to pray for the deceased, ideally 
over four consecutive evenings, commencing the night of the burial. The last of these prayer 
meetings constitutes the main mortuary ceremony.
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In Larantuka Malay, these prayer meetings are termed sembahyang mayat and are described as over 
four evenings, "empat malam", even if only two or three evenings are actually involved. In the 
Lamaholot-speaking community of Waibalun on the western edge of Larantuka, the fourth or final 
prayer evening is referred to as "the great nebo" (nebo belen'). In these coastal villages in and 
around Larantuka, the subsidiary mortuary ceremony termed the "small nebo" (nebo ken in') is a 
family prayer meeting held on the eighth evening after the burial, whereas in Lewolema custom nebo 
buto is held on the following day (i.e. the ninth day), as eight days have then elapsed since the death.
In Larantuka and Waibalun, male and female mourners bathe as usual following a death, but the 
Lamaholot injunctions as regards washing are echoed in certain respects. Here, too, in a ritual context 
washing the hair with coconut-infused water (ohon rata, gosok rambut) marks a transition from one 
state to another. Thus, in Larantuka as in Lewotala, women of the deceased's household refrain from 
treating their hair during the mortuary rites, but should do so once eight days have elapsed since the 
death. In Lewotala this means their hair-washing occurs as part of nebo buto, whereas in and around 
Larantuka it takes place in the aftermath of nebo kenin' held the previous evening.
9 Verheijen (1990) identifies lupan as Helicteres isora of the Sterculiaceae family. Use of this plant 
in rites of separation involves a play on words, since lupa in Indonesian/Malay, like kehuli' in 
Lamaholot, means "to forget".
Chapter Seven
ALLIANCE AND EXCHANGE
INTRODUCTION
Following Lewotalans of both sexes through the stages of their life cycles, as I 
have done to this point, focuses attention on how structure and experience interact. 
Such a mode of exposition has no quarrel with the view that "a society's life cycle, if 
this expression makes sense to us, is not the one which leads the individual from 
birth to death" in that "it is organized, for example, by placing the funerals in a 
particular relation to marriages and initiation" (De Coppet 1990:147). As I see it, a 
developmental cycle approach is intended precisely to allow relations between such 
different phases to be explored. It is also to view the lives of men and women as an 
arena in which can be observed, at one and the same time, both the expression of 
cultural values and the workings of human agency. As such, it allows for 
examination of what Bourdieu (1977:72-73) would term "the practices produced by 
the habitus", but it does not fully address "the objective structures of which they are 
the product [and the extent to which these] are prolonged in the structures within 
which they function". For the present chapter, therefore, I take a bird's eye view, so 
as to conclude this study by highlighting some more systemic aspects of social 
morphology and social dynamics.
EXCHANGE AND TEMPORALITY
The dimension of temporality characterizes affinal exchange in Lewolema in 
two important respects. First, a diachronic aspect is inherent in the concept of 
progenitor. As has been noted elsewhere in eastern Indonesia, an extension over 
time is entailed by the association of successive generations in the relationship 
between a brother and his sister's offspring (Fox 1980a; see also Fox 1971, Barraud 
1990b:201, Pauwels 1990:8). In Lewotala, a corresponding time span is evident in 
the series of prestations consequent on any single marriage. Table 7.1 summarizes 
the relevant data in this regard, as discussed in previous chapters. It shows how 
prestations involving a brother and/or sister, stemming from the marriage of the 
sister, describe a path of life, which is marked out over two generations and concerns
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TABLE 7.1
EXCHANGE OVER TIME
Prestations involving a brother and/or sister, marking the path of life through two 
generations consequent on the marriage of the sister.
MALE CATEGORY :: BROTHER’S SIDE / SISTER'S SIDE :: FEMALE CATEGORY
Belake (puken) Kaka-arin Opu (weruin) Opu(belake puken)
= MB's line = Ego’s eB/yB lines = ZH's line = ZDH's line
<
OVERTURE: AGREEING ON A MARRIAGE
Eating to the agreement 
(rekan elan)
:__cooked whole chickens
Betel nut arises 
(wuan malu’ gere) 
<__ 1-2 tusks
MARRIAGE: TRANSFER OF SISTER’S FECUNDITY
Fetching a wife 
(hode kewae)
< _______ 1 chicken
< __________ 1 pair earrings and 1 chicken
dressing the bride___
saliva blessing------- 3
<___hair washing
4 textiles
cotton cloths_____>
Goats and tusks arise 
(witi bala gere)
<__5 elephant tusks
and 5 pairs earrings
<__pairs earrings
textile
BIRTH OF THE SISTER'S FIRST CHILD 
Adding bracelets
(tali geian)
metal bracelets.
BIRTH OF SISTER'S FIRST AND SUBSEQUENT CHILDREN
The Bathing rite 
(ohon kewae)
hair washing
<__  pairs earrings
<•••• elephant tusk
textile ......................>
< elephant tusk
>
dried fish------------>
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TABLE 7.1 CONTINUED
MALE CATEGORY :: BROTHER’S SIDE / SISTER'S SIDE :: FEMALE CATEGORY
Belake (puken) Kaka-arin Opu (weruin) Opu (belake puken)
= MB's line = Ego’s eB/yB lines = ZH's line = ZDH’s line
DEATH OF SISTER AND SISTER’S SONS
spearing the beast — >
< -------------
Lighting the fire 
(porit ape) 
goat or pig
< -----------  hair washing
< -----------  dressing the corpse
corpse's saliva blessing — >
< -----------  pair earrings
Great cleansing 
(nebo 4)
< ----------- 1 chicken
< ----------- livestock and servicing
<---- cooked whole chickens
saliva blessing
textiles
< ----------- 1 pair earrings
< ----------- "eye mouth" earrings
< ----------- tusk pillows
< ----------- goat and pig
Small cleansing
(nebo 8)
< ----------- 1 chicken
severed shroud — >
< ----------- 1 pair earrings
DEATH OF LAST OF SISTER'S SONS GENEALOGICAL LEVEL WITHIN THEIR CLAN
Tearing the cloth
(seniat kewatek me'an)
textile--------------------
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a minimum of three lines. In other words, every marriage generates a series of 
asymmetric exchanges having duration over time as one of its intrinsic features. An 
important implication of this duration is that different series may overlap in time, 
such that the opening and closing of a specific series is embedded in the manifold 
chains of all the series, involving a particular clan at a given moment. Thus, though 
marriage initiates specific affinal relations and death may sever them, these opening 
and closing moves are likely to be instances of overlapping exchange series, 
pertaining between allied lines at any one time.
Second, particular series of prestations may be related to each other in 
significantly different ways as regards temporality. On the one hand, three separate 
series may be chronologically related as features of the marriages of three women, 
each of whom carries somewhat similar blood between an array of three lines. In this 
case, the three marriages are located (and the three series of prestations consequent 
on them commence) at adjacent or subsequent genealogical levels. Figure 7.1 
illustrates such a situation, where a "following the blood" union concludes the 
sequence of marriages at different genealogical levels of three matrilineally-related 
women. Where the three separate series of prestations (one for each of these 
marriages) are agreed as forming a single set, then the cycling of blood that this 
sequence effects (dore mei) is isomorphic with the exchange cycle (keneuk), which 
it constitutes. Such a situation, however, cannot possibly represent standard practice, 
unless each woman has just one eligible daughter, who in turn has just one eligible 
daughter. In other words, only if the number of marrying women were constant over 
three generations could the marriage of each woman form part of such a sequence 
with two other matrilineally-related women of different genealogical levels. 
Demography has certainly precluded this possibility, at least in recent times.
On the other hand, therefore, dore mei cycling of blood may be quite distinct 
from the exchange relations which characterize each of the marriages concerned. 
One such situation is depicted in Figure 7.2. This shows how blood may be traced 
through three generations of matrilineally-related women, to effect a "following the 
blood" marriage at the third genealogical level, without that having any bearing on 
the bridewealth arrangements for this particular marriage (c) or the other two which 
preceded it (a and b). In the case described, each of the three marriages, which 
together constitute cycling of the blood of clan A back to A3, forms a part of quite 
distinct exchange cycles. These exchange cycles involve three (unrelated) women, 
whose marriages at the one genealogical level were recognized by their clan elders, 
as forming a contemporaneous circular set (keneuk) for bridewealth purposes. As a 
result, no actual exchange of tusks for textiles is necessary, since their nominal
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circulation between the three clans involved cancels out the transfers, otherwise 
required for "betel nut arises", when "goats and tusks arise", and at the "great 
cleansing" on the death of each woman and her sons. Alternatively, any one of the 
women (a,b,c) who effect a cycling of blood through the generations might be treated 
as a "single fruit" for whose marriage and death, hence also for whose sons' death, 
actual tusks and textiles must change hands or be counted as debts incurred. Thus, 
while in Lewotala "following the blood" marriage is highly valued, for its recouping 
of clan blood, this feature of a particular union leaves quite open the question of 
what other exchange relations will characterize it.
In my observation, "following the blood" marriages are only anticipated 
generations ahead and vouchsafed as the third link in a three-line exchange cycle, 
when this is necessary to accommodate a male outsider settling in the village. Such 
a man does not usually have the resources of either a sister or an array of tusks at his 
disposal. So, in order to marry a local woman, he promises that the daughter of the 
union and one of her daughters will eventually constitute an exchange cycle with his 
own marriage, thereby in due course returning a woman to the clan from which he 
has taken a wife. He, thus, foreshadows a set of three marriages (keneuk), which 
will entail a "following the blood" marriage in two generations' time. This kind of 
cycle has an extended temporal dimension, then, which goes considerably beyond 
the durational aspect of each separate series of prestations consequent on the three 
constituent marriages.
The greater temporal depth to this kind of affinal exchange cycle, lends it an 
ideational appeal, but also renders the stem line involved vulnerable in the meantime. 
The appeal lies in the highly valued consolidation of clan blood, which after cycling 
through the generations can be regained by the stem line (puken) with the third of 
the constituent marriages. The vulnerability comes from the time-lag involved in 
matching the three series of exchanges, one characterizing each marriage. Should a 
purely nominal exchange be agreed upon, the stem line invests reproductive 
resources, without attaining any replacement of them, till two generations later. If, 
however, this stem line insists on receiving bridewealth tusks in the interim, it faces 
the difficult task of assuring the availability of these, or similar tusks, two 
generations later in order to effect the promised "following the blood" marriage, 
when the time comes. Having tusks at one's disposal always stimulates claimants to 
seek fulfilment of outstanding obligations, so retaining the tusks is no easy matter. 
Committing them to some other exchange, however, puts the anticipated "following 
the blood" marriage at risk.
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At issue here is an ideational motivation to recoup clan blood and avoid its 
dispersal, which is somewhat at odds with a strategic impetus to maintain the current 
balance of reproductive resources available to the clan. This throws light on 
different motivations for the closure of affinal cycles. One concern is with 
maintaining the reproductive balance. In this respect, a clan sister bestowed in 
marriage is ideally replaced by tusks, which will allow the clan to acquire a wife in 
her stead. Closing exchange cycles, then, removes the necessity for actual 
bridewealth objects to intervene, as bestowal of a sister is simultaneously balanced 
by acquisition of a wife from elsewhere. In a variation on one of Levi-Strauss' 
(1969) themes, Lewotalans seem to favour such contemporaneous exchange cycles 
as a short-term strategy, which does not require undue delay in reciprocity nor any 
outlay of valuables. They, then, pursue opportunities to "follow the blood" as an 
additional, but usually separate, longer-term prospect to consolidate clan strength, 
without risking alienation of reproductive resources over an extended period.
This latter aspiration focuses on reuniting what was earlier separated (brother 
and sister), through the rejoining of clan blood to the stem line. It concerns not just 
maintenance of the viability of the clan, but a reinforcing of its very identity in the 
face of an otherwise gradual diffusion of the clan blood. If affinal exchange 
arrangements secure access to reproductive resources in general, "following the 
blood" effects a more specific aim. This shows that the impetus to closure is not just 
a matter of material simplification of transactions, but an ideational motivation 
which goes beyond considerations of reproductive resources to questions of clan 
identity.
If, then, we are to agree with Hocart (1933:258) that "marriage is regulated by 
the system", in this instance a system of asymmetric exchange, the concept of 
exchange must go beyond the prestations that characterize each marriage, to 
acknowledge local values which motivate an oriented flow of life. In Lewotala, 
fertility and prosperity are referred to the idea of white blood and the circumstances 
deemed most conducive to its transmission and aggregation, thereby making possible 
the continuity of the trunk line (puken) from which that blood originates. This 
ethnography gives a literal as well as a structural sense to the argument that alliance 
is a relationship which "serves to define the units to which it applies" (Fox 1980b:8; 
see also Barraud 1990b:220). It also emphasizes the importance of a shift in our 
conceptualization of alliance relationships, away from wife-giving to "life-giving", 
such that the affinal lines concerned are understood less as bestowers of spouses and 
more as progenitors of life.
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THE MORPHOLOGY OF ALLIANCE
The flexibility of the alliance system in Lewolema rests, in part, on the 
punctuated circulation of valuables through closed affinal cycles. More specifically, 
it inheres not only in contraction of affinal strings in space and time, often to the 
minimal formal requirement of three lines, but also in the structural relativity with 
which the concept source progenitor (belake puken) is imbued, such that the stem 
line (puken) is recognized among these three. On the one hand, such features appear 
to be in marked contrast to those that characterize some eastern Indonesian systems. 
These may emphasize progenitor lines fixed at the beginning of an extended affinal 
sequence or even located in what is construed as primordial time. Yet, on the other 
hand, at least one documented system acknowledges a limited series of progenitors 
and constitutes these anew for each generation of siblings. Overall, comparison 
highlights the fact that the alliance system in Lewolema, like that among some 
peoples in neighbouring Timor, draws on both these aspects of the progenitor 
relationship and subsumes them under the botanic idiom of trunk, stem, source 
(puken).
In Hursu on Selaru Island in the Tanimbar archipelago extended "rows" 
(lolatare) traced through the marriages of related women, apparently lead back to a 
fixed source house, which must receive a particular part of the bridewealth for each 
of its sisters' female offspring. There, it seems, the temporal dimension is elaborated 
only to be collapsed in the closing of a row, which is considered a return to primeval 
time. It is important to note, though, that every house is involved in many different 
rows -  all those traced through the wives of its members, living and dead. Indeed, a 
man should actively watch over all the rows in which his house is involved. 
Nevertheless, each individual only belongs to a single row, that constituted by the 
house of his mother, his mother's mother and so on (Pauwels 1990:9). Similarly, in 
the adjacent Kei islands, while people generally use the phrase daud-nit to refer to 
their mother's brother's house, it actually denotes a broader relationship established 
through women to the ancestors of their natal houses. Thus, the expression daud-nit
refers specifically to the mother's brother's house, to the grandmothers' 
brothers' houses, and so on up the genealogical ladder (i.e., to all the 
houses in which in-coming women were bom), and to all their ancestors 
(Barraud 1990b:203).
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Like the concept of a row, the image of an ascending genealogical ladder aptly 
represents a person's connection to ancestors, back through a series of houses to 
whom relationship is traced via women.
By contrast, in Roti, the focus of an individual's progenitor relationships is not 
only relative to a sibling set, but limited in its extension and recreated for each 
generation. Thus,
most Rotinese acknowledge two progenitor lines. They are referred to 
collectively as the to'o-bai-kala, "mothers' brothers and mothers' mothers' 
brothers". Specifically, the representative of each of these progenitor 
lines is identified as the to'o-huk, "mother's brother of origin" and the 
bai-huk, the "mother's mother's brother of origin". The recognition of 
progenitors is not acknowledged at the level of the leo [clans] nor -  
except in the case of a few royal lines -  at the level of the teik [lineages], 
but only at the level of the uma [houses]. This means that progenitors are 
not regarded as primordial but differ for each sibling group derived from 
the same mother (Fox 1990:10).
Furthermore,
In this situation, the payment of bridewealth is fundamental to the 
establishment of a progenitor relationship. Bridewealth (belis) serves as 
critical marker of the relationship and the amount of bridewealth paid is 
an index of the 'status' of the origin of the progenitor line. However, 
equally crucial to this relationship is temporality. It is not an enduring 
relationship. Severance of this relationship is essential to it. Mortuary 
payments do not simply acknowledge this relationship. At the 
appropriate point, they formally sever it. Thus the progenitor 
relationship is explicitly one of short duration. It always exists but it 
changes in each generation ( Fox 1990:11).
Like the Rotinese, Lewotalans articulate progenitor relationships with the mother's 
brother's line and the mother's mother's brother's line by means of ritual roles and 
alliance prestations, throughout the life cycle of the sister's children. Then, 
subsequent to the daughters' bestowal, mortuary payments on the death of a woman's 
sons sever the specific relationship, which began with her marriage.
Although Lewotalan practice resembles Rotinese in these respects, in 
Lewolema not only sibling sets, but also clans as such do recognize more distant 
progenitor lines. Just as people in Kei trace daud-nit ancestors up an ascending 
genealogical ladder through in-married women, so in Lewolema a process of 
abstraction from the genealogical history of a clan orders its relationships with 
progenitor lines into a temporalized scheme. This scheme articulates the initiating 
marriages into an order of precedence through time. In this way, while any 
Lewotalan individual's belake puken is constant only for the sibling set bom of one
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mother, an abstracted temporal sequence of women becoming clan wives generates a 
socially constructed genealogical tree of clan maternal origins, at whose base is the 
historically precedent belake puken, thus, "shared" by all members of that clan. In 
Lamaholot, there is no special designation to distinguish this earliest source 
progenitor from all others. Conversely, however, the first-bom of the engendered 
lines is the literally so-called opu weruin, a category with none of the structural 
relativity of "source progenitor".
In Timor, the Mambai and Ema systems each show "a tendency to mark and 
preserve alliances between primordial wife-givers and wife-takers" (Traube 
1986:255n 2). A Mambai house recognizes two primordial progenitor lines as "wife- 
givers of origin, trunk wife-givers" (umaen-fun). These are distinguished as "water 
buffalo of the father", denoting the line regarded as source of the woman given in 
marriage to the house founder, and "water buffalo of the mother", indicating the line 
which claims to have given a woman in the succeeding generation to a son of the 
house founder (Traube 1986:85-86). When a man takes a wife from a line other than 
these, he must first acknowledge his dependence on the source progenitors for 
guidance:
If a man wants to marry a woman from an unrelated house, he must first 
ask ritual permission of his umaen-fun ('wife-givers of origin', or 'trunk 
wife-givers'). He must pay his umaena for the seita nor aifa (’the torch 
and the fire') to 'light up his dark path' as he searches for a wife among 
strangers. Once a man has contracted an alliance with a previously 
unrelated house, that house becomes wife-giver to his own and the 
alliance may be continued in the next generation (Träubel980:353n 10).
In Lewotala, primordial progenitors are not accorded particular deference of this 
kind. If the contracting of new alliances occurs to the exclusion of established 
progenitors, it is the mother's brother's line who will take offence and need to be 
pacified in whatever way possible. On close consideration, however, the Lewotalan 
recognition of source progenitor in the person of the mother's brother is not so very 
different from Mambai practice in this regard. Given Mambai preference for 
repeating marriages which contribute directly to the preservation of primordial 
alliances, it is apparently the mother's brother to whom a sister's son often actually 
turns for the permission to open a new marriage path. Thus, before initiating a new 
alliance,
a man should get the consent of his mother's brother, who is far more 
actively involved in the life of a sister's child than are wife-givers of 
origin. The would-be groom is required to give a goat to his mother's
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brother, in return for the 'torch and fire' (a roasted piglet and a cloth) that 
he needs to light up his search for a 'new path' (Traube 1986:87).
Among a neighbouring Timorese people, the Ema, recognition is accorded 
historically precedent alliance relationships with both wife-giving and wife-taking 
lines. Thus,
Wife-givers and wife-takers with whom the earliest marriage alliances 
were made are referred to as ai mea. Each core house generally has two 
wife-givers and two wife-takers who are considered ai mea. In fact, 
however, the 'ai mea' title does not always correspond to the most ancient 
ties because when a previously allied group disappears or ties with an 
allied group are severed, this title is bestowed on another core house 
(Clamagirand 1980:141-142).
As in Lewotala, then, Ema acknowledgment of such alliances, as having temporal 
precedence, is subject to historical exigencies, which make transfer of such 
recognition possible as and when necessary. Furthermore, the Ema also construe a 
three-line affinal cycle involving related women over three generations as returning a 
woman to the line which is the source of her life, there termed uma mane pun, "base 
house of the wife-givers" or, more literally, "source male house". Unlike the high 
esteem in which such marriages are held in Lewotala, however, Ema women show 
some unease about this rapid return to the source and apparently prefer their more 
usual four-line cycles.
The significant point for my argument though, is that among both Ema and 
Mambai, as in Lewolema, historically precedent progenitors are acknowledged, 
while source lines are also socially and ritually recognized closer to hand. What is 
unusual in the eastern Flores case is the way in which primordial and immediate 
source progenitors are included there within one linguistically undifferentiated 
category, belake puken. Perhaps the structural relativity of this concept provides a 
distinctively Lewolema means of collapsing space and time, through a rapid return to 
the source. These variations on a "metaphoric epistemology of origins" (Fox 1990), 
elaborated throughout eastern Indonesia and beyond, do indicate that a number of 
peoples each in their own way make ideational recourse to distant progenitors, while 
the morphology of their alliance system turns on a recognition of those who provide 
such a source of life close by in accessible space and time. I now look more 
specifically at aspects of this Lewolema mode of affinal alliance, concentrating on 
the dynamics of the flow of life, rather than statistical measures of social action.
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DYNAMICS OF THE FLOW OF LIFE
In analysing asymmetric alliance, anthropologists (myself included) have 
tended to look to genealogical data for evidence of correct and incorrect marriages, 
defining the former as those which adhere to the categorical prescription and 
conform to the jural imperatives of the system. For local people in Lewolema, 
however, this institutional apparatus provides merely a summary statement of those 
arrangements which have so far led to fruitful marriages and rewarding alliances. 
Current alignments are recognized as a product of history and it is well understood 
that they may change as time goes on. Indeed, there is even some tension between 
the notion that "following the blood" marriage is highly valued as a means to 
consolidate the blood perpetuating clan identity, and the advice one elder gave me, 
that the most fruitful marriages are those which entail "new blood". The prime 
concern of local people is that a marriage be fruitful: it is an abundance of healthy 
children that confirms the correctness of any marriage, while a lack of offspring is 
taken as indicative of ancestral displeasure with a union, despite appropriate alliance 
status.
For reasons of this kind, I have concentrated in this thesis on qualitative, not 
quantitative data. Rather than trying to count irregularities and measure stasis, I have 
focused on a more detailed analysis of what constitutes irregularities in local terms 
and on describing responses to them. In this respect, I have already noted that 
irregular marriages may initiate change to the institutional arrangements 
characterizing affinal alliance at any one time. Now I want to demonstrate how, 
even without irregularities, the system entails its own dynamic over time. In this 
sense, reversals in the direction of alliances are less the demographic triumph of 
initially wrong marriages and more the working out of implications in the ideology 
of blood, which is the pivot of the system.
Describing dore mei marriage, I pointed out that in "following the blood" a 
man marries the daughter of a woman he calls mei or opu kesin'. His potential 
mother-in-law is paradigmatically the daughter of his father's father's sister (FFZ). 
Irrespective of the clan in which the ancestral sister found a husband, her daughter is 
the male Ego's mei/opu kesin'. By definition, an opu kesin"s husband is termed 
belake and a belake's daughter is a potential spouse, muren. Hence, "following the 
blood" of his ancestral sister leads a man to a potential wife. As it happens, opu 
kesin' women sometimes marry men of clans that Ego regards as siblings (kaka- 
arin) or wife-takers (opu). Given this, the men's daughters are still seen by Ego as 
categorically potential spouses, even within a clan of otherwise unmarriageable
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women. Should Ego marry one of these potential spouses, he is not doing anything 
reprehensible. On the contrary, he is recouping his clan's blood and strengthening its 
ancestral identity. He has thereby opened a new marriage path, either into what was 
an elder/younger line or with a previously wife-taking line. Whether such marriages 
are to be welcomed or discouraged is a mute point among clan elders, as I explain 
below.
In Lewotala, relationship terms are applied both in anticipation of and as a 
consequence of the dynamics of the marriage system. The terms encode 
expectations which may or may not be realized in the event, at the same time as they 
absorb developments within the alliance system into the prescriptive framework. 
Thus, for a man to address a woman as sister (bine') is to place himself as her 
brother (na'a) and thereby claim, for his daughters, the prerogative of marriage with 
the woman's sons. Similarly, when a man addresses, as belake, the spouse of his 
opu kesin', he is implicitly styling their daughters as potential wives for his own 
sons. In this way, application of relationship terms expresses the structural 
implications of the marriage system and foreshadows prerogatives over particular 
partners as "my place" and "my blood" respectively.
In the working out of these implications, the terminology points up potential 
new marriage paths, which if pursued shape the dynamic for change inherent within 
the alliance system. When a woman who is termed "squash seed, bean seedling" 
(besi kulun utan era') emerges in a clan which is not wife-giver to Ego's line, this 
establishes the preconditions for opening an alliance or for reversing the direction of 
an established alliance between them. An instance of this situation is depicted in 
Figure 5.6, when one of Ego's opu kesin' (K13) marries a man (SI), whom Ego calls 
kaka in virtue of their elder/younger brother status as co-affines (kele kematek lines 
who each bestow women on Ama Koten, Liwun, Hewen and Hekin). Following the 
marriage of K13 to SI, however, Ego begins to call SI belake and, hence, the 
daughter of the marriage, S2, is a potential spouse to Ego's classificatory sons. Sure 
enough, the ensuing marriage of S2 to T15 opened a marriage path between these 
lines.
In cases where the new marriage path entails not just initiating, but reversing 
the direction of an alliance, the advent of such marriages is greeted with greater 
caution and some concern. On the one hand, clan leaders did explain historical 
reversals in particular alliances, as stemming from "following the blood". On the 
other hand, one elder, who pointed out that women "squash seed, bean seedling" to 
his sons had recently emerged in a clan of his wife-takers, expressed apprehension 
about the reversal in alliance status such marriages would initiate. He had, he said,
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instructed his clansmen of the younger generation to avoid liaisons with these 
women, if at all humanly possible. Should a love affair of this kind arise, however, 
he would bow to the wishes of the couple, albeit reluctantly, given that such a match 
would, in his words, "turn the world upside down".
As this quote indicates, in Lewotala institutional imperatives are recognized for 
the order and predictability they lend to the social field. This is not, however, the 
ultimate consideration. People value alliance paths primarily as routes which have 
proven fruitful in the past. The confidence one may have in an established flow of 
life encourages repetition, as against the unknown quantity and quality which will 
follow from initiating new affinal relations. Marriages against the direction of an 
established alliance are problematic in terms of social and exchange relations, but 
local people do distinguish those which "follow the blood", with legitimate 
expectations of fertility and solidarity, from those which recklessly try to reverse the 
flow of women and life in a contrary move. Nevertheless, the tolerance shown all 
such marriages, together with the dynamic inherent in dore mei, indicates that what 
governs the arrangement of marriage in Lewotala is not so much systematic 
imperatives, as human compassion, exercised in efforts to secure the fruitfulness 
every couple seek. In systemic terms, this occurs against a background of what are 
almost sociological epiphenomena, arising from a history of attempts to promote the 
flow of life and the continuity of clan identity. These attempts focus on tracing an 
asymmetric flow which, however, allows for ways of rejoining the bloods of brother 
and sister, previously separated as the initial step in the necessary circulation of 
blood between differentiated social units.
ANCESTORS AND THE POWER OF LIFE
If blood is the medium for the flow of life amongst the living, then saliva is the 
means for transmitting the power of life between the ancestral dead and the living. 
As I understand the Lamaholot marking and manipulation of this substance, saliva is 
considered a necessary, though not a sufficient, condition for life and its continuity. 
In many ways, it seems to be a precursor of life, such that when saliva moves 
between the realms of living and dead, the power of life follows in its wake.
Two accounts led me to this understanding of the notion, which informs saliva 
blessing. A friend, who was a leading ritual specialist in Lewotala, commented on 
how devoted spouses often die in quick succession, one after the other. In his view, 
this was not just loss and pining, but rather something one could arrange in advance.
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So I might know how to do it in my own life, he explained that a couple can make a 
death pact during their lifetime, by consciously exchanging saliva and swallowing it. 
This action has the express purpose such that, when one party dies and goes to the 
place of the dead (kewokot), some of the other's saliva goes there too. Within days, 
then, the other party will die as well. This advice echoes that in the story of the 
young boy's visit to kewokot in the company of a shaman. In that narrative, the 
shaman instructed the boy not to ingest food offered, nor to deposit any spittle on the 
ground in the place of the dead. If he did so, said the shaman, he would die in the 
village of the living. These two quite separate reflections on the theme of life and 
death suggest quite clearly, that if one's spittle goes from the village of the living to 
the place of the dead, one's power of life soon follows.
The reverse process is evinced in ritual. The first time I attended a community 
rite in Lewotala, I was puzzled by the saliva blessing, which "lord of the land" 
clansmen conferred on everyone present. The substance, saliva imbued with 
masticated candle-nut, was explained to me as the spittle of the ancestors. As well as 
this communal conferring of such a blessing by members of the sovereign clans, who 
have ritual responsibility for the village and its lands, similar rites are a constant 
theme of affinal obligations from belake to opu. These blessings also involve the 
spittle of ancestors, since representatives of the relevant belake lines call on their 
ancestral dead and Divinity to join saliva to that of the elders conferring the blessing 
on their opu and these opu's wives. All nilu' blessing is understood to have cooling 
effects for the recipients and to indicate continuing benefaction from those involved 
in its bestowal. Given, however, that it entails transmission of saliva from the dead 
to the living, this kind of blessing actually implies an invigoration of the power of 
life among those human beings who receive it.
My initial discussion of saliva blessing focused on its crucial significance in 
orienting procreative fluids to flow in its aftermath, thereby effecting the 
transmission of life from Divinity into the womb of a woman. Conception, in these 
cases, followed on the mediation of a progenitor line and the mountain, not to 
mention instrumental coitus between the woman and her husband. Representing the 
relevant progenitors, the belake who confers the blessing channels spittle from 
Divinity and the appropriate ancestors to the woman, as a precursor of the life which 
is to follow. With the explicit involvement of Divinity, as the ultimate source of life, 
saliva blessing represents not just a transfer from the ancestral dead to the living, but 
rather transmission of the prerequisites for life from particular non-human beings in 
the cosmos to the contemporary living human population. In the affinal context,
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these preconditions are evinced in the "stem and eye" (kolen matan) and the "flower 
and fruit" (puhun wuan), emblematic of what I have termed the imminence of life.
The clearest indication that saliva represents the power of life (and its 
transmission between different aspects of the cosmos) comes in the mortuary 
instances of nilu' blessing. Thus, before departing for the place of the dead, the 
newly deceased is understood to gather up his/her spittle, deposited in a random 
manner about the village of the living during the course of a lifetime. All of the 
deceased's spittle goes to kewokot, except that which is conferred on the opu in the 
saliva blessing performed prior to burial of the corpse. At this point, then, the 
blessing from the corpse is orienting that part of the power of life to be left behind 
with the living, just as the deceased is otherwise taking all randomly deposited spittle 
to the place of the dead. From there, such spittle will be joined with that of other 
ancestral dead, as well as Divinity, in conferring additional power of life on the 
living through future instances of nilu', in which the newly dead participates as an 
ancestor.
As regards the timely dead, perhaps it is when deceased persons have finally 
conferred all their saliva on the living, that they die in kewokot and move on to the 
next layer down below, within a cosmos of differentiated states of being. Following 
the logic of the transmission of saliva-and-life, by then all the power of life of such a 
deceased person has been returned or reinvested in the living. What is entailed is a 
transmission of life itself rather than personal reincarnation, given the defuse nature 
of the power of life involved. This is clear from the series of deaths subsequently 
experienced by each ancestor, moving on from kewokot through diverse aspects of 
the cosmos and different modes of being, before eventually becoming "stars in the 
sky" or "fish in the sea".
This interpretation does, however, raise an interesting issue in respect of the 
untimely dead, on whose account there is no pre-burial saliva blessing. It suggests 
that not only is the time of such persons among the living terminated abruptly, but 
that the deceased does not confer any power of life on the living before departing. 
This makes me think the untimely dead do remain a category apart from other 
ancestral dead, who gradually return their own power of life from the place of the 
dead to the living through a series of nilu'. If so, the power of life of the untimely 
dead may be forever lost to the community, entailing a dimunition of its resources of 
life overall. In any case, the untimely dead clearly cut short the standard cycle of life 
through the cosmos. And if, as some earlier ethnographers have suggested, aspects 
of the untimely dead (or at least the deceased warriors among them) go straight back 
to Divinity, reside in a separate place of the dead or somewhere on the horizon, then
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any reintroduction of their power of life into the community of the living must have 
its own peculiar dynamic, apart from the more usual one of saliva blessing.
While no dimunition in the power of life in the community was ever elaborated 
to me in respect of human beings, it was said to have occurred in times past in the 
case of cultivated crops. The "rice-maiden", who is regarded as the origin of the 
crops grown at present, is said to have been preceded by another such woman, whose 
precipitous departure for the heavens led to an extended period of famine. 
According to the mythic narrative of the origins of cultivated crops, this earlier 
woman took the kolen matan of the crops away with her, thus breaking the cycle of 
annual regeneration on which the community depends for its agricultural production.
Some contemporary elders do express anxiety that if the lore of the current 
rice-maiden were to be discarded -  if the rituals which enact her sacrifice and 
transformation, seclusion and gestation were to lapse -  then the cycle of cultivation 
would break down once more. In this regard, there is concern about maintaining the 
agricultural rites of death and regeneration, focused on the annual transmission of the 
kolen m atan of crops from the ancestors to the living. Given that rites of life for 
human beings parallel the rituals of the agricultural cycle in other respects, their 
performance is, no doubt, considered crucial to the continuing transmission of the 
power of life from the ancestral dead to the present communities of the living in 
Lewolema.
Summoning the ancestors from the place of the dead 
and welcoming them with betel-nut, so they will participate in rituals for the living.
GLOSSARY OF LAMAHOLOT TERMS
ade' younger sam e-sex sibling
agu aat 
ale m ow ok
ritually to "install and tuck in" 
m iscarriage early in pregnancy
am a (founder) father
am ut roots below ground
ana' child
ana' kem eak new -born child
ana' tudet a nam esake, regarded as a replacem ent for a deceased 
relative
ana' w eruin first-born child
arak palm  w ine
ata kiw an people o f the uplands
bai beda m ale
Baipito
bala
dom ain o f the villages surrounding M ount M andiri 
elephant tusk
bala belone  
bala dopi labi
"pillow  tusk" m ortuary prestation
small elephant tusk w hose presence is said to parry evil 
forces
bala ilu' w elin elephant tusk prestation to a progenitor w ho perform ed 
the saliva blessing that preceded a w om an's conceiving 
a child
bala kenopak  
bala wai lala
clan tusk which should never be alienated
tusk com pensation to retrieve rights in clan affiliates 
reared by another clan
bapa
bapa suku
beepu
belake
father 
clan leader 
gathered together 
progenitor and/or w ife-giver
belake em a bapa  
belake puken  
belaon
w ife-giving lines 
source progenitor lines 
m etal earrings
belaon oen prestation o f earrings not part o f reciprocal exchange
bele' big
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belen' great
beliwun huge cylindrical container, up to five arm spans in 
circumference and plaited from strips of lontar leaf, 
filled with rice in the field granary during threshing
bene' to confer a woman in marriage, gaining bridewealth 
credits for her
beola tenugu "the working of the fields" mortuary prestation for a 
male sibling set
bereun friend
besi squash of various kinds, including pumpkin
besi kulun utan era' a man's "squash seed, bean seedling", a marriageable 
woman two or more generations removed from his 
ancestral sister from whom the woman derives
bine' ana' "sisters' children"
Demonara Demon people, see Introduction, Endnote 1
doko long pandanus leaf hood of the kind used locally as an 
umbrella in the wet season, also worn outside the house 
by mother of new-born Liwun child prior to birth rites
don interior bamboo couch used for sitting, eating, sleeping 
and storing items of value in the house
dore to follow behind
dore mei "following the blood" to marry the female offspring 
two or more generations removed from an ancestral 
sister
ehan a single instance
ehin wain the produce of the fields
elan agreement
ema' bapa "mother father"
era' seed, including rice seed
etan a swidden comprising a number of separate newa fields
gelan
gelete
metal bracelet 
cool, cold
geraran
gere
prohibited 
to rise up
gete temona 
geto
geto kapek buran
to ask formally for a young woman in marriage 
to sever
ritually to sever the "white thread" of affinal alliance
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geto m ei buran to sever the "white blood" o f affinal alliance, through a 
hom ocide com m itted  between the lines concerned
geuk
guna dewa
to cycle
good fortune in the form  of spirit agency acting at one's 
behest
guna dew a ike kelaw ir daring and courage, strength and tenacity in the form  of 
clan good fortune and inherited personality  traits
gurun (gawak) to cloister, as a m other hen does her chicks, those 
undergoing a life cycle transition o f birth or death
gute
hagak kebote
to take, including to take a w om an in m arriage
to dispose o f the um bilical cord-placenta by hanging it 
in the clan affiliates’ tree
ham a sam e, see mei ham a hala'
ham a opak to sing and dance a recitation o f a clan history or an 
origin narrative o f a cultural item
han fiancee
hebo to bathe
heler geraran  
here'
prohibited portion
to tap the ju ice  o f the lontar palm
heti hau from  an easterly  direction
hode to fetch
hode bala to fetch an elephant tusk prestation
hode kew ae to fetch a w om an prom ised in m arriage from  her natal 
house
hode w ulun koli ritually to fetch back from  the new ly-deceased all the 
vegetable foods and staple crops consum ed during his 
or her lifetim e
hoi a raised hearth, consisting o f kitchen ashes and three 
hearth stones in a box-like tray placed up o ff the 
ground on a bam boo couch
hoin laga  
hook seniat
ritually "to clean and renovate"
to collect "the severed shroud" at the subsidiary 
m ortuary cerem ony
huke (tana) to articulate ritual responsibility  as custodian o f the 
land by giving the earth an initial offering from  any 
sacrifice, thereby claim ing sovereign clan status
hurit the sacrificial role o f slayer
ike (kelaw ir) 
ile jad i
inner strength
putative autochthones "bom  o f the m ountain"
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ilu' saliva
ilu' kebaak: saliva and phlegm
ilu' pelea: 
ilu welin
the form of rituals of the agricultural cycle 
the reciprocation for saliva blessing
ina puken
ina puken besi pare
ina puken jaga baku
clan ritual offices for women, "source mothers"
"source mother of the rice maiden" in agricultural rites
"source mother who guards the cooked rice" in 
agricultural rites
ina puken jaga menihun "source mother who guards the cooked rice" in rituals 
at the clan house
ina puken jaga meret "source mother who guards the uncooked rice" in 
rituals at the clan house
jadi
jaga ata maten 
kajo ratan 
kaka
to give birth
to guard the dead person prior to burial 
"hair skewer" mortuary prestation for a woman 
elder same-sex sibling
kaka arin elder/younger same-sex siblings
kaka arin tale kebote to'u a sibling set bom of one mother
kaka bapa (nubun baran) clan ritual offices for men, "elder/father, young adults
[among the clan ancestors]"
kaka bapa (kajo bala wato tonu) clan ancestors male and female
kaka bapa pa'u beliwun "elder sibling /father who nourishes the large threshing
kaka bapa pehen wajak
basket"
"elder sibling/father who holds the betel-nut tray" in 
rituals at the clan house
kaka bapa tobo ilu' "elder sibling/father who sits [secures] the rites" in 
rituals of the agricultural cycle
kakan the office of regent, within the realm of the Raja of 
Larantuka
kakan lango ono 
kakan lewo pulo 
kapek buran 
kebarek
"regent within the house"
"regents of the ten districts"
white thread, see also geto kapek buran
young woman
kebote placenta
kelapu Fatoua p ilosa  of the M oraceae  family, a plant used in 
medicinal practices of the Indonesian archipelago
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kelapu gere "kelapu arises," the rite o f clan affiliation for a new ­
born infant
kele kem atek (kaka arin) lines regarded as siblings in virtue o f their co-affine 
relationship
kele kem atek gute beepu  
kele kem atek naw o beepu  
kelen
"co-affine siblings who take w om en as wives" 
"co-affine siblings w ho bestow  w om en as wives" 
the sacrificial role o f securing the tail end
kelipa
kem am u
below -ground shoots, pushing up from  subm erged roots 
young m an
kem ie candle-nut
keneu iwa m en co-operatively w orking a field in a sw idden as 
sharers o f the harvest
keneuk a closed exchange cycle o f a set o f m arriages
kenum e see perite
keropon
kerun
young man 
bone m arrow
kerun lola half levels o f bone m arrow
ketipa
kew ae
pato lu  cloth, see Table 4.3 
wife
kew atek w om an's cylindrical cloth o f various grades for 
cerem onial w ear and exchange, see Table 4.3
kew okot the place o f the dead and the souls who inhabit it
koda kiw an the language o f the uplands
koke see koko
koko the tem ple o f a ritual com m unity
kolen m atan "the stem  and the eye" sym bolic o f the im m inence of 
life
korke see koko
kota small covered container m ade o f p laited lontar leaf
koten the sacrificial role o f securing the head
kulun seed, including squash seed
kum a tum eric
kum a ratun fem ale and m ale procreative fluids
labu senuji 
lake
em broidered blouse 
husband, male
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lali gere 
Iali haka
com ing up from  below 
from  a w esterly direction
lalon prescience, see also uke lalon
L am aholot the language and culture o f eastern Flores, Solor, 
A donara and parts o f Lem bata, see Introduction, 
Endnote 7
Iango belen' 
leda
"great house" o f a clan or clan segm ent 
p latform  exposure o f the esteem ed deceased
legat kenaok "splitting the coconut", a ritual for the first-born child  
and its m other m arried to a man o f clan Lam ahew en, 
term inating a range o f p o s t partum  prohibitions
leta' to request
lete ra'uk ritually  "to cool"
lew o a village com m unity characterized by posssession o f a 
tem ple
Lew olem a dom ain o f "five villages" which includes Lew otala and 
Rian Kotek
Lew otala the historic seat o f the "regent w ithin the house"
lew o tana a ritual com m unity and its land
likat hearth
lipa com m ercial cotton cloth, often bright w ith checks or 
stripes
lodon' ana' "the com ing dow n o f a child", a ritual for the first-born 
child  and its m other m arried to a m an o f clan Liw un
Ioge tow e  
lungun
lungun kew okot
"to dress and shelter w ith a cloth" 
river or w aterw ay
w aterw ay betw een the village o f the living and the 
place o f the dead
m ada an entrance to a v illage
m ahan fiancee
m ajan kaka bapa  
m ajan ra'a lom a
to sum m on the ancestors to attend a rite
to sum m on the birth w aters w hich fell outside the 
dom ain into the territory o f the com m unity
m ajan w iti bala  
m alu kolen
to sum m on bridew ealth  "goats and tusks"
the stem  from  w hich a catkin o f the piper betel grows
m anger
m anuk koten koan
see tuber m anger
chicken cooked with its head and thighs intact as a 
m ark o f affinal status from  w ife-takers to w ife-givers
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m aran the sacrificial role o f enunciator
m ata to die
m ata wai nalin to die "of age"
m atan see kolen m atan
m ate deceased
m ati a prestation o f cooked rice, shaped in the form  o f a 
m ountain as a m ark o f deference and respect
mei blood
mei buran the "white blood" o f m ale and fem ale procreative fluids
mei geto  
mei ham a hala'
to sever the "blood" o f affinity
bloods w hich are incom patible, infertile in respect of 
one another
mei lola half levels o f blood
m ei m e'an the "red blood" o f hum an beings and the ferocity of 
hom ocide betw een unrelated persons
m ei w orak "blood and fat", also refers to procreative substances
m enakan w itch
m enato low  stone wall surrounding the v illage cerem onial 
square
m olan sham an
m ue rokot prestation o f a goat and pig added to "pillow tusks" 
m ortuary prestation if  the recipients w ere not present at 
the m ortuary feast
m u/m uren true, correct
m uren w anan "true and right" potential spouse
na'a bine' "brother and sister"
na'a jad i bine' jadi "the offspring o f the brother and the offspring o f the 
sister" as potential spouses
nam a the dancing ground within the cerem onial square
nara nam e
naw o "to lead or escort som eone som ew here" and in the 
context o f m arriage "to bestow  a woman"
nebo m ortuary cerem ony after four then eigh t days have 
passed since the physical dem ise o f the deceased
nein to give
neket to warp a loom
neket tane to warp a loom  and to w eave a cloth
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nelan to acknow ledge, see nuke nelan and w ungun nelan
netak fixed-field  gardens cultivated  long-term  or perm anently  
by m em bers o f a single household
new a fields within a (nam ed) swidden
nikaleun the representative field on w hich are perform ed rites 
setting the stages o f the agricultural cycle for a ritual 
com m unity
mill' a rite o f saliva blessing
nim ok oneself, to do som ething oneself
nim un o f the one w om b
niwak graveyard
noi lango "to know  the house", w hen a young w om an m oves to 
her fiance's house
nole bridew ealth in the form  o f a set o f elephant tusks
nole barek bridew ealth in the form  o f rights to bestow  a daughter 
o f the m arriage or another w om an and receive 
bridew ealth credits for her
nuba (nara) 
nuke Lew olem a
the sacrificial stones in the cerem onial square
the right and the obligation to huke tana in the dom ain 
o f Lew olem a
nuke nelan the prerogative and the obligation to acknow ledge the 
earth through the rite o f huke tana
nuti a sm all cylindrical pouch-like container m ade from  
plaited lontar leaf
Nu'un W ai the local spirit o f Judgem ent w hose task is to report 
offenders and, w ith the aid o f w itches w ho attack the 
soul principle, punish them  at D ivinity 's behest
odo mei a ritual "to push away the blood" o f a v ictim  of 
hom ocide from  that o f the killer
ohe the reciprocal prestation o f textiles for bridew ealth 
tusks
ohon (rata) to w ash the hair using w ater infused w ith coconut, 
particularly  in rites o f transition
ohon ana' see ohon kew ae
ohon kew ae the bathing rite for a new -born infant and its m other
ola here' to w ork the fields and tap the ju ice  o f the lontar palm
ola (ma) to w ork the fields
opak see ham a opak
opu w ife-takers/sister's offspring
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opu ana' 
opu bine' 
opu kesin'
opu paen
opu waen 
opu weruin
Pajinara 
pake bine'
pa'u
pa'u guna dewa 
pa'u kaka bapa
pa'u kebote
pelate
pelatin
perite
pokok durok
pole bala 
porit ape
puhun wuan
puken 
ra'a (loma)
"wife-taker child"
"wife-take sister"
"small opu", a woman of the prohibited category in 
respect of marriage
"opu who place a layer under the buttocks", usually 
daughters' husbands
"female affines"
"first-born opu", regarded as the historically precedent 
line of wife-takers
Paji people, see Introduction, Endnote 1
"to dress a sister", equipping her for the journey from 
her natal home to her fiance's house by placing a local 
textile over her right shoulder
to feed, nourish, nurture and sustain
to feed and nourish the spirit agents contributing to the 
good fortune of a clan or clan segment in a series of 
rites held annually (also known as pa'u kaka bapa)
rites held in sequence annually, by each clan or clan 
segment storing ancestral hierlooms and other objects 
housing guna dewa, during which these treasures are 
cleaned, lustrated and nourished (also known as pa'u 
guna dewa)
to offer a little cooked food to the container holding the 
umbilical cord and placenta each time the mother and 
her new-born eat prior to the disposal of it in a tree 
during the bathing rite
heated, hot
intrinsically hot
above-ground shoots, stemming from the edge 
(terekan) of the stump of a felled tree (kenume)
feeding the ghost between the physical demise of a 
person and the conclusion of the mortuary ceremonies 
held
to call for the bridewealth tusks
"to light the fire" for a deceased clansperson by 
providing an animal as initial provisions for the 
mortuary rites
"the flower" of fruit-bearing trees and "the fruit" 
implied within it, as a symbol of fertilization
stem, trunk, source
birth waters and the blood of afterbirth
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raja tuan sovereign clans, w ith the prerogative to huke tana
raran road, path
raran atadiken ra'en "the path o f the living" by w hich villagers usually  visit 
the graveyard and return from  it, see Figure 6.1
raran kew okot ra'en "the path o f the dead" by w hich the deceased enters the 
place o f the dead in the graveyard, see Figure 6.1
raran m u/m uren "the true/correct road" o f established m arriage paths
rata hair
Ratu Nini see Rera W ulan Tana Ekan
ratun see kum a ratun
reda Indian m ordant painted cotton trade textile used for 
cerem onial attire and exchange reciprocal to 
bridew ealth tusks
rekan they eat
rekan elan the parties eat together to form alize agreem ent on a 
m arriage
Rera W ulan T ana Ekan D ivinity
rian a subsidiary com m unity w ithout its ow n tem ple
rirat m iscarriage o f a recognizably hum an foetus
robak berobak spearing the beast to initiate the deceased's m ortuary 
rites
sengaji a Javanese or M alay title for nobility used in T em ate 
and Solor
seniat "that w hich is tom ", the severed shroud
sera to present
seradin  dodun corpse prepared for burial w ith hands and knees resting 
on chest, before being w rapped in a cloth shroud and a 
m at for p lacem ent in coffin, tree or ground
siat to tear, to sever
sige to reserve an infant for a cross-cousin (M BD -FZS) 
m arriage
suduk dangat 
suku am a
m arriage "where there is no road" 
"clan/father"
suku pulo w ungun lema
suku raja
tale
the totality o f clans 
sovereign clans, see raja tuan  
cord or vine
tale kebote um bilical cord and placenta
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tale to'u a sibling set, "one cord" in the sense o f bom  of one 
m other
tali gelan "to add bracelets", a prelude to the bathing rite, for a 
first-bom  child  to be v iew ed by the young m en w ho are 
classified as its m other's brothers
tana land
tana alat "lord o f the land", ritual custodian o f the land
tane to w eave textiles on a loom
taw a to grow, to em erge
tem ona young w om an
terekan see perite
tobo to sit
tonu w ujo  
tow e ana'
fem ale
"to dress a child, placing a cloth on its head and 
shoulders" im plying a relationship o f protection
tuak the ju ice  o f the lontar palm
tuber see tuber m anger
tuber m anger  
tudek
aspects o f the soul principle
to dispose o f som ething w here it should never be 
burned
tudet see ana' tudet
tuga m ahan  
tuho w a'in
to replace a fiancee w ith another w om an 
breast m ilk
tula gahin  
tutu' m arin
to organize ritual 
to recite ritual chants
uke shadow, see also uke lalon
uke lalon aspects o f the soul principle
utan varieties o f legum e, including peas and beans
w ae fem ale
wai: w ater
wai lala "water and porridge", see also bala wai lala
w ajak a circular plaited lontar-leaf tray on w hich betel-nut is 
placed for offering to people
wan' genealogical level
w anan right [as against left]
w eki body
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welin 
weruin 
witi bala 
witi bala gere 
witi berobak 
worak 
wuan ehan
wuan malu' 
wuan malu' gere
wuan matan 
wuan wato
wungun (nelan)
price
first-born
"goats and tusks" constituting bridewealth 
"goats and tusks arise" for payment of bridewealth 
goat killed for a deceased's main mortuary ceremony 
fat, see mei worak
a "single fruit" marriage not part of a closed cyclic set 
of marriages
areca nut and piper betel
the wedding eve "arising of betel-nut" prestation of 
tusks preliminary to bridewealth, compensating for the 
mother's milk and prizing open the door of the natal 
house
the eye from which the areca nut emerges
"stone fruits", stones and other unusual small objects 
understood to harbour guna dewa found by ancestors 
and kept within the clan attesting to its good fortune
customs and taboos -  interdictions, positive 
injunctions, special knowledge -  characteristic of a 
clan and often associated with its mythic origins, which 
must be acknowledged and adhered to by affiliates and 
associates of the clan
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